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MEMOIRS

LIFE OF MARMONTEL.

You have just seen, my dear children, througli how
many difficulties I arrived at the Academy. But I

have not told you with what thorns the vanity of

talents had strewed my way.
During the contrarieties I experienced, madame

GeofFrin was uneasy ; she would sometimes pretend

to rally me about them ; but at every new election

that retarded mine, I saw she was vexed. *' Well,"
would she say to me, " is it then decided that you
are not to be of the Academy ?" I, who did not wish
her to be disturbed about it, answered negligently,

that it was the least of my cares ; that the author
of the * Henriade,' of ' Zaire,' of ' IMerope,' had not
been received there till after he was fifty, and that I

was not forty ; that I should perhaps belong to it one
day; that many honest men, and of distinguished

merit, consoled themselves for not being of it, and
that I should console myself like them. I begged
her to be as little concerned about it as myself.

She was not the less uneasy ; and, from time to time,

in her way, and by little subtle words, she sounded
the dispositions of the academicians.

•.)ne day she asked me, ** What has INI. de IMari-

vaux done to you, to induce you to mock at him
a2
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and turn him into ridicule r"

—

** We, madame !"

—

" Yes, you, who laugh in his face, and make others

laugh at his expense . . .
."—" Really, madame,

I do not know what you mean to say."—*' I

mean to say what he has told me : JMarivaux is an
honest man, he cannot have imposed upon me."

—

*' Then he must explain to me himself what I do not

understand. For in my life he has never been,

either present or absent, the subject of my ridicule."—" Well ! call on him, and endeavour," said she,
*' to convince him of the contrary ; for, even in his

complaints, he is lavish of your praise." Crossing

the garden of the Palais Royal, where he lodged, I

saw and accosted him.

He had at first some repugnance to explain him-
self; and he repeated to me that he would not be

the less just to me whenever I should present myself
for the Academy. *' Sir," said I at last, with some
impatience, " let us leave the Academy out of the

question, it makes no part of my motive for address-

ing you ; it is not your vote that I solicit ; it is your
esteem that I reclaim, and of which I am jealous."

—

" You have it entirely," answered he. *' If I have
it, be pleased to tell me then, in what I have given

rise to the complaints you make of me."—" What !"

said he, ** have you forgotten at madame Dubocage's,
one evening, as you were sitting by madame de
Villaumont, you never ceased, either of you, to look

at me and laugh, whispering to each other ? It

certainly was at me you laughed, and I don't know
why, for on that day I was not more ridiculous than
iisual."

*' Fortunately," said I, " what you would remind
me of is fresh in my memory : the fact is this,

madame de Villaumont saw you for the first time

;

and as the company were crowding round you, she
asked me who you were. I told her your name.
She, who knew an officer of the same name, insisted

that you were not M. de Marivaux Her obstinacy
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diverted me ; mine appeared ridiculous to her ; and
in describing to me the face of the Marivaux she
knew, she looked at you : this is the whole mys-
tery."—" Yes," replied he, ironically ;

*' the mistake
was very laughable ! yet you had both a certain

arch and bantering air that I well understand, and
which is not that of simple pleasantry."—" Yet
ours was very simple and very innocent, I assure

you. Besides too," added I, " it is the naked truth.

I thought I owed it to you, and I have now paid
it ; if you do not believe me, I shall then, sir, have
a right to complain of you." He assured me that

he believed me ; though he did not fail to tell madame
GeofFrin that he had only taken this explanation for

an adroit way of excusing myself to him. Death
deprived me of his vote ; but had he given it me,
he would have thought himself generous.
Madame de Villaumont, whom I have mentioned

to you, was the daughter of madame Gaulard, and
the rival of madame de Brienne in beauty, which
was more lively and inviting,

]\Iadame Dubocage, at whose house we sometimes
supped, was a women of letters, of an estimable

character, but without relief and without colouring.

She, like madame Geoffrin, had a literary society,

but infinitely less agreeable, and analogous to her
mild, cold, formal, and melancholy disposition. I

had belonged to it for some time, but its gravity op-

pressed me, and I was driven from it by tediousness.

In this woman, who was for a moment celebrated,

the thing truly admirable was, her modesty. She
saw engraved at the bottom of her portrait

—
' Forma

Venus, arte Minerva ;
' and she was never caught in

one impulse of vanity. Let us return to the com-
plaints that were made against me by men of another

character.

Among the academicians, whose votes were not

assured to me, we reckoned the president H^nault
and Moncrif. Madame Geoffrin spoke to them, and
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returned to me in a rage. ** It seems clear," said she,
" that you pass your Ufe in making yourself enemies !

There's Moncrif furious against you ; and the pre-

sident Henault is scarcely less iiTitated."—" At
what, madame ? what have I done to them ?"—'* What
have you done ! why you have written your * Poe-
tique ;' for you have always the rage for %vriting."

—

** And what is it in this book that irritates them ?"

—

" As for IMoncrif, I know what it is," said she ;

" he makes no secret of it, but speaks publicly.

You quote a song of his, and you mutilate it. It

was in five couplets ; you cite but three of them."

—

" Alas ! madame, I have cited the best, and I have
only left out those which repeated the same idea."

—

'* Indeed 1 that is exactly what he complains of, you
thought proper to correct his work. Living or

dying, he will never pardon you."—" Then let

him live and die my enemy, madame, for the two
couplets of his song : I will support my misfortune.

And the good president,—what is my offence to him ?"
'' He has not told me ; but, I believe, it is of your
book too that he complains. I shall know it." He
told it her. But, when I pressed her to repeat it to

me, it was a comic scene at which the abb^ Raynal
was present.

** Well, madame, you have seen the president

Henault ; has he told you at last what has been my
offence?"—" Yes, I know it; but he forgives

you; he is willing to forget it; let's say no more
about it."

—'* At least, madame, I ought to know
what this involuntary crime is, that he has the good-
ness to forget."—" Why know it ? That's very
useless. You will have his vote, that's enough."

—

*' No, it is not enough; and I do not like to endure
complaint without knowing why."—** Madame,"
said the abbe Raynal, ** I think M. Marmontel is

right."—" Don't you see," replied she, " that he
wants to know it, only that he may tm-n it into

ridicule, or make a tale of it;"—" No, madame, I
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promise you never to mention it, from the moment
I shall know what it is."

—" What it is 1 why, always
your book and your rage for quotations. I think I

have your book there ?"— '* Yes, madame, there it

is."—" Let's see that song of the president's that
you have quoted among your drinking songs. Here
it is :

—

" Console me for a mistress that's false," &c.

From whom had you this song?'*—" From Geliote.'*
" Well, then, G^liote has not given it you such as
it really is, if I must tell you. You have left out
an OA.'"—'* An Oh! madame !"—*' Why yes,

an Oh. Is there not a verse that begins, * What
charms ?' "—** Yes, madame :

—

" What charms ! ye heavens ! what beauty."

—

" That's it : there's the fault. You should have
said, *0h, ye heavens! what beauty!'"—"Why,
madame, the sense is the same."—" Yes, sir, but
when you cite, you should cite correctly. Every
man is jealous of what he has written ; that is na-
tural. The president did not ask you to quote his

song."—" I have quoted it with praise."—" Then you
should not have changed it. Since he had put, ' Oh
ye heavens !

' that pleased him best. What had he
done to you, that you must deprive him of his Oh ?

However, he has faithfully assured me that it

will not prevent him from doing justice to your
talents."

The abbe Raynal had a most longing desire to

burst into laughter, and I too, but we contained our-

selves : for madame Geoflfrin was already sufficiently

confused ; and, when she was in the wrong, it was
no joking matter.

As we went away, I related to the abbe my adven-
ture with JMarivaux, and my dispute with Moncrif.
" All!" said he, " that proves to us that, when a

man is said to have enemies, we shoiold well enquire
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whether he has deserved them, before we condemn
him.'^

\Vlien I had passed this streight, my hfe resumed
its free and tranquil course. It was divided between
the town and the country, and both made me happy.

Of my societies in town, the only one I no longer

frequented was that of les Menus Plaish's. Cury,
who had been the soul of it, was infirm and ruined.

He died a short time afterwards.

When his secret became known (and it was not

so till after his death) I have sometimes heard it said

in society, that he ought to have declared himself

the author of the parody. I always maintained

that he ought not ; and woe to me if he had done
it, for it would have been he whom they would have
oppressed, and I should have died with grief. My
fault was my own, and it would have been in the

highest degree unjust if another had suffered for it.

Besides, the parody, such as the world had seen it,

full of gross insults, was not that which he had
written. In accusing himself of the one, he ought
then to have been permitted to disavow the other

;

and had he made this distinction, would it have been
listened to ? His ruin would have been inevitable,

and I should have been the cause of it. By remain-
ing silent, he did what was most just, and best to

do for me and for himself, and I owed to him the

sweets of the life I led after my most happy mis-
fortune had restored me to myself and to ray
friends.

I do not number among my intimate associates the
assembly that was held every evening at mademoi-
selle TEspinasse's ; for, with the exception of some
of d'Alembert's friends, as the chevalier de Chas-
tellux, the abb^ Morellet, Saint Lambert, and myself,

this circle was formed of men who were not at all

acquainted with each other. She had taken them
here and there in society, but so well matched, that

when they were there, they found themselves in
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most perfect harmony, like the strings of an instru-

ment tuned by a single hand. To follow the com-
pai'ison, I might say that she played on this instru-

ment with an art that had the features of genius.

She seemed to know what sound the string that she
was about to touch would produce. I mean to say,

she was so well acquainted with our minds and dis-

positions, that she had but to speak a word to bring
them into play. Nowhere was conversation more
lively, more brilliant, nor better regiilated than at

hep's. That degree of temperate, and ever equal
warmth, in which she knew how to support it ; now,
by gently inclining it to moderation, and now by
animating it, was a rare phenomenon.—The con-
tinual activity of her soul communicated itself to our
minds, but without excess : her imagination was its

spring, her reason its regulator.—And take notice,

that the understandings she thus moved at her will,

were neither weak nor light : the Condillacs and the

Turgots were of the number ; d'Alembert by her
side Avas like a simple and a docile child. Her talent

for throwing out an idea, and giving it for debate to

men of this class ; her talent for discussing it herself,

and like them with precision, sometimes with elo-

quence ; her aptitude to introduce new ideas and vary
conversation, with the ease and facility of a fairy, who,
with a stroke of her wand, changes, at her will, the

scene ofher enchantments. These merits, I say, were
not those of an ordinary woman. It was not with the

follies of fashion and vanity that she every day,

during four hours of conversation, without languor,

and v/ithout interval, knew how to render herself

interesting to a circle of enlightened men. It is true,

that one of her charms was that ardent disposition

which gave passion to her language, and communi-
cated to her opinions the warmth, the interest, the

eloquence of sentiment. Often, too, at her house,

and very often, reason became gay : a mild philosophy

there allowed itself a gentle pleasantry ; d'Alembert
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gave the tone of it ; and who ever knew better than

he—
" To mix

The severe with the comic, the grave with the gay ?"

The history of a woman so singularly endowed by
nature as mademoiselle I'Espinasse, should be, to you,

my dear children, curious and interesting. The reci-

tal of it will not be long.

There was at Paris a marchioness du D^fant, full

of wit, caprice, and ill-humour
;
gallant, and tolerably

beautiful in her youth, but old at the time of which
I am speaking, almost blind, and tormented by
spleen and melancholy. Retired to a convent on a

narrow fortune, she did not cease to keep the brilliant

society in which she had lived. She had become
acquainted with d'Alembert at her old lover's, the

president Renault's, over whom she still tyrannised,

and who, naturally very timid, had continued to be

the slave of fear long after he had ceased to be that

of love. JMadame du Defant, charmed with the

wit and gaiety of d'Alembert, had iuA'ited him to

her house, and so captivated him that he was insepa-

rable from her. He lived at a distance from her,

and never passed a day without going to see her.

At the same time, to fill the vacant moments of

her solitude, madame du Defant was looking for a

young, M'ell-educated girl, without fortune, who
would be her companion, and who, in the quality

of friend, that is, of a devoted slave, would live with

her in her convent. She happened to meet with
mademoiselle TEspinasse, and she Avas enchanted
with her, as you may suppose. D'Alembert was
not less charmed to find so interesting a third at tlie

house of his old friend.

Between this young lady and him, misfortune had
made an affinity that might well induce tlieir souls

to harmonise. They were both what are called

children of love. I saw this nascent friendship.
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when madame du Defant used to l)nng tliem \yit\i

her to sup at my friend madame Harenc's ; and it

was then that our acquaintance began. There wanted
nothing less than such a friend as d'Alembert to

soften, and render supportable to mademoiselle
I'Espinasse the melancholy and severity of her
situation ; for it was not enough to be the slave of

perpetual attentions to a blind and splenetic woman,
it was requisite to live with her, to turn day into

night, and night into day, as she did, and to sit by
her bedside, and read her to sleep ; an exertion that

was mortal to this young girl, naturally delicate,

and from which her exhausted lungs were never
afterwards able to recover. Yet she withstood it till

an incident happened that broke her chain.

Madame du Defant, after having sat up all night at

home, or at madame de Luxembourg's, who kept as

late hours as herself, used to sleep all day, and was
not visible till about six in the evening. iMademoiselle

I'Espinasse, retired in her little chamber that looked
into the court of the convent, did not rise more than
an hour before her marchioness ; but that hour so pre-

cious, stolen from her slavery, was employed in receiv-

ing inher own apartment her personal friends, d'Alem-
bert, Chastellux, Turgot, and myself occasionally.

Now these gentlemen were likewise the habitual

company of madame du Defant ; and the moments
they thus passed with mademoiselle I'Espinasse were
stolen from her ; this private rendezvous was there-

fore a secret from iier ; for they easily foresaw that

she would be jealous of it. She discovered it, and

insisted that it was nothing less than treason. She
told it everywhere, accusing this poor girl of with-

drawing her friends from her, and declaring that

she would no longer nourish such a serpent in her

bosom.
This separation was abrupt ; but mademoiselle

I'Espinasse was not abandoned. All the friends of

madame du Defant were become her's. It wa.s easy
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for her to persuade them that the anger of this

woman was unjust. The president Renault himself

declared for her. The duchess of Luxembourg-
thought her old friend in the wrong, and made
mademoiselle I'Espinasse a present of some furniture

for the lodgings she took. Finally, through the

duke de Choiseul, her friends obtained for her from
the king an annual gratification that put her above

want, and the most distinguished circles in Paris

disputed the pleasure of her company.
D'Alembert, to whom madame du Defant impe-

riously proposed the alternative of renouncing the

friendship of mademoiselle I'Espinasse, or her own,
did not hesitate, and gavehimself wholly to his young
friend. They lived at a distance from each other

;

and though in bad weather it was painful for d'Alem-
bert to return in an evening from Belle Chasse street

to Michael le Comte street, where his nurse lived,

he did not think of quitting this latter. But at her
house he fell sick, and so dangerously as to alarm
Bouvart, his physician. His disorder was one of

those putrid fevers, the first remedy of which is a
free and pure air. Now his lodging at his glazier's

was a little chamber, badly lighted, badly aired, with
a bed like a coffin. Bouvart declared to us that the

incommodiousness of this lodging might be fatal.

—

Watelet oiFered him one in his hotel, near the
bouvelard du Temple ; he was carried there ; and
mademoiselle I'Espinasse, whatever might be thought
and said of it, determined to be his nurse. No one
thought or said anything of it but in praise.

D'Alembert was restored to life, and, from that

moment, consecrating his days to her who had pre-

served them, he desired to live near her. Nothing
could be more innocent than their intimacy : it

was therefore respected ; malice itself never attacked
it ; and the consideration that mademoiselle I'Espi-

nasse enjoyed, far from suffering any blemish from it,

was the more honourably and firmly established.
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But this union, so pure, and on the part of d'Alem-
bert ahvays tender and unalterable, was neither so
grateful to him nor so happy as it ought to have
been.

The ardent soul and romantic imagination of ma-
demoiselle I'Espinasse made her conceive the project
of rising from the narrow mediocrity in which she
was fearful of finishing her days. With all the
means she possessed of seducing and of pleasing, with-
out being even beautiful, it appeared to her very pos-
sible, that, in the number of her friends, and even
among the most distinguished, some one might be so

in love with her as to offer her his hand. This
ambitious hope, more than once deceived, did not
despond ; it changed its object, always more exalted,

and so lively, that it might have been taken for the
intoxication of love. For instance, she was at one
time so passionately struck with what she called the

heroism and the genius of Guibert, that in the art

of war and for the talent of writing she saw nothing
comparable to him. Yet he escaped her like the rest.

Then it was the conquest of the marquis de IMora,

a young Spaniard of high birth, to whom she thought
she might aspire ; and indeed, whether it were love

or entliusiasm, this young man had conceived a

passionate sentiment for her. We saw him more than
once in adoration before her, and the impression she

had made on his heart assumed so serious a character,

tiiat the family of the marquis hastened to recall him.
Mademoiselle I'Espinasse, crossed in her desires, was
no longer the same with d'Alembert ; and he not

only endured her coldness and caprice, but often the

bitterness of her wounded temper. He brooked his

sorrows, and complained only to me. Unhappy man I

such were his devotion and obedience to her, that, in

the absence of M. de Mora, it was he who used to go
early in a morning to ask for his letters at tlie post-

office, and bring them to her when she woke. At
last, the young Spaniard falling sick in his own
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country, and his family waiting only his recovery to

marry him suitably, mademoiselle TEspinasse con-

trived to have it pronounced, by a physician at Paris,

that the climate of Spain would be mortal to him

;

that, if his friends wished to save his life, they

should send him to breathe the air of France ; and
this consultation, dictated by mademoiselle I'Espi-

nasse, was obtained by d'Alembert from his intimate

friend Lorry, one of the most celebrated physicians

in Paris. The authority of Lorry, supported by the

patient, had in Spain all its effect. The young man
was suffered to set off on his return, but he died on
the road; and the deep sorrow that mademoiselle
I'Espinasse felt at it, completed the destruction of

that frail machine which her ambition had rumed,
and brought her to the grave.

D'Alembert was inconsolable for his loss. It was
then that he came, as it were, to bury himself in the

lodging that he had at the Louvre. I have said

elsewhere how he there passed the rest of his life.

He often complained to me of the fatal solitude into

which he fancied himself fallen. In vain did I re-

mind him of what he had so often said to me, on the

change in his fair friend. " Yes," answered he,
*' she was changed, but I was not ; she no longer

lived for me, but I ever lived for her. Since she

is no more, I know not why I live. Ah I why have
I not still to suffer those moments of bitterness, that

she so well knew how to sweeten and make me for-

get ! Do you remember the happy evenings we
passed together ? Now, what have I left ? I return

home, and, instead of herself, 1 find but her shade.

This lodging at the Louvre is itself a tomb, which I

never enter but with hon'or."

I here relate in substance the conversations we
had together as we walked alone in an evening
in the Tuileries ; and I ask, whether this be the
language of a man to whom nature had refused

Bensibility of heart ?
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Much happier than he, I Hved in a circle of the
most seducing women, without being tied to any one
by the bonds of slavery. Neither the pretty and
inviting Filleul, nor the witty and beautiful Seran,
nor the dazzling Villaumont, nor any one of those
who most delighted me, troubled my repose. As I

well knew they did not think of me, I had neither
the simplicity nor the fatuity to think of them. I
could have said with Atys, and with more sincerity,

—

" I love the opening' rose;

Its odours let me taste

:

And had it not its thorn,

I'd press it to my breast."

What charmed me in them, were the graces of the
mind, the mobihty of their imagination, the easy and
natural turn of their ideas and language, and a
certain delicacy of fancy and feeling, that, like their

faces, seems reserved for their sex. Their conversa-
tions Avere a school not less useful to me than agree-
able ; and, as much as possible, I profited by their

lessons,—He that will write with precision, energy,
and vigour only, may live only with men ; but he
who wishes for suppleness in his style, for amenity,
and for that something which charms and enchants,
will, I believe, do very right to live with women.
When I read that Pericles sacrificed every morning
to the Graces, what I understand by it is, that every
day Pericles breakfasted with Aspasia,

Yet, however interesting on the score of intellect

the society of these engaging women might be, it did

not prevent me from going to fortify my mind, to

elevate, extend, enlarge, and fertilise my ideas in a
society of men, whose intellects infused warmth and
light into mine. The house of baron d'Holbach,
and afterwards that of Helvetius, was the rendezvous
of this society, partly composed of the flower of

madame Geoffrin's convivial friends, and partly of

some others, who were thought by madame Geoffrin

too bold and adven tiu'ous to be admitted to her
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dnmers. She esteemed baron d'Holbach, she loved

Diderot, but silently, and without exposing herself

for them. It is true, that she had admitted, and, as

it were, adopted Helv^tius, but it was while he was
still young, and before he had committed any follies.

I never knew why d'Alembert kept himself aloof

from the society of which I am speaking. He and
Diderot, associates in the labours and glory of the

undertaking of the * Encyclopedic,' were at first

cordially united ; but they were now no longer so
;

they spoke of each other with much esteem, but

they did not associate together, and scarcely ever

met. I never dared to ask them the reason,

Jean Jacques Rousseau and BufFon were for some
time of this philosophic society. But the former
left us, an open enemy ; and the latter, with more
management and address, withdrew and kept himself

apart. As for these, I think I well know what was
the system of their conduct.

Buffouj with the king's cabinet and his natural

history, felt himself strong enough to live with some
magnificence. He saw that the encyclopedique

school was out of favour at court and with the king;
he was afraid of being involved in the common
wreck ; and, to continue his prosperous voyage with
swelling sails, or at least to steer prudently among
the rocks, he preferred having a free and separate

bark to himself. At this no one was oflfended ,• but
his retreat had yet another cause.

Buffon, surrounded at home by flatterers and
devoted admirers, and accustomed to an obsequious
deference for his systematic ideas, v/as sometimes dis-

agreeably surprised to find among us less reverence
and docility. I used to see him go away dissatisfied

at the opposition he had endured. With incontestible

merit, he had an arrogance and presumption by which
it was at least equalled. Spoiled by adulation, and
placed by the multitude in the class of our great

men, he had the vexation of seeing th.at the ma-
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thematicians, the chemists, and the astronomers,
allotted him but a very inferior rank among them

;

that the naturalists themselves were but little dis-

posed to put him at their head, and that among men
of letters, he obtained only the slender praise of an
elegant writer, and a great colourist. Some even
reproached him with having written pompously on
a subject that required a simple and natural style.

I recollect, that one of his friends having asked me
how I should speak of him, if I were chosen to

make his funeral oration at the French Academy ; I

answered that I should give him a distinguished

place among poets of the descriptive kind ; a way
of praising him with which he was by no means
satisfied.

BufFon, uncomfortable with his peers, shut himself
up at home with a few ignorant and servile flatterers,

going to neither of the Academies, courting apart the
favour of the ministers, and labouring to extend
his reputation in foreign courts, from which he re-

ceived handsome presents in exchange for his work

;

his peaceful canity at least injured no one. It

was not the same with that of Rousseau.
After the success which his two works, crowned

at Dijon, had produced on the jejune, Rousseau,
foreseeing that, by colouring paradoxes with his

style, and by animating them with his eloquence,

it would be easy for him to obtain a croud of enthu-
siasts, he conceived the ambition of forming a sect ;

and, instead of being a simple associate in the phi-

losophic school, he wanted to be the chief and sole

professor in a school of his own; but withdraw-
ing from our society, like Buflfon, without dispute

and without noise, he would not have completed his

object. To attract the crowd, he had attempted to

give himself the air of an old philosopher ; he
shewed himself at the opera, in the coffee-houses,

in the walks, first in an old great coat, and then in

the habit of an Armenian ; but neither his little
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dirty wig, and the stick of Diogenes, nor his fur

cap, arrested the passengers. He wanted some
grand disturbance, to advertise the enemies of men
of letters, and particularly of those who were
marked with the name of philosophers, that J. J.

Rousseau was divorced from them. This rupture
would draw to him a croud of partisans ; and he
had well calculated that the priests would be of the

number. It was therefore not enough for him
to separate from Diderot and his friends, he abused
them ; and by a dart of calumny directed against

Diderot, he gave the signal of the war he had
declared against them on parting.

At the same time, their society, consoled for this

loss, and little affected by the ingratitude which
Rousseau professed, found in its own bosom the
most grateful pleasures that the liberty of thought
and the commerce of minds can procure. We were
no longer led and held by leadhig-strings, as at

madame GeofFrin's. But this liberty was not licence,

and there are revered and inviolable subjects that

were never submitted to the debate of opinion.

God, virtue, the holy laws of natural morality, were
there never held in doubt, at least in my presence

;

this 1 can attest. The career was still vast enough
;

and mhid took such bold flights, there, that I

sometimes thought I heard the disciples of Pytha-
goras or of Plato. It was there that Galiani was so

astonishing for the originality of his ideas, and for

the adroit, singular, unforeseen turn, by which he
effected their development ; it was there that the

chemist Roux revealed to us, like a man of genius,

the mysteries of nature ; it was there tliat baron
d'Holbach, who had read everything, and forgotten

nothing interesting, poured out at)undantly the

riches of his memory ; it was there, above all, with
his mild and persuasive eloquence, and his face

sparkling with the fire of inspiration, that Diderot
spread light in every mind, and warmth in every
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heart. He that has kno-v\Ti Diderot only by his

\vritiiigs has not known him. His hj'potheses on the
art of writing disfigured his charming simplicity.

When he was animated by conversation, and suf-

fered the abundance of his ideas to flow from their

source, he forgot his theories, and suffered himself to

be carried on by the impulse of the moment ; it was
then that he was enchanting. In his WTitings, he
never knew how to form a whole : that first opera-

tion, that regulates and puts everything in its place,

was for him too slow and too painful. He wrote with
fire, before he had meditated anything : so that he
has written beautiful pages, as he used to say him-
self, but he has never written a book. This defect

of plan disappeared in the free and varied course of

conversation.

One of Diderot's fine moments, was when an
author consulted him on his work. If the subject

were worth the pains, you should have seen him
seize it, penetrate it, and at one view discover of

what riches and what beauties it was susceptible. If

he perceived that the author had succeeded ill,

instead of listening to the reading, his fancy sup-

plied the defects of the work. If it were a play, he
would imagine new scenes, new incidents, new traits

of character ; and, thinking he had heard what he
had meditated, he extolled to us the piece that had
just been read to him, and in which, when it ap-

peared, we found scarcely anything of what he had
cited. In general, and in all the branches of human
knowledge, all was so familiar to him, and so pre-

sent to his mind, that he always appeared prepared

for whatever might be said to him ; and his most
sudden perceptions were like the results of recent

study, or of long meditation.

This man, one of the most enlightened of the age,

was likewise one of the most engaging : and parti-

cularly on what concerned moral goodness ; when
he spoke freely on it, I cannot express the charm
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of his eloquence. His whole soul was in his eyes
and on his hps. Never did the face better paint
the goodness of the heart.

I do not mention those of our friends whom you
have just seen under the eye of madame Geoffrhi,

and submitted to her discipline. At baron d'Hol-
bach's, and at Helvetius's, they were at their ease,

and so much the more agreeable ; for reind^ in its

action, can only display to advantage its power and
grace when there is nothing that confines it ; and
there it resembled Virgil's courser :

—

*' Qualis, ubi abruptis fugit prseaepia vinclis,

Tandem liber, equus, campoque potitus aperto

Emicat, arrectisque fremit cervicibus alte

Luxurians."

You must feel how grateful it was to me to par-

take of excellent dinners three times a week in such
good company : we were all so happy together, that

wlien the fine weather came, we mixed with these

dinners philosophical walks in the environs of Pariy,

on the borders of the Seine. On those days, we
used to make pic-nic dinners ; and the feast was
an ample matelote : we visited, in their turn, the

places most celebrated for fine fish, most frequently

St Cloud : we used to go down there in a morning
in a boat, breathing the air of the river, and we
returned in the evening through the wood of Bou-
logne. You will readily believe, that in these excur-

sions conversation rarely languished.

Finding myself once alone for some minutes with
Diderot, and our conversation turning on the letter

to d'Alembert on the stage, I expressed to him my
indignation at the note which Rousseau had added
to the preface to the letter ; it was a concealed dag-
ger with which he had wounded Diderot. The text

of the letter was this :

—

" I had a severe and judicious Aristarchus : I have
him no longer, I will have him no longer ; and my
heart has still less need of him than my writings."
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Tlie note he had added to the text was this :

—

*' If you have drawn your sword agninst your
friend, do not despair ; for there are means of heing
reconciled to your friend. If you have grieved hira

by your words, fear nothing ; it is still possible to be
reconciled to him. But for abuse, injurious reproof,

the revealing of a secret, and the wound made in

his heart by treachery, there is no pardon in his

eyes ; he will depart to return no more."

—

Eccles'iast.

xxii. 26, 27.

All the world knev/ that this defamatory note was
addressed to Diderot, and many people thought that

he had deserved it, because he did not refute it.

*' My opinion," said I, *' can never waver between
you and Rousseau : I know you, and I think I

know him. But tell me by what madness, and
under what pretext, he has so cruelly abused you."
** Let us retire," said he, " into this solitary alley :

there I will confide to you what I deposit only in the

bosom of my friends."

BOOK VIII.

When Diderot perceived we were alone, and so

fcT from the company as not to be overheard, he
thus began his recital :

—" If you did not already

know a part of what I have to tell you, I should
observe the same silence with you that I observe

with the public, on the origin and motive of the

insult I have endured from a man whom I loved,

and whom I still pity ; for I am persuaded he is very
wretched. It is cruel to be calumniated most atro-

ciously and in the perfidious tone of violated friend-

ship, and to be incapable of defence
;
yet such is

my position. You will see that my reputation is not
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the oiily one involved in this dispute ; and wlien

we can only defend our honour at the ex}^)ense of

that of another, we must be silent. I am so on that

principle. Rousseau loads me with insult, without

explaining himself; but I, in order to answer him,
must be obliged to speak : I must divulge what he
conceals ; and he well foresaw that I should do no
such thing. He was certain I should leave him the

full enjoAinent of his outi-age, rather than pubhsh
a secret that is not mme. In tliis respect, Rousseau
is a dishonourable aggi*essor ; he strikes a disarmed
man.

'* You know what an unhappy passion Rousseau
had conceived for madame * * *. He had one day
the raslmess to declare it to her in a way that could

not but offend her. A little while afterwai-ds he came
to Paris to see me. ' I am a madman,' said he ;

* I

am ruined ; I must conlide to you what has hap-
pened.' He then related liis adventure.— ' Well :

'

said I, ' and were is the e^Tl
:

'
—

' \Miat 1' he re-

plied, * where is the e\il ! don't you see that she

•uill instantly MTite to * * * and say I have at-

tempted to seduce her, to steal her from his love !

and can you doubt of his accusing me of insolence

and perfidy 1 Henceforth, I have made him my
mortal enemy."— ' Xo such tiling,' said I calmly:
* * * * is a man of equity ; he is acquainted with
your character ; he knows you are neither a Cyrus
nor a Scipio. After all, of what could he complain ?

of a moment of vrdd forgerfulness and deluiura.

You must yourself, without delay, write to him,
confess all, and, pleadmg as your excuse an intoxica-

tion of passion, which he cannot but understand,
entreat liim to pardon you this moment of eiTor and
disorder. I promise you, he \\-ill only recollect it

to love you more tenderly.'
" Rousseau, transported with joy, embraced me.

* \ ou restore me to life,' said he ; ' your counsel
reconciles me to myself: I will write tliis very
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evening.'—When we saw each other, he appeared
more tranquil, and I concluded he had done as we
had agreed.
" Some time afterwards * * * arrived ; and, call-

ing on me, appeared, without explaining himself, so

highly exasperated against Rousseau, that my first

idea was, that Rousseau had never written.— ' Have
you received no letter from him ?' I asked.— ' Yes,*

answered he, ' a letter that would justify the severest

chastisement,'
*' * Ah ! sir,' I replied, * is it possible that a

moment of madness, which he confesses, and solicits

you to pardon, should thus strongly irritate you?
If that letter offend you, it is I whom you should

accuse ; for it is I who advised him to write.'
—

* And
do you know,' answered he, * what that letter con-

tains ? '—
' I know that it contains an avowal, excuses,

and intreaties of pardon.'— ' Far from it. It is a
tissue of knavery and insolence ; it is a master-piece

of artifice to cast on madame * * * the wrong of

which he endeavours to clear himself.'
—

' You as-

tonish me,' said I :
* that is by no means what he

promised me to \mte.' Then, in order to appease

him, I simply related the grief and repentance which
Rousseau had manifested at the idea of having
offended him, and the resolution he had formed of

asking his pardon : thus, I led him, without diffi-

culty, till I excited his pity.

"It is to this explanation that Rousseau has
given the name of perfidy. As soon as he learned

that I had made a confession for him, which he had
not made for himself, he fell into an excess of rage,

and accused me of having betrayed him. " Of this I

was told, and went to him.— ' Why are you come
here ? ' asked he.

—

' I come,' said I, * to know Avhe-

ther you are mad, or malicious.'
—

* Neither,' he
replied ;

* but you liave wounded, you have rent my
heart. Our friendship is at an end.'—I asked what
I had done.—He answered, ' You have dived into
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the deepest recesses of my soul
;
you have torn from

me my secret, ^nd betrayed it- You have exposed

me to the contempt, to the hatred of a man, who
will never forgive me/ I suffered this boiling pas-

sion to evaporate ; and, when he had exhausted

himself in reproaches—* We are alone,' said I ;
' and,

between ourselves, your eloquence is fruitless. Our
judges here are, reason, truth, your conscience and

my own. Will you interrogate them?' Without
answering me, he threw himself into his arm-chair,

concealing his eyes with his hands, and I continued

:

" ' The day,' said I, * on which we agreed that you
should be sincere, in your letter to * * *, you told me
you were reconciled to yourself. Who induced you
to change your resolution !—You do not answer ; I

will answer for you. When it became requisite for

you to take your pen, and make the unfortunate con-

fession of an unfortunate folly, a confession that at

the same time wovild but have done you honour,

your infernal pride assumed all its empire. Yes, your
pride : you have accused me of perfidy, and I have
endured it ; suffer me, in return, to accuse you of

pride ; for, had you not that plea, your conduct

would be meanness. Pride then whispered to you
that it would be unworthy of your character to hum-
ble yourself before this man, and to ask pardon of a

happy rival ; that it was not yourself you should

accuse, but her, whose seducing graces, bewitching co-

quetry, and flattering blandishments, had enticed you.

And you, with all your art, colouring this plausible

excuse, did not perceive that by attributing the lures

of a coquette to a woman of delicacy and sensibility,

in the eyes of a man who esteems and loves her, you
injured two hearts at once.'—* Well !' cried he, * sup-

pose me unjust, imprudent, mad, what do you infer

from it that can justify you in my sight for having
betrayed my confidence, and revealed the secret of

my heart r'

—

' 1 infer,' replied I, * that it is you who
have deceived me ; it is you who have induced me to
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defend you, as I have done. Why did you not tell

me that you had changed your nitention ? I should
not have spoken of your repentance ; I should not
have fancied that I was simply repeating the language
of your letter. You concealed yourself from me in

order to do what you well knew I should not have
approved ; and, when this act of your wisdom has
the effect that it ought to have, you impute it to me
as a crime ! Go, since in the sincerest and tenderest
friendship you seek for suhjects of hatred ! your heart
knows only how to hate.'

*' ' Courage, barbarian I' said he, ' complete the
torments of a feeble and miserable man. For con-
solation, I had nothing left me on earth but my OAvn

esteem, and you come to wrest it from me.'—Rousseau
was then more eloquent, and more touching in his

affliction, than he had ever been in his life. Pierced

to the heart at the situation in which I saw him,
my eyes overflowed with tears ; my weeping affected

him, and he received me in his arms.
*' Behold us then reconciled ; he occasionally con-

tinuing to read to me his ' Nouvelle Keloise,' which he
had finished, and I going on foot, t\vo or three times

a-week, from Paris to his hermitage, to hear him,
and to answer as a friend the confidence of my friend.

Our rendezvous was in the woods of JMontmorency

;

I used to aiTive there excessively heated ; and he never
forbore complaining, if I made him wait. At that time
appeared his letter on the stage, with that beautiful

passage from Solomon, by which he accuses me of

having abused and betrayed him.
" ' What !' said I to myself, * in time of profound

peace ! After our reconciliation ! It is not credible I'

—yet it is the simple truth. Rousseau wanted to

separate from me and my friends ; and he had missed
a most favourable opportunity. What could indeed
be more convenient than to attribute wrongs to me,
from which I could not clear myself? Vexed at

having lost this advantage, he resumed it, persuaded
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himself that, on my part, our reconciliation had been
but a scene that was played, and in which I had
imposed on him."
"What a man!" I exclaimed; "and he fancies

himself kind-hearted !" Diderot replied :
" He should

be so, for he was born with sensibility ; and, at a
distance, he loves every human being. He only

hates those who approach him, because his vanity

induces him to think that they are all envious ct

him ; that they serve only to humble him ; that

they flatter him but to injure ; and that even those

who pretend to love him share in the conspiracy.

This is his disease. Interesting from his mis-
fortunes, his talents, and a fund of kindness and
rectitude that his heart cherishes, he would have
friends, if he believed in friendship. As it is, he
will never have any, or they will love him singly

;

for he will always distrust them. This fatal mistrust,

this light and prompt facility, not only of suspecthig,

but of believing of his friends all that is most
atrocious, most mean, and most infamous ; of attri-

buting to them baseness and perfidy, without any
other proof than the dreams of an ardent and
gloomy imagination, the vapours of which cloud his

disordered brain, and with a malignant influence sour
and poison his gentlest affections ; in short, this de-
lirium of a melancholy and timid mind, made savage
by misfortune, was most tn^ly the disease of Rousseau,
and the torment of his mind."
Of this every day furnished fresh examples, by the

injurious way in which he broke with those who were
most devoted to him, accusing them at one time of
secret projects for ensnaring him, at another of com-
ing to his house only to be spies on his actions, that
they might betray and sell him to his enemies. I

know some of these details that are incredible. But
the most astonishing of all was, the monstrous in-

gratitude with which he repaid the tender, indulgent,
and active friendship of the virtuous David Hume,
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and the deep malignity with v/hich, in calumni-

ating him, he added insult to injury. You will find,

even in the collection of the works of Rousseau, this

monument of his shame. You will there perceive

with what artifice he contrived his calumny
; you

will there see from what false lights he fancied he
could convict his truest friend, the most honourable
and the best of men, of duphcity, of infamy, and of

violated faith. You will not read without indigna-

tion, in the recital he makes of his conduct towards
his benefactor, this turn of raillery, which is the

extreme of insolence :

" First box on the ear, from my patron.
" Second box on the ear, from my patron.
" Third box on the ear, from my patron."

I believe the opinion is universal, and fully decided

with respect to these two m.en ; but if, to the idea that

is entertained of the character of David Hume, some
proof were still wanting, here are facts to which I

was a witness.

When, on the recommendation of my lord Mar-
shal and the countess de Boufflers, Hume offered

Rousseau to procure him a free and tranquil retreat

in England, and Rousseau had accepted this generous

offer ; Hume, who was acquainted with baron d'Hol-

bach, informed him, just before his departure, that he
was to take Rousseau away with him into his native

country

—

" Sir," said the baron, " you are warming
a viper in your bosom : of this I warn you

;
you will

feel its bite."

The baron had himself vv'elcomed Rousseau, and
shown him every indulgence ; his house was the

rendezvous of those who Vv^ere called philosophers

;

and, in the full security \Adth which the inviolable

sanctity of the asylum v/here they met, inspires

honourable minds, d'Holbach and his friends had
admitted Rousseau to their particular intimacy. In

his • Emile/ you may see how he had noted tliem.

c ^
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Most certainly, had the title of atheism, which he

has fixed to their society, been simply to publish a

fact, it would have been odious. But, with respect

to the greater number, it was a calumnious accusa-

tion ; which he well knew. He well knew that the

theism of his vicar had among them its proselytes,

and its zealots. The baron, then, had been taught, at

his own expense, to understand the character of

Rousseau. But the good David Hume fancied he
saw more passion than truth in the baron's observa-

tion. He therefore took Rousseau to England, and

there rendered him all the kindest offices of friend-

ship. He believed, as he naturally might, that he

had restored the most feeling, and the best of men to

happiness : on this he congratulated himself in all

the letters which he wrote to baron d'Holbach ; and

did not cease to combat the bad opinion that the

baron entertained of Rousseau. He spoke to him in

praise of the kindness, the candour, the ingenuous-

ness of his friend. He used to say, " It is painful

to me to think that you are unjust to him. Believe

me, Rousseau can never have a bad heart. The
more I see of him, the more I esteem and love him.'*

Every courier brought letters from Hume to d'Hol-

bach, that repeated the same praises ; and the latter,

on reading them to us, would say, ' He does not

know him yet ; he will know him ere long.' Indeed,

a little time afterwards he received a letter in which
Hume begins thus :

' you were very right, baron !

Rousseau is a monster !'

—

' Ah !' said the baron to us,

coolly and without surprise, * he knows him at last.'

How could so abrupt and so sudden a change have
happened in the opinion of the one, and in the con-

duct of the other ? You will see it explained in the

narrative of facts, published by the two parties.

Here, what I ought to certify and attest is, that,

while Rousseau was accusing Hume of deceiving, of

betraying, of dishonouring him in London, that same
Hume, full of candoxir, zeal, and friendship, was
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exerting himself to destroy the fatal impressions he
had left at Paris, and to re-establish him in the

esteem and benevolence of those who held him in

most aversion and contempt.

\Miat ravages had an excess of pride made in a

heart naturally gentle and tender ! With so much
intellect, and such talents, what weakness, what
littleness, what contemptible meanness in that rest-

less, melancholy, irascible, and vindictive vanity,

that was irritated at the bare idea of an attempt to

wound it ! that fancied injuries without the least

jn-oof, and that never pardoned these imaginary

crimes ! What an important lesson to minds that

incline to the vice of vanity ! But for that, no one

would have been more beloved or more esteemed

tlian Rousseau. It v/as the poison of his life : to

him it rendered services odious, benefactors insup-

portable, gratitude importunate ; made him injure

and repulse friendship ; and caused him to live

v.Tetched, and die almost abandoned. Let us turn

to gentler objects, that relate more nearly to myself.

Neither the pleasant life I led at Paris, nor my
still more pleasant country excursions, ever stole

from my dear Odde and my sister the delicious

fortnight which every year was reserved for them,

and which I went to pass with them at Saumur. It

was there that the whole sensibility of my soul was

absorbed in enjoyment. By this happy couple, who
loved each other more than they loved life, or the

light of heaven, I saw myself cherished and revered

as the source of their happiness. I could not satiate

myself with the inexpressible delight of contemplat-

ing my own work, in the happiness of two pure

souls, whose every prayer was addressed to heaven

for blessings on me. Their tenderness went to my
heart ; their piety enchanted me. Their manners

were, if I may so say, native virtue in all its sim-

plicity. To this continual and uninterrupted enjoy-

ment was added that of seeing them beloved and
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honoured in the towTi where they lived. JMadame
Odde was there quoted as the model for women ; the
name of M. Odde was synonymous with truth and
justice. If the commission of the court of excise,

established at Saumur, and the company of the

farmers-general had any dispute, Odde was their

umpire and their conciliator. I was a witness to

this confidence, acquired by one who was as another

self to me. I witnessed the love of the people for

a man exercising a severe office, against whom no
complaints were ever heard, so eminently did his

humanity soften all transactions, I myself shared

the respect that was paid to this pair. They were
perpetually occupied in contriving new pleasures for

me, and the few days we passed together were all

days of rejoicing. You would never have be.-^n

born, my dear children, if my good sister had lived

.

I should have retired quietly to pass my riper age
with her : but she bore in her bosom the germ of

that malady that had been fatal to all my family

;

and of the dear hope which I had so ardently che-

rished, I was too soon and too cruelly deprived.

In one of those happy journeys to Saumur, the

vicinity of la terre des ormes induced me to pay a

visit to the count d'Argenson, who had been minister

of war, and whom the king had sent thither in

exile. I had not forgotten the kindness he had
shown me, in the time of his glory. Being young,
when I wrote a little poem on the establishment of

the military school, the principal honour of which was
due to him, he had been pleased to set some value on
this testimony of my zeal. At his dinners, he had pre-

sented me to the noblemen of the army, as a young
man who had claims on his gratitude and protection.

He received me in his exile with extreme sensibihty.

—Oh, my dear children ! what an incurable disease

is ambition ! What sadness is that of the life of an
exiled minister ! Aheady worn out by labour and
study, vexation was com.pleting the ruin of his
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health. His body was tormented with gout, his mind
was still more cruelly tortured by reflection and
regret : and, during the kind reception he was pleased
to give me, I ])iainly saw in him the victim of
various afflictions.

Walking with him in his gardens, I perceived a
marble statue at a distance, and asked him what it

was. " It is one," said he, " at which I have no
longer the courage to look." He added, as we
turned away, " Ah ! Marmontel, if you knew with
what zeal I have served him ; if you knew how
often he assured me we should pass our lives toge-
ther, and that I had no better friend in the world 1

These are the promises of kings ! This their friend-
ship i " So sayhig, the tears started to his eyes.

In the evening, during supper, we remained alone
in the drawing-room. This drawing-room was
hung with pictures, that represented the battles in
which the king had served with him in person. He
vshowed me where they stood during the action ; he
repeated to me what the king had said ; he had not
forgotten one word. *' Here," added he, speaking of
one of these battles, " I was two hours in the fii'ra

persuasion that my son was dead. The king had the
kindness to appear to sympathize in my affliction.

How changed is he now ! My sorrows affect him
no more." By these ideas he was haunted; and,
if he were suffered to indulge them, he sank, buried
as it were in his grief. His daughter-in-law, ma-
dame de Voyer, would then hasten to seat herself
by his side, press him in her arms, and caress him

;

while he, like a child, laying his head on the bosom,
or on the knees of her who sympathised with him,
would bathe them with tears that he did not wish
to conceal.

Tills unhappy man, who lived only on boiled fish,

on account of his gout, was thereby deprived too
of that single pleasure of the senses which would
have been grateful to him ; for he loved to indulge
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his appetite. But even the severest regimen did not
alleviate his pains. In quitting him, I could not help

showing I was strongly affected by his sorrows.
** You add to them," said he, *' the regret of not
having done you service, when to me that would
have been so easy." A little time afterwards, he
obtained leave to be brought to Paris. I saw him
an-ive there dying, and there I received his last

farewell.

Hereafter, my dear children, I will give you some
curious details on the cause of his disgrace, and of

that of his antagonist, IM. de ]\iachault, which hap-
pened on the same day. A motive of delicacy pre-

vents me from inserting these particulars in memoirs j

which by accident may escape from your possession.

But, instead of this serious anecdote, I will tell you
one that is comic ; for my recital should sometimes
amuse you.

]\Iy friend Vaudesir had an estate near Angers,
which bore the name of his unhappy son, St James.
As he knew I went every year to Saumur (on the

road to Angers) to see my sister, he once offered to

take me there in his postchaise, on condition that,

before my return, I should pass three days at St

James, whither he was going. I willingly accepted

this proposal, and saw at St James the chief wits

of the Angemne Academy ; among others an abb^,

who was very hke the abb^ Beau G^nie in the
* Mercure Galant.' He had just signalized himself

by a trait of folly so very singular, that it can

scarcely be believed. " Well, you give me credit,"

said Vaudesir, " should he repeat it himself ? Only
aid me in leading him to the question, and you shall

see." When dinner was nearly over, I brought the

abbd into play, by talking to him of his Academy

;

on which Vaudesir made him a pompous eulogy.
" Except the French Academy," said he ;

*' there

is no literary body more illustrious, or better con-

stituted. The young JM. de Contades has very lately
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been received a member : M. Tabb^ himself spoke

on that occasion in the name of the Academy, with

the greatest success."
—" To the eulogy of the son,'*

replied I, " M. I'abbe has not failed to add that

of the father?"—"No certainly," said the abbe;

**"I took care not to neglect that, and I paid the

marshal a just tribute of praise."—The field, I re-

plied, was rich and vast. But there was one strait

that was difficult to pass.
—*' Yes," said he, smiling,

** the aflfair of Mindin—that was indeed the critical

pass ; but I got through it happily enough. First

of all, I spoke of the actions by which marshal de
Contades had merited the command of the armies ;

I retraced all that he had done most glorious till that

period ; and when I arrived at the battle of IMinden,

I said but two words :
* Contades appears, Contades

is conquered.' I then passed on, continuing my
panegyric," As it required all my exertion to stifle

laughter, I wanted to turn the subject. *' These
words,'* said I, " call to my mind those of Caesar,

after the defeat of the son of IMithridates :
* I came,

I saw, I conquered.'"—'* True," answered the abbe;
** my phrase has even been thought somewhat more
laconic." The air of emphasis and gravity with

which he pronounced his laconic folly was so ridi-

culous, that Vaudesir and I dared not look at each

other, lest we should burst into laughter : we had
the greatest difficulty to keep ourselves serious.

These journeys and this absence displeased ma-
dame GeofFrin. During the whole summer, I never
went to the Academy. She heard me censured ; she

fancied I was injuring myself essentially, by resigning

the game to the assiduous academicians (which, with
respect to the Olivets, was certainly an idle fear), and I

often endured smart reprimands on, what she called,

the inconsistency of my conduct. *' What can mdeed
be more absurd," said she, *' than to have desired to

belong to the Academy, and not to attend there after

having been received ?" My excuse was, the ex-
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ample of the greater number, still less assiduous

than myself. But she retorted with reason, that I

was one of those whose academic functions required

assiduity. She had too, her little personal interest

in these remonstrances ; for she passed the summers
in Paris, and at that time was anxious that her
literary society should not be dispersed. I listened

to her counsel with a respectful modesty, and the

next day stole away as if she had said nothing. It

was A'ery natural that her kindness for me should

have cooled ; but by being entertaining at a single

dinner, I could reconcile myself to her, and on seri-

ous occasions she recollected her affection for me.
I experienced it in two disorders, with which I was
attacked at her house. One was that same fever

which has seized me five times in my life, and
which will eventually carry me : it attacked me
while my Poetique [Art of Poetry] was in the press.

I wanted to add some few articles ; and this labour,

with which my head was filled, rendered the delirium

more fatiguing in the paroxysms of fever. My
friends were very uneasy, and madame GeoflPi-hi was
alarmed ; but the little physician Geoiglan, who
used to attend her servants, restored me to perfect

health.

My other disorder was a cold, of a singular kind

:

it was a viscous humour that obstructed the organ
of respiration, attended with all the effort of a
violent cough, though I could not expectorate. You
may conceive that, after having seen all my family

die in consumptions, I had some reason to think it

was my turn. This I believed ,• and, deprived of

sleep, growing visibly thin, in short finding myself
on the decline, and concluding that the last period

of the disease would soon announce itself by the

customary symptoms, I resolved honourably to em-
ploy the little time that I might have left, and
thought only of selecting some literary subject that

might fully possess my fancy, and which after having
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occupied my last moments, might leave some worthy
traces of my memory.
One of my friends had given me a print of Beli-

sarius, after the picture from Vandyke, which
often attracted my notice, and I was astonished that
poets had drawn nothing from a subject so moral,
and so interesting, I conceived the desire of treat-
ing it myself, in prose ; and, as soon as this idea was
impressed on my mind, my malady was suspended
as if by a sudden charm. Oh ! marvellous power
of imaghiation! The pleasure of inventing my
fable, the care of arranging and developing it, the
impressive interest which the first sketch of the
situations and scenes I meditated excited in me, all

dwelt so much on my mind, and so detached me
from myself, as to render credible whatever is re-
lated of ecstatic raptures. JMy lungs were oppressed,
I breathed painfully ; I had a most violent convulsive
cough; and 1 forgot them all! I could scarcely
perceive their existence. I\ly friends came to see
me, and spoke of my illness ; I answered like a man
absorbed in other meditations : I was thinking of
Belisarius. My wakefulness, that till then had been
so painful, had no longer its weariness, nor the
torment of inquietude. JMy nights, like my days,
were passed in contemplating the adventm-es of my
hero. I did Kot the less exhaust myself; and this

continued exertion would have completely ended me,
if a remedy had not been found for my complaint.
It was Gatti, a physician of Florence, a celebrated
promoter of inoculation, skilful in his profession,
and a most engaging man, who called to see me, and
saved my life. " It is only necessary," said he, " to
dissolve that thick and glutinous humour, which
impedes the action of the lungs ; and the remedy is not
unpleasant : you must drink plentifully of oxymel."
I only therefore diluted, mixed, and warmed some
ex^^'ellent honey and vinegar ; and the salutary use
of the synip, formed by this mixture, cured me in a
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v^ery short time. I had then been more than three

months in the firm persuasion that I was dying

;

but, in those three months my work had advanced •.

the cliapters that required historical study were all

that remained to be composed. The labour of the

imagination was performed ; and that part was the

most interesting.

If this work is of a graver character than my
other writings, it is because, while composing it, I

fancied I was uttering my last words,—nonissima verba,

as the ancients used to say. I first tried what effect

the reading of it would have on the mind of Diderot

;

and secondly on that of the hereditaiy prince of

Brunswick, now the reigning duke. Diderot was
highly pleased with the moral part ; he thought the

political too concise, and advised me to extend it.

The prince of Brunswick, who was there on his

travels through France, after having waged war
against us with the loyalty of chivalry and the valour

of a hero, enjoyed that high esteem at Paris which
his virtues merited : a more flattering homage than

the customary respect paid to men of his birth and
rank. He was desirous of beuig present at a private

sitting of the French Academy, an honour that till

then had been reserved for crowned heads. . In that

sitting I read an ample extract from ' Belisarius,' and
had the pleasure of seeing the face of the young
hero beam with animation, at the images presented

to him, while his eyes were suffused in tears.

He was particularly fond of the society of men of

letters, and valued it highly, as you will presently

see. Helv^tius invited him to dine with us ; and he
owned he had never enjoyed a dinner so much in his

life. I certainly did not merit to be particularly

remarked, yet I was so. Helvetius having told the

prince that he found a considerable likeness between

kjm and the pretender, and the prince having an-

swered that several persons had already made the

same observation, I said, in a half-whisper, " Had
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the likeness been somewhat more perfect, prince
Edward would have been king of England." These
words were heard, the prince felt them, and I saw
him blush from modesty and bashfulness.

I was very certain that the success which the read-
ing of Belisarius had obtained at the Academy,
would at least be equalled by the disapprobation it

would excite at the Sorbonne. But that was not
what disturbed me ; and, provided the court and the
parliament did not interfere, I was willing enough to
engage the theologians. I therefore took every pre-
caution to have no enemies but them. The abb^
Terray was not yet in the ministry ; but, in the par-
liament, of which he was a member, he had the
greatest credit. I went with madame Gaubard, hie
female friend, to pass some time at his country-seat
of la JMotte, and there I read to him * Behsarius.'
Although nature had given him but little sensibihty,

he showed some at this reading. After I had inter-

ested him in my behalf, I told him in confidence that
I was apprehensive of some hostility on the part of
the Sorbonne, and asked him if he thought that the
parUament would condemn my book, in case it should
be censured. He assured me that the parliament
would take no part in the aflfair, and promised to be
my defender, if any one should attack it there.

This was not all. I wanted it to be privileged, and
to have an assurance that this pri\dlege should not
be revoked. I had no personal interest with old
INIaupeou, then keeper of the seals. But the wife of
my bookseller, madame Merlin, was acquainted with
and patronised by him. 1 employed her to sound
him, and he promised us all his favour. It remained
for me to secure the favour of the court, and here
the perilous part of my book was not theology. I

dreaded allusions, malicious applications, and the
accusation of having thought, not of Justinian, but
some one else, when T painted so feeble and deluded
a monarch. Unhappily, there was but too much
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analogy between the two reigns ; the king of Prussia

felt it so well, that, after he had received my work,
he wrote to me with his own hand, at the bottom of

his secretary (Lecat)'s letter :
" I have just begun

your * Belisarius ;' you are very bold !" Others
might say it ; and, had my enemies attacked me on
that quarter, I had been ruined.

However, no direct precautions could be taken in

this respect. The least inquietude sliown by me,
would have given the alarm, and convicted me. No
one would have dared to encourage, or promise me
assistance ; and the first counsel I should have re-

ceived would have been to throw my book into the

fire, or to efface from it all that could be susceptible

of alhision ; and how much must 1 have effaced !

I assumed an aspect that was the reverse of that

of inquietude. I wrote to the minister of the king's

household, the count de Saint Florentin, to say that

I was on the point of publishing a work, the subject

of which seemed worthy to interest the heart of the
king; that I was ardently desirous of his majesty's

permission to dedicate it to him ; and that in giving

it to him (the minister) to examine, I would entreat

him in person to solicit this favour for me. For
this purpose, I begged a moment's audience of the

count ; which he granted.

In confiding my manuscript to the count, I con-
fessed there was one chapter with which fanatic

theologians might probably be dissatisfied. " It is

very much to my interest then," said I, " that this

secret should not be disclosed ; and I entreat you,
count, not to suffer my manuscript to leave your
closet." As he had some friendship for me, he
readily gave me his promise ; which he kept. But,
a few days afterwards, returning me the book, which
he had either read or had employed some one to

read, he told me that the religion of Belisarius would
not suit the taste of the theologians : that my work
would probably be censured by them ; and that, for
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that reason only, he dared not propose to the king
to accept the dedication. On which I entreated him to
keep my secret, and I withdrew satisfied.

What indeed was my object ? To have at court a
witness of the intention I had expressed of dedicat-
ing my work to the king ; and, consequently, a
proof that nothing was more distant from my
thoughts than to %ATite a satire on his reign ; which
was tile simple truth. Armed with tliis defence, I

was once more tranquil, on that score. But I had to
pass under the eyes of a censor ; and, instead of one,
I had two given me ; the literary censor not daring
to take on himself to approve what regarded theo-
logy.

* Belisarius' was now submitted to the examination
of a doctor of the Sorbonne. His name was Che\Tier.
A week after I liad sent him my work, I called on
him. When returning it, he was loud in its praises

;

but, when I cast my eyes on the last sheet, I did not
see his approbation. *' Have then the kindness,'*
said I, *' just to ^^Tite two words here." His answer
was a smile. " What ! sir," I urged, " do you not
approve it?"—"No, sir; God forbid!" answered
he, mildly.—** And may I at least know what you
find in it so censurable?"—"Very little in detail,

but much on the whole ; and the author knows too
weU in what spirit he has written his book, to require
that I should affix my approbation." I pressed him
to explain himself. " No, sir," said he, " you un-
derstand me perfectly ; I understand you as well

;

let us not lose time by any discussion ; but seek
another censor." Fortunately, I found one who was
less difficult, and ' Belisarius' was printed.

As soon as it appeared, the Sorbonne was in an
uproar ; and the wise doctors resolved, in full coun-
sel, to subject it to their censure. To many people,
this censure was a formidable thing : and several of
my friends were of the number. The alarm spread

;

and they advised me to appease, if it were possible.
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the fury of these doctors ; but other friends, more
firm, more jealous of my philosophical honour, ex-

horted me not to bend. I encouraged both, told my
secret to neither, and began by listening attentively

to the public.

My book sold rapidly ; the first edition of it was
sold off; I pressed forward the second, I hastened the

third. There were nine thousand copies of it sold,

before the Sorbonne had extracted from it what they
had determined to censure ; and, thanks to the noise

these doctors made about the fifteenth chapter, no
other was mentioned : it was to me like the tail of

Alcibiades' dog. I rejoiced to see how essen-

tially they served me, by thus diverting attention.

My part was to appear neither feeble nor mutinous,
and to gain time, in order that the editions of my
book might multiply and spread through Europe.
I therefore kept myself on the defensive, witliout the

air of fearing the Sorbonne, or that of braving it

;

when an abbe, who has himself had powerful enemies
to combat, the abbe Georgel, came to invite me to

accept the archbishop as a mediator ; assuring me,
that if I would call on him, I should be well received,

and that he knew he was disposed to negotiate a
pacific accommodation with the theologians in my
behalf. " Nothing could accord better with my plazi

than conciliatory advances. * I went to the prelate,

who received me with a paternal air, calling me
always ' My dear Mr Marmontel.' I was touched
with the kindness which these gentle words seemed
to express. I have since learned that it v/as his man-
ner of being gracious, when he spoke to the lower
class of the people.

I assured him of my good faith, of my respect for

religion, of the desire I had not to leave any doubt
concerning my doctrine, or that of my book ; and
only asked him as a favour, to be admitted to explain

myself, before him and his doctors, on all the points

which should appear culpable to them, in this work.
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The part of mediator and of conciliator seemed to
give him pleasure. He promised me to act, and he
bade me call on the syndic of the Sorbonne, doctor
Riballier, and explain myself to him personally.

I went to Riballier. Our conversations, and my
correspondence with him are printed : I refer you to
them. . .

The other doctors, who were assembled by the
archbishop at his own house, whither I went to con-
fer with them, were somewhat less uncivil than
RibaUier. But, in our conference, they too chose
perpetually to change the passages, in order to per-
vert the sense. Armed with patience and moderation,
I rectified the text, which they had altered, and
explained to them my ideas, offering to insert these
explanations in notes in my book ; and the arch-
bishop was well satisfied with me ; but I cannot say
the same of the other gentlemen. " All that you
are telling us is very useless," concluded the abb6 le

Fevre, an old caviller, who was only known in the
school by the name of ' la Grande Cateau,' you must
absolutely strike out the fifteenth chapter from your
book ; the venom is there."

" If what you ask of me were possible," 1 an-
swered, "perhaps I should do it for the love of peace.
But, at present, there are forty thousand copies of
my work scattered over Europe ; and in all the
editions that have been published, and that whicli
will soon appear, the fifteenth chapter is printed, and
always will be printed. What would it now avail, to

publish an edition of it without this chapter ? No
one would buy it thus mutilated ; it would be money
lost to me and to my bookseller."—" Very well," said

he, " then your book must be censured without
mercy."—" True, without mercy, ]Mr abbe," I re-

plied, *' I expect no less, if it be you who are to
dictate the censure. But his grace the archbishop
will be my witness, that to appease you 1 have done
all that you could reasonably require."
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" Yes, my dear J\Ir Marmontel," said the arcli-

bishop, *' on many points I have been pleased Avith

your good faith and docihty. But there is one
ai'ticle of which I require from you an authentic

and formal recantation ; it is that of toleration."

—

*' If your grace," said I, ** will be pleased to cast

your eyes on a few lines that I have written this

morning, you will there see, clearly explained, my
personal opinion on that subject, and its m.otives."

I presented to him the note that you will find printed

at the end of 'Belisarius.' He read it in silence, and
passed it to the doctors. "Ah !

" said they, *' com-
mon-place arguments a thousand times repeated, a
thousand times confuted, that are but the refuse of

the schools."—" You treat with very great contempt,"
said I, " the authority of the fathers of the church,

and that of St Paul, by which my motives are sup-

ported." They answered, " that the writings of the

fathers of the church were an arsenal in which all

parties found arms ; and that the passage of St
Paul, which I quoted, proved nothing."

" AYell then," I replied, " since your authority

only, should be law, what do you ask of me ?" '* The
right of the sword," they replied, " to exterminate

heresy, irreligion, impiety, and bind all to the yoke
of faith." I waited for them to come to that, in

order to retire in good order, and intrench myself
in a post where they could not attack me. Pruemu-
nitum, atque ex omni parte causce septum (De Or, 1. 3).

I answered, " That the sword was among those
* carnal' weapons which St Paul had reproved, when
he had said

—

Anna militia nostrce non carnaVia sunt ;^'

and at these words I was going to withdraw. The
prelate detained me, and, pressing my hands between
his, conjured me, in a pathetic tone, that was truly

laughable, to subscribe to that atrocious dogma.
** No, my lord," said I, " if I had signed it, I should
think I had dipped my pen in blood ; I should
think I h^d approved all the cruelties committed in
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the name of religion."

—

" You affix, then," said
ie Fevre, with his doctorial insolence, *' a great
importance and a great autliority to your opinion ?"
*' I know, ]\Jr abbe," I replied, " that my authority-

is nothing ; but my conscience is something ; and
it is that, which, in the name of humanity, in the
name of religion itself, forbids me to approve per-
secution. * Defendenda religio est, non occidendo,
sed moriendo ; non ssevitia, sed patientia si

sanguine, si tormentis, si malo religionem defendere
velis

; jam non defendetur, sed poUuetur atque viola-
bitur.' This is the language of Lactantius, it is

that of Tertullian, it is that of St Paul ; and you
will allow me to think that they were at least your
equals."
" Come," said he to his brethren, *' let's say no

more. The gentleman chooses to be censured ; he
shall be so." Thus our conferences finished. What
was precious to me, M-as the result I had drawn
from them. The question here involved no little

theological chicanery, in which I should have been
exposed to the cavils of the school ; it was a point
of controversy, reduced to the most simple, the
most striking, and the most precise terms. " They
have wanted," I could say, " to make me recognise
the right of forcing belief, of employing the sword,
the torture, the scaffold, and the stake, for that

purpose; they have wanted to make me approve
those who preached the gospel, poniard in hand;
and I have refused to subscribe to that abomina-
ble doctrine. It is for this that the abb^ le F^vre
has declared that I should be censured without
mercy. This recapitulation, which I was active in

spreading about town, at court, in the parliament,
and in the councils, rendered the Sorbonne odious :

at the same time my friends exerted themselves to

make it ridiculous, and for that I relied on them.
The first operation of the theologians was to

extract from my work the passages they meant to
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conderrm. It was who should have the glory of
discovering the greatest number of them. They
picked them curiously, like pearls that each was
emulous of adding to the store. After having col-

lected thirty-seven of them, finding that number
sufficient, they published the list under the title of
* Indiculus.' Voltaire added to it the epithet of
* Ridiculus.' Never did adjective and substantive

agree better together ; ' Indiculus Ridiculus' seemed
made for each other ; they remained inseparable.

M. Turgot exposed the folly of the doctors in another
way. As he was a good theologian himself, and a
still better logician, he first established this evident

and universally acknowledged principle, that, of
two contradictory propositions, if one be false, the
other is necessarily true. He then placed in opposi-

tion, in two parallel columns, the thirty-seven pro-
positions reproved by the Sorbonne, and the thirty-

seven contradictory ones, very exactly drawn out.

There was no medium ; in condemning the former,
the theologians must absolutely adopt and profess

the latter. Now, among these there was not a
single one which was not revolting for its horror,

or ridiculous for its absurdity. This beam of light,

thro\\Ti judiciously on the doctrine of the Sorbonne,
exposed it in its native deformity. In vain did they
wish to withdraw their * Indiculus ;' it was too
late ; the blow was struck.

Voltaire undertook to make the public laugh at

the s^Tidic Riballier, and his scribe Cog^, a professor

in that same IMazarin college of which Riballier was
head-master, and who under his direction had
written a slanderous libel against * Belisarius' and
myself. At the same time, with the shaft of ridicule

which he handled so well, Voltaire launched with all

his might on the whole Sorbonne ; and with his little

sheets that arrived from Geneva, and that circulated

in Pai'is, amused the public at the expense of the

doctors. Others of my friends, alike dexterous at
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teasoning and ridicule, had also the friendship to un-
dertake my defence ; so that the decree of the theo-
logical tribunal was dishonoured and scouted before
it had appeared.

While the Sorbonne, the fury of which these
vexations increased, was labouring with all its power
to render ' Behsarius' heretical, deistical, impious,
** the enemy of the throne and the altar" (for these
were her great war horses), I was continually re-
ceiving letters from the sovereigns of Europe, and
from the most enlightened men, bestowing praises
on my work, which they called the breviary of kings.
The empress of Russia caused it to be translated
into the Russian language, and dedicated to an arch-
bishop^ of her empire. The empress queen of Hun-
gary, in spite of the archbishop of Vienna, had
ordered it to be printed in her states ; she who was
so severe with regard to those MTitings which
attacked religion. 1 did not neglect, as you may
suppose, to communicate its universal success to
the court and to the parliament, and neither the
one nor the other had any hiclination to shai'e the
ridicule lavished on the Sorbonne.

Circumstances being thus favourable, and my
presence no longer necessary at Paris, I employed
the time, which the doctors took to fabricate their
censure, in the sacred duties of friendship.

^
]\Iadame Filleul was dying of a slow fever, occa-

sioned by an acrimonious humour in the blood,
and for which the most skilful of our physicians,
Bouvart, had prescribed the waters and baths of
Aix-la-Chapelle. The young countess de S^ran
accompanied her there ; but, in the state in which
the patient was, the assistance of a man v\'as neces-
sary to them. Their friend Bouret entreated me to
be their companion. I considered it my duty to
oblige them; and, as soon as they learned my
answer, madame de Seran wrote me this note :

—

** Is it really true that you intend going with us to
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the waters ? I can scarcely believe it, though it is

my greatest wish. I dare not indulge the hope,
which yonr occupations, your affairs, and your plea-

sures, all forbid. Assure me of it yourself, if you
wish I should be convinced ; and, if you do, oelieve

me, I shall esteem this mark of friendship as one of

the greatest that can be given. Madame Filleul

dares not flatter herself more than I. But you would
perhaps be determined to comply by the desire she

shows, and the gratitude she expresses."

I set off with them. Madame Filleul was so ill,

and madame de Sdran was so persuaded that her
friend would die on the road, that she cautioned me
to take mourning with me. Arrived at Aix-la-Cha-

pelle with this com-ageous woman, who, with
scarcely a breath of life, did not cease still to smile

at the gaiety we affected, the physician of the place

was consulted ; he found her too much enfeebled to

support the bath, and began by making her try the

waters very gently. The effect of their virtue was
such, that the eruption of the humours having re-

stored the patient to life, in a few days she regained

strength, and was capable of supporting the bath.

A prodigious change was then operated, as by miracle.

The eruption was complete over the whole body
;

and the fair patient, feeling herself re-animated,

went alone, walked out, and made us admire the
progress of her recovery, appetite, and strength.

Alas ! in spite of our entreaties and remonstrances,
she abused this prompt convalescence, by refusing to

continue the gentle regimen that was prescribed :

still, in spite of her intemperance, she would have-

been saved, had it not been for the fatal imprudence"
she committed, without our knowledge, just as her
recovery was completed.

]\J. de Marigny, whose sister was dead, and who,
wisliing to indulge his taste and secure his happiness,

had married the eldest daughter of madame Filleul,

the idol of us all, the beautiful, the intelligent, the
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cliarming Julie
;
yielding to the desire his wife ex-

pressed of coming to see her mother, brought her to

us, and, accompanied by the celebrated designer
Cochin, at the same time made a journey through
Holland and Brabant, in order to see the pictures of
the Dutch and Flemish schools.

I have already given you the character of this

worthy, interesting, and unhappy man. All the
charms that can be wished for in a young woman,
whether in person or in mind, disposition, sweetness,

ingenuousness, kindness, gaiety, abundant wit, and
sound reason, each cultivated with the greatest care,

were united in his young wife. But, tormented as

he was by a melancholy self-love, he had scarcely

mari'ied her when he chose to be jealous of the ten-

derness she entertained for her mother, and of the
friendship, which, from her infancy, had subsisted be-
tween her and madame de S^ran. He witnessed this

mutual sensibility on their seeing each other again

;

but he dissembled the vexation it gave him, and the

little time he passed with us was obsciu-ed by no cloud.

He even expressed affectionate feelings for madame
Filleul. '* I leave our dear Julie with you," said he ;

*' it is very right that she should pay attention to the

health of her mother. In a little time I shall return

to take her back, and I hope I shall then find the

health that is so precious to us all, perfectly re-

established." He said some kind things too, to the

countess de Seran, and left us all persuaded that he
went away tranquil. But in him the least grain of

ill-humour was like a leaven that quickly fermented,

and whose sourness communicated itself to the whole
mass of his ideas. From the moment he was alone,

and abandoned to his own thoughts, he imagined
his wife forgetting him by the side of her mother,
and, more at liberty, rejoicing with us at her separa-

tion from him. *' She had no love for him ; it was
not for him she lived ; he was far from being what
was dearest to her on earth :" such were the reflec-
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tions that occupied his gloomy mind. He had more
than once confided the sad secret to me. Yet his

letters were very kind during the whole of his jour-

ney, and, till his return, we received nothing of what
was passing in him. Let us leave him on his travels,

and speak a little of the life we led at Aix-la-Chapelle.

Although madame Filleul, naturally lively, in-

dulgent to her will and appetite, in spite of us, did

all that could retard her recovery, the virtue of the

waters and the baths did not fail to expel the acri-

monious tendency with which she every day im-
pregnated her blood, by spicy gravies and ragouts,

the seasoning of which to her was poison. As she

boasted that she was cured, we, without being so well

convinced as herself, believed it enough to congra-

tulate ourselves. Our ladies then partook of all the
pleasures of the place, in which I shared. After dinner,

walking was the amusement ; in the evening, dancing
at the assembly of the Ridotto, where there was deep
play ; but we did not game. The dances were all'

English, very pretty, and well danced. It is to me a
curious sight to see those chains of men and women
of all the northern nations, Russians, Poles, Germans,
and especially English, assembled and mixed together

by the common attraction of pleasure. I need not
tell you, that two French women of rare beauty, the
elder of whom was but twenty, had only to show
themselves to attract attention. In a morning then,

while all were payhig their court to them, either at

home or on the public walk, I had some solitary

hours. I employed them in literary labours. I

wrote the * Incas.'

At that time, two of our French bishops came to

the waters, and took apartments in our neighbourhood.
One of them, Broglie, bishop of Noyon, was an invalid

;

the other accompanied him : it was Marboeuf, bishop
of Autun, who has since been minister. The author
of the book which the Sorbonne was at that very

moment censuring, was to them an object of curiosity.
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Tiiey came to see me, and invited me to walk. I

was well aware that these prelates wanted to wrestle

with me ,• and, as the game pleased me, I willingly

entered tlie ring.

They began, as you may suppose, by talking of
Belisarius. I'hey expected to find me terribly alarmed
at the decree which the Sorbonne was about to ful-

minate against me, and were quite surprised to see

me so tranquil under this anathema. *' Belisarius,"

said I, "is an old soldier, an honest man, and a
christian in his soul, loving his religion from his

heart and with good faith ; he believes all that the
gospel teaches him, and only rejects what is not there^
It is to the black phantoms of superstition, it is to the
monstrous horrors of fanaticism, that Belisarius refuses

credit. I have proposed to the Sorbonne to render
this distinction evident in explanatory notes, which I

would add to my book. This conciliatory proposal
it has refused ; it has required that the fifteenth

chapter should be expunged from a work of which
forty thousand copies are already sold : a puerile de-

mand ; for the mutilated edition would have been
rejected as refuse, and would only have ruined me.
Lastly, it has insisted that I should recognise the
dogma of civil intolerance, the right of the sword,
the right of proscription, of exile, of dungeons,
poniards, torture, and the stake, in order to force

belief in the religion of the lamb ; and in the lamb
of the gospel I have not chosen to recognise the

tiger of the inquisition. I have adhered to the doc-
trine of Lactantius, of Tertullian, of St Paul, and to

the spirit of the gospel. It is for this that the
Sorbonne is actually occujjied hi fabricating a pitiless

censure on Belisarius, Lactantius, Tertullian, St

Paul, and on all who think like them. Take care of

yourselves, my lords, for it is possible that you may
be of the number."

** But why do philosophers," said the bishop of

Autun, ** presume to speak of theology?"—" \Miy
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do theologians," replied I, *' presume to tyrannize

over mind, and to excite princes to employ torture in

order to force belief? Are princes the judges on
articles of religion and on the objects of faith?"

—

" Certainly not," he answered; " princes are not the
judges."—"And you make them the executioners !"

—

" I know not," replied he, ** why theologians should
now be accused of a kind of persecution which they
no longer exercise. Never did the church show
more moderation in the use of its power."

—

*' It is

true, my lord," said 1, " that she uses it more soberly

;

she has tempered it, in order to preserve it."
—" Why

then," insisted he, *' choose this very time to attack

her?"—"Because men do not write only for the
moment in which they write," answered I j "it is to

be feared that the future may resemble the past, and
they seize the moment when the waters are low, to

work at the mounds."—" Ah ! the mounds !" said

he :
" 'tis the pretended philosophers who break

them down, and who aim at nothing less than the

total destruction of religion."—" Leave to this chari-

table, this beneficent and peaceful religion its true

character, and I dare assert," replied I, " that incre-

dulity itself will not dare to attack it, and that im-
piety will be silent in its presence. 'Tis not its

'pure tenets, nor its morality, nor even its mysteries,

that raise it enemies. 'Tis the violent and fanatic

opinions with which a dark theology has mixed its

doctrine ; these are what make honest minds rebel.

"Let it be disengaged from this mixture, let it be
purified, let it be brought back to its primitive sanc-

tity ; then will those who attack it be the public

enemies of the wretches it consoles, of the oppressed
it relieves, and of the feeble it supports."

" Say what you will," replied the bishop ;
" its doc-

trine is stedfast, the edifice is cemented, and we will

never suffer a single stone of it to be displaced." I

reminded him, " that the art of mining was carried

to great perfection
J that with a little powder very
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high and very solid towers had been completely over-
thrown, and even the hardest rocks blo\\Ti in pieces.

Heaven forbid," added I, " that I should wish my
presage to be accomplished ! I sincerely love and
revere, from the bottom of my heart, this consoling
religion; but if ever it dies among us, theological
fanaticism will alone be the cause of its death;
fanaticism alone will have struck the mortal blow."
Then retiring a little from me, and speaking in a

low voice to the bishop of Noyon, I thought I heard
him say, " It will last longer than ourselves." He
was mistaken. Turning again to me, '*'

If you lovs
religion," insisted he, " why join with those who
meditate its ruin ?"

—

" I only join with those," an-
swered I, '* who love it as I do, and who desire

that it should show itself such as heaven gave it,

pure, single, and unspotted,

—

sicut aurora conmrgens^
pulchra ut lunay electa ut sol . .

."—He added, smiling,
" terribilis ut castrorum acies oj'dimta."—" Yes," re-

plied I, *' terrible to the wicked, to the fanatic, to

the impious ; but now only terrible with the arms
that are its own, which are neither sword nor fire

"

Such nearly, was our first conversation.

Another time, as he perpetually recurred to his

observation, that philosopners assumed too much
liberty : "It is true, my lord," said I, " that

they sometimes presume to perform very noble
functions for you ; but it is only when you will

not deign to fulfil them yourselves."—" What func-

tions?" asked he.—" Those of preaching publicly

truths that are too rarely told to sovereigns, to their

ministers, or to the flatterers that surround them.
Since the exile of Fenelon, or, if you will, since

that little course of touching morality given by
the direction of Massillon, to Louis XV when
a child,—lessons, alas ! that were premature, and
therefore useless,—have public vices and public crimes

found in the priesthood a single courageous assailant ?

£ 2
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In the pulpit, they dare indeed to rebuke trifling errors,

and check common frailties ; but the disastrous

passions, the political scourges,—in a word, the

moral scourges of human evils, who dares to attack ?

Who dares to encounter pride, ambition, vain-glory,

false zeal, the fury of domination and usurpation ?

Who dares call them to account, before God and
man, for the tears and blood of their numberless
victims?" I then supposed a Chrysostom in the

pulpit ; and, in exposing the subjects that would
invoke his eloquence, I was perhaps at that moment
eloquent myself.

Be that as it may, my two prelates, after having
felt my pulse two or three times, found my disease

incurable ; and one day, when showing them the
manuscript of the * Incas,' which was lying on my
table, I said, *' There is a work that will reduce your
doctors to the alternative of burning the gospel, or
of respecting in Las Casas, that apostle of the Indies,

the same sentiments and the same doctrine that they
condemn in * Belisarius.' " They saw they could no
longer hope anything from me : their zeal discou-

raged, or rather their curiosity satisfied, they left me
the free disposal of time that would have been lost

in discussion. The wish to make me a philosophical

theologian, or to transform them to theological

philosophers, was vain.

TJie labour, which my book of the * Incas' still

required, was interrupted in behalf of that of a
memorial, in which I have pleaded the cause of the

northern peasantry, and which is printed in the
collection of my works.

I had just read in the newspapers, that, at the
Economical Society at Petersburgh, an anonymous
promoter of philosophical inquiry proposed a prize

of a thousand ducats for the best work on this

question :—."Is it advantageous to a state that the

peasant should be a proprietor of land, or that he
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should have only moveable goods ? And how far

should the right of the peasant over this property-

extend, for the advantage of the state ?"

I concluded that this anonymous promoter of

inquiry was the empress of Russia herself; and
since on this great object she was desirous that

the truth should be known in her states, I resolved

to show it whole and entire. One of the Russian

ministers, INI. de Saldern, had come to Aix-la-Cha-

pelle to take the waters. I frequently saw him, and
he spoke to me of the affairs of the north with

as much openness of heart as a prudent minister

is permitted to speak. It was through him that my
memorial reached its destination. It did not ob-

tain the prize, and I foresaw that it would not ; but it

made its impression, and of this I received testimo-

nies. Thus my solitary hours were usefully occu-

pied. But an object not less interesting to me
than my literary occupation, and, to say the truth,

still more attractive, was the conversation of my
three ladies, all three of different dispositions, but

so analogous, that their colours harmonized and

melted into each other like those of the rainbow.

Thoughts and sentiments thus harmoniously blended

make the charm of conversation. Unity of senti-

ment begins by being agreeable and finishes by
being vapid. It is for this reason madame Filleul

used to say that she loved contrariety ; that nothing

else was natural and sincere ; that nature had never

made two things equal, neither two eggs, two leaves,

two minds, nor two tempers ; and that, wherever

we thought we saw a perfect likeness of sentiments

and opinions, there was dissimulation and complai-

sance on the one side or the other, and often on both.

One of the three, madame de Seran, had made
me her confidant, and the secpets with which she

entrusted me were of such a nature as to make our

private conversations very interesting. They related to

the faciUty with which she might have succeeded
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madame de Pompadour, had she been ambitious
of that distinction. She was in continual correspon-

dence with the king ; he wrote to her by every post

;

and these letters and the answers were all shown to

me. I must tell you how this little romance was
contrived.

Madame de S^ran was the daughter of a M. de
Bulioud, a man of family, without fortune, and
formerly governor of the pages of the duke of

Orleans. By a most strange fatality, and which I

cannot explain, this young lady, from the age of

fifteen, had been the object of her father's violent

and sombre spleen, and of her mother's aversion.

Beautiful as an angel, and even more interesting

for the charm of her gentle temper and simple inno-

cence, than for the brilliancy of her beauty, she did

but weep and lament her sad and cruel fate, when
her father suddenly resolved to marry her, giving

her as her dowry his place of governor of the pages,

\vhich he resigried to his son-in-law. This husband
whom he presented to her was likewise of an
ancient family, but with no other property than a

little estate in Normandy. To be poor was a trifle.

IM. de Seran was ugly, and of a most forbidding

ugliness ; red-haired, ill-made, with only one eye,

and in that one a cataract ; in other respects the

best and most honourable of men. When he was
presented to our beautiful Adelaide, she turned pale

with hon'or, and her heart shrunk back with disgust

and repugnance. The presence of her relations

made her endeavour to conceal this first impression
from him, as much as possible ; but J\J. de Seran
perceived it. He requested he might be allowed to

pass a few moments tete-k-tete with her ; and, when
they were left alone, *' Mademoiselle," said he,
*' you find me very ugly, and my ugliness frightens

you. I perceive it
; you may confess it without

artifice. If you think that this repugnance is invin-

cible, tell me so confidently as to your friend : your
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secret shall be kept ; I will take the rupture on my-
self, and your parents shall know nothing of the con-
fession you shall have made me. At the same time,
were it possible to render these natural defects sup-
portable to you in a husband, and were nothing
requisite for that purpose but the cares and attentive
devotion of a sincere and tender friendship, you
might expect them from the heart of an honest man,
who would be grateful to you through hfe for not
having rejected him. Consult your own feelings,

and then answer me : you are perfectly free."

Ad(^laide was so wretched ; she saw in this honour-
able man so sincere a desire of procuring her a
happier lot, that she hoped she should have the
courage to accept him. " Sir," said she, *' what I

have just heard, with the character of kindness and
probity, which your language bespeaks, inspires the
sincerest esteem. Give me a few hours for reflec-

tion, and come for your answer tomorrow."
Nothing less was requisite than the most urgent

counsels of reason and present unhappiness to deter-
mine her ; but the esteem she felt for M. de Seran
at length triumphed over all her repugnance. " Sir,"
said she, on seeing him again, *' I am persuaded
that ugliness, as well as beauty, is soon forgotten

;

and that the only qualities, the impression of which
is not enfeebled by habit, and whose value is every
day more intimately felt, are those of the heart. Such
I find in you ; I desire no others ; and I confide to
your honour the care of my happiness. It will be
grateful to me to contribute to yours."
Thus mademoiselle de Bulioud was married before

she had completed her fifteenth year ; and M. de
S^ran was to her all that he had promised to be. I

do not say that this union had the charm of love

;

but it had the sweets of peace, of friendship, and of
the tenderest esteem. The husband, without in-

quietude, beheld his wife surrounded by adorers;
and the wife, by her correct and modest conduct,
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honoured, in the eyes of the public, the confidence

of her husband.
Yet it was impossible to see, hear, and especially to

know her, without wishing her a happier fate. Her
friends undertook to put her in the road to fortune

;

and, on the marriage of the duke de Chartres, they
thought of placing her honourably in the service of

the young princess. But, for that purpose, a pure
and noble race of ancestors did not suffice ; it was
necessary besides to be of the number of those ladies

who had been presented to the king : such was the

etiquette of the court of Orleans. This honour was
reserved to the families that had been noble four
hundred years, and by that title she had a right to

aspire to it ; which right was granted. But the king,

after having listened more attentively to the eulogy
of her beauty than to the testimonies of her rank,

gave his consent, on condition that, after her pre-

sentation she should go to thank him ; a private

condition for M. de S6'an, and which his wife herself

did not expect ; for, speaking sincerely, she was
only ambitious of the place that was promised her
at the court of the duke of Orleans ; and, when she
had to go alone to the rendezvous the king had
appointed in his private apartment, to thank him
tete-k-tete, I know she trembled. However, she
went, and I arrived at madame Filleul's as they were
waiting her return. It was there that I learnt what
I have just related ; and 1 plainly saw that, as to her
friends, the place at the court of Orleans had been
only a specious pretext, and that this rendezvous
was their important object.

I had the pleasure of seeing them build their airy

castles of ambition : the young countess was all-

powerful, the king and the court were at her feet,

all her friends were to be loaded with benefits and
favours. I was honoured with her confidence, and,
through her exciting and persuading the king to do
all the good I should desu-e^ no prospect could be
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fairer. They v/ere expecting the young and lovely
conqueress ; the mniutes were counted, they were
dying Avith impatience to see her enter ; and yet they
were veiy glad she did not come too scon.

At last she returns, and tells us the history of her
visit. A page of the chamber waited for her at the
gate- of the chapel ; it was quite dark ; she had gone
up to the private apartment of the king by a back
staircase. He had not made her wait ; he had ap-
proached her v^'ith an engaging air, had taken her
hands, had kissed them respectfully, and, seeing her
fearful, had encouraged her by gentle words and a
look full of kindness. Afterwards he had made her
sit down oppposite to him, had congratulated her
on the success of her presentation, told her that
nothhig so beautiful had appeared at his court, and
that every one was of the same opinion. "It is

then very true, sire, answered I," said she hi narra-
tion, " that happiness embellishes : and, if so, I

ought at this moment to be still more beautiful."

—

*' You are beautiful indeed, he replied, taking my
hands and pressing them gently between his own,
which trembled. After a moment's silence, in which
his eyes only spoke, he asked me what place I should
be ambitious of obtaining at his court. I answered
him,—The place of the princess d'Armagnac.'*
She was an old friend of the king's, who had just

died. " Ah ! you are very young, answered he,

to replace a friend who was present at my birth,

who has held me on her knees, and whom I have
loved from my cradle. Time is requisite, madam, to

gain my confidence. I have been so often deceived !

—

Oh ! I will not deceive you, said I ; and if, to

merit the distinguished title of yoiu- friend, time only
be necessary, I have that to g'ive you."—This lan-

guage, in a girl of twenty, surprised, but did not dis-

please him. Changing the conversation, he asked
me if I thought his private rooms tastefully furnished
I answered, " I should hke them better 'in blue."

—
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As blue is his colom*, this answer flattered him.

I added, that in every otlier respect I thought them
charming.—If you he pleased with them, said he,

I hope you will sometimes return to them; for

instance, every Sunday at this same hour. I as-

sured him that I should seize every opportunity of

paying my court to him. He then quitted me, to

go and sup with his children. He has given me a
rendezvous for next Sunday at the same hour. I

therefore announce to you all that I shall be the

friend of the king, and that I shall be nothing more."
As this resolution was not only in her head but in

her heart, she kept it ; of which I had a proof. At
the second rendezvous, she found the diawing-room
furnished in blue, as she wished it had been ; an atten-

tion that was very delicate. She used to go there every

Sunday ; and through Janel, the postmaster-general,

she frequently received, in the intervals between
these private meetings, letters from the king : but in

these letters, which I have seen, he never overstepped

the bounds of a respectful gallantry ; and the an-

swers she made to them, full of wit, grace, and de-

licacy, flattered his vanity without ever flattering his

love. IMadame de S6'an had a fund of that natural

and flowing wit, the ingenuousness and simplicity of

which enchant those who have most of it, and please

those who have least. The vanity of the king was
not easily made gentle and familiar, yet he was soon
at his ease with her. After their first rendezvous,

the time that preceded the royal supper had appeared
to the king so short, that he entreated her to have
the kindness to wait his return, and to consent that

supper should be served up to her, promising to

abridge his own as much as possible, in order that he
might pass a few moments longer with her. As lie

had a small library in this private apartment, she

one evening asked him for some pleasant book to

occupy her in his absence ; and the king leaving the

choice to her, she had the attention and kindness to
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name ' Belisarius.' *' I have it not," answered the
khig ;

" 'tis the only one of his works that IMar-

montel has not given me."—" Choose then yoiu'self,

sire, " said she, " some book that may amuse or in-

terest me." *' 1 hope," he rephed, " that this will

interest you ;" and he gave her a collection of verses

written on his recovery. It was for her, after sup-
per, an ample and rich fund of praises, that were
the more flattering because wit had there made itself

subservient to feeling.

Had the king been young, and animated by that

fire that gives and finds an excuse for boldness, I

would not have sworn that the young and piTident

countess would always have passed that slippery

point, the tete-a-tete, without peril. But a feeble,

timid, languid desire, such as it was in a man grown
old by pleasures rather than by years, wanted to be
encouraged ; and an air of decorum, reserve, and
modesty, was not what he required. Of this our
young friend was well aware. " Therefore," used
she to say, " he will never dare to be more than my
friend ; of that T am sure, and have no inclination to

recognise him by any other title."

One day, however, she spoke to him of his mis-

tresses, and asked him if he had ever been really in

love. He answered that he had, with madame de

Chateauroux. " And with madame de Pompadovir ?"
" No," said he ;

" I never had any love for her."

—

" Yet you kept her as long as she lived."—** Yes,

because, had I discarded her, it would have broken
her heart." This ingenuousness was not very se-

ducing. And madame de Sc'ran was thus never

tempted to succeed a woman whom the king had
kept only for pity's sake.

She was on these terms with him, when she and
I both quitted everything to accompany our sick and
dying friend to the waters.

INIadame de S^ran regularly received by every

courier a letter from the king, through the interposi-
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tion of Janel ; I was her confidant, and these let-

ters were shown to me ; I saw the answers too ; I

enjoyed the same confidence during the vv-hole of

their correspondence, and I am an eye-witness of the

chastity of this connexion. The letters of the king

were filled with expressions that left nothing equivocal.
*' You are but too respectable ! Permit me
to kiss your hands at this distance at least,

allow me to embrace you." He spoke to her of the

death of the dauphin, whom he called our saintly herOy

and told her tliat he v/anted the consolations she

would have afforded him at so cruel a loss. Such was
his language, and he would not have had the com-
plaisance to have thus disguised the style of a suc-

cessful lover. I shall have occasion to speak again

of these letters of the king, and of the impression

they made on a mind less easy to persuade than
mine. In the meantime, I observed here, that the

king, at his age, was not sorry to have an opportunity

of tasting the charms of sentimental love, which was
the more inviting and flattering because it was new
to him ; and because, without compromising his self-

love, it touched him in the most delicate part.

Although the noise that ' Belisarius' then made,
and the celebrity that the ' Moral Tales' had acquired

in the north of Europe, might already have made me
somewhat remarkable among the crowd in which I

lived, an adventure, that was honourable enough for

me, drev/ on me new attention. One morning, in

passing by the principal inn where the Ridotto was
held, I heard some one call me by name. I raise my
head, and see from the window from which the voice

proceeded, a man, who exclaims, *' '77^ he," and dis-

appears. I had not recognised him ; but he instantly

came from the inn, and ran to embrace me, saying,
" What a happy accident to meet you here !" It was
the prince of Brunswick. " Come," added he, " let

me present you to my wife ; she will be very happy
to see you." Op entering her room, " Madame,"
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said he, "you were very desirous of knowing the
author of *^BeHsarius' and the * P>Ioral Tales.' Here
he is : I present him to you." Her royal highness,
the sister of the king of England, received me with
the same joy and cordiality with which the prince in-

troduced me. At that moment, the magistrates of
the city were waiting for them at the fountain, in

order to open it before them, and show them the
concretion of pure sulphur, which was formed in

stalactites under the stone of the reservoir ; a kind of
honour that was paid only to people of the first dis-

tmction. ** Go there without me,'' said the prince
to his wife ; "I shall pass the time more agree-
ably with MarmonteL" I would have declined this

favour ; but was obliged to remain with him, tete-^-

tete, at least a quarter of an hour ; and he employed
it in talking to me with enthusiasm of the hterary
men he had seen in Paris, and of the happy moments
he had passed in their company. There the afflicting

idea was pressed on his mind that all hope of enticing

us out of our country must be abandoned, and that

no sovereign in Europe was powerful enough to afford

any compensation for the happiness of living together
in social intercourse.

At last, to persuade him to go to the fountain, I

was obliged to express a wish of seeing it myself,

and 1 had the honour to accompany him there.

As they were to leave Aix-la-Chapelle on the fol-

lowing day, the princess had the kindness to invite

me to go and pass the evening with them at the
Ridotto. At the moment I arrived she was dancing,

and she instantly quitted the dance, of which she
was passionately fond, to come and converse with me.
Till one in the morning, slie, her maid of honour
(iVriss Stuart), and I, kept ourselves in a corner,

talking of all that this charming princess was de-

sirous to hear of me. The flattery of her kindness
may have deceived me, but I thought her natural

manner highly intelligent and charniinff,. " Hov/
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then have you been educated," I asked " to have in

your character that adorable simphcity ? How little

you resemble the persons I have seen of your rank !"
—" It is, that at your court," answered Miss Stuart,
*' prhices are instructed how to govern, and at ours

how to please."

The princess, before she left me, had the goodness
to request I would promise her to make a journey to

England, while she herself should be there. *' I

will receive you," said she ;
" and it shall be I who

will present you to the king, my brother." I pro-

mised her that, unless some insurmountable obstacle

prevented me, I would go to pay my court to her in

London ; and I took leave of her and her worthy
husband, sensibly affected by the marks of kindness

I had received from them. I was not the prouder
for this favour; but in the circle at the Ridotto I

thought I perceived that I was more respected.

There may seem a vanity, my dear children, in

detailing these circumstances ; but it is very right

you should learn that, having some talent, joined
with polite and unaffected manners, you may every
where command esteem.

Although madame de S^ran and madame de Ma-
rigny were not sick, they frequently indulged in the
pleasure of bathing ; and I used to hear them talk

of their young bathing girl, as of a model that sculp-

tors would have been rejoiced to possess, for the

statue of Atalanta, Diana, or even of Venus. As I

I Ijad a taste for the arts, I was curious to know the
model they praised so highly. I went to see the
young bathing maid. I found her beautiful indeed,

and almost as prudent as beautiful. We became
acquainted. One of her fair friends, who was soon
mine, used to permit us occasionally to go with her
and take some refreshment in her little garden. This
humble society, in drawing me nearer to simple
nature, furnished me Avith philosophy enough to

keep my mind at peace in the company of my two
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young ladies ; a situation that otherv/ise would not
have ceased to be exceedingly painful. Besides, these

trifling repasts were not expensive to me ; some nice

little cakes, with a bottle of Moselle wine, were all

they cost me ; and madame Filleul, whom I had ad-

mitted to my confidence, secretly gave me a few
small flasks of Malaga, which her bathing girl and I

drank to her health.

Alas ! that health, which, in spite of all her intem-
perance, did not not cease to improve by the marvel-
lous virtue of the baths, soon experienced a fatal

revolution.

M. de JMarigny returned from his journey into

Holland ; he intended to take his wife back with
him to Paris. But, madame Filleul having expressed

to him the pleasure he would give her by leaving her
daughter with her till the end of the bathing season,

a period that was not distant, he appeared to yield

willingly to the wishes of a sick mother ; and, as he
was desirous of seeing Spa on his return, our young
i^adies resolved to accompany him there ; they all

entreated me to make this little excursion. I know
not what presentiment made me insist on keeping
madame Filleul company ; but she herself, persisting

in the wish to be left alone, obliged me to go. This
unfortunate journey announced itself ill. Two Po-
lish gentlemen, who were acquainted with our young
ladies, MM. Regewski, thought it would be gallant

to accompany them on horseback : M. de Marigny
no sooner saw them galloping by the side of the

carriage than he fell into a sombre melancholy ; and
from that momont the cloud that arose in his mind
only blackened and became more stormy.

However, on arriving at Spa, he went with us to

the assembly of the Ridotto ; but the more bril-

liant he found it, the more was he struck with the

species of emotion that our young ladies had excited

the instant they showed themselves there, and the

more gloomy was his chagrin. Yet he would not

F 2
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incur the humiliation of showing himself jealous.

He chose a more vague pretext.

At supper, as he was melancholy and silent, ma-
dame de Si^ran and his wife having pressed him to

say what was the cause of his sadness, he at last

answered, that he saw too well his presence was im-
portunate ; that, after all he had done to be loved,

lie was not so ; that he was hated, detested ; that

the request which madame Filleul had made him
was preconcerted ; that they only wished to be rid

of him ; that they had accompanied him to Spa only

to amuse themselves there ; but that he was not the

dupe of this specious artifice, for he very well knew
his wife was longing for his departure. She spoke
to him with gentleness, telhng him he was unjust

;'

that, if he had expressed the least objection to leave

her with her mother, they would neither of them
have felt any inclination to abuse his complaisance ;

that, besides, though she had left her trunks at Aix-
la-Chapelle, she was resolved to go with him. '* No,
madame,'^ said he, " stay ; it is now too late ; I

desire no sacrifices."—" Most certainly," replied

she, " it is a sacrifice to quit my mother in the state

in which she is ; but there is none that I am not
ready to make for you."—" I will accept none,"
repeated he, rising from table. Madame de Seran
endeavoured to appease him; but he replied, "To
you, madame, I do not address myself. I should
have too much to say to you. I only entreat you
not to interfere in what passes between madame de
Marigny and myself." He quitted the room ab-

ruptly, and left us all three in consternation. After
a moment's consultation, we were of opinion that

his wife should go to him. She was pale, and in

tears. In that situation, she would have moved the
heart of a tiger ; but he, for fear of being vanquished,
had commanded his servants not to suffer her to

enter his room, and had ordered post-horses to be
put to his chaise at the break of day.
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No master was ever so punctually obeyed as he.

His valet-de-cliambre represented, that if he suffered

madame de IMarigny to enter the room, he should be

turned off instantly, and that his master, in his

anger, would be capable of the greatest excesses.

We hoped that sleep would calm him a little, and I

only requested that they would come to inform me
the instant he awoke.

J. had not slept at all ; I was not even undressed,

when they came to tell me he was getting up, 1

went to him, and in the most moving manner repre-

sented to him the state in which he was leaving his

wife. '* 'Tis all pretence," said he ;
*' you know

nothing of women ; I know them to my sorrow."

The presence of his servant imposed silence on me

;

and when he was ready to set off: " Farewell, my
dear friend," said he, pressing my hand ;

" pity the

most wretched of men ! Farewell 1"—and, with an

air with which he would have mounted the scaffold,

got into his carriage and was driven off.

The grief of madame de Marigny then changed

into indignation : "He disgusts m^e," said she

;

** he wishes to make me rebel, and will succeed. I

was disposed to love him, heaven is my witness ; I

would have made it my delight, my glory to render

him happy ; but he will not be so ; he has sworn to

force me to hate him." We passed three days at

Spa; the young ladies in dissipating the sadness that

oppressed their hearts, and I in reflecting on the

melancholy consequences that might ensue from this

excursion. I did not foresee the still more cruel afflic-

tion it was to cause us.

In proportion as the blood of our patient was
reheved from the impurities it contained, a slight

scorbutic humour perpetually formed itself on her

skin, and over her whole person ; this humour dried

itself to dust, and fell away. It vv'as that which

had saved her ; and from the moment that the im-

purity of the blood had thus spread itself over the
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surface of the body, the physician had considered

her as recalled to life. But she, who was disgusted

with this affection of the skin, and who found its

cure too slow, wanted to accelerate it ; and choosing
for that pvu'pose the time of our absence, she had
plastered her whole body over with cerate. The
transpiration of this humour instantly ceased ; it

returned into the blood ; and we found the patient

in a more desperate state than ever. She wished
to return to Paris ; we brought her back with diffi-

culty, and from that time she did but languish.

In order that she might repose on her journey, we
came but a few leagues each day. At Liege, where v/e

had slept, a man of respectable appearance entered
my room in the morning, and said, *' Sir, I learnt yes-

terday evening that you were here. I am under great

obligations to you. I come to thank you for them.
JMy name is Bassompierrc. I am a bookseller and
printer in this city ; I print your works, for which I

have a great sale throughout Germany. I liave already

printed four large editions of your ' Moral Tales ;' I

am now upon the third edition of * Belisarius.' "—
** What ! sir," said I, interrupting him, *' do you steal

from me the fruit of my labour, and come to boast of
it !"—" Oh!" replied he, ** your privileges do not
extend to us. Litige is a free town. We have aright
to print whatever is good ; in that our trade con-
sists. If your works be not pirated in France, where
you are privileged, you will be rich enough. Do
me, then, the favour to come and breakfast at my
house. You shall see one of the finest printing,

offices in Europe, and you will be pleased with the

manner in which your works are executed." To see

this exhibition I went to Bassompierre's house. The
breakfast that awaited me consisted of cold meats
and fish. The whole family gave me a most friendly

reception. I was at table between Bassompierre's
two daughters, who, as they filled my glass with
"^^enish wine, said, " Monsieur Marmontel, what
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are you going to do at Paris, where you are perse-

cuted ? Stay here, hve at my father's ; we have an,

excellent chamber to give you. We will take care

of you. You shall compose quite at your ease, and
what you may have written one day shall be printed

the next." I was almost tempted to accept the offer.

Bassompierre, to indemnify me for his larceny, made
me a present of the little edition of Moli^re,

which you now read : that book cost me twelve hun-
dred guineas.

At Brussels I had the curiosity to see a rich cabinet

of pictures. The amateur who had formed it was,

(I believe) one chevalier V^rule, a melancholy and
splenetic man, who, persuaded that a breath of air

would be mortal to him, kept himself shut up in his

room as in a box. His cabinet was open only to

persons of distinction, or to famous connoisseurs.

1 enjoyed neither of these titles. But, after I had un-

derstood his character, I hoped to induce him to

receive me favourably. I was introduced to him.
" Be not surprised, sir," said I, " that a man of

letters, who is acquainted at Paris with the most

celebrated artists, a«id with the lovers of the fine

arts, should be desirous of having it in his power to

give them news of a man for whom they all enter-

tain the highest esteem. They will know that I have

passed through Brussels, and they would not pardon

my having been there without having seen you, and

without having inquired after your health."
—" Ah I

sir," answered he, " my health is very bad ;" and

then entered into details of his nervous complaints,

his vapours, and the extreme weakness of his organs.

I listened ; and, after having seriously recommended
him to take care of himself, was going to take my
leave. " What ! sir," said he, ** will you go away
without just casting your eyes on my pictures ?"

—

**I am no connoisseur," said I, " and am not worth

the trouble you would have to show them." At the

same time I suffered him to conduct me to his trea-
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sure ; and the first picture that he bade me notice

was a very beautiful landscape, by Berghem. " Ah !'*

exclaimed I, *' at first I took that picture for a
window, through which I saw the country, and
those fine cattle."

—" That,'* said he with rapture,
** is the finest eulogy that has been passed on this

picture." I expressed the same surprise and the

same illusion on approaching a cabinet that contained

a picture by Rubens, representing his three wives,

painted as large as life ; and thus, successively, I

appeared to receieve from his most remarkable pic-

tures the impression of truth. He was indefatigable

in renewing my surprises : I let him enjoy them as

much as he chose ; so that at last he told me my
instinct judged his pictures better than the acquired

knowledge of many others, who called themselves
connoisseurs, and who examine everything, but who
feel nothing.

At Valenciennes, a curiosity of another kind had
nearly proved very unfortunate. As we had arrived

early in that city, I thought I might employ the re-

mainder of the evening in walking on the ramparts,

to see the fortifications. While I was surveying
them, an officer of the guard, at the head of his

troop, came to me and roughly said, " ^^'hat are you
doing there ?" ''I am walking and looking at these

noble fortifications."
—" Don't you know that it is

forbidden to walk on these ramparts and examine
the works?"—** I certainly did not know it."

—

*- Where did you come from?"—** Paris."—" Who
are you?"—*' A man of letters, who, having never
seen a fortified place except in books, was curious to

see one in reality."
—" Where do you lodge ?" I

named the inn, and the three ladies that I accom-
panied : I told my name too. " You have the air of

being sincere," said he at last ;
** go back." I did

not make him repeat the order.

As 1 was relating my adventure to our ladies, the
commandant of the town entered the room ; luckily.
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he had been particularly patronised by madame de
Pompadour, and came to pay his respects to the
sister-in-law of his benefactress. I found him ac-
quainted with what had just happened to me. He
told me that I might consider myself A'ery fortunate
that they had not imprisoned me. But he offered
to conduct me himself the next morning to see all

the exterior of the place. I accepted his offer with
gratitude, and I had the pleasure of walking round
the town leisurely, and without danger.
A short time after our return to Paris, we had the

misfortune to lose madame Filleul. Never was a
death more courageous and more tranquil. She was
a woman of a very singular disposition, full of wit,
and of a wit, the penetration, vivacity and acuteness
of which resembled the look of the eagle ; she had
nothing that savoured either of trick or artifice. I

never saw her indulge either in the illusions or in the
vanities of her sex : she had its tastes, but they were
simple, natural, without whim and without caprice.
Her mind was lively, but calm ; with feehng enough
to be affectionate and beneficent, but not sufficient to
be the sport of her passions. Her inclinations were
gentle, peaceful, and constant ; she indulged them
vvdthout weakness, but never to excess ; she con-
sidered the occurrences of life, and the scenes they
compose, as a game which she liked to see played,
and at which, she said, it was necessary occasionally
to know how to play ourselves, without being either
knave or dupe. It was thus she conducted herself,

with very little attention to her o^^^l interests, and with
great ardour for those of her friends. As to events,
nothing astonished her ; and in every situation she
had the advantage of coolness and prudence. I have
no doubt that it was she who had put madame de
Seran in the road to fortune ; but she only smiled
at the ingenuousness of the young countess, when
she heard her say that even in a king, were he king
of the world, she never would have a lover whom
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she could not love. " You shall have kings made for

you," she used to answer, " after the model of your
love

;
you shall have intrigues in -which there is no-

thing but enjoyment."—" Indeed," said the young
countess, '' you would all v/ish my power to be
unbounded, that you might only have to ask me for

whatever you desire ; but, while you would be
amusing yourselves here, I should be sadly wearied
in my elevated sphere, and should die with grief,

like madame de Pompadour."—" Well, my dear
girl, let us be poor," answered madame Filleul :

** in

your place I should be as foolish as yourself :" and
in the evening we gaily eat our frugal supper, laugh-

ing at human grandeur. Thus, without being con-

cerned at the view and approach of death, she smiled

on her friend as she bade her farewell, and life

ended in a gentle swoon.
On my return from Aix-la-Chapelle, I found

the censure of the Sorbonne pasted up at the door
of the Academy, and at that of madame GeofFrin.

But the Swiss of the Louvre seemed to have agreed

to daub it with their brooms. The censure and the

mandate of the archbishop were read from the pul-

pit in all the churches of Paris, and they were de-

spised by every class of people. Neither the court

nor tlie parliament took any part in this busi-

ness. I was only advised to be silent, and 'Beli-

sarius' continued to be printed and sold with the

privilege of the king. But an event more afflicting

than the decrees of the Sorbonne awaited me on
my arrival at Maisons ; it was there that I needed
all my courage.

I have mentioned a young niece of madame Gau-
lard, and the pleasing custom I had formed of

passing the gay season of the year, and sometimes
even the winter, in that society. This custom, be-

tween the niece and me, was changed to love. We
were neither of us rich ; but, with the credit of our
friend Bouret, nothing was more easy than to p ro-
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cure for myself, either at Paris or in the provinces,

some place lucrative enough to provide us with every
comfort we desired. We had confided our desires

and our hopes to no one. But, from the liberty we
were allowed together, and from the tranquil con-
fidence with which madame Gaulard herself observed
our intimacy, we did not doubt that she would
be favourable to us. Bouret, above all, seemed to be
so pleased in witnessing our friendship, that I thought
myself sure of him ; and as soon as I should have
brought back his intimate friend in good health,

as I hoped, I intended to entreat him to seriously

interest himself in behalf of my fortune and mar-
riage.

But madame Gaulard had a cousin whom she
tenderly loved, and whose fortune was made. This
cousin, who was also that of the young niece, fell

in love with her, asked her in marriage during my
absence, and obtained her without difficulty. She,
too young and timid to declare any other attachment,

so far engaged herself that I arrived only to be pre-

sent at the ceremony. They were waiting for a
dispensation from Rome to go to the altar ; and I,

as the intimate friend of the house, was to be the
witness and confidant of all. ]My situation was
painful ; that of the young lady was scarcely less

so ; and however tranquil we had resolved to appear,

it is difficult to me to conceive that our sadness did

not betray us to the eyes of the aunt and of the
future husband. Happily, the liberty of the country
permitted us to say to each other a few consoling

words, and mutually to inspire each other with the
courage we so much wanted. In such a case, love

in despair saves itself in the arms of friendship :

that was our refuge. We promised each other at

least to be friends through life ; and while our hearts

were suffered thus to afford mutual comfort, we were
not imhappy. But, till the fatal dispensation should

VOL. II. G
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arrive from Rome, it was prudent that I should

absent myself ; and I had a favourable opportunity

for so doing.

BOOK IX.

M. DE Marignv, at peace with his wife, abridged

his \dsit to Fontainbleau, in order to go with her

to Menars. He was desirous that I should accom-
pany them. His wife entreated me still more ear-

nestly than he. As the confidant of their disputes,

I hoped to be able to contribute to their reconcilia-

tion ; and my gratitude to him, as much as my
friendship for her, prompted me to accept their offer.

*' You cannot think, sir,'* said he in his letter from
Fontainbleau of the 12th of October 17^7, " what
pleasure you give me by going to Menars. I may
be permitted to be somewhat jealous of that which
madame de Marigny expresses."

My presence was not useless to them in this jour-

ney. More than one cloud was raised between them,
which it was requisite to dissipate. Even on the

road, while speaking in praise of his wife, M. de
Marigny wanted to attribute her faults to the coun-

tess de S^ran. But his young wife, who had some
dignity, refused to admit that excuse. " I have
committed no faults that should affect you," said

she, " and you are unjust to attribute any to me
;

but you are still more so to load my friend with
them." And when a few words that were too bitter,

and too inconsiderate, escaped him against this absent

friend, " Respect her, sir," said his wife ;
*' you owe it

to her, you owe it to me ; and I must tell you that

you will never abuse her without wounding me ta

the heart."

-i
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It is true that, in the intimacy of tliese two
women, all the care of madame de Seran was em-
ployed in inspiring her friend with gentleness, com-
plaisance, and, if it were possible, with love for a

m,an who, she told her, had amiable qualities, and
who, if his violence were tempered and his sourness

sweetened, would make a very good husband.

A little strength and dignity of mind were neces-

sary with a man who, possessed of frankness and
courage, esteemed in the characters of others what
was analogous to his own. The tone we observed

with him was therefore that of mild but firm reason
;

and I fulfilled so well my office of conciliator, that,

on quitting them, I left them in perfect harmony.
But I had seen enough of them, and above all I had
leanit enough from the confidential conversations of

his young wife, to be decidedly of opinion that they

might esteem, but could never love each other.

In the following spring, I went with them again to

Touraine. In this journey, I had the pleasure of

seeing M. de Marigny completely reconciled with

madame de Seran : except a few moments of sour

jealousy at the intimacy of the two ladies, he v/as rather

amiable in their company. AVith respect to me, he
w^as so pleased to have me as a mediator, that he
oflTered me as a pure gift, for my life, a pretty country

house near IMenars. A little grove, a garden, a

rivulet of the purest water, a delicious retreat,

seated on the banks of the Loire ; nothing could be

more seducing : but this gift was a chain, and I would
v/ear none.

On my return, I went to Maisons. That was the

retreat which had such charms for me ; I loved all

who dwelt in it, and I flattered myself that I v/as

beloved by them. I could not have been more free

or more at my ease in my own house. If my friends

wished to see me, they came to JMaisons and were
welcomed there. The count de Creutz was he who
took most pleasure in visiting us, and whose society
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we most relished, because, with the rarest qualities

of mind, he was simple and good.

Our walk usually extended to a little wood near
Alfort, and there we reposed ourselves in its shade.

His soul would then expand and unfold itself with
me. The sensibility which he delighted to indulge

;

the pictures that the observation and study of nature
had traced in his memory, and of which his imagina-
tion was, as it were, a rich and vast gallery ; the
high conceptions that meditation had inspired in

him, and which his mind pbured abundantly into

mine, whether he spoke of politics or of morality,

of men or of things, of sciences or arts, kept me
whole hours attentive, and in a kind of enchantment.
His country and his king, Sweden and Gustavus,
the objects of his idolatry, were the two subjects

of which he spoke with most eloquence, and with
most rapture. The enthusiasm with which he
lavished praises on them would so seize on my mind
and my senses, that I would willingly have followed

him beyond the Baltic.

JMusic was one of his most impassioned pleasures,

and beneficence was the soul of all his other virtues.

One day he came to conjure me, in the name of

our friendship, to extend my hand to a young man,
who, he said, was in despair, and on the point of

sinking, if I did not save him. " He is a musician,"

added he, " full of talent, and wants only a pretty

comic opera to make his fortune at Paris. He comes
from Italy : he has made some essays at Geneva.
He arrived with an opera taken from one of your
tales (Les Manages Samnites) : it has been heard
by the directors of the opera-house, and refused.

The unhappy young man is without any resource ; I

have advanced him a few guineas ; I can do no
more ; and, as a last favour, he has entreated me to

recommend him to you."
Before that period, I had done nothing that ap-

proached the idea I thought I had conceived of a
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French poem, suited to Italian music ; I did not even
believe that I had the talent for it ; but to please the
count de Creutz I would have undertaken impossi-

Mlities.

I had on my table, at that moment, one of Vol-

taire's tales (L'Ingenu) ; I thought it might furnish

me with the ground plan of a little comic opera. " I

will try," said I to the count de Creutz, " whether
I can adapt it to the stage, and draw from it feelings

and situations favourable to vocal music. Come
again in a v/eek, and bring this young man with
you." The half of my poem was written when they
arrived. Gr^try was transported with joy at it, and
went to begin his work while I was completing mine.
' Le Huron' had brilliant success ; andGretry, more
modest and more grateful than he has since been,

thinking that his reputation was not yet sufficiently

established, solicited me not to abandon him. It

was then that I composed ' Lucile.'

From the still greater success of this last piece, I

perceived that the public were disposed to relish

theatrical compositions of a character analogous to

that of my ' Tales ;' and, with a musician and actors

capable of expressing what I conceived, seeing that

I could form pictures whose colouring and shades

would be faithfully represented, I felt a very lively

charm in this species of creation ; for I can say that,

in restoring the comic opera, I gave it a new charac-

ter, and created a new species of it. After ' Lucile,'

I wrote ' Sylvain ;' after ' Sylvain,' * L'Ami de la

Maison,' and ' Zemire and Azor;' and our mutual
successes increased with every new exertion. No
dnd of composition ever afforded me purer enjoy-

ment. JVIy choicest actors, Clairval, Caillot, and
madame la Ruette, were the chiefs of their theatre.

IVIadame la Ruette used to invite us to dinner. There
1 read my poem, and Gretry sang his music. Both
being approved m this little council, ail was prepared

G 2
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for the representation of the piece, and after two or

three rehearsals it was played.

The sincerity of our actors, with respect to us,

was perfect: whether for character or song, they

knev/ exactly what would suit them ; and their pre-

sentiment of effect was more infallible than our own.
For myself, I never hesitated to submit to theu"

opinions ; sometimes even they accused me of sub-

mitting too readily. For instance, in the interval

between ' Lucile' and * Sylvain,' I had finished a

comic opera in three acts taken from my tale of * Le
Connoisseur.' I read it to the little committee.

Gretry was charmed with it, madame la Ruette and
Clairval applauded ; but Caillot was cold and silent.

I took him aside. " You are not satisfied," said I;
'* speak openly : what do you think of the piece you
have just heard?"—*' I think," said he, " that it is

only a diminutive of the ' JMetromanie ;' that the

ridicule of fine affected wit is not poignant enough
for a pit like ours, and that your work may possibly

be unsuccessful."

Returning to the fire round which the company
were sitting, " Madame, and, gentlemen," said

I, " we are all fools ; Caillot alone is right ;" and I

threw my manuscript into the fire. They cried out

that Caillot had made me act like a very madman.
Gr(*try wept for sorrow, and in going away witli me
he appeared so disconsolate, that on quitting him I

myself was sad.

The eagerness to deliver him from the state in

which I had seen him, having prevented sleep, the

plan and first scenes of ' Sylvain' were the fruit

of my wakefulness. I was writuig them in

the morning when Gretry entered my room. *' I

have not closed my eyes all night," said he.

—

** Nor I neither," answered I. " Sit down and
listen to me." I read him my plan, and two scenes.
" For effect," added I, '* I am sure of my work.
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and I'll answer for success." He seized on the
two first airs, and went away comforted.

It was thus I employed my leisure ; and the pro-
duce of a light labour augmented every year my little

fortune. But it was not so considerable as to induce
madame Gaulard to think it a suitable estabUsh-
ment for her niece ; she gave her then another hus-
band, as I have told you ; and that society, which I

had cultivated with so much care, was soon dissolved.
Another incident threw me into their company.

It was natural that the adventure of * Belisarius

'

should have cooled in some degree madame Geoffrin's
friendship for me ; and that, as she was more osten-
sibly turned to devotion, she should have some re-
pugnance to lodge a censured author in her house.
As soon as I could perceive it, I pretended to wish
for a more commodious apartment. *' I am very
sorry," said she, " that I have nothing better to offer

you ; but I hope that, though you may cease to live in

my house, you will not cease to be of the number of
my friends, and of the dinners that unite them."
After this audience of leave, I hastened to remove

;

and a lodging that exactly suited me was offered

by the countess de S^ran, in a hotel which the king
had given her. This leads me to resume the thread
of her romance.
At her return from Aix-la-Chapelle, the king had

received her better than ever, without daring more.
At the same time, the myster)^ of their rendezvous
and private meetings had not escaped the vigilant

eyes of the court ; and the duke de Choiseul, being
resolved to remove from the king ever)' woman
whose confidence he did not enjoy, had indulged in
some light offensive raillery against her. As soon as
she was told of it, she determined to awe him to
silence. La Borde, the court banker, devoted to the
duke de Choiseul, to whom he owed his fortune,
was her friend. It was at his house and before him
that she had an interview with the minister. *' I
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have a favour to ask of your grace," said she ;
** but

first I wish to engage you to do me justice. You
speak very hghtly of me ; I know it : you believe that

I am one of those women whose ambition is to pos-

sess the heart of the king, and to assume over his

mind an authority of which you are jealous. I could
have revenged myself for the licence you have taken,

I prefer undeceiving you. The king expressed his de-

sire to see me ; I did not refuse to gratify this desire

;

we have had private conversations and have kept up
a close correspondence. All this you know; but
that which you do not know, the letters of the king
shall teach you. Read; you wiU there see an excess

of kindness ; but as much respect for me as tender-

ness, and nothing at which I ought to blush. I love

the king," added she, " I love him as a father ; I woidd
lay down my life for him ; but, king as he is, he wiU
never persuade me to deceive him, nor to disgrace

myself by granting v/hat my heart cannot and will

not give him."
The duke de Choiseul, after having read the let-

ters she had shown him, would have thrown himself

at her feet. " Pardon me, madame," said he, " I

am to blame, I confess, for having trusted too much
to appearances. The king is very right :

* you are

only too admirable.' Now, tell me what you require,

and what service can be rendered you by a new
friend, whom you have just secured for life."

" I am," said she, *' on the point of marrying my
sister to a worthy officer. Neither my relations nor
myself are able to give her a dowry."
"Well, madame," replied he, " the king must

provide a dowry for your sister; and I will go and
obtain for her, on the royal treasury, an order for

eight thousand pounds."—" No, my lord, no : nei-

ther my sister nor I will accept money that we have
not earned, nor ever shall earn. What we ask for,

is a place, which IM. de la Barthe has merited by his

services ; and the only favour that we solicit is, that
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he may obtain it in preference to other officers who
miglit have the same pretensions as himself to so-

hcit." This favour was easily granted her. But all

that the king could induce her to accept for her-
self was the present of this Httle hotel, in which she
offered me an apartment.
When I was on the point of fixing myself there,

I found myself obliged 'to prefer another residence :

the incident that determined me was this.

JMy old friend, mademoiselle Clairon, having
quitted the theatre and taken a commodious house
by the Pont-Royal, wished me to live with her. She
knew of the engagement I had formed with madame
de Seran ; but, as she was acquainted with her kind-
ness and sensibility, she called upon her without my
knowledge ; and with her theatrical eloquence, she
related to her the indignities she had endured from
the gentlemen of the king's chamber, and the brutal

ingratitude with which the public had paid her ser-

vices and her talents. In her solitary^ retreat, her
gentlest consolation would have been to have had
her old friend with her. She had a convenient apart-

ment to let to me ; she was very sure that I should
accept it, if I had not engaged to occupy that which
the countess had the kindness to offer me. She
entreated her to be generous enough to break this

engagement herself, and to insist on my lodging at

her house. *' You, madame," said she, " are sur-

roimded by every species of happiness ; and I have
none now, but that which I can find in the constant

and intimate society of a tnie friend. For pity's

sake, do not deprive me of it
!"

Madame de S^ran Avas moved by her solicitation.

She suspected me of having given my consent to it

;

I assured her that I had not. Indeed, the lodging

which she had prepared for me, conveniently situated

as it was, would have been more agreeable ; I

should have been more at liberty, and at three steps

only from the i^ cademy. This proximity alone would
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have been of inestimable value to me in wintry wea-
ther, when I should have the bridge to cross if I

lodged at mademoiselle Clairon's. I had therefore

no difficulty in persuading madame de Seran, that

in every respect it was a sacrifice that was required of

me. '* Well," said she, " you must make this sacri-

fice : mademoiselle Clairon has claims on you that

I have not."

I went then to live in the house of my old friend

;

and from the first day I perceived, that, with the

exception of a little chamber backward, my apart-

ment was wholly improper for a studious man, on
account of the intolerable noise of the carriages and
carts going over the bridge close to my ear. It

is the great thoroughfare for the stone and wood
that are brought to Paris. Thus day and night,

without intermission, the grinding of the pave-

inent of a steep ascent under the wheels of these

carts, and under the feet of the unhappy horses that

with difficulty draw them up the ascent, the hoarse

cries of the carters, and the piercing cracks of their

whips, reahsed what Virgil says of Tartainis :

—

" Hinc exaudiri gemitiis, et saeva sonare

Veibera : hinc stridor ferri, tractaeque catenas."

But, however aflflicting this inconvenience was to

me, I took no notice of it to my fair neighbour ; and,

were it possible to be recompensed by the charms
of the most engaging and best chosen society, I was
so the whole time that she and I inhabited that house.

She often received visits from the duchess de
V'illeroy, the daughter of the duke dWumont, who,
while her father persecuted me, had shown the live-

liest regret at seeing him unjust, and herself unable
to soften him.
One evening, when she had just quitted my fair

neighbour, I was surprised to hear the latter say to

me :
" Well, Marmontel, you would never tell me

who was the author of the parody of ' Cinna :' I
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know it at last ;" and she named Cun^ (at that time
Cury, his mother and his son were dead). '* And
who told it you?" I asked with surprise.—" A
person who very weU knows ; the duchess de Ville-

roy. She has just left me, and you have heen the
object of her sn.sit. Her faxher requests to see you."—" Me ! her father ! the duke d'Aumont I"—" He
wishes to considt you on the plays to be represented

before the court, on the marriage of the dauphin."
" But my father," said she, " Avoidd v/ish that

IMarmontel should not allude to the past."—" As-
suredly," answered I, " IMarmontel will not men-
tion it to him : but has your father nothing to say

on the regret he must feel at having been so

cruelly unjust to him? For I can answer for it,

he was most truly so."—" I know it very well,"

said she, " and my father knows it too. The pa-

rody of ' Cinna' was Cury's,—la Ferte has told us

so ; he had heard the author read it ; but, so long

as that unhappy man lived, he would not betray

him."
I was obliged to acknowledge the truth of what

la Ferte had said ; and, curious to see what counte-

nance this man, condemned by his owti conscience,

would assume in my presence, I accepted the inter-

view, and went to his house.

I found him with that same la Fertd, intendant

of the Menus Plaisirs, examining on a table the plan

of a fire-work. As soon as he saw me enter, he
dismissed la Fert^ ; and with a vivacity that dis-

guised his disorder, he conducted me into his cham-
ber. Then with a trembling hand he advances a

chair, and with a hasty, officious air invites me to

sit down. The duchess de Villeroy had told made-
moiselle Clairon that for the fetes of the court her

father was " \ery much embarrassed." lliese words

recurred to me ; and to induce conversation, " Well,

my lord duke," said I, " are you so much em-

barrassed?" At this beginning I saw him turn pale

;
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but I opportimely added,—" for the plays to be per

formed before the court ;" and he recovered from
the pamfLil oppression that my first equivocal words
had caused. " Yes," said he, " very much embar-
rassed ; and I should be obliged to you, if you would
aid me to conquer this difficulty." He prated a vast

deal on the pain and anxiety of such a commission ;

we looked over the repertories of the theatres ; he
appeared pleased with my hints, and finished by
asking me if, among my manuscripts, I had not some
new work of my own. He had heard of ' Zemire and
Azor ;' he begged me to read it to him ; 1 consented,

but to him alone. This was the object of a second

tete-a-tete ; but, as his erudition extended as far as

the Fairy Tales, having recognised in my subject

that of Beauty and the Beast, ** It is impossible for

me," said he, '* to give this piece on the marriage of

the dauphin : it will be taken for a satire." It was he
who had made it, and I kept his satire secret. What
is remarkable in our two conversations is, that his

vain and feeble mind had not the courage to express

any regret for the injustice he had done me, or the

most distant desire of seizing some opportunity to

repair it.

At that time the prince royal of Sweden made a
journey to Paris ; he had already expressed a strong

attachment for the author of ' Belisarius,' and had been
pleased to correspond with me. He requested that he
might see me often and in private. I paid my court

to him ; and, when he learned the death of the king
his father, I was the only foreigner he received during
the first moments of his gi*ief. I can say that I have
seen in him the rare example of a young man wise
enough to be sincerely and deeply afflicted at being a
king. " What a misfortune," said he, "to find myself,

at my age, burthened with a cro^\^^, and with an im-
mense duty that I feel myself incapable of fulfilling i

I was travelling to acquire the knowledge I wanted,
and my travels are suddenly interrupted ; I ain
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obliged to return without having had time to inform
my mind, or to see and study mankind ; and with
them, all intimate intercourse, all faithful and secure
correspondence, is henceforth denied me. I must bid
an eternal farewell to truth and friendship."—*' No,
sire," answered I ;

" truth only flies from kings who
reject and will not hear it. You love it, it will follow
you ; the sensibility of your heart, the frankness of
your character, render you worthy of friendship

;

you will always have friends."—" i\Ien scarcely ever
have any ; kings never," replied he.—" Here is one,"
said I, showing him the count de Creutz, who was
reading some dispatches in a corner of the room,
** who will never prove faithless."

—" Yes, he is one,"
answered he, " and I depend on him ; but he will not
be with me ; my affairs oblige me to leave him here."

This little dialogue gives some idea of my conversations

with this young prince, with whom I was every day
more charmed. After having heard some readings of
* The Incas,' he requested ofme, through his minister, a

manuscript copy of it ; and afterwards, when the work
was printed, he permitted me to dedicate it to him.

Tn that same year, I made a very pleasant visit to

Croix Fontaine, but which ended by being a very
unfortunate one. A malignant, putrid fever raged

all along that side of the Seine. At St Port and
Ste Assise many persons had died of it ; and at

CroLx Fontaine a great number of servants were
attacked. Those who had not caught it waited on
their comrades : mine did not spare himself in the

service ; and I myself used to go very often and visit

the sick,—an act of humanity vainly bestovv'ed.

However, I believed myself still in perfect health,

when I received a letter from Paris desirnig my at-

tendance at the Academy for the reception of the

archbishop of Toulouse, an assembly that the king

of Sweden was to honour with his presence.

The day after my arrival at Paris, I felt myself as

it were exhausted
;
yet I went to the assembly of the

H
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Academy ; I even read there some detached parts of

my work of ' The Incas,' but in a half suffocated voice,

without expression and without energy. I had some
success ; but my friends perceived with concern that

I was very faint and feeble. In the evening the fever

seized me. JMy servant was attacked at the same
time, and we were both forty days between life and
death. It was the first illness of which Bouvart
cured me. He paid me all the attention of a tender

friend. And mademoiselle Clairon, during my reco-

very, gratified me by the most affecting attention : she

used to read to me, and the reveries of the Thousand and
One Nights were all that my feeble brain could endure.

Shortly afterwards, the Academy lost Duclos

;

and, on his death, the place of historiographer of

France was given me without any solicitation on my
part. I must tell you to whom I was indebted for

this favour.

While I was living at the house of madame Geof-
frin, a man whom I had often met at mademoiselle
Clairon's, and whom I esteemed for his loyalty and
frankness, Garville, called on me and said: "In the

excursions I used to make into Brittany, while the
duke d'Aiguillon commanded there, I frequently saw
him, and had an opportunity of knowing him. I am
informed and convinced that the action which is

brought against him is but intrigue and cabal ; but,

however good his cause may be, so great is the credit

of the states and of the parliament of Brittany, that

even at Paris he can find no one to plead for him.
The only counsellor who has dared to undertake his

defence is a desperate adventurer, a young man
whose talent is not formed, but who boldly courts

fortune. His name is Linguet. He has written a
memorial with which the duke is very much dis-

satisfied. It is a high-flown declamation, a deformed
mass of phrases ridiculously figurative ; it is impossi-
ble to publish so unseemly and so absurd a composi-
tion. The duke has expressed to me the concern it
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gave him. I have advised him to have recourse
to some man of letters. *' I\Ien of letters," said he,
" are all prejudiced against me ; they are my enemies.'*

I answered liim, that I knew one who was the enemy
only of injustice and falsehood, and I named you.
He embraced me, saying that I should render him
the greatest service if I engaged you to prepare his

memorial. I come to beg this favour of you, to
conjure you to it in his name."—" Sir," said I to

Garville, " my pen will never refuse to plead a good
cause. If that of the duke d'Aigaillon be such as

you represent it, he may depend on me. Let him
confide his papers to me. After having read them,
I will tell you more positively whether I can assist

him. But tell him that the same zeal, which I shall

employ in his defence, would be as willingly exerted

to defend the lowest of the people, who should
choose, under similar circumstances, to solicit it

;

and, in discharging this duty, I shall insist on two
conditions : one, that the utmost secrecy shall be
observed ; the other, that it shall never be a question,

from him to me, either of thanks or of gratitude : I

will not even see him."
Garville faithfully reported to him this answer ; and

the next day he brought me his memorial with his

papers. In these papers I thought I really perceived

that the action brought against him, was only a

persecution excited by personal anim.osity. As to

the memorial, finding it such as Garville had re-

presented it to be, I moulded it anew. Preserv-

hig all that was reasonably good, I introduced into it

order and clearness. I removed the rubbish of a

style full of incoherent metaphors, and substituted

the language of nature. The details being thus cor-

rected, the memorial assumed a more welcome form

;

for its style, above all, was shocking and ridiculous.

At the same time, I added to it something of my own

:

such as the exordium, in which Linguet had expressed

himself with an ovenveening arrogance ; and the con-
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elusion, in wliich he had neglected to collect the
forces of his proof and his arguments.

"Wlien the duke d'Aiguillon saw my corrections, he
he was highly pleased with them. He sent for Lin-

guet :
—" I have read your memorial," said he, " and

have made some alterations in it, which T wish you
to adopt." Linguet read it in its new form; and,

boiling with rage, " No, m^y lord duke," said he ;

*' no, it is not you, it is a man of the profession

who has transformed my work. You have done me
a mortal injuiy ; you want to dishonour me. But I

am no man's scholar; no man has the right to cor-

rect me. I sign only my 0"\\'n work, and this work
is not mine. Seek some other advocate who wiU
plead your cause ; you must no longer reckon on
me." And he was going away, the duke d'Aiguil-

lon prevented him. He saw himself at his mercy;
for no other counsellor would sign his memorials.

He permitted him then to fram.e this to his will. All

the pages that I had v/ritten were suppressed. Lin-

guet himself re-wrote the exordium and the conclu-

sion : hut he left unimpaired the order which I had
introduced into all the rest; he re-established none
of the extravagancies of style which I had effaced

;

and thus in rejecting my labour he profited by it.

However, he could not rest till he had discovered the

author of the corrections made in his memorial ; and
from the moment the secret was told him, I know
not by whom, he became my most bitter enemy. A
periodical paper, which he afterwards published,

was swelled with the venom of his rage with wliich

he used to foam at my name.
As for the duke d'Aiguillon, he was perfectly sen-

sible of the improvement 1 had made in his memorial,

in spite of his lawyer ; and he pressed Garville to

take me to his house, that at least, as he said, he
might have the satisfaction of thanking me himself.

After having refused his invitations for a long time, I

-at last yielded, and went once to dine with him.
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From that time I had never seen him, when I received

from him the following note :
—" I have just solicited

for you, of the king, sir, the place of historiographer

of France, vacant by the death of JM. Duclos. His
majesty has granted it, and I hasten to announce it

to you. Come and thank the king."

This mark of favour, the motive of which was
unknown, silenced my enemies at court; and the

duke de Duras, who had not the same scruple about
* Beauty and the Beast' that the duke d'Aumont had
expressed, requested me, in 1/71, to give ' Zemire
and Azor' to the theatre at Fontainbleau. It met
with the most unbounded success ; but it w^as not
without having run the risk of being treated with

contempt. * l/Ami de la iVIaison,' which was pre-

sented the sam.e year at that theatre, w^as very coldly

received. As soon as I felt and understood the

cause of it, I applied the remedy, and at Paris it met
with as much success as * Zemire and Azor.' These
are mere trifles ; but, as they have interested me, they

will likewise possess some interest for my children.

When ' Zemire and Azor* was an.iounced at Fon-
tainbleau, the current report was, that I had intro-

duced on the stage the story of * Beauty and the

Beast,' and that the principal character would enter

on all fours. I quietly suffered the public to talk.

I had written copious instiiictions for the dresses and

decorations : but neither the tailor nor the decorator

had given themselves the trouble to read what I had
written ; and all their preparations were made after

the story of ' Beauty and the Beast.' My friends

were uneasy concerning the success of my piece

;

Gretry looked disconsolate; Clairval himself, wdio

had so readily played all my other parts, expressed

some repugnance at the idea of playing this. I asked

him the reason :
" How can you expect," said he,

" that I should render interesting a character in

v/hich J shall be hideous !"—" Hideous !" answered

1 :
" You will not be at all so. You will be frightful

H 2
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at first sight ; but in yonr ugliness you will liave

dignity and even grace."—" Go then," said he, " and
look at the beast-like dress they are preparing for

me ; for I am told it is horrible," The piece was to

be played the next day ; there was not a moment to

lose. I asked to see the dress of Azor. I had great

difficulty in obtaining permission from the tailor.

He bade me be easy, and rely on him. But I in-

sisted ; and the duke de Duras, ordering him to con-

duct me to the working room had the kindness to

accompany me. " Show," said the tailor disdainfully

to his workmen, " show the gentlemen the dress of

the beast." What did I see ? A close dress for

the whole body, exactly like the skin of a monkey,
with a long bare tail, a bald back, enormous claws to

the four paws, two long horns to the cowl, and
a mask of disgusting deformity, with boar's teeth 1

I was thunderstruck, and protested that my piece

should not be played in this ridiculous and mon-
strous disguise. "What could you have wislied?"

said the tailor, with an impertinent air. " I could

have v\ished," answered I, " that you had read the

instructions I wrote : you would have seen that I de-

sired to have the dress of a man, and not of a monkey."—" The dress of a man for a beast?"—" And who
has told you that Azor is a beast?"—"The story

tells me so?"—" The story is not my work; and
my work shall not be represented till all this be
changed."—" It is too late now."—" Then I will go
and petition the king to consent that this hideous
spectacle may not be represented : and I v/ill give my
reason." JMy man then became more tame, and asked
me what he should make. " The simplest thing in

the world," answered I ;
'* a spotted pantaloon, shoes

and gloves of the same, a doliman of puqile satin,

with black flowing hair, picturesquely scattered, a
frightful mask, but not deformed, nor like a snout."

There was great difficulty in finding all this, for the
store room ^\'as empty 5 but, by dint of obstinacy, I
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made myself obeyed ; and for the mask, I formed
it myself, of pieces cut out of several others, and
then joined together.

The next morning I made Clairval try this dress
;

and, on looking at himself in his glass, he found it

noble and imposing.—" Now, my friend," said I,

" your success depends upon the manner in which
you shall enter on the stage. If you appear confused,

timid, embarrassed, we are ruined. But if you present

yourself boldly, with assurance, and a firm expressive

action, you will command respect ; and this danger
once past, I will answer for the rest."

I found the decorator guilty of the same neghgence
with which this impertinent tailor had sers'ed me ; and
the magic picture, the most interesting incident of

the piece, must have failed, if I had not done what
his awkwardness would have spoiled. With two ells

of silver mohair, to imitate a pier looking-glass, and
two ells of clear and transparent gauze, I taught him
to produce one of the most agreeable of theatrical illu-

sions.

It v/as thus that, by my assiduity, instead of the

disgrace with which I was threatened, I obtained the
most brilliant success. Clairval played his part as I

desired. The bold and firm step with which he
entered produced that impression of astonishment
which I expected, and from that instant I was at

ease. I was in a comer of the orchestra, and had
behind me a row of the court ladies. When Azor, on
his knees at the feet of Z^mire, sang to her,

" From the moment we love we are gentle and mild

;

Like you too I tremble, for love is a child
:"

I heard these ladies say to each other, " He's now
no longer ugly ;" and added, the moment afterwards,
" He is handsome!"

I ought not to dissemble that the charm of the

music contributed marvellously to produce such

eifects Gretry's was then what it very rarely
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has been since ; and he was not sufficiently sensible

of the care I took to trace him the character, the

form, and the design of an agreeable and natm-al

song. In general, the fatuity of musicians is to

believe that they owe nothing to their poet; and
Gr^try, with much talent, had this folly in the highest

degree.

As to * L'Ami de la Maison,' my complaisance for

madame la Ruette, my actress, prevented the suc-

cess whicii this piece might otherwise have obtained

at court. JXly first wish was to give the part of

L'Ami de la J\Jaison to Caillot : I had written it for

him ; he would have played it admirably. I was sure

of it ; but he refused it, for a singular reason. " This
situation," said he, " too much resembles that in

which we sometimes really are ; and this character is

too much like that whicii is attributed to us. Were I

to play L'Ami de la liaison as you have conceived it,

no mother would afterwards suffer me to approach her

daughter."—" And Tartuffe," I asked, " would you
not play that?"—"Tartuffe," answered he, "does
not come so home to us ; and no one in society is

fearful of our being Tartuffes."

Nothing could conquer his repugnance to a part

which, he said, would do him the more injury the

better he should play it. At the same time, I had ob-.

served that la Ruette was very desirous of having it,

and I perceived that his wife thought that, after

Caillot, I could but give it to him. Gr^try was of the

same opinion ; I suffered myself to be guided ; and
I repented of it from the first rehearsal. This part re-

quired youth, vivacity, brilliancy of voice, and deli-

cate acting. The good la Ruette, with an oldish

face and a trembling, broken A^oice, was quite out of

his v/alk in this character. He made it sad and
pitiful : as he was not at his ease, he did not even
jjlay it with his usual simplicity; he spoiled every

scene.

On her part, madame la Ruette, who had a little
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prudery, persuading herself that the trick and sub-

tlety which I had introduced into the character of

Agatha were not suited to so young a woman, had
thought it her duty to blunt the point of those play-

ful wiles, and had substituted an air of severity and
reserve that deprived the part of all its winning
graces.

Thus my whole work was disfigured. Fortu-

nately, la Ruette himself discovered that the part of

Cleon did not suit him, either as an actor or a
singer : and I found at the same theatre one Julien,

less difficult than Caillot, and younger than la

Ruette, with a brilliant voice, a lively action, and
an animated figure. Gr^try and I undertook to teach

him his part ; and he succeeded in singing and play-

ing it tolerably well.

Madame la Ruette was very little disposed to hear
what I had to say to her : however, I just said,
*' iNJadame, we shall be cold, if we seek to be too

prudent ; do me the favour to play the part of Agatha
to the life. Her innocence is not that of Agnes, but

it is still innocence ; and, as she only employs her

art and v/iles to laugh at the villain who endeavours

to seduce her, believe me it wiU. give satisfaction."

Her part had the greatest success, and the piece

having been ordered again at Versailles (in 17/2),

appeared so changed that it was scarcely recognised.

Yet I had made no alteration in it.

It was not till three years afterwards that I pro-

duced ' La Fausse Magie ;' and, though its first success

was not so briUiant as that of the two others, it has

not been less permanent. For more than tAventy years

it has frequently been revived at the theatre, and the

public are not tired of it. However, it is very true

that these little pieces have lost some of their lustre

and their primeval allurement, in losing the actors

for whom I had v/ritten them.
That same year (17/2) I had at court an appear-

ance of success of another kind, and which affected
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me more sensibly ; it was the effect that my epistle

to the king on the subject of the Hotel Dieu pro-

duced, or appeared to produce. My vanity had no
concern in it, but the strong impression I had made,
as I was told, was about to change the condition

of those poor sufferers whose groans and com-
plaints I had expressed so forcibly that they were
heard ; and, for the first time in my life, I fancied

myself a benefactor of humanity. I gloried in the

thought, and would have resigned the last drop of

my blood to have really occasioned such a reform
j

but, alas ! that happiness was not mine.

The ode in praise of Voltaire is nearly of the same
date. What gave birth to it was this :—the society

of mademoiselle Clairon was more than ever nume-
rous and brilliant. The conversation was animated,

particularly when poetry was its subject ; and the
man of letters had opportunities of conversing with
men of the world of exquisite taste and highly cul-

tivated minds. It was in one of these conversations

that, in speaking of lyric poetry, I said that the ode
could not possess in France, that character for truth

and dignity which it obtained in Greece, because
poets had no longer the same ministry to fulfil ; that

the bards alone, among the Gauls, had shewn this

grand character, because they were, by profession,

engaged to celebrate the glory of heroes.
'* And in our days,'' asked they, " what prevents

the poet from assuming this ancient character, and
consecrating himself to this public ministry?" I

answered, *' That if there were, as formerly, fetes,

solemnities, where the poet was heard, the pomp of

these grand exhibitions would elevate liis soul and
genius." For an example, I supposed the apotheosis

of Voltaire, and on a vast theatre, at the foot of his

statue, mademoiselle Clairon reciting verses in praise

of that illustrious man :
" Can you think," asked I,

" that the ode destined for this solemn eulogy would
not assume in its spirit, and in the mind of the poet.
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a truer and more animated tone, than that which he
should coldly compose in his cabinet ?" I saw that
this idea made its impression, and m-ademoiselle
Clairon above all appeared forcibly struck. Hence I

conceived the project of writing, as an essay, that
ode which you will find in the collection of my
poems.

In reading it, mademoiselle Clairon felt that her
talent could supply in it what mine could not effect,

and was once more pleased to lend my verses the
charm of that Ulusion which she so well knew how
to inspire.

One evening then, when the company were assem-
bled in her drawing-room, and had sent word that
they were expecting her, and as we were talking of
Voltaire, a curtain suddenly rises ; and, by the side

of the bust of that great man, mademoiselle Clairon,
dressed as a priestess of Apollo, with a crown of
laurel in her hand, begins to recite my ode with the
air of inspiration, and in the tone of enthusiasm.
This little fete had afterwards the merit of giving
birth to one more solemn, and at which Voltaire was
present.

Shortly afterwards, the count de Valbelle, made-
moiselle Clairon's lover, enriched by the death of
his elder brother, being gone to enjoy his fortune
in the city of Aix, in Provence, and the prince of

Anspach having fallen in love with the princess of

the stage, she was obliged to take a more ample and
more commodious house than that in which we
lodged together. It was then that I went to occupy,
at the countess de Scran's, the apartment which she
had kept for me, and it was there that M. Odde came
and passed a year with me.

I could have wished to retire with him to Bort

;

and for that purpose I had thought of purchasing a

little land a short distance from the town, where I

should have built myself a cot. Fortunately, this

land was valued at so exorbitant a price that I could
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not make the purchase, and the project was re-

nounced. I stiil contmued then to indulge in the

society of Paris, and particularly in that of the ladies,

but resolved to refrain from every connection that

might distm-b my repose.

I paid my court to the countess de S^ran as assidu-

ously as I could do, without being importunate. She
had the kindness to express a wish that I would go
and pass the spring with hei in Normandy, at her
little country seat of la Tour, which she was orna-

menting. I accompanied her thither. ^Mlat would I

not have quitted for her ? All the charm that the

friendship of woman and her most intimate converse

can have, without love, was offered me with her.

Had it been possible to be in love without hope, 1

certainly should have been so with madame de S^ran

;

but she so distinctly and so ingenuously marked to

me the boundary of her sentiments for m.e, and of

those I might indulge for her, that even my wishes
never went beyond them.

I was likewise united in pure and simple friendship

with women who, on the decline of life, had not
ceased to be engaging, and of whom Fontenelle would
have said—" You may easily see that love has been
there." I had not for them that veneration which is

reserved only for virtue ; but they inspired me with
a sentiment of benevolence that was scarcely less

attaching, and which flattered them more. It touch-

ed me to see decaying beauty sadden before its

mirror, to find its charms had faded. She who, of

all my friends, was most afflicted at this irreparable

loss, was madame de L. P * * *. She reminded me
in her melancholy of these words of a celebrated

Grecian beauty, suspending her looking-glass in the

temple of her divinity :

—

" To Venus this off 'ring, for she's ever fair;

It only redoubles njy pain :

The face it now shows me augments my despair;

It forgets what I could not retain."
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The most feeling, the most dehcate, the most
affectionate of hearts, was that of madame de L.
P * * *. Without pretending to indemnify her for
the ravages of time, I sought to console her for

them by all the attentions of a rational and tender
friend; and, like a docile patient, she accepted all

the comforts that my reason offered her. She had
even anticipated my coimsels in attempting to divert

her weariness by cultivating a taste for study, and
this taste charmed our leism'e. In the early splen-

dour of her beauty, no one suspected with how
much nature had endowed her. She was ignorant
of it herself. Wholly occupied by her other charms,
dreaming only of her pleasures, her voluptuousness
and her indolence left, as it were asleep, at the bottom
of her heart a crowd of delicate, subtile, and accu-
rate perceptions, which had crept there without her
knowledge, and which, in the sad leisure hour she
now had left for recalling them, seemed to disclose

themselves in abundance, and without exertion. I used
to observe them in our conversations awake and
expand with infinite grace and ease. Her complai-
sance induced her to follow me in my studies and
labours ; she aided me in my researches ; but, while
her mind was occupied, her heart was vacant : that
was her torment. All her sensibility inclined to our
mutual friendship ; and, confined within the limits

of the only sentiments that accorded with her age
and mine, it became still more acute. Whether at

Paris or in the country, I was as assiduous as possible

in my attentions to her. I even very often quitted

for her, societies in which my taste would have been
more gratified, and I did for friendship what I have
very rarely done for love. But no person on earth

loved me so tenderly as madame de L. P * * *
; and,

when I had said to myself, " All the rest of the
world are happy though I am absent," I no longer
hesitated to abandon all for her. My philosophical

and literary societies were the only ones of which
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she was not jealous; by every other diversion I

afflicted her ; and the more gentle, timid, and discreet

her reproach, the more nearly did it touch me.
At that time my occupations were divided be-

tween history and the Encyclopedia. I made it a

point of honour strictly to fulfil my functions of

historiographer, by carefully writing some memoirs
for future historians. I addressed myself to the

most distinguished men of that time, in order to

draw from them some information relative to the

reign of Louis XV, where I intended to begin ; and
I was myself astonished at the confidence they

showed me. The count de Maillebois gave me all

his father's papers and his own. The marquis de

Castries gave me free access to his cabinet, which
contained the memoirs of marshal de Belleisle ; the

count de Broglio initiated me in the mysteries of his

secret negociations ; marshal de Contades traced to

me with his o^\^l hand the plan of his campaign, and
the disaster of jMinden. I wanted the confidence of

marshal Richelieu ; but I, as well as all men of let-

ters in the Academy, was in disgrace with him.

Accident made my peace, and this is again one of

the events in which opportunity, in order to serve

me, has extended her protecting hand.

A fair and intimate friend of marshal Richelieu,

being with me on a visit in the country, observed to

me, it was very strange that a Richelieu, a man of

so much importance, should be exposed to incivili-

ties and affronts at the French Academy. '* Indeed,

madame," answered I, " nothing is more strange

;

but who is the cause of it?" She named d'Alem-
bert, who, she said, had taken an aversion to the

marshal. I answered, " that the marshal's enemy
at the Academy was not d'Alembert, but he who
sought to incense him against d'Alembert, and
against all men of letters.

** Do you know miadame," added I, "^ who they

are that provoke against the Academy the man who
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ought to be honoured and beloved there ? They are

academicians, who themselves enjoy no consideration
in it, and who are exasperated against those who do.

'Tis the attorney-general Siguier, the accuser of

men of letters to the parliament ; 'tis Paulmi, and
some other intruders, who, dissatisfied with a corps
in which they are misplaced, would vv'ish, with
Siguier and our enemy, to raise a formidable party.

These are the people who try to alienate from us
the mind of the marshal, in order to have him at

their head, and injure us by his credit. What glory

can he gain by administering to their hatred and petty

vanity ! You see the benefit he derives from it.

He persuades the king to refuse to approve the
election of two irreproachable men. The Academy
makes a remonstrance, and the king, undeceived,
consents that these same men be elected to the two
first places that shall become vacant. It was in vain.

It was only beating the air. No, madame, the true

Darty for a Richelieu at the Academy, the only one
worthy of the marshal, is the party of the men of

.etters."

She thought I was right ; and some days after-

wards, the marshal ha\Ting come to dine at the same
house, she vvas desirous that he should talk with me.
I repeated to him nearly the same things, though
in gentler terms ; and, with respect to d'Alembert,
** D'Alembert, marshal," said I, " believes you to

be the enemy of men of letters, and the friend of

their accuser, Siguier : this is the reason why he
does not like you. But d'Alembert is a good man,
and the sentiment of liatred has never taken root

in his heart. He is wedded to the Academy. Love
this, his wife, as dearly as you love the v/ives of so

many others, and come sometimes to see her ; he
will be flattered by it, and will welcome you, as so

many other husbands do."
The marshal was pleased ; and when, instead of

the abbe Delille and Suai'd, whom the king had re-
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fused, it was necessary to elect two other academi-

cians, I was invited to dine at his house on the day
of the election. At tliis dinner, I found Siguier,

Paulmi, and Bissy the bishop of Senlis. Their
party was not numerous ; and should they have had
some clandestine votes, ours was so formed and
united as to be sure of victory. I therefore did not

appear to think that we were there to talk of academic
elections ; and, as at a dinner of mirth and pleasure,

introducing with the soup tlie light pleasantry that

most diverted the marshal, I led him to converse on
ancient gallantry, on the pretty women of his time,

and the manners of the regency ; from tliat I ad-

verted to the theatre, and especially to the actresses

;

so that the dinner passed without a single word
having been said about the Academy. It was not

till we rose from table, that the bishop of Senlis,

taking me aside, asked what choice we were going
to make. I answered faithfully, that I believed all

the votes were united in favour of Br^quigny
and Beauzee. The marshal, who had joined us,

requested m.e to explain the literary merit of these

two candidates ; and after having heard me,—'* As,"
said he, " they are two worthy men, we must unite

to serve them.*'—** Since that is your intention,

marshal," I replied, " will you permit me to go and
inform the Academy of this ? They are words of

peace, that will be heard with pleasure."—" Go,"
said he, " take one of my carriages that stand in the

court ; we will soon follow you."
" JMy dear friend," said I to d'Alembert, " they

are coming to join us : the marshal makes you the

first advances with a good grace ; he must be re-

ceived in like manner." Indeed he was well received;

the election was unanimous ; and, from that day till

his death, he showed me every kindness. Thus his

papers were at my disposal.

I had, at the same time, for the affairs of the

regency, the original manuscript of the memoirs
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of St Simon, which I had been permitted to take

from the office for foreign affairs, and from which
I made ample extracts. But these extracts, and the

spoils of despatches and memorials which crowded
upon me, would soon have been as tedious as

fatiguing, if I had not had, at intervals, some lite-

rary occupation less laborious and more to my taste.

The undertaking of a supplement to the Encyclopedia,

in fom' volumes, folio, offered me this recreation.

You should know, that after the pubhcation of the

seventh volume of the Encj'clopedia, the continua-

tion having been interrupted by a decree of the par-

liament, it had only been carried on secretly and

between a small number of co-operators, among
whom. I was not included. A laborious compiler,

the chevalier de Jaucour, had undertaken the lite-

rary part, and had done it in his way, which was not

mine. When, then, by dmt of constancy and solici-

tation, they obtained permission to publish the

whole work, and the project of a Supplement had

»een formed, one of the proprietors, Robinet, called

9n me, and proposed to m.e to resume my labour

where I had left off. " You only began," said he,

" at the third volume, and you closed at the se-

venth : all the rest is by another hand. Pendent

opera mterrupta. We come to beg you to complete

your work."
As I was occupied with history, I answered, " that

it was impossible for me to engage in any other

work."—" At least," said he, " let us announce in this

Supplement that you will contribute a few articles."

" I will do it," rephed I, " if I have leisure ;
that is all

I can promise." Some time afterwards he returned

to the charge, and with him Panckoucke the book-

seller. They told me, that in order to regulate the ac-

counts of this undertaking, it was requisite for them

to know what recompense each literary man would

require for his labom-, and that they came to inquire

what I demanded for mme. " ^Miat can I demand,"
I 2
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said I, ** wlio promise nothing, who make no posi-

tive engagement?"—" You shall do for us what you
please," answered Panckoucke ; "only promise to

give us a few articles, and permit us to insert this

promise in our prospectus : we will give you for that

one hundred and sixty guineas, and a copy of the

Supplement." They were very sure that I should

make a point of answering their confidence. I did

answer it, and so well, that they afterwards confessed

I had exceeded their expectations. But let us resume
the thread of the events of my life, that was varied

by a thousand accidents.

The death of the king had just produced a conside-

rable change at court, in the ministry, and singularly

in the fortune of my friends.

M. Bouret had mined himself by building and
decorating the pavilion of Croix Fontaine, for the

king ; and the king thought he paid him enough for

it by honouring it, once a year, with his presence on
one of his hunting parties ; an honour which was like-

wise very expensive to this unfortunate man, who
was obliged, on that day, to give the whole hunt a

dinner, for which nothing was spared.

I had more than once lamented his profusion ; but

the most liberal, the most improvident of men, had
the fault of never listening to the counsels of his true

friends when they touched upon his extravagance.

However, he had completely exhausted his credit by
building five or six houses in the Champs Elysees, at a

great expense, when the king died, without having
even thought of saving him from ruin ; and this

death leaving him overwhelmed with debt, destitute

of resource, and without hope, he resolved, I believe,

to rid himself of life : he was found dead in his bed.

Unfortunately for himself, he was incautious even to

infatuation : he was never dishonest.

JNIadame de Seran was more prudent. Having no
longer, at the death of the king, any prospect of

favoiu' and protection, either for herself or her
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children, she made a more solid use of the only

benefit she had accepted ; and the new director of

the royal buildings, count d'Angiviller, having pro-

posed to pm-chase her hotel for himself, at a fair

price, she consented to it. Thus, in 1776, we were
both obliged to remove, three years after she had
granted me that welcome hospitality.

The accession of the new king to the crown was
followed by his coronation in the cathedral at Rheims.

In my quality of historiographer of France, I was
ordered to be present at this august ceremony. I will

not here repeat what I have said respecting it in a

letter that was printed without my knowledge, and
which I have since inserted in the collection of my
works. It is a feeble picture of the effect which this

grand solemnity produced on fifts^ thousand spectators

who were there assembled. With respect to my own
personal feelings, nothing ever affected me m.ore

powerfully.

Besides, I had in this journey all the advantages

that my place could procure ; and I thought I owed
them to the honourable manner with which marshal

Beauveau, captain of the guards on duty and my
brother member at the French Academy, had the

kindness to treat me.
Of all the women I have known, whose polite-

ness has most simplicity and charm, is madam e de

Beauveau. She, as well as her husband, showed a

delicate and marked attention, to give the example
of respect which tliey wished other people to pay
me, and this example was followed. Feehng inti-

mately the testimonies of their kindness, I have since

cultivated it with care. The character of the mar-
shal was not so engaging as that of his wife. Yet
that cold dignity, which has been attributed to him
as a reproach, never subjected me to the smallest

constraint. I was persuaded, that in every otlier

situation, his air, his manners, his tone, v/ould have

been the same j and, in adapting myself to what
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Seemed to me to be his native disposition, I found
j'lim civil, kind-hearted, obliging, and without vanity,

even eager to serve. As for his wife, now his widow,
I do not believe that there is, under heaven, a cha-

racter more lovely or more accomplished than hers.

Indeed she may justly, and without irony, be called

the woman who is always right. But the accu-

racy, the precision, the invariable transparency of

her understanding, is accompanied with so much
gentleness, simplicity, modesty, and grace, that she
makes us love the superiority she exerts over us.

She seems to communicate her whole soul to us,

associate our ideas with hers, and to make us partici-

pate in the advantage she always has of thinking so

justly and so well. Her great art, as well as her most
continual care, was to honour her husband, to repre-

sent him in the fairest colours, to withdraw herself

in order to put him in her place, and to yield to him
the interest, the consideration, and the respect which
she attracted. She would say, that all which was
praised in her should be referred to M. de Beauveau.
Observe, my dear children, that she lost nothing by
this conjugal devotion, that it even honoiu'ed her,

and that the reflected lustre she lent to the character

of her husband did but give to her own more relief

and brilliancy. No woman ever felt more forcibly

the dignity of her duties as a wife, nor ever fulfilled

them with more nobleness.

My letter on the ceremony of the coronation, pub-
lished and distributed at court by the intendant of

Champagne, had there produced the effect of a picture

which retraced to the eyes of the king and queen a day
of glory and happiness. It was, for me, the dawning
of favour. The queen, soon afterwards, showed
me some kindness. In her own apartments, on
a little stage, she wished to have represented
' Sylvahi' and * L'Ami de la IMaison.' This little

performance gave great satisfaction ; and, passing

me, tlie queen said with the loveliest air, " Mar-
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montel, that is charming." But this prospect was

soon clouded by the part I took in favour of Italian

music.

Under the late king, the Neapolitan ambassador

had persuaded the court to procure from Italy a good

composer, in order to regenerate the French opera,

which had long been on tlie brink of ruin, and was
supported with difficulty at the expense of the public

treasiu-y. The new mistress, madame Dubarry, had
adopted this idea, and our ambassador at the court

of Naples, the baron de Breteuil, had been commis-

sioned to engage Piccini to come and establish him-

self in France, upon an annual salary of two hundred

and fifty pounds, on condition of giving us French

operas.

He had scarcely arrived, when my friend the

Neapolitan ambassador, the marquis de Caraccioli,

came to recommend him to me, and to request I

would ^^Tite for him a tragic opera, such as I had

written for Gr^try at the comic opera-house.

At that time, the composer Gluck had lately aiTi-

ved from Germany, as strongly recommended to the

young queen, by her brother the emperor Joseph, as

if the success of German music had had the impor-

tance of business of state. A French opera of ' Iphi-

g^nie en Auhde,' had been composed at Vienna, on the

plan of a ballet, by Novere. Gluck had written the

music for it ; and'this opera, by which he had made
his debut in France, had met with the greatest suc-

cess. The young queen had declared in favour of

Gluck ; and Piccini, who, on his arrival, foimd him
established in the public opinion, in to^^Tl and at

court, not only had no one for him, but at court he

had against him the odious title of composer under

protection of the late king's mistress ; and in town

he had for enemies all the French composers, who
found it more easy to imitate the German music than

the Italian, the style and accent of which they de-

spaired of acquiring.
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If I had had a Uttle policy, I should have ranged

myself on the favourite side. But the music that

was patronised, no more resemhled, in its Teutonic

forms, that which I had lieard of Pergolese, of Leo,

of Burancello, &c. than the style of Cr6billon re-

sembles that of Racine ; and to prefer the Cr^billon

to the Racine of music would have been an effort

of dissimulation that I could not have borne.

Besides, I had conceived a project of introducing

Italian music on our two theatres; and you have

seen, that in comic operas I had begun with some
success. It is not that Gr(^try's music had all the

charm of the best music of the Itahans, it was still

far from attaining the whole which enchants us in

the works of the great composers. But he had an

easy melody, simplicity of expression, airs and duetts

agreeably arranged ; sometimes, even in the orches-

tra, pleasing accompaniments ; with taste loo, and
understanding enough to supply what he wanted
on the side of science and genius ; and if his music
had not all the witchery and richness of that of

Piccini, of Sacchini, of Paesiello, it had its rythm,

its accent, its prosody ; I had shown then that, at

least in comedy, the French language might have a

music of the same style as Italian music.

It remained for me to make the same trial in

tragedy, and accident now offered me an opportunity

of doing so. The problem was more difficult to

solve, but for other reasons than those which had
been imagined.

Dignified language is less favourable to music,

first, because it has no inflections so lively, so ac-

cented, so docile to song, as the language of comedy

:

secondly, because it has less range, less abundance,
and less liberty in the choice of expression. But a

much greater difficulty to me arose from the idea I

had conceived of a lyric poem, and of the theatrical

form I had wished to give it. I had made with
Gr^try the perilous attempt in the opera of ' C^phale
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et Procris.' In dividing the action into three pictures

—one, voluptuous and brilliant, the palace of Aurora,
her waking, her loves, the pleasures of her celestial

court ; another, dark and fearful, the plot of jea-

lousy, and its poison poured into the heart of Pro-
cris; the third, touching, passionate, tragic, the
error of C^phale, and the death of his wife, pierced
with his darts, and expiring in his arms—I fancied

I had realized the idea of an interesting theatrical

exhibition : but, not having succeeded in this first

trial, and attributing to myself a part of our misfor-

tune, my distrast of my o^\ti powers extended even
to alarm.

The sentiment of my oun weakness, and the good
opinion I entertained of the celebrated composer
with whom I was honoured, in Piccini, made me
conceive the idea of taking the beautiful operas of

Quinault, to prune them of their episodes and super-

fluous details ; to reduce them to their real beauties

;

to add to them airs, duetts, monologues in recitative,

chorusses in dialogue and in contrast ; to accommo-
date them thus to Italian music ; to form of them a kind
of l}Tic poem more varied, more animated, more
simple, less unconnected in its action, and infinitely

more rapid than the Italian opera.

INIetastasio himself, whom I studied, and whom I

admired as a model in the art of designing his

verses for song, often appeared to me insupportably

tedious, and void of continuity. Those double in-

trigues, those episodic amoiu-s, those detached scenes

so multiplied, those airs almost always lost, as has
been said, like vignettes at the end of the scenes,

all disgusted me. I wanted a full action, rapid and
closely connected ; in which the situations, linked to

each other, were themselves the object and the motive
of the air; so that the air should only be the

more lively expression of the feelings of the scene,

and that the airs, the duetts, the chorusses, should be

interwoven with the recitatives. I wanted, besides.
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that, in giving itself these advantages, the French
opera should preserve its pomp, its prodigies, its

solemnities, its illusion, and that, enriched with all

the beauties of Italian music, it should still be that

spectacle,

—

Where verse, the dance, sweet music's varied tone,

The art to cheat the eye with colours, the pow'r
To captivate, seduce, and win the heart.

Blending a thousand witching charms in one.

—

Voltaire.

It was in this spirit that the opera of * Roland

'

was recomposed. As soon as I had reduced this poem
to the state I wished, I felt as delighted as if I had
written it myself. I saw the work of Quinault in his

plain and simple beauty ; I saw the idea which I had
conceived of a French lyric poem realised, or on the

point of being so, by a skilful composer. This com-
poser did not know a word of French ; I undertook

to be his master. *' When," said he in Italian,

** shall we be able to begin this work?"—" To-
morrow morning," I replied; and the next day I

went to his lodgings.

Figure to yom'selves what labour I had in instruct-

ing him : verse by verse, almost word by word, it

was requisite to explain all to him : and, when he
had mastered the sense of a passage, I declaimed it

to him, marking very accurately the accent, the pro-

sody, the cadence of the verses, the pauses, the half-

pauses, and the articulations of the phrase ; he lis-

tened to me with eager attention, and I had the

pleasure of perceiving that what he had heard was
faithfully noted in his memory. The accent and
the number of the language struck so correctly on his

excellent ear, that in his music, neither the one nor
the other ever was or scarcely ever altered. His
sensibility in seizing the most delicate inflections

of the voice was so acute, that he could express

even the finest shades of feeling.

It was to me an inexpressible pleasure to see
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exercising under my own eyes an art, or rather a

genius, of which till then I had no idea. His harmony
was in his head. His orchestra, and all the effects

it should produce were present with him. He wrote

his song without hesitation, and, when the design of

it was traced, he filled all the parts of the instruments

or the voice, distributing touches of melody and
harmony, as a skilful painter would have "distributed

colours and shades on his canvass to compose his

picture. This labour completed, he opened his harp-

sichord, which till then had served him for a table ;

and I heard an air, a duet, a chorus, complete in all

its parts, with a truth of expression, an intelligence,

a whole, a magic combination, that enchanted the

ear and mind.
There it was that I recognised the man I sought,

the man who possessed his science, and governed it

at his will ; and thus the music of ' Roland' was com-
posed, which, in spite of cabal, had the most glorious

success.

In the meantime, and in proportion as the work
advanced, the zealous amateurs of good music, at the

head of whom were the Neapolitan and Swedish am-
bassadors, rallied round the harpsichord of Piccini, to

hear every day some new scene ; and every day these

entertainments recompensed my trouble. Among these

amateurs of music were the two Morellets, my per-

sonal friends, and the most active friends Piccini had

formed in France. It was by them that, on his

arrival, he had been received, welcomed, lodged, and

provided with the first necessaries of life. They spared

nothing to serve and gratify him ; and^ their hous.e

was his.—T loved to think that our being thus as-

sociated was an additional motive to the interest they

took in him ; and between them and myself this object

of common affection was a new aHment of friendship.

The abbe INlorellet and I had for twenty years fre-

quented the same societies, often opposed in opinion,

always agreeing in sentiment and in principles, and
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full of esteem for each other. In our most ani-

mated disputes, no trait of bitterness or severity ever
intruded. Without flattering, we loved each other.

His brother, who had lately arrived from Italy, was
quite a new friend ; but he had won my heart by his

integrity and frankness. They lived together ; and
their sister, the widow of M. Leyrin de Montigny,
was coming from Lyons, with her young daughter, to

grace, their society.

The abb^, who had informed me of the happiness

that awaited them, of being thus united in one family,

wrote me, one day, the following note :
" My dear

friend, tomorrow our ladies arrive
;
pray come and

aid us to welcome them."
]\Jy destiny will now assume a new face ; and it ia

from this note that I date the virtuous and unalter-

able happiness that awaited me in my age, and which
I have enjoyed for twenty years.

BOOK X.

So long as heaven had left me, in madame Odde,
a sister tenderly dear, and whose love for me was
rather filial than fraternal, secure of having in her
worthy and virtuous husband a true friend, whose
house would be mine, whose children would be mine,

I knew where I could pass my age in peace. The
esteem and confidence that Odde had acquired, and
the excellent reputation he enjoyed in his profession,

rendered his advancement facile and secure ; and, had
he only preserved the employment that he held at

Saumur, my little fortune, added to his, would have
procured us an honourable sufficiency. Thus, when
the world and I should have been weary of each

other, my age had a calm and grateful retreat. In
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this happy confidence, I gUded gently down the
stream of Hfe, and without soUcitude saw myself on
my decUne.

But, when I had lost my sister, and her children ;

when, in his affliction, Odde, abandoning a town
where he saw only their tombs, and, resigning his

place, had retired to his native province ; my prospect

of future comfort, till then so serene, suddenly
darkened ; I saw nothing left but the dangers of

marriage, or the solitude of sad celibacy and neglected

old age.

In marriage, I dreaded the domestic vexations that

it would have been impossible for me to endure and
live, and of which I saw a thousand examples. But
a misfortune still more dreadful was that of an old

man, obliged either to bear the buffets of the world,
while he drags out a wearisome and lingering de-

cay, or to remain alone, deserted, at the mercy of
his servants, a prey to their rude insolence and servile

dominion. In this painful situation I had more than
once attempted to find myself a companion, and to

adopt a family that should supply the place of that

which death had torn from me. But, by a happy
fatality, no one of my projects had succeeded, when
I saw arrive at Paris the sister and the niece of my
friends the tv/o Morellets. It was a gift from heaven.
At the same time, amiable as they both appeared

to me, the mother by a character of frankness, cordi-

ality, and kindness, the daughter by an air of candour
and modesty, that, united to beauty, added to its

lustre, and both by a language in which I easily

perceived as much wit as good sense, I did not
imagine that I, who was more than fifty, could
be a suitable husband for a girl who was scarcely

eighteen. Her dazzling qualities, her bloom of youth,
her biihiancy of beauty, with charms that nature had
yet scarcely disclosed, were what necessarily sup-

pressed ray hope, and with hope the desire of pos-

sessing her.
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In this agreeable adventure, then, I saw nothing
for me but a new and charming society.

Whether it be that madame de JMontigny was pre-
disposed in my favour, or that my good-nature pleased
her at first sight, she assumed the tone of an old
friend, whom she had met once more, though I was
but the friend of her brothers. We supped together.
The joy they all felt at meeting animated the repast.
I shared this joy as if I too had been their brother.
I was invited to dinner for the next day, and by
degrees we contracted the habit of seeing each other
every day.

The more I conversed with the mother and listened
to the daughter, the more I discovered in both,
that engaging natural manner which has always
charmed me. But, again, my age and the slen-

demess of my fortune did not allow me to anticipate
any prospect of that happiness for m.yself, which I

foretold for the husband of mademoiselle de JMon-
tigny ; and more than two months had elapsed before
the idea occurred to me of aspiring to that happiness.
One morning, a friend of mine, who was also one

of the friends of the Morellets, the abb6 JMaury,
called on me, and said, " Shall I tell you a piece of
news? Mademoiselle de JMontigny is going to be
married."—" Married ! to whom ?"—*' To you."

—

" To me !
—" Yes, to you yourself."

—

" You are mad,
or you are dreaming."—" I do not dream, and it is

no madness ; it is a very sensible thing, and none of
your friends doubt it."

—" Hear me," said I, " and
beheve me; for I am serious. IMademoiselle de
Montigny is a charming girl; I think her accom-
phshed ; and for this reason I never entertained the
extravagant idea of pretending to be her husband."

—

*' Well, you will be so, without having pretended."

—

*'Atmy age ! "—"Aye, at your age. You are still young,
and in full health." And there he was, displaying
all his eloquence to prove to me that nothing was m.ore
suitable ; that I shoidd be loved : that we should
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make a happy couple ; and, in a prophetic tone, he
predicted that we should have charming children.

After this sally, he left me to indulge my reflec-

tions ; and, while I pronounced him to be mad, I began
to be scarcely more sane myself. To be fifty-four

no longer appeared to me so dreadful an obstacle
;

health, at that age, might supply the place of youth.
I began to think that I might inspire, not love, but a
kind and tender friendship ; and I recollected what
sages had said, that friendship makes more happy
couples than love.

I thought I had remarked in this young and beau-
tiful girl some pleasure in seeing me, and some in

hearing me ; her fine eyes, when fixed on me, had a
character of interest and benevolence. I even went
so far as to fancy, that, in the attentions with which
her mother honoured me, in the pleasure that her
her uncle showed at the frequency of my visits, there

was, perhaps, some disposition favourable to the

wish I dared not entertain. I was not rich ; but five

thousand guineas, securely invested, were the fruit of
my savings. In fine, since a sincere friend, the abb^
Maury, thought this union not only rational but de-

sirable on both sides, why should I myself think it so

injudicious a match ?

1 was engaged that day to dine at Morellet's. I

went there with an emotion that was new to me. I

think too I recollect having dressed myself rather

more smartly than usual ; and from that histant my
attention was seriously fixed on what began to interest

me very powerfully. Not a word was neglected, not

a look escaped me : I delicately made imperceptible

advances, and slight attempts on their minds and
hearts. The abb^ seemed to pay no attention to

them ; but his sister, his brother, and his niece, ap-

peared to me very sensible to all that came from me.
About this time, the abb^ made a journey to

Brienne, in Champagne, to see the unfortunate

Lom^nic, with whom he had been intimate from his
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youth ; and, in his absence, the party became more
famihar, and more closely united.

I well knew that flattering appearances might ren-

der the attraction of a first union deceitful ; I knew
what illusion grace, joined with beauty, could create :

two or three months of acquaintance and social in-

timacy could scarcely suffice to assure myself of the
disposition of a young girl. I had seen more than
one in the world who had been taught only to feign

and dissemble ; but I had heard so much in praise of

the simplicity of mademoiselle de JMontigny, and
this simplicity appeared to me so unaffected, so pure,

and so true, so far removed from every species of
dissimulation, of feint, and of artifice, while kind-
ness of heart, innocence, and tender modesty were so

visibly expressed in her air and language, that I felt

myself irresistibly inclined to believe all I was told of

her ; and, if I did not give credit to so much sem-
blance of truth, I must renounce all confidence, and
beheve nothing.

A walk in the gardens at Sceaux ripened my de-

cision. Never did this place appear to me so beau-
tiful ; never had I breathed the air of the country
with so much delight ; the presence of mademoiselle
de JMontigny had embellished all : her looks diffused

an enchantment around her. "NMiat I felt was not
that delirium of the senses which is called love ; it

was a calm enjoyment, such as that of pure spirits is

described. Shall I confess it? it seemed to me then,

that, for the first time, I recognised the true sentiment

of love.

Till then, sensual pleasure had been the only

charm that had guided me. Here I found myself
enchanted by more invincible spells ; they were can-

dour, innocence, sweet sensibility, chaste and timid

bashfulness, a modesty whose veil adorned grace and
beauty ; it was virtue crowned with the flowers of
youth that ravished my soul still more than my eyes ;

a kind of sorcery infinitely superior to those of the
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Aimidas that 1 once thought I saw in the gay
world.

My emotion was the more lively because it was
suppressed I longed to make an avowal

of it ; but to whom ? and how would it be received ?

The good mother gave me an opportunity. In the

alley where we were walking, she was at three steps

from us with her brother. " What confidence," said

she, smiling, " must I have in you, to suffer you to

talk thus with my daughter, tete-k-tete !"—" Ma-
dame," answered I, '* it is right that I should return

that confidence, by telling you what was the subject

of our conversation. Mademoiselle was picturing to

me the happiness you enjoy, by being all four united in

one family ; and I, who felt envious of this happiness,

was going to ask you if a fifth, one like myself, for

example, would spoil the society."
—'* I should think

not," she replied; "but ask my brother."

—

"I,"
said the brother frankly, " should be highly pleased

with it."
—" And you, mademoiselle ?" " I," said she,

" I hope that my uncle the abbe will think as my mo-
ther does ; but, till his return, permit me to be silent."

As we all concluded that his sentiments would
coincide with our own, as my intention was now
declared, and the mother, the daughter, and the

uncle, had consented, I no longer dissembled. I even

thought I perceived that a sentiment, which occupied

mt/ mind incessantly, found some access to her heart

who was its object.

The abbe made us wait for him ; at last he arrived :

and, though all had been settled without his consent,

he gave it. The next day the contract .^vas signed.

He made his niece his heiress after his death and

that of his sister ; and I, in this deed, drawn up and

wTitten by their attorney, was only anxious to render,

at my decease, my wife happy, and independent of

iier children.

Never was a marriage celebrated under happier

auspices. As the confidence between mademoiselle
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(le Montigny and myself was mutual and perfect,

and as we had well persuaded each other that our
feelings agreed intimately with the vow which we
were about to make at the altar, v/e pronounced it

without agitation or inquietude.

On our return from the church, where ChasteUux
and Thomas had held over us the nuptial veil, our
friends were pleased to leave us for some moments
alone ; and these moments were employed in ex-

pressing mutually our earnest desire to render each

other happy. This first effusion of two hearts, that

sincerity on one side and innocence on the other, and
the tenderest friendship on both, unites for ever, is

perhaps the most delicious moment in life.

The dinner, after the toilet, was animated by
the gaiety of good old times. The guests were
d'Alembert, ChasteUux, Thomas, Saint Lambert, a

cousin of the IMorellets, and some other common
friends. All v/ere occupied with the bride ; and,

like me, aU were so charmed with her, and so jovial^

that to see them you would have said that eacli was
her bridegroom.
When we rose from table, we passed into a saloon,

which was decorated by the rich library of the

abbe JMorellet. A harpsichord, and little desks,

announced music ; but what new and bewitching

music were we to hear ! The opera of ' Roland ;' the

first French opera that had ever been set to Italian

music ; and to execute it, the finest A'oices and the most
distinguished musicians of the opera-house !

The emotion that this novelty excited had all the

charm of surprise. Piccini was at the harpsichord

;

he animated the orchestra and the singers with
the fire of his genius. The Neapolitan and Swedish
ambassadors were present at this concert, and were
delighted with it. Marshal Beauveau was likewise

at the fete. This species of enchantment lasted till

supper, to which the singers and instrumental per-

formers were invited.
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Thus passed this joyous day, the epoch and the
presage of that happiness which has diffused itself

over the remainder of my life, through the adversities

that have often disturbed, but have never impaired it.

It was agreed that we should live together, the
two uncles, the mother, and ourselves, each paying
a fifth part of the expenses of the house ; and this

plan suited me in every respect. It united the ad-
vantage of domestic fellowship to that of a society of
friends, which we had only to enjoy.

I have made you acquainted with some of those
whom we could call our friends ; but there are othens,

of whom I have much to speak, though cursorily, and
on whom my memory delights to dwell.

You have a thousand times, my dear children,

heard your mother say what pleasure we derived
from the company of M. de Saint Lambert and the
countess d'Houdetot, his friend ; and what was the

charm of a society where wit, taste, the love of

letters, all the most essential and most desirable

qualities of the heart, attracted and attached us,

now to the sage d'Eaubonne's, and now to the sweet
retreat of la Sevigne de Sanois. NeA'er did two
minds form a more perfect concord of sentiments
and ideas. But they particularly resembled each
other in an inviting eagerness to give a hearty
welcome to their friends. It was a politeness at once
free, easy, and attentive ; the politeness of an ex-

quisite taste, which comes from the heart, which
goes to the heart, and which only sensitive minds
can know.

Saint Lambert and I had been at the parties of
baron d'Holbach, of Helvetius, and of madame
Geoffrin ; we were as constantly at those of madame
Necker ; but in this I was his senior ; I was nearly
its oldest member.

It was at a citizen's ball, a singular circumstance,

that I became acquainted with madame Necker ; then
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young, with some beauty, and a brilliant freshness,

dancing ill, but -svitli her whole soul.

She had scarcely heard my name, when she came
to me, with the genuine air of joy :

—" On arriving

at Paris," said she, " one of my desires has been to

know the author of the * Moral Tales.' I did not
expect so fortunate a meeting at this ball. I hope
that it will not be a transient adventure. Necker,"
said she to her husband, calling him, *' com

3

and second me in engaging M. Marmontel, the
author of the * JVIoral Tales,' to do us the honour
of visiting us." JM. Necker was very civil in his

invitation, which I accepted. Thomas was the only
literary man whom they had known before me.
But shortly, hi the beautiful hotel which they had
taken, madame Necker selected and composed her
society, on the model of that of madame Geoffrin.

A stranger to the manners of Paris, madame
Necker had none of the allurements of a young French
woman. In her manners and language she had neither

the air nor the tone of a woman educated in the
school of art, and formed in the school of the world.
Without taste in her dress, v/ithout ease in her
carriage, without attraction in her politeness; her
understanding, like her countenance, was too formal
to possess grace.

But a charm more worthy of her was decorum,
candour, and kindness. A virtuous education, and
solitary studies, had given her all that cultivation can
add to an excellent disposition. Her sensibihty

was perfect; but her thoughts were often con-
fused and vague. Meditation, instead of clearing

her ideas, troubled them ; by exaggerating, she
thought she enlarged them ; to extend them, she
bewildered herself in abstractions, or in hyper-
boles. She seemed to see certain objects only through
a mist that magnified them to her eyes ; and then
her expressions were so inflated, that their energy
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^vould have been ludicrous had you not knowTi that
she was sincere.

In her, taste was less a result of feeling, than of
opinions, collected and transcribed into her pocket-
book. Had she never quoted her authorities, it would
have been easy to say on what, and after whom, her
judgment had formed itself. In the art of writing,
she esteemed only elevation, majesty, and pomp.
Gradations, shades, the varieties of colouring and
tone, touched her feebly. She had heard much in

praise of the genuine simplicity of Lafontaine, and
of the natural ease of Sevign^ ; she would talk of
them from hear-say, while she felt them but little.

The graces of neghgence, ease, and the flow of soul,

were unknown to her. Even in conversation, fami-
liarity displeased her. I often amused myself with
seeing how far she carried this dehcacy. One day,
I quoted to her some familiar expressions, which, I

said, I thought might be received into the loftiest

style :

—

2.%
faireVamour ; oiler voir ses amours ; commen-

cer a voir clair ; prenez voire parti ; pour h'len fah^,
il faudroit ; non, vois-tu ; faisons mieiuv, &c. She
rejected them as unworthy a dignified style. " Ra-
cine," said I, '* was less difficult than you are. He
has made use of them all ;" and I showed her the
examples. But her opinion, once established, was
unalterable ; and the authority of Thomas, or that
of BufFon, was for her an article of faith.

You would have said that she reserved rectitude

and accuracy for the rule of her duties. There, all

was precise and severely measured ; even the amuse-
ments in which she seemed desirous of indulging had
their reason, their method.
You would see her wholly occupied with making

herself agreeable to her society, eager to welcome
those she had admitted to it, attentive to say to each
what could most please him : but all this was pre-

meditated ; nothing flowed naturally, nothing created

illusion

.
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It M'as not for us, it -vvas not for herself, that she
exerted all her cares ; it was for her husband. To
make him acquainted .with us, to win our favour for

him, to have him spoken of with eulogy in the

world, and to begin, his renown, was the principal

object of the foundation of her literary society. But
it was requisite too that her drawing-room, and that

her dinner, should be a recreation, a spectacle for

her husband ; for indeed he was there only a cold

and silent spectator. Except a few smart words that

he introduced here and there, he sat mute and
inanimate, leaving to his wife the care of supporting

the conversation. She did all she could ; but her
mind had none of those pretty graces that are the

soul of the familiar dialogue of the table. Not a

single sally, not one vivid touch, not one flash of

gaiety, that could awaken wit. Restless, troubled,

as soon as she found the scene and the dialogue lan-

guish, she sought tlie cause of it in our eyes.

Sometimes, even, she had the sincerity to complain
of it to me. " How can it be otherwise, madame ?'*

used I to say to her :
** wit is not always at our com-

mand, nor are we always in a humoiu' to be engaging.

IM. Necker himself is perhaps not everyday amusing.'*

The attentions of madame Necker, and all her
desire to please us, could not have conquered the

disgust of being at her dinners for the sole purpose of

entertaining her husband. But it was with these din-

ners as with many others, where the guests enjoyhig

themselves, dispense with wit and gaiety in their

host, provided he dispense with their attentions.

While Necker was minister, those who had known
him in his private life have attributed his silence, his

gravity, and his reserve, to the arrogance of his new
situation. But I can attest, that even before fortune

had thus elevated him, while he was the simple part-

ner of Thelluson the banker, he had the same air, and
the same grave and silent character, and that he was
neither more friendly nor more familiar. He received
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his'company politely ; but he manifested none of that
cordiality which, and which alone, gives to polite-

ness the semblance of friendship.

His daughter has said of him, " that he had the
art of keeping all men at a distance." If that were
her father's motive of action, in disclosing it she
betrayed, very inconsiderately, the secret of a ridi-

culous pride. But the simple truth was, that a man
accustomed from his youth to the close, mysterious
transactions of a bank, and buried in the calcula-

tions of commercial speculation, knowing nothing of
the world, little conversant with men, and still less so

with books, superficially and vaguely informed on all

that did not concern his profession,—such a man was
obliged, from discretion, prudence, and self-love, to

keep himself reserved, in order that he might not
discover his poverty : thus he would speak freely and
fluently on every subject with which he was acquainted,

but cavitiously on every other. He was therefore

adroit and prudent, not arrogant. His daughter is

sometimes rash, though she is always charming.
With respect to madame Necker, she had among

us some friends whom she distinguished ; and I was
always of this number. It was not that our opinions
and tastes harmonised ; I even affected to oppose my
simple and vulgar ideas to her high conceptions ; and
it was requisite for her to descend from those inacces-

sible heights in order to communicate with me. But,
though unapt to follow her in the region of her
thoughts, and more a slave to my senses than she

would have wished, I was not the less one of her
favourites.

Her society had one very great attraction, for me,
that of meeting there the Neapolitan and Swedish
ambassadors, two men whose absence and whose
loss I have much regretted. The one by his sin-

cerity and cordiality, as much as by his taste and
talents, rendered his converse every day more desira-

ble to me. The other by his warm friendship, his
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mild philosophy, and by an, as it were, grateful odour
of ingenuous and modest virtue, by a melancholy and
affecting tone of language and character, attached

me yet more intimately. I used to see them at

my own house, at theirs, and at our friends, as often

as possible, and never so often as I wished.

Happy in my social circles, still happier in my
domestic enjoyments, I was expecting, eighteen

months after my marriage, the birth of my first

child, as an event that should crown all my wishes.

Alas ! how cruelly were my hopes deceived ! this

child, so ai'dently desired, died ere it saw the light.

Its mother, astonished and frightened at not hearing
its cries, asked to see it ; and I, motionless and trem-
bling, was still in the adjoining drawing-room, wait-

ing her delivery, v/hen my mother-in-law came and
said to me, " Come and embrace your dear wife, and
save her from despair; your child has died in its

birth." I felt my heart pierced at these disastrous

words. Pale and petrified, supporting m5'self with
difficulty, I crept to the bed of my wife, and there,

making an eflfort over myself, " IVIy dear wife," said

1, " this is the moment to prove that you really live

for me : our child is no more, he died while you
were suffering." The wretched mother uttered a cry

that pierced my heart, and fell lifeless into my arms.

As she will read these memoirs, let us pass over
those cruel moments, that I may not again open a
wound that bled too long.

At the birth of her second child, ske resolved

to suckle it. I opposed this resolution : I thought
her still too feeble. The nurse that we had chosen
was, apparently, the best possible ; with an appearance
of health and freshness, a good complexion, rosy

lips, beautiful teeth, and a fine breast, she had every-

thing but milk. That breast was marble ; the child

wasted : it was at St Cloud ; and, till its mother
should be able to go and see it, the rector of the

village had promised us to watch its progress : he
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indeed sent us news of it ; but he had the cruelty to

mislead us.

On arriving at the nurse's, we were painfully un-
deceived. ** IMy dear little boy is ill," said his

mother to me; '* see how his hands are withered!

He looks at me with eyes that implore my pity. This
woman must bring him to Paris, that my sm'geon
may see him." She came ; the surgeon was called

in, he examined her breast, and he found that she

had no milk. He went instantly in search of

another nurse ; and as soon as the child had taken
this new breast, where he drew from a copious

stream, he found its milk so good that he could not
satisfy himself.

What was our joy to see him visibly recover, and
gain new life, like a dried and dying plant that is

watered ! This dear child was Albert ; and we seemed
to have a sweet presentiment of the consolations he
now affords.

JVIy wife, in order to keep the nurse with her, and
give a pure air to the child, was desirous of having
a house in the country, and a friend of her brother's

lent us his at St Brice.

In this village were two estimable men, intimately

acquainted, and whose friendship I soon enjoyed.

One was the rector, the abbe IMaury's eldest brother,

a man of a sound mind and excellent character ; the

other was an old bookseller, Latour : a mild, peace-

ful, modest man, of strict integrity, and as obliging

to me as he was charitable to the poor of the village.

His library was my o^vn.

1 was then writing for the Encyclopedia. I rose

with the sun ; and after having employed eight or

ten hours of the morning in committing to paper a

multitude of observations, that 1 had made in my
studies, I gave the rest of the day to my wife and
child. He already formed our delight.

In proportion as the good milk of our young Bur-
gimdian made health flow in his veins, we saw the
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flesh become round and firm on his httle body, and
on all his delicate limbs ; we saw his face assume a

rosy colour and finer form. We thought too that

we saw his little mind unfold, and gradually come
into bloom. Already he seemed to understand us,

and began to know us : his smile and voice replied

to the smile, to the voice of his mother ; I saw him
pleased too with my caresses. His tongue soon

essayed those first words of nature, those names so

sweet, that from the lips of the child go straight to

the heart of the father and mother.

I never shall forget the moment when, in our

garden of St Brice, my child, who had not yet dared

to walk without his leading-strings, seeing me at three

steps from him on my knees, holding out my hands

to him, disengaged himself from the nurse's arms,

and with unsteady feet, but resolute, came to throw
himself into mine. I know very well that the

emotion I felt at that instant is a pleasure that kind

nature has rendered common. But alas for those

corrupt hearts that need rare and artificial impres-

sions in order to be moved ! A lady of our acquaint-

ance said jokingly of me, ''He fancies there is no
father in the world but himself." No ; I do not pre-

tend that paternal love has delights for me that

others may not share ; but, were this common hap-

piness granted only to me, I could not be more
alive to it. JMy wife was not less so to the first

pleasures of maternal love ; and you may conceive

that, with our child in our arms, we neither of us

wished for any other amusement, or any other

society.

At the same time, our family and some of our
friends used to come and see us on holidays. The
abb^ Maury was of the number, and you should

have heard how he gloried in having foretold our
happiness ! We sometimes too saw our neighbours,

the rector of St Brice, the good Latour, and his

worthy wife, who loved mine.
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We often took solitary walks ; and the end of

these walks was usually that chesnut wood at JMont-

morency, which Rousseau has rendered so famous.
" It is here," I used to say to my wife, " that he

imagined that romance of Heloise, in which he has
employed so much art and eloquence to give to vice

the hue of honesty and the tint of ^nirtue.''

My wife was partial to Rousseau ; she felt infi-

nitely grateful to him for ha\'ing persuaded women
to suckle their children, and for having used his

efforts to render this first stage of life gentle and
happy. '^ We may pardon him something," she

used to say, '* who has taught us to be mothers."
But I, who had only seen in the conduct and wri-

tings of Rousseau a perpetual contrast of beautiful

language and vile morality ; I, who had seen him
announce himself the apostle and the mart}T of truth,

and abuse it incessantly with adroit sophisms ; de-

liver himself by calumny from the gratitude that

oppressed him ; choose in his savage spleen and
distorted vision the falsest colours to blacken his

friends ; defame those men of letters whom he had
most reason to praise, in order to signalize himself

singly, and eclipse them all ; I made my wife feel,

by the good itself that Rousseau had done, all the

evil that he might have abstained from doing, if,

instead of employing his art to serve his passions,

and to colour his hatred, revenge, and cruel ingra-

titude, to give specious appearances to his calumnies,

he liad worked on himself to subjugate his pride and
irascible temper, his dark distrust, his sad animosi-

ties, and to become again, what nature had made
him, innocently feeling, equitable, sincere and good.

i\Iy wife listened to me sorrowfully. One day,

she said ; "My love, I am sorry to hear you often

apeak ill of Rousseau. You will be accused of being

excited against liim by some personal enmity, and
perhaps by a little envy,"

•* As to personality in my aversion," I replied.
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*' that would be very unjust ; for he has never
offended m&, nor has he done me any hijury. It

would he more possible that there should be envy in

it, for I admire him enough in his M^ritings to be
envious of him ; and I should accuse myself of being
so, if I ever detected myself in defaming him. But
I experience, on the contrary, in speaking to you of

his diseased mind, that l)itter sorrow which you
feel in hearing me."—" Why then," replied she, " in

your writings and conversations, treat him with such
severity ? Why dwell on his vices ? Is there no im-
piety in disturbing the ashes of the dead ?"

" Yes, the ashes of the dead," said I, " who have
left no dangerous example, whose memory is not
pernicious to the living. But should sweetened poi-

sons in the writings of an eloquent sophist, and of a

seducing corrupter ; should the fatal impressions he
has made by specious calumnies ; should all the con-

tagion that a celebrated talent has left ; be suffered to

pass current under favour of the respect which we
owe to the dead, and perpetuate themselves from age
to age ? Most certainly I will oppose, either as pre-

servatives or counter-poisons, all the means in my
power ; and, were it only to clear the memory of my
friends from the spots with which he has sullied it, I

will leave, if I can, to the proselytes and enthusiasts

that are still left him, the choice of thinking that

Rousseau was either mad or malicious. They will

accuse me of being envious. But a crowd of illustri-

ous men, to whom I have rendered the justest and
purest homage, will attest that in my ^v^itings envy
has never obscured justice and truth. Whilst Rous-
seau was hving, I spared him, because he needed the
assistance of men, and I would not injure him. He is

now no more ; and I owe no indulgence to the reputa-
tion of a man who has indulged no one, and who in his

memoirs has defamed the men who most loved him."
With respect to H^loise, my wife was sensible of

the danger of its morality ; and what I have said of it
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in my 'Essai sur les Romains' needed no apology.

But did I always so severely condemn the art which
Rousseau had employed to render interestingr the

crime of St Preux, and that of Julie ; the one seducing
his pupil, the other abusing the good faith and pro-

bity of Wolmar ? No, I confess it ; and my morality,

in my new position, savoured of the influence that

our personal interests have on our opinions and
feelings.

In living in a world where public morals are cor-

rupted, it is difficult not to contract at least some
indulgence for certain fashionable vices. Opinion,

example, the seductions of vanity, and above all the

allurements of pleasure, impair, in young hearts, the

rectitude of genuine feeling : the light air and tone

with which old libertines have the art of turning into

jest the scruples of virtue, and of converting into

ridicule the rules of delicate integrity, imperceptibly

destroy the serious importance that tlie young mind
was w^ont to attach to them. IMarriage, above all,

has cured me of this tenderness of conscience.

Shall I say it ? None but a husband, a father, can
judge rationally of those contagious vices that attack

morals in their source ; of those insinuating and per-

fidious vices that bring trouble, shame, hatred, desola-

tion, and despair, into the bosom of families.

A bachelor, insensible to those afflictions that are

foreign to him, neither thinks of the tears he will

cause, nor of the fury and revenge he will excite in a

wounded heart. Wholly occupied, like the spider, in

spreading his nets, and watching the instant for

entangling his prey, he either effaces from hits moral
code respect for the most holy rights, or if they ever

reciu- to his memory, he considers them as laws that

are fallen into disuse. What so many others permit

themselves to do, or applaud themselves for having
done, appears to him, if not lawful, at least excusable.

He thinks he may enjoy the licence of the morals of

the times.
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But, v/hen he has put himself in the mimbeT of

those whom the seductions of an adroit corrupter

may render \vretched for hfe ; when he sees that the

artifices, the flattering and enticing language of a

young fop have only to surprise the innocence of a

daughter or the weakness of a wife to ruin the peace
of the most virtuous man, and one day perhaps his

own ; warned by his personal interest, he feels how
essentially the honour, the faith, the sanctity of con-
jugal and domestic morals are to a husband and a

father inviolable properties ; and then he sees, with
a severe eye, all that is criminal and dishonourable
in profligate manners, with whatever decoration
eloquence may clothe it, and under whatever exterior

of virtue and decorum an industrious writer may
disguise it.

I therefore blamed Rousseau; but in blaming him
I grieved that splenetic passions, a sombre pride, and
a vain glory, should have spoiled the ground-work
of so fine a spirit.

If I had had a passion for celebrity, two great
examples would have cured me of it ; that of Voltaire,

and that of Rousseau ,• examples very different, quite

opposite in many respects, but agreeing in this point,

that the same thirst for praise and renown was the
torment of their lives.

Voltaire, whom I had just seen expire, had sought
glory by all the roads that are open to genius, which
he had deserved by his immense exertions and
brilliant results. But, on every road to fame, he
had encountered envy, and all the furies by whom
she is escorted. Never did any man of letters bear
so much outrage, without any other crime than that

of possessing great talents, and the ardour of sig-

nalizing them. Those who en-vded him fancied they
could be his rivals by showing themselves his ene-
mies ; those whom as he passed he trod under
foot, insulted him as they crawled. His whole life

was a contest, which he unweariedly maintained.
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The combat was not always worthy of him ; and

he had more insects to crush than serpents to stran-

gle. But, though he would not provoke, neither

would he overlook offence : the vilest of his assailants

have been branded by his hand : the shaft of ridicule

was the instrument of his vengeance, and he wielded

it most fearfully and cruelly. But to him, the greatest

of blessings, repose, was unknown. It is true that

envy at last appeared tired of the pursuit, and began

to spare him on the brink of the grave. On his

return to Paris, after a long exile, he enjoyed his

renown, and felt the enthusiasm of a whole people

grateful for the pleasures that he had afforded

them. The weak and last effort that he made to

amuse them, ' Irfene,' v/as applauded as * Zaire' had
been ; and this representation, at which he was
crowned, was to him the most delightful triumph.

But at what a moment did this tardy consolation

reach him, the recompense of so much anxiety!

The next day I saw him in bed. *' Well," said I,

" are you at last satiated with glory?"—" Ah ! my
good friend," he replied; " you talk to me of glory,

and I am dying in frightful torture 1"

Such was the end of one of the most illustrious of

all literary men, and one of the most engaging of all

social companions. He was alive to injury, but so

he was to friendship. That with which he honoured

my youth was unvaried till his death, and a last proof

that he showed me of it was the reception, full of

grace and kindness, which he gave my wife, when I

presented her to him. His house -vas perpetually

filled with the crowd that pressed to see him, and we
were witnesses of the fatigue he underwent to

reply suitably to each. That continual attention

exhausted his strength ; and for his true friends it

was a painful spectacle. But we were admitted to

his supper parties, and there we enjoyed the last

glimmerings of that brilliant intellect which was

soon to be wholly extinguished.
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Like him Rousseau was wretched, and through the
same passion. But the ambition of Voltaire was
imbued v.dth modesty, as may be seen in his letters

;

whereas that of Rousseau was coupled with vanity

;

the proof of it is in his writings.

I had seen him, in the society of the most estimable

men of letters, welcomed and esteemed : that was
not enough for him ; their celebrity shaded his, and
he thought them jealous. To him their kindness was
suspicious. He began by distrusting, and ended by
aspersing them. He had friends in spite of himself

;

their benevolence was importunate to him. He re-

ceived their favours ; but he accused them of wishing

to humble, to dishonour, to defame him ; and he
returned their beneficence with the most odious de-

famation.

He was never spoken of in society but with extreme

mterest. Even criticism itself as regarded him was
full of respect, and tempered with eulogies. He would
say, it was only the more artful and perfidious. In

the most calm retreat, he always chose to fancy or

affirm that he was persecuted. His disease was that

of imagining in the most fortuitous events, in the

most common occurrences, some intention of injuring

him, as if in the world all the eyes of envy had been
fixed on him alone. If the duke de Choiseul had con-

ceived the conquest of Corsica, it was in order to take

from him the glory of being its legislator. If the

same duke went to sup at Montmorency with the

duchess of Luxembourg, it was to usurp the place that

he was wont to occupy near her at table. Hume, he
would say, was envious of the reception which the

prince de Conty had given him. He never pardoned
Grimm for having had some preference over him at

madame d'Epinay's ; and you may see in his ' Memoirs'
how his cruel vanity revenged this ofience.

Thus were the lives of Voltaire and Rousseau per-

petually, though diiferently, agitated. For the one
had often been reserved the sharpest pains^ yet not
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wlthont some intense eKijoyments ; for the others one
continued flood of bitterness, without any mixture

of joy or sweetness. !Most certainly at no price

would I have wished for the condition of Rousseau
;

he could not endure it himself; and, after having
poisoned his days, I am not at all surprised that he
voluntarily abridged their duration.

As for Voltaire, I confess that I like\vise thought
his glory too dearly purchased by the afflictions to

which it had exposed him ; and I used to repeat again

and agahi—Less lustre and more quiet.

Limited in my ambition, first by the necessity of

adapting my flight to the feebleness of my wings,

and then again by the love of that tranquillity of

mind which accompanies peaceful employment, and
which I believed to be the lot of humble mediocrity,

I should have been contented in that happy state.

Thus, early renouncing ail presumptuous attempts,

I had as it were capitulated with envy, and re-

duced myself to that kind of writing in which, with

her, success is pardoned without difficulty. I was
not the more spared for it ; and I found that little

things still inspire, in little souls, an envious ma-
lignity.

But I had established for myself two principles

:

one, never in my writings to provoke offence by offence

;

the other, to despise attack and never to reply. I wass

misunderstood for thirty years in my resolution
;
yet

all the rage of the Frerons, the Pallisots, the Linguets,

the Auberts, and their associates, never irritated me
against them. Why then was I less passive at the

moment of the dispute on music? Because I was
not the only one insulted by my adversaries, and

that I had to revenge an artist inhumanly attacked in

his dearest interests.

Piccini had a wife and numerous family, who sub-

sisted on the fruit of his labour : his peaceful and

gentle character rendered him still more interesting.

I saw him alone, without intrigue, exerting every
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effort to please a public new to him ; and I saw at the

same time a pitiless cabal assailing him with fury,

like a swarm of wasps. I expressed my indignation

at it ; the cabal became irritated, and the wasps
turned all their stings against me.
The chiefs of the cabal had a press at their com-

mand to print their squibs, and a newspaper to spread

them abroad. In this I wasevery day insulted. I had
not the same convenience for defending myself; and,

had I had it, this sorry warfare would not have ac-

corded with my taste. However, I determined to

amuse myself in turn ; for to have been angry at this

raillery would have displayed a pitiful character.

I conceived a plan for putting their intrigue in

action, and for painting them to the life, having only

to put their own language into rhyme, in order to

render them ridiculous. They printed their prose, I

recited my verses ; and every day, it was who should

make the circle of his friends laugh most ?

It is thus that my poem on music was composed
for the defence of Piccini : perhaps I should have
done better to have confided the cause to ' Roland,'
' Atys,' ' Didon,' &c. ; but I have not always done what
prudence would have dictated, and I confess that on
this occasion I did not think his unjust treatment and
my own sufficiently revenged by the silence of con-

tempt. And if, out of a dispute as frivolous as it was
e])hemeral, I made a poem in twelve cantos, my ex-

cuse must be, that circumstances led to it by insensible

gradations. I might, I confess, have employed my
time better ; but the monotony of my labours re-

quired some relief, and my moments of amusem.ent
and recreation were all that I gave to ' Polyhymnia.'

During my residence at St Brice, an event of a

more serious interest occurred. It was the retreat of

M. Necker from the ministry. I have already said

that his character was by no means attractive. He
had never given me reason to think him my friend.

I was not his. But as he showed m.e as much esteem
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and kindness as I could expect from a man so coldly

polite, and as on my part I had a high opinion of his

talents, knowledge, and the ambition he had shown
to signahze himself by benefiting the state, I was
grieved at his retreat.

1 felt besides for madame Necker the sincerest

veneration ; for in her I had witnessed nothing but

kindness, prudence, and virtue ; and the particular

affection with which she honoured me, well deserved

that I should take some interest in an event which I

felt sure had deeply affected her.

When I heard of it at St Brice, imagining they

had already retired to their country house at St

Ouen, I instantly went thither, lliey had not yet

arrived ; and, pursuing my road, I was going to their

house in Paris. I met them on my way. "Were
you coming to see us ?" said Necker :

*' get into our

carriage, and come to St Ouen." I accompanied

them there. We were alone the whole evening with

Germani, Necker's brother, and neither the husband

nor the wife concealed from me their deep sorrow.

I endeavoured to soothe it by speaking of the regi'et

they would leave in the public mh.d, and of^ the just

esteem which would follow them in their re-

treat; in which I did not flatter them. "I only

regret," said Necker, " the good I had to do, and

which I should have done, if time had been given

me."
For my part, I said, in his situation, I saw nothing

but an honourable retreat, an independent fortune,

tranquillity, liberty, occupations of which he would

have the choice, a society composed of those who
are neither attracted by favour nor repelled by

misfortune ; and, in his home, all that retired and

domestic hfe can have most grateful to a wise man.

But I confess that I spoke from my own feelings,

rather than from his ; for I readily perceived that,

without the occupation of pubhc affairs, and the

influence which they give, he could not be happy.
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His wife appeared touched with the pains I took to

lighten the impression which this blow had produced.

Thus, my connection with them, very far from being

weakened by this event, became the more intimate.

INly wife, for my sake, returned their offers of

friendship, and accepted their invitations. But she

had an insurmountable aversion to M. Necker. She
had come from Lyons under the persuasion that M.
Necker was the cause of the disgrace of M. Turgot,
the benefactor of her family. And, with respect to

madame Necker, she did not find in her that inviting

air which she herself had amongst her friends.

Very different and much more engaging was
anotlier lady of Geneva, the beautiful Vermenoux,
the most intimate friend of J\I. and madame Necker.
Since I had become acquainted with her, at the

house of this couple, whom she had united, I had
cultivated her friendship. But her affection for my
wife, since my marriage, was a new tie upon us.

JMadame de Vermenoux, at first sight, was the

image of Minerva ; but there soon shone on this

commanding countenance that air of kind and gentle

serenity, and that correct and innocent mirth which
embellish reason, and make wisdom enchanting.

The affection, which she and my w-ife mutually con-

ceived for each other, was sympathy, if by sympathy
you understand the perfect accord of minds, tastes,

and morals. With what pleasure did this woman,
habitually solitary, and naturally reserved, see us

arrive at her country house at Sfeves ! With what
joy did her soul resign itself to the sweets of inti-

macy, and cheerfully expand at the little suppers that

we used to go and make with her at Paris ! Still

young enough to relish life, death snatched her from
us. But, in regretting her, I ha,ve since discovered

that, had her days been prolonged, they would only

have been filled with sorrow and bitterness. A little

later, and she would have lived too long.

Let us return to St Brice, and to the tender
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interest that occupied my wife and myself there at that

moment ; it was her new pregnancy. The wholesome
air, the exercise, the regular life of the country, had
heen favourable to her ; and, winter having brought
us back to Paris, she was there delivered of the

finest of her children. Thus, with us, all seemed
still to prosper ; and, till then, nothing could be
more grateful than the life wc led.

* Atys,' in spite of envy, had the same success

that ' Roland ' had experienced : and the beautiful

airs of these two operas, sung at the harpsichord,

formed the delight of our society at the concerts of

the countess d'Houdetot, and her sister-in-law,

madame de la Bridie.

Tiie latter lady, well skilled in music, a charming
singer, though her voice was feeble, had the rare

modesty to assemble at her house talents that eclipsed

her own; and, far from showing the least jealousy

of them, she was the first to give them an opportu-

nity to shine. A perfect knowledge of correctness,

without any affectation, easy yet polite, free of her

conversation, ingenuous yet gay, and a good narrator

and speaker, she was simply and naturally engaging.

Her language and style were pure and even elegant

;

susceptible, friendship itself not more so, nothing

passionate ever interrupted the mildness and equahty

of her temperament. She was by no means the

woman you would have selected in order to be

strongly moved, but you would have chosen her

for the enjoyment of social happiness.

In sjieaking of my old parties, 1 have said that I

had met iM. Turgot there; but, whether it be that

our manners and characters did not sufficiently agree,

or that my acquaintance with IM. Necker displeased

him still more, he had uniformly shown me a par-

ticular coldness. However, as an old friend of the

abbe Morellet, he had been taking some interest in

my marriage ; and I was indebted to my wife for

some marks of his kindness . I returned it with so
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much the more respect, because he was disgraced,

and because I saw that he felt his disgrace.

At the same time, I was losing successively my old

friends. The Swedish ambassador, recalled home to

his king to be his confidential minister, was removed

from me for ever. The Neapolitan ambassador

quitted us to go and be viceroy in Sicily.
^
Both these

separations were so much the more painful to me
because they were to be lasting. Caraccioli's letters

were full of regret. He perpetually invited me into

Sicily with my family, oftering to send me a vessel

to IMarseilles, in order to transport us to Palermo.

I have described my friendship for d'Alembert,

and the value I set on his, during forty years. After

the death of mademoiselle I'Espinasse, he was a

prey to sorrow and melancholy. But occasionally he

would comfort his heart's deep wound with som.e

drops of the balm of this consohng friendship. It

was, above all, with my wife that he loved to di-

vert his cares : she took the tenderest interest in

them. He and Thomas, the two men of letters

whose talents and knowledge ought to have most

overawed her, were those with whom she was most

at her ease. She preferred no amusement to their

conversation.

Thomas appeared to have still a long time to live

for glory and friendship.

But d'Alembert began to feel the torments of the

stone ; and he shortly existed only to suffer and die

slowly in the most excruciating anguish.

In a feeble sketch of his eulogy, I have essayed

to paint the mild equality of liis character, always

true, always simple, because it was natural, removed

from all concealment, " with a mixture of force and

feebleness, but whose force was virtue, and whose

feebleness was benevolent feeling."

In lamenting his loss, I was far from thinking of

succeeding him in the place of perpetual secretary

to the French Academy. I was myself on the point
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of following him to the tomb, being seized with a ma-
lignant fever, similar to that of which Bouvard had
already cm'ed me, and from which he rescued me again.

How infinitely should I bless the memory of a man
to whom I have twice owed my Hfe, and who, till

the total failure of his strength and spirits, never

ceased to bestow the tenderest cares on my children 1

I had scarcely begun to recover, when I was obliged

to go to Fontainbleau, to produce the new opera that

I had written with Piccini. This opera was ' Didon.'

As it w-as entirely my own, I had framed it to my
mind ; and, to make our new music advance a step

farther, I had profited by the moment when a mark
of favour, granted to Piccini, had given new hfe

to his geuius. I must tell you what had passed.

In the beginning of this year (1783), marshal

Duras, gentleman in waiting of the king's chamber,

asked me if I had written nothing new, and expressed

his desire of having a good opera to represent before

the queen as a novelty at Fontainbleau. " But,'*

said he, " I should wish it to be your work. You do

not gain enough credit by your exertions to give a

graceful and pleasing dress to Quinault." In this

language I recognised my brother-member of the

Academy, and his former kindness.
" JAlarshal," said I ; "so long as my composer Pic-

cini shall be discouraged as he now is, I can promise

nothing. You know with what madness his enemies

disputed his success in ' Roland' and ' Atys;' these

pieces have both been fortunate ; and so far true,

talent has triumphed over cabal ; but m ' Iphigenie

en Tauride' he has simk under oppression, although

he had there surpassed himself.

*'The director of the opera-house at Nismes, to

augment his receipts by the competition of the two

parties, conceived the project of making Gluck and

Piccini contend for the palm on the same subject ; he

furnished them two poems of ' Iphigenie en Tauride/
M 2
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Gluck, in the barbarous poem that fell to his lot, has
found horrors analogous to the energy of his style,

and has expressed them powerfully. The poem given

to Piccini, ill conceived as it was, appeared suscep-

tible of a milder interest ; and, by means of the cor-

rections which the author had made in it under my
direction, it might furnish scenes for aftecting music.

But, after the strong impression which Gluck's fero-

cious opera had made on the eyes and ears of the

public, the emotions produced by Piccini's opera

seemed light and trivial. Gluck's ' Iphig^nie' has
the full possession of the theatre ; that of Piccini is

forgotten ; he is disheartened ; and you alone, mar-
shal, can raise him from his dejection."— '' How can
that be effected?" asked he.

—"By doing something
very easy and very just," I answered. " By changing
into a pension for life, the annual gratification that

was promised him, when he was engaged to come to

France."—"Most willingly," replied the marshal;
*' I will ask this favour for him of the queen, and
hope to obtain it."

He asked, it was granted ; and, when Piccini went
with me to thank him, " It is to the queen," said he,
" that you must show your gratitude, by writing a
good 0])era for her this year."
" I should be very glad to do so," said Piccini to

me on our return :
" but what opera shall we write?"—" We must write," answered I, " the opera of

* Didon :' I have long since conceived the plan. But I

warn you that, in this work, I shall choose to give

the reins to my fancy, that you will have long scenes

to set to mvisic, and that in these scenes I shall

require from you a recitative as natural as simple
declamation. Your Italian cadences are monotonous

:

speech is more varied, more nervous in its accents,

and I shall intreat you to note it as I shall declaim it to

you."—" Well," said he ;
" we shall see." Thus was

formed the design of giving to recitative that facility.
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that truth of expression, which was so favoiu'ubie to

the playing of the celebrated actress for whom the

part of Didon was destined.

We were pressed for time : I wrote the poem very

rapidly ; and, to steal Piccini from the interruptions

of Paris, I engaged him to come and work with me
at my country house ; for 1 had purchased a very

agreeable one, v*here we lived assembled en famille

during the summer months. On arriving, he began.

to compose ; and when he had finished, the actress

who was to play the part of Didon, St Huberti, was
invited to come and dine with us. She sang her

part from one end to the other at sight, and expressed

it so well that I fancied I saw her on the stage.

She was going on a journey into Provence : she

insisted on taking her part with her to study it as she

went along ; and, during her absence, we were occu-

pied with the rehearsals. It was then that I suffered

that malady which brought me so near the tomb.

Wlien it became necessary for me to go to Fontain-

bleau, I had not recovered my strength, and my wife,

still alarmed for my health, chose to accom-pany me.

It Vv-as there that, in dining at madame de Beau-

veau's, I first heard the design my friends had formed

of obtaining for me that place of secretary of the

Academy, which d'Alembert had rendered so difficult

to fill after him.
This difficulty, which might have well intimidated

the vainest man, was not the only one that withlield

me. The place required an assiduity, of which I

beheved myself incapable. It was then very sin-

cerely that I refused the honour they were pleased to

pay me. But they opposed to me motives to which

I thought myself obhged to yield ; and it was decided

that I should be of the mimber of candidates for this

place. But I determined not to solicit it.

Circumstances were favourable to me for the suf-

frages of the court. The success of ' Didon' was

complete ; and to the eulogies that were passed on the
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music of Piccini was added some praise for the author
of the poem. '* It is the only opera" said the king,
** that ever interested me." He commanded it twice

I was touched with this success ; my wife enjoyed
it, and her enjoyment was what most interested me.
Our journey had for her an inexpressible charm. The
Avalks in the forest, the hunting parties, the races,

the parties of pleasure to Tomeri, where they gave us
sumptuous mutelottes for dinner, and excellent grapes
for our dessert, the theatre everyday of performance,
the box of madame d'Angiviller, whose house was our
own, and who vied with her husband in gracefully

turning the attention of the numerous and distin-

guished company with which her drawing-room was
incessantly thronged, upon us ; in short all the

pleasures that a young and magnificent court could
unite, and all that could personally prove to my
Vv'ife that she was esteemed and beloved in the so-

ciety that smTounded the court,—all this, I say,

made our stay at Fontainbleau a scene of continued
enchantment.
Two incidents however caused us some uneasiness

;

the first was an appearance of relapse, and some re-

mains of the fever that I felt at the beginning of

ray journey. The court of physicians would have
made a disease of it, if my wife had believed them.
But, without any of their remedies, and by making
me breakfast every morning on fine ripe grapes, she
restored me to health. The other incident was the
small-pox, which seized Albert, whom we had
brought with us. But, the eruption not having
shown itself till we were about to return, we set

oflf instantly ; and Albert was put under the hands
of our friend Bouvard, who took the same care of
him that he would have taken of his o^vn child.
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BOOK XI.

On our return to Paris, the French Academy
havhig been summoned for the election of its per-

petual secretary,—of twenty-four elective voices

eighteen were united in my favour. My two com-
petitors were Beauz^e and Suard.

The success of ' Didon' was the same at Paris as

it had been at court ; and this opera formed our

winter pleasures, as ' Roland' and ' Atys' had done

in their novelty.

The old court banker, IM. de laBorde, added his

concerts to those of the countess d'Houdetot and of

madame de la Bridie : this was the occasion of my
acquaintance with him.

He had two daughters, on whom nature had bes-

towed all the charms of face and voice, and who,

being pupils of Piccini, rendered the expression of

his songs more sweet and affecting.

Engaged by the invitations of JM. de la Borde, I

"dsited, and sometimes dined with him : I found him
honourable, but simple, enjoying his prosperity

without pride or boasting, and with an equanimity

that is the more estimable because it is very difficult

to be so caressed by fortune without a little giddi-

ness. How many favours had heaven heaped upon
him ! Great opulence, a universal reputation for

rectitude and loyalty, the confidence of Europe, un-

bounded credit ; and, at home, six well-bred children,

a wife of a prudent, mild, and lovely disposition,

with decency and modesty that had nothing studied

in them, exemplary in her attentions to her husband

and children, in short, conduct such as envy itself

found irreproachable.

" Che non trova I'invlclia ove I'emende."

—

Ariosto.

What was wanting to the washes of a man so

completely happy ? He has perished on the scaffold.
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without any other crime than his riches, and with

that multitude of honest men whom a wicked villain

hurried to the grave. That dreadful calamity did

not yet threaten us, and in my humble mediocrity I

then thought myself happy. Aly country house had
in summer still more charms for me than the town
had ever had. A chosen society, composed to my
wife's taste, came successively to vary our leisure,

and enjoy with us that rustic opulence that our gar-

dens afforded, where the espalier, the orchard, the

vine-arbour, and the kitchen garden, furnished us

with the fruits and vegetables of every season
;
pre-

sents with which nature covered gratuitously a frugal

table, and which changed a moderate dinner into a

delicious feast.

There reigned innocent mirth, confidence, a libera-

lity of thought whose limits all knew, and which no
one ever abused.

Shall I name to you all the guests that friendship

assembled there ? RajTial, the most aflfectionate,

the most animated of old men ; Silesia, that Genoese

philosopher who resembled Vauvenargue ; Barthe-

lemi, who, in our walks, made us think of those of

Plato with his disciples ; Brequigny, who had the

same amenity and antique wisdom ; Carbury, a man
of all ages and all countries for the rich variety of

his mind and knowledge ; Boismont, a complete

Frenchman in his manners, but singular for the con-

trast between his engaging qualities in society and

his talents in the pulpit ; jMaury, prouder of divert-

ing us with a pleasant story than of astonishing us

by a trait of eloquence, and who, in company, made
us forget the man of learning to show only the man
of inviting converse ; Godard, who had also a

charming flow of gaiety full of wit ; and de Seze,

who soon came to give to our conversations a still

bolder flight and nevv' allurements.
" We are too happy," said my wife ;

" some
misfortune will happen to us." She was very right..
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Learn, my dear children, how near grief is to joy in

every situation of Hfe.

This kind and feeling mother had suckled her
third child. He was a fine boy, in full health ; we
thought we had only to watch his growth and ex^

panding beauty, when suddenly he was seized with a

mortal stupor. Bouvard hastens to his aid ; he ex-

hausts the resources of art to find a remedy for

this fatal drowsiness. The child had his eyes open ;

but Bouvard perceived that the iris was dilated :

he passed a candle near it ; the eyes and the eye-

lids remained motionless. ** Ah," said he, ** the

organ of sight is palsied ; the humour has attacked

the brain; there is now no remedy;" and saying

these words, the good old man wept ; he felt the

blow which smote a father's heart.

In that cruel moment, I would have removed
the mother. But, on her knees, by the bed of

her child, her eyes filled with tears, her arms ex-

tended to heaven, suffocated by her sobs :
" Let

me," said she ;
" ah ! let me at least receive his

last sigh." And how her sobs, her tears, her

cries redoubled when she saw him expire ! I say

nothing of my own grief, I can think only of hers.

It was so acute that, for many years, she could

not bear to hear its object named. If she spoke
of it herself, it was only in confused terms :

*' since my misfortune," would she say ; unable to

bring her tongue to articulate, " since the death of

my child."

In the sad situation in which my mind was,

with what could I occupy myself that was not

analogous to maternal love and conjugal tender-

ness ? My heart full of those feelings of which
I had before me the most affecting model, I con-

ceived the design of the opera of ' P^n^lope.'

This subject seized on me ; the more I meditated,

the more I thought it susceptible of great musical

efB^ct and theatrical interest.
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I wrote with ardour, and all the illusion that a

pathetic subject can create in him who portrays the

picture. But it was this illusion that deceived me.

I first persuaded myself that the fidelity of conji^gal

love would have on the lyric stage as much interest

as the intoxication and despair of Didon's love ; I

persuaded myself too, that a subject rich in situa-

tions, pictures, and theatrical effects, ail would be

executed as I had conceived ; and that the correspon-

dent parts, the probabilities, the dignity of the

action would be observed just as I had traced them to

bad decorators and awkward actors. The contrary

happened ; and, in the most hiteresting moments, all

illusion was destroyed. Thus the beautiful music of

Piccini lost almost all its effect. Saint Huberti sus-

tained it, as admirable in the part of Penelope as she

had been in that of Didon. But, though she was

applauded as often as she was on the stage, she was

so feebly supported, that neither at court nor at Paris

had this opera the success which I had flattered my-
self it would have experienced. And the fault was

mine : I ought to have known on what inept people

I made the success of such a work depend, and not to

have reckoned on it, after what I have said of ' Z^mire

and Azor.'

I was not happier in the choice of a subject for a

comic opera, that I had written with Piccini for the

Italian theatre ; and when I think of it, I can scarcely

conceive how I was seduced by the * Dormeur Eveill^,'

which in the Thousand and One Nights might be

amusing, but which had nothing comic in it. For

the true comic consists in playing with a ridiculous

character ; and that of Assan is not so.

In general, after success we should expect to find

the public more difficult and severe. Tliis is a reflec-

tion which I did not sufficiently weigh: I became

more confident when I ought to have been more
timid ; and at the theatre my vanity was punished by

disgrace.
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I experienced more indulgence at the public assem-

blies of the Academy : there I by no means courted

applause ; I spoke only to discharge the simple duties

of my place, or to supply the absent. If I sometimes

paid the tribute due to a man of letters, it was with-

out ostentation. The literary pieces that I read there

had nothing brilliant, but they had nothing ambi-

tious. They were the fruit of my studies and reflec-

tions on taste, on language, on the caprices of cus-

tom, on style, on eloquence ; subjects suited to the

spirit of an auditory composed of academicians, and

of those who were accustomed to hear such discourses.

Thus the auditory was always kind; and I fancied

myself in a circle of friends.

The favour which I enjoyed in our public assem-

blies, joined to the exact discipline I imposed, with-

out any partiality, in our private sittings, gave me
some weight there and considerable credit. The
clergy were grateful to me for the respect that was

shown them ; the high nobility were not less satisfied

with the customary honours that were paid to them
by my example ; and with respect to men of letters,

they knew I was so jealous of academic equality, that

they left to me the care of restoring its rights if any

one had forgotten them. Many even, persuaded that

in our elections I sought only what was best, would

consult and vote with me. Thus, without courting

favour and without intrigue, I had some influence,

which I employed, as justice prompted, to conquer

the obstacles that were eagerly opposed to the elec-

tion of one of my friends.

The abbe INIaury, in his youth, having v/ith great

success pronounced the panegyric of Saint Louis

before the French Academy at the Louvre, and

afterwards that of Saint Augustin at the assembly of

the clergy of France ; having become famous in the

pulpit of Paris, and called to preach before the king

at Versailles, during Christmas and Advent ; had

acquired incontestable claims to the French Academy

;

VOL. II. N
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and he did not dissemble that such was the object of

his ambition.

It v/as then the rumours of calumny rose against

him ; and, as they were intended for the ears of the

Academy, his enemies took care to address them
directly to its secretary. I listened to all the ill that

they were pleased to tell me of him; and when I

had patiently heard the whole, taking him aside ;

*' You are attacked," said I ;
" and it is my duty to

defend you ; but you must furnish me with arms to

repulse your enemies." I then apprised him mi-

imtely of all the im-proprieties that were attributed

to him. He listened to me without being discon-

certed ; and, with a facility that astonished me,
refuted these accusations, demonstrating the falsity

of some, and putting me in the way of verifying the

rest myself.

The only one that he could at first but vaguely

deny, because it was vague, was brought against him
by an academician who accused him of perfidy and

bitter calumny. The accuser was la Hai-pe, with

whom he had been on terms of intimacy.
'' Since he accuses me of perfidy," said the abb^.

Maury, " I should have a right to demand his proof.

I will not insist on that ; and I will myself undertake

to prove that he calumniates me, provided he will ex-

plain himself, and articulate the facts. Confront me
with him."

I proposed this interview ; which the accuser ac-

cepted. But I did not wish to be the only witness

and arbiter ; and, inviting them both to dine with me,
I requested their permission to admit to this dinner

two academicians, who were most renowned for in-

tegrity and prudence, M. Tliomas, and INI. Gaillard.

The dinner jmssed peacefully and decently. But,

when we had quitted the table and were all five re-

tired to my cabinet, " Gentlemen," said I, to our

two arbiters, *' M. de la Har|3e thinks he has reason

to complain of M. I'abb^ Maury. The latter affirms
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that the complaint is unfounded. We are to hear

them. Speak, M. de la Harpe ; you shall be listened

to in silence ; and with the same attention M. I'abbd

Maury shall then be heard."

The accusation was serious. It concerned a satire

which the abb^ Maury had advised a Russian, the

friend of la Harpe, to write against him, during the

time that all three were on terms of intimacy. The
count de Schouvalof, the only witness that la Harpe
could have produced, v/as gone back into Russia ;

and, as he could not be heard, he could not be

refuted.

The abbe iMaury, in his defence, was therefore

reduced to discuss the accusation in itself, and to

demonstrate by the attendant circumstances that it

belied itself. And he did this with so much order,

precision, clearness, and with a presence of mind
and of memory so marvellous, that we were con-

founded. In fine, in this discussion, he pressed

his adversary so closely, and with so much vigour,

that the latter stood mute. The unanimous opinion

of the three witnesses was, then, that la Harpe had
no just cause of complaint against the abb6 Maury

;

and there was an appearance of reconcihation between
them, in our presence.

" I do not the less believe," said la Harpe to me,
" what my friend Schouvalof has certified to me."

—

" You may believe it," I rephed; " but, as an honest

man, you have no longer any right to say it ; and,

without reckoning my ovm opinion, that of two men
so just, so impartial, as Thomas and Gaillard, ought

to impose silence on you. For myself, if I sliould

hear your complaints repeated in society, you must
not be oflfended at my recounting what has just passed

at my own house."

I took the same care to clear up all the other facts

imputed to the abbe Maury. I found them all iina

ginary, and not only void of proof but destitute of

probability. From that moment, it was in vain i>r
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his enemies to persist in speaking ill of him to me

;

I answered that, in praise as in satire, gratuitous
epithets proved only the vileness of the flatterer, or
the mahce of the cahimniator ; I even defied the
malevolent to articulate a single fact that I should not
he able to overthrow ; and, with all my credit, I

engaged my brother members to recompense a great
mind for a gross persecution, by receiving him into the
Academy. He Avas elected, and from that time
nothing was more intimate than our mutual friend-
sliip.

The character of the abb^ IMaury was marked by
an excess of energy and vehemence that he could with
difficulty restrain, but which he suffered me to
moderate. ^Mien I perceived any impetuous emotion
to repress, I blamed himAvdth a frankness that some-
times heated, but never irritated him. He was
violent yet gentle, and as just as sensitive.

One day, in his impatience, he told me that I too
much abused the ascendancy I had acquired over
him. " I have not, nor will I have," said I,
" any other ascendancy over you than that of reason
animated by friendsliip ; and, if I use it, it is only to
prevent you from injuring yourself. I know the
goodness and rectitude of your heart; but you have
too much fire and too much ardour in your head.
Your mind is not ripe, and that sap which constitutes

its power requires tempering. You know with what
pleasure I praise in you all that is praiseworthy

;

with the same sincerity, I will blame in you what is

culpable ; and, m hen I conceive that a harsh truth is

necessary to you, I esteem you too highly to think
there is any need to soften it. Besides, it is thus
that I understand friendship. If the condition dis-

please, you have only to say so, I will cease to
indulge it." He answered only by embracing me.

^
*' This is not all," resumed I ;

*' this severity,

.^which I consider it as my duty to observe with you,
i£ likev/ise one from you to me ; you have defects
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that are natural to strength, and mine are those of
debihty. The temper of your mind may give to mine
more vigour and elasticity, and I desire you to pass
over nothing in me that savours of faintness and
timidity. Thus, as occasion may offer, I shall be
able to give you counsels of prudence and modera-
tion, and you wiU repay me in lessons of resolution,

courage and firmness." The convention was reci-

procal, and thus were dispelled the clouds that self-

love or vanity would have raised.

The same year that my friend was received into

the Academy, it lost Tnomas, one of its most illus-

trious members, and one of the most estimable of
men, for the integrity of his morals, and the excel-

lence of his writings.

Integrity—an equally irreproachable life. The eulogy
is rare, my children ! and who has merited this eulogy
better than Thomas ? It is very true, that a part of it

was due to nature. He was bom prudent, and he
possessed the pi-udence adapted to each stage of life.

Temperate, sober and chaste, none of the vices of
effeminacy, of luxury, or of voluptuousness had
access to his mind. No violent passion ever disturbed

its tranquillity ; he knew nothing of sensual pleasures

but those which are innocent, and these again he
enjoyed with an extreme reserve. All the force and
vigour that the organ of thought and feeling had in

him were united in one point, the love of truth,

justice, virtue, and of fame. This was the mover,
the main-spring of his soul, and the nurse of his

eloquence.

He lived in the social world, without ever resigning

himself either to its frivolous taste or to its vain

amusements : he made allowance for weakness,
though he himself had none. AUve to friendship,

he cultivated it with care ; but he wished it to be
moderate ; he cherished its ties ; he would have
dreaded its chain : it occupied the inten'als of his

labours and studies^ but it stole nothing from them

;

N 2
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and a silent solitude had for liim charms that he

often preferred to the intercourse of friends. He
suffered himself to he loved, and as much as you

chose ; but his own love was always measured.

In common society, he appeared timid ; he was

only indifferent. Conversation rarely fixed his atten-

tion. Were he tete-a-tete, or in a httle circle where

he could discuss some of the subjects that he had

meditated, he astonished by the elevation and abun-

dance of his ideas, and by the dignity of his elo-

quence. But in the crowd he hid himself, and his

mind seemed then to retire from the pubhc eye.
_

At

light and mirthful pleasantry, he would sometimes

smile ; he never laughed. He looked at women only

as a cold observer, as a botanist looks at the flowers

of a plant, never as an amateur of beauty and grace.

So that the women used to say his eulogies flattered

less than the passionate and vehement abuse of

Rousseau.
Thomas was by disposition and principle a stoic,

whose virtue would only have needed great^ trials.

He would have been, I am persuaded, a Rutilius in

exile, a Thraseas or a Seranus under Tiberius, better

than a Seneca under Nero, and a Marcus Aurelius

on the throne. But, living in a time of calm, and

imder the reign of moderation, fortune refused him
both her high favours and her extremes of rigour.

His prudence and modesty had not to defend them-

selves against any of the seductions of prosperity

;

nor was his constancy tried by any adversity. Free,

exempt from the cares to which we expose ourseh'es

by becoming husbands and fathers, he was proved by

none of the great interests of nature. Isolated as

much as a simple individual can be in sociaHife, he

had not even an enemy that was worthy of his anger.

It is only from his writings that you can form a

high idea of his character. It is there that you

find throughout, the stamp of a correct heart, and of

an elevated mind ; there the courage of truth, the
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love of justice, and the eloquence of virtue show
themselves.

The French Academy laid the foundation of his
reputation, by proposing the eulogies on our great
men for the prize of eloquence. No one in that
career could outstrip, or even equal him, and he
surpassed himself in the eulogium on JMarcus Aiire-

lius. Elevation and depth were the characteristics

of his mind. No orator ever better grappled with,
or better dived into his subjects. Before he com-
menced his eulogy, he began by studying the profes-

sion, the employment, or the art, hi which his hero
had signalized himself : and thus he rehearsed the
praises of Maurice of Saxony like a learned soldier

;

of Duguay-Trouin like a sailor ; of Descartes like a
mathematician; of d'Aguesseau like a lawyer; of

Sully like a statesman ; of Marcus Aurelius like a
moral philosopher,—Tliomas being equal in wisdom
to Apollonius or Marcus Aurelius himself. It is thus
that, in designing only a preface to his eulogies, he
composed, under the name of Essays, a most learned
and beautiful treatise on historical morality, on the
subject of the panegyrics that have been written in

all times with more or less justice and truth, accord-

ing to the manners of the age and the genius of the

orators : a work which has not the celebrity it merits.

You may conceive that a continual tension and a
monotonous loftiness were the defects of his writings.

His eloquence wanted that which constitutes the

charm of F^nelon and Massillon in prose, and of

Virgil and Racine in verse ; the flow of a sensitive

mind, and the interest it excites. His style was
grave and commanding, but did not bewitch. It

had all the character of masculine beauty ; women
would have desired some features of their own. He
possessed copiousness and magnificence, but neither

variety nor ease, nor ever the undulating pliancy of

the graces ; and that which for a moment excited

admiration, became at length fatiguing and painful

,
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He has been particularly reproached for exhaustinpc

his subjects, and for leaving nothing to the fancy of
the reader ; which might be in him a want of taste

and address, but which nevertheless was a i^ery rare

species of abundance.
At a time when I should myself have so much

needed a rigid and sincere censor, Thomas, much
younger than I, had chosen me for his. I praised

him with frankness, and often even with transport

;

but I did not conceal from him that I should have
wished for more moderation, and less monotony in

his style. " You touch but one cliord,'^ said I ; " it

is true that it gives exquisite sounds ; but are they
varied enough?" He would listen to me Avith a

modest and melancholy air, and perhaps would say

to himself that my criticism was just. But the aus-

terity of his morals had communicated itself to his

eloquence ; to render it more supple, he would have
feared to enervate it.

It was not my fault that he did not employ m.ore

usefully the years he gave to his poem of the ' Czar.'

I showed him clearly that his poem would want
unity and interest in its action , and, in recalling to

his mind all the models of epic poetry; *' Homer,'*
said I, *' has sung the anger of Achilles in the

Ihad; and tlie return of Ulysses to Ithaca in the

Odyssey; Virgil, the foundation of the Roman
empire ; Tasso, the dehverance of the Holy City

;

JMilton, the fall of man ; Voltaire, the conquest of

France, by Henri de Bourbon, the heir of the V^alois
;

and what are you going to sing ? ^\^lat event, what
principal action v/ill be the form of your recitals ?

You will recount the travels of tlie Czar, his war
vv'ith Charles the Twelfth, the disobedience and death
of his son, all factions destroyed in his states, mili-

tary discipline established in his armies, arts and
sciences transplanted into his empire, the city of

Petersburgh founded on the shores of the Baltic j

and these are indeed materials for an historical poem.
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or for oratory and panegyric ; but I by no means
discover in them the single and simple subject of an
epic." He confessed that my objection was unan-
swerable ; but if he had not, he said, a dramatic

action to compose and decompose, he had in the

Czar a very great character to paint. Before he
consulted me, he had already composed four cantos

of the travels of the Czar in Holland, England,

France, and Italy. This magnificent vestibule con-

tained great beauties, he hoped to find the means of

completing the edifice. He at length recognised that

he had attempted an impossibility ; and, at the end
of nine years, he expressed his regret at not having
followed the advice I gave him to abandon his en-

terprise.

A project that I know he had, and which he would
have executed most admirably, was to write, on the

history of France, discoiu-ses similar to those of

Bossuet, on universal history. He would not have
had, like Bossuet, the advantage of giving to events

a mysterious chain in the order of providence. But,

%vithout deviating from political and moral order,

he would have drawn from them salutary lessons and
important results.

Thomas has left behind him a high opinion of his

talents and virtues, rather than a brilliant fame ; and
he should be reckoned among illustrious, rather than
celebrated M'riters. Women contribute essentially

to celebrity, and he had not their suffrage.

The same year in which Thomas died, I had the

gratification to see the Academy receive as its mem-
ber the abbe IMorellet, with titles less brilliant than
the abbe Maury, but not less solid : an accurate,

firm, enlightened mind, nourished with sound litera-

ture, and full of rare knowledge on objects of pub-
lic utility, he was distinguished by writings of a sage

and pure style, of severe reasoning and exact method.
He was known too as the author of works of another

kind, written in an excellent tone of pleasantry.
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full of taste, and of a most delicate and pointed wit.

Lucian, Rabelais, and Swift, liad tauglit him how
to handle irony and raillery, and their disciple was
become their rival. Thus, my dearest friends were
seated at my side, and replaced in the Academy those

I lost every year.

Seeing this multitude of literary men successively

sink into the tomb, I reflected that I might soon fol-

low them, and that it M'as time to think of my literary

will, and to choose what I should wish to remain wlien

I should be no more. It was in this spirit that I pub-

lished the edition ofmy works. I have said enough
of them in my prefaces ; it only remains to indicate

the occasion and intention of some of my writings.

During the time that d'Alembert was secretary

of the French Academy, he was earnestly desirous

to infuse an interest into our public assemblies, as

well as those of our private sittings, at which sove-

reigns were present. No one contribvited to this

mterest so much as himself. Sometimes, however,

his own efforts did not suffice, and it was a real

grief to him to see himself abandoned. He would
then recur to me, complaining of the neglect of so

many men of letters, who composed the Academy,
and entreating me to aid him to sustain the credit of

the institution.

On these pressing occasions, I composed pieces of

poetry, or prose, which I adapted to the circumstan-

ces ; such as the three discourses in verse. On Elo-

quence, On History, On the Hope of Fame After

Death. This last, read at the reception of Ducis,

Voltaire's successor, had at least the merit of perti-

nence, and made a lively impression on the assembly.

Of the pieces of prose which I read, that with
which the public appeared most pleased was the

eulogy on Colardeau, at the reception of la Harpe.

But what touched myself much more was, the suc-

cess of a sketch of the eulogy on d'Alembert, and
that of the little poem on the death of prince Leo-
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pold of Brunswick. On this latter, I think I should
take pennission to go into some detail, in order to

explain my conduct clearly. The trait of humanity
and heroic devotion of the young prince Leopold of
Brunswick having sensibly affected the young count
d'Artois, this prince had proposed to the French
Academy a prize of one hundred and twenty gui-

neas for that poem in which this noble action

should be most %vorthily celebrated. I was then
perpetual secretary to the Academy, and, in my
quality of judge, it was forbidden me to present

myself as a competitor. But, as it very often hap-
pened that, even the prize of poetry, the subject of

which was left free and at the choice of the poets, was
not granted, I was very uneasy lest nothing worthy
should be offered ; and then what shame, and what
humiliation for French literature ! \A^itli what pain
would the Academy confess to all Europe that so

fine a subject had inspired no poet !

As I was impressed and strongly moved by it, I

could not resist the desire of treating it myself, firmly

resolved not to let my work be known, till after it

should be decided that no other merited the prize.

I therefore waited till all the poems that were sent

had passed under the eyes of the Academy ; and they
were all rejected. At last, seeing that every member
lamented that the most virtuous heroism should not
be worthily praised, I confided to the Academy the

essay I had made, without asphing to the prize. Tlie

Academy was pleased to approve it ; and the count
d'Artois, to whom the ill success of the competition

was necessarily annoimced, learned at the same time
what one of the members had done to supply the

deficiency. The prince ordered that the same prize

should be offered for the following year ; but he
desired to be acquainted privately wdth my work, and
permitted me to send it to the reigning prince of

Bninswick.
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A few days afterwards, the count d'Artois sent me
word, by M. de Vaudreuil, that he had ordered for

me a very rich gold box. I answered, that on every

other occasion I should receive with respect any pre-

sent from the king's brother ; but that on this I could

accept nothing which might make me suspected of

having courted reward ; that this rich box would only
be a prize in disguise ; that if the prince had the

kindness to give me one of paper, with his portrait on
it, I should receive it as a most precious gift ; but
that I would have no other. JM. de Vaudreuil in-

sisted ; but he saw me so firm in my resolution that

he gave up all hope of shaking it ; and this was the

answer which he carried back to the count d'Artois.
*' JMarmontel consults decorum only for himself,"
said the prince ;

" but it does not become me to make
him a mean present ;" and, after having reflected a
moment, " Well," resumed he ;

" I will give him my
portrait at full length." The baiUi de Crussol, the
gentleman of his chamber, was ordered to get a good
copy made, and the frame of it was decorated with
attributes most honourable to me.
The reigning prince of Brunswick did not receive

my homage less favourably ; he answered it by a let-

ter written with his own hand and full of kindness, to

which were added two gold medals struck in memory
of his virtuous brother.

It was about this time that, during her fourth preg-
nancy, my wife agreed with me on the necessity of
taking a house to ourselves. But, as tlie separation
took place with the kind consent of her uncles and
mother, we removed from them as short a distance as

possible. I\Iy wife was not insensible to the pleasure
of finding herself at home, mistress of her own house.
For myself, I felt, I confess, great comfort in living
with the abb^ IMorellet in complete independence ; and
he himself was much more at his ease Vvdth me. He
had introduced into his house another niece, young.
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lovely, full of wit and accomplishments, now maclame
Charon, to whom my wife resigned her apartment.
Thus all passed with the best understanding.

What rendered our situation still more agreeable

was the ease we derived from an increase of fortune.

Without speaking of the profits of my works, and
these profits were considerable, the place of secretary

to the French Academy, joined with that of historio-

grapher of the royal buildings, which my friend M.
d'Angiviller had procured for me on the death of

Thomas, were annually worth one hundred and
twenty guineas. iMy assiduity at the Academy dou-
bled my fees there for personal attendance. I had
inherited, on the death of Thomas, half the pension

of eighty guineas which he had enjoyed, and v/hich

was divided between Gaillard and myself, as that of

le Batteax had been. JMy lodgings of secretary at

the Lou\Te, and of historiographer at Versailles,

which I had chosen to let, brought me together

seventy-two guineas. I had one hundred and twenty

on the * Mercure.' Some of the money I had saved

was advantageously vested in the enterprise of Swan
Island ; that which I had put in the customs of the

city of Lyons raised me legal interest, as well as other

sums which I had placed elsewhere. I therefore

found myself enabled to live comfortably at Paris and
in the country ; and from that time I charged myself

solely with the expense of Grignon. INIy wife's

mother, her cousin, and her imcles, had each their

room there whenever they chose to come ; but they

were my visitors.

I indulged myself with a carriage, that three times

a week, in an hour and a half, took me from my coun-

try house to the Louvre ; and, after the sitting of the

Academy brought me back from the Louvre to my
country house.

From that period till the epoch of the revolution, I

cannot ex])ress the attraction and charm we experi-

enced in life and social intercourse. My wife was
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happily delivered of her fourth child. M. and madame
d'Angiviller had stood godfather and godmother;
they had made quite a fete of this christening, and
had manifested on the occasion the liveliest testi-

monies of tender friendship. Their godson Charles

became as dear to them as if he had been their own
child.

Shortly afterwards, we made the fortimate acqui-

sition of another society of friends in JM, and madame
de Seze. My wife found in madame de Seze all

that can enchant in a sweet disposition : they there-

fore felt for each other that inclination which arises

from the conformity of two benevolent and virtuous

minds. With respect to JM. de Seze, I do not believe

that there is on earth a man whose society is more
desirable than his. Lively, ingenuous, inviting and
witty ; a natural eloquence, that, even in the most
familiar conversation flows in a copious stream ; a

quickness, a correctness of thought and expression,

which at every moment seems inspired ; and, better

than all, an open heart, full of rectitude, sensibility,

kindness, and candour : such was the friend that the

abbe Maury had long taught me to desire, and that

the vicinity of our country houses procured me.
From Brevane, where de Seze in the summer

season passed his leisure hours, to Grignon, there

was scarcely more than the Seine to pass and the
plain which it waters ; our two rising hills were facing

each other. A young man to whom we were at-

tached, and who esteemed us both, confided to us
respectively the desire we mutually felt to become
acquainted with each other. From our very first

interview, to see, to enjoy, to cultivate each other's

friendship, to desire to meet again, were simulta-

neous effects ; and, distant as we now are, this

attachment is the same. At least, on my side, nothing
in my solitude has more occupied me or more inte-

rested me than he. De Seze is one of those rare men
of whom it may be said, you must love him if you
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have not loved him akeady ; and when you shall have
once loved him, you must love him for ever. '* Cras
amet, qui nunquam amavit ; qui jam aniav'it, cras amtt.**

(Catul.)

The young man who had interested himself to
unite us, was that Laborie, celebrated from the age of
nineteen, for writings that would easily have been
attributed to maturity of mind and taste ; a new
friend, who of his own accord and by the impulse of
an ingenuous and feeling mind, had come to present
himself to me, and whom I had soon learned to

esteem and foster.

In this engaging and happy man, the desire of

rendering himself useful is an habitual and reigning
passion. Full of ardoiu- for all that he thinks vir-

tuous, the quickness of his action equals that of his

imagination. I never knew any one so economical of
his time : he divided it into minutes, and every
instant of it was employed either usefully to himself
or, more frequently, usefully to his friends.

The change of ministers again brought me some
accession of fortune.

The salary of the historiographer of France, which
had formerly been one hundred and twenty guineas,

had been reduced to seventy-two, by I know not what
miserable economy. The comptroller- general d'Or-
messon thought it just to put it on its ancient footing.

It is well known that JM. de Calonne, when he
became minister of finance, declared his contempt for

a narrov/ parsimony. He particularly wished that

the labours of literary men should be honourably
recompensed. In my quality of perpetual secretary

of the French Academy, he sent for me. He expres-

sed to me his intention of patronising the Academy

;

asked roe whether there were any salaries annexed to

it, as there were to the Academy of Sciences, and to

that of Belles-lettres; I answered, that there were
-none, ^\^lat might the fees for personal attend-

ance amount to, with the most assiduous ? I assured
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him that it could not exceed thirty or thirty-five

guineas, each fee being but fifteen-pence. He promi-

sed to double it. He desired to know what was the

salary of the secretary ; I answered that it was fifty

pounds. He thought it too httle. He therefore

obtained the king's permission to make the fee for

being present half-a-crown, and to raise the salary of

the secretary to one hundred and twenty guineas.

Thus my revenue from the Academy might amount
to a hundred and eighty pounds or guineas.

I again obtained a new degree of favour and new
hopes under the ministry of M. de Lamoignon, keeper

of the great seal. The occasion of it was this.

One of the projects of this minister was to reform

public instruction, and to render it flourishing. But
as he had not himself the knowledge necessary to

form a plan and system of studies that should fulfil

his intentions, he consulted the abbe Maury, for

M'hom he had much esteem and friendship. The
abb^, not thinking himself sufficiently informed on a

subject which he had not particularly studied, advised

him to apply to me, and the minister begged him to

engage me to call on him. In the conversation that

we had together, I saw that in general he conceived

like a statesman, and in its full extent, the project I

had formed. But the difficulties, the means, the

details were not sufficiently known to him. To
assure us both whether I had comprehended his plan,

I begged his permission to develope it in a memorial
which J would lay before him ; but I observed to him,
that in reforms nothing appeared to me more to be
feared than the ambition of destroying and innovating

everything ; that I had much respect for ancient

institutions ; that I willingly deferred to the lessons

of experience ; and that I considered the abuses and
errors of times past as weeds that mix Vv'ith the pure
grain, and which should be rooted out with a light

and prudent hand, that the harvest may not ha
injured.
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My memorial was divided into eight principal heads

:

the distribution of the schools and of the objects of

instruction according to general utility, or local con-

venience ; the establishments relative to both these

objects ; the discipline ; the method ; the gradual

adv^ancement and well-proportioned relation between
the different classes; the general inspection; the

means of encouragement ; the knowledge and the

employment of those who should have completed
their studies.

In the whole, and in the details of this vast com-
position, 1 had taken as my model the institution of

the Jesuits, where all was submitted to one single

rule, inspected, maintained, governed by one central

authority, and put in action by one universal power.

The greatest difficulty was to substitute for the tie of

a religious society, and for the spirit which that tie

excited, a motive of interest and spring of emulation

that should reduce liberty to terms of obedience.

For the morals and discipline to be established in the

class of the masters, as well as that of the pupils, were
necessarily to be the bias of this institution. It was
requisite then that the places there should be desira-

ble, not only in their actual state but for the prospect

and hopes they encouraged ; and, in order that exclu-

sion or dismission should be a punishment, I required

that the continuance and duration of these honourable

functions should progressively have assured advan-

tages.

The keeper of the seal approved my plan in all its

parts ; and, regarding that which might require

encouraging rewards, he promised me that nothing

should be spared. " No master, if he be a man
of merit, shall grow old in obscurity," said he ;

" no

scholar, distinguished in his c-9mrse of studies, shall

remain without employment. You undertake to

make me acquainted, from every extremity of the

kingdom, with the choicest talents ; and I engage to

appoint them. I see that we understand each other/'
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added he, pressing my hand ; ''we shall agree toge-

ther ; I depend on you, Marmontel ; do you likewise

depend on me, and for life.'*

As the abb^ Maury had assured me that the keeper
of the seal was an upright and frank man, I had no
difficulty in concluding with him the engagement
which he proposed to me, and, in perfecting and
completing the development of my plan, I thought
I was labouring for his glory.

I had formed in the country an acquaintance, who
in this work, furnished me with great and valuable

hints.

JVIy fifth child, Louis, was just born, and his

mother was his nurse. The eldest of the three that

were left me, Albert, was in his ninth year ; and
Charles had completed his fourth, when I resolved to

have them educated at home ; and, from the reputa-

tion of the school of St Barbe, I there chose a pre-

ceptor for them, formed to the morals and discipline

of that establishment, as highly famed for the labori-

ous and frugal life that was led there, as for the

superiority of the powers with which its pupils were
imbued.
The excellent young man whom I took, and whom

death has removed from me (Charpentier) spoke
incessantly in praise of St Barbe. For a remark-
able singularity of that house was the affectionate

remembrance that was preserved for it by those who
had left it. He never spoke but with enthusiasm
of the morals, the discipline, and the studies of St
Barbe ; and never but with the highest esteem of

the superiors of the house, and of the masters he
had quitted. They were his friends ; he was desi-

rous that T should make them mine. I permitted
him to introduce them to me ; and the cordiality

with which I received them made my country-house
agreeable to them.

St Barbe had a supplementary establishment at

Gentilly, the adjoining village to Grignon. The
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superiors and masters of both houses sometimes met,

to come and dine with me. They interested them-
selves in the studies of my children. On the days

when the young school at Gentilly had public exer-

cises, my hoys were invited to them, and were ad-

mitted to the examination. It was a good example
for them, and an object of emulation. But to me it

afforded matter of observation and suggestion : for in

the easy, regular, and constant routine of the studies

of St Barbe, I ought necessarily to trace some cause,

and this cause could result only from a good and
solid organization,

I took care to inform myself on the subject in the

minutest detail ; and, by means of these conferences,

I imagined myself capable of giving the finishing

touches to my plan of national instruction, when
suddenly, by one of those commotions that over-

turned the ministry, M. de Lamoignon was dismissed,

and exiled to Baville.

Soon after, the interests of the state, and anxiety

for the fate of my country, occupied my mind ; my
private life changed its complexion, and assumed a

coloiu-ing that will necessarily tinge the rest of these

Memoirs.

BOOK XII.

1 AM not writing the history of the revolution.
'^ Q;uce contentio d'wina et humana ciincta permiscuit,

ehque vecordice processit, titi studiis civilihus helium

fmem faceret.^' (Sallust. Jug.) But, if the life of

man be a journey, can I recount mine, without tell-

ing through what events, and by what torrents,

what abysses, what wilds inhabited by tigers and
serpents, it has passed ? For it is thus that I retrace
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our ten years of misfortunes, almost doubting whe-
ther it he not a violent and fatal dream.

This dreadful calamity will be described through-

out in traits of blood : the remembrance of it is

indelible. But it had causes the nature of which

cannot be sufficiently observed ; for the diseases of

the political, resemble those of the human body : to

judge with any semblance of probability where they

will end, or what might have prevented them, it is

necessary to recur to their origin ; and it is thus

that by the light of the past we may brighten the

future.

Although the situation of public affairs, and the

fermentation of the public mind in every branch of

the state, had long appeared to threaten an approach-

ing crisis, it is nevertheless true that it happened
only from the imprudence of those who persisted in

thinking it impossible.

The nation, constantly faithful to its laws, its

kings, its ancient constitution, content through in-

stinct with the portion of liberty, property, pros-

perity, glory and power which it enjoyed, did not

the less hope for some salutary amendment in the

vices and errors of the ancient administration.

This hope had above all acquired fresh vigour on
the accession of Louis XVI to the crown. And
indeed from that period, if the will of a young
king, full of rectitude and candour, had been seconded

as it ought to have been, all would have been re-

paired without any convulsion,

Louis XVI, raised to the throne at the age of

twenty, brought with him a feeling, inestimable when
moderate, and very dangerous wlien excessive,—th6

distrust of his own powers. The vice of his educa-

tion had been the very reverse of that which is

usually imputed to the education of princes : he had
been too much intimidated ; and while his elder

brother, the duke of Burgundv, was living, he had
been taught to feel too acutely, on the score of in-
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tellect, the superiority which that truly premature
prince had over him.
The situation of the dauphin, then, was the dis-

quiet and perplexity of a mind that foresees its destiny

and its duties, and dares not hope to be able to fulfil

them, when he perceives himself suddenly charged

with the government of an empire. His first feeling

was alarm, at finding himself king at the age of

twenty ; his first impulse was to seek a man prudent

and skilful enough to enlighten and guide him.

Such men are alwa}'s rare ; and, to decide his choice,

a choice then more difficult perhaps than ever, the

young king took counsel of his family. Nothing
could be more important, both to the state and to

himself, than the advice that should result from this

dehberation. It was to determine who should begin

his political education, direct his views, and form his

ductile mind ; and in him nature had disposed all to

receive the impressions of virtue. A clear imder-

standing, a sound reason, a simple, ingenuous, and
feeling heart ; no vice, no passion, a contempt for

luxLu-y and ostentation, a hatred for falsehood and
flattery, a thirst for justice and tnith ; and, with a

slight tinge of roughness and severity in his charac-

ter, that fund of rectitude and moral goodness which
is the basis of virtue ; in a word, a king twenty years

old, weaned from himself, disposed to desire all that

should be good and just ; and around him a kingdom
to regenerate in all its compartments, the greatest

good to do, and the gi'eatest evils to repair ; this it

was that awaited the confidential minister whom
Louis XVI should choose for his guide. He se-

lected the comit de IMaurepas (May 1774).

After having been in the ministry for thirty years,

after a long exile and a still longer disgrace under
the late king, for a very trivial fault, and for which
the royal family had never been offended A\'ith him,

IMaurepas had acquired in his retreat that respect

which age gives, and which unmerited misfortune
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commands when sustained with credit. His former
ministry had been marked only by the decay of the

navy ; but as the timid pohcy of cardinal Fleury
had palsied that part of our forces, IMaurepas might
have been commanded to act as he did ; and, his

place being thus only nominal, and the statesman
not required to act, he had had nothing to display

but his natural qualities, the inviting ease of a man
of the world, and the talents of a courtier.

Superficial, and incapable of any serious and pro-
found application, but endowed with a facility of
perception and intelligence that unravelled in an
instant the most complicated business, he supplied in

the council, by habit and dexterity, what he wanted
in study and reflection. As accessible and mild as

his father was harsh and abrupt ; with a supple,

insinuating, and flexible mind, fertile in stratagem
for attack, in address for defence, in subterfuge to
elude, in shifts to divert, in witticisms to disconcert
the serious by his pleasantry, in expedients to extri-

cate himself from the nicest and most threatening
difficulties ; a keen and rapid eye to seize on the
foibles or follies of men ; an imperceptible art to
entice them to his trap, or lead them where he
Avished ; an art, yet more formidable, of turning
everything into ridicule, even merit itself, when he
wished to undervalue it ; in fine, the art of enliven-
ing and simplifying the labom's of the cabinet, made
Maurepas the most seducing of ministers : and had
it been requisite only to teach a young king to
v/ield the sceptre hghtly and adroitly, to make a
mockery of men and things, and the duty of govern-
ing an amusement, Maurepas would have been, with-
out any comparison, the man they ought to have
chosen. Perhaps the royal family had hoped that
age and misfortune Avould have given to his character
more solidity, consistence, and energy : but naturally
feeble, indolent, and selfish ; fond of ease and quiet

;

deyirous that his age should be honoured, but tran-
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qiiil ; avoiding everything that might interfere Vv-itli

the pleasure of his suppers or disturb his slumber

;

scarcely believing in strenuous virtue, and looking
on the pure love of the public good as dupery or idle

boasting ; but little desirous of giving lustre to his

ministry, and making the art of governing consist

in conducting everything without noise, by consult-

ing prudence rather than principle,—Maurepas was in

his age what he had been in his early years, an en- '

gaging man, occupied with himself, and a courteous
{

minister. ^

A vigilant attention to preserve his ascendancy
over the mind of the king, and his predominance in

the council, made him easily jealous even of the

choices he had himself made, and this anxiety v/as

his only passion that had any activity. For all besides,

he had no elasticity, no vigour, no courage, either

for good or ill ; it was weakness without benevo-
lence, malice without venom, resentment without
anger, indifference to all that should happen after

him. He might perhaps be sincerely desirous of the
public good, when he covild effect it without risking

his own quiet ; but this desire was instantly cooled

when he perceived it would compromise either his

credit or his repose. Such, till the last moment, was
the aged minister who was chosen to guide and
counsel the young king.

As it was easy for him to perceive that the basis of

the character of this prince was frankness and bene-

volence, he first studied to appear to him benevolent

and simple. The king did not disguise to him that

excessive timidity which the first impressions of his

childhood had left : iMam'epas felt, therefore, that

the surest way to captivate his good will was to

render easy to him the duties at which he was
alarmed. He employed the talent he possessed of

simplifying the business of the state, in order to

lighten for him its burden. But whether it be that

he considered the inveterate evils as past all cure, or
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that his indolence and levity had not permitted him
to examine them, or that he neglected them as dis-

eases arising from an excess of vigour and health,

or as constitutional vices inherent in the body politic,

—he avoided fatiguing the mind of the young king

about them, assuring him that all would go well,

provided all was prudently and moderately directed.

The excuse of cardinal Fleury, in his pusillanimous

anxiety, was, that an edifice wliich had lasted more
than thirteen hundred years was necessarily bending
towards its fall ; and that, in propping it, great fears

were to be entertained lest it should be shaken.

The pretext of JMaurepas, in his indolent security,

was, on the contrary, that a kingdom so vigorously

constituted required only its natural strength in

order to recover, and that it should be left to subsist

with its abuses and its vices.

But the disorder of the finances is not an evil that

can be long palliated and dissembled ; distress and
discredit soon accuse the minister who conceals and
neglects it ; and, till the true remedy be found, it

grows worse instead of healing.

The abb6 Terrai had been recommended as a
skilful minister to Louis XV. An employment of

twenty years in the courts of law, amid a crowd
of discontented suitors, had inured him to complaint,

and accustomed him to blame ; he thought himself

obliged, by his profession, to be the object of public

hatred. Maurepas removed him, and put in his place

Turgot, equally commendable for his talents and his

virtues.

The new minister felt strongly that a diminution
in the expenditure, economy in the employment of

the revenues, and in the expenses of collecting them,
the abolition of all privileges burthensome to com-
merce and agriculture, and a more equal distribution

of the taxes upon all classes, were the true remedies
that should be applied to the state's deep wound;
and of this a king who breathed only justice and love
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for his people was easily persuaded. But Maurepas,

seeing how much the esteem and confidence which
Turgot inspired in the young king exceeded the

bounds he wished to prescribe, was soon jealous of

his OAvn work, and eagerly hastened to destroy it.

In a country where so many people live by abuses

and disorder, a man who introduces rule and economy
into the finances, a man whom favour cannot bend
or indulgence corrupt, must necessarily have for his

enemies all those whom he has dissatisfied, and those

who think themselves in danger. Turgot had too

much boldness and candour in his character to stoop

to the intrigues of a court : he was accused of uncom-
promising obstinacy and want of address ; and ridi-

cule, which witli us degrades everything, having

once attacked him, IMaurepas felt he might easily be

overthrown. He began by listening to, and by en-

couraging with a smile, the malice of the courtiers :

and soon, he himself avowed that in Turgot's views

there was more of the spirit of system than of the

solid spirit of administration ; that public opinion

had erred respecting the skilfulness of this pretended

sage ; that his head was filled with idle speculations

and philosophical dreams ; no habit of business, no
knowledge of men, no capacity for the management
of the finances, no resources to provide for the press-

ing exigencies of the state ; a system of perfection

that was not of this world, and tliat existed only in

books ; a minute research after that ideal excellence

at which we can never arrive ; and, instead of the

means of providing for the present, vague and
fantastic projects for a distant future ; a fund of ideas,

but confused; great knowledge, but foreign to the

object of his ministry ; the pride of Lucifer, and in

his presumption the most inflexible obstinacy.

These confidential observations of ihe old states-

man, di\Tilged from mouth to mouth, in order that

they might reach the ear of the king, had the more
success as they were not absolutely destitute of the
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appearance of truth. Turgot was surrounded by-

studious men, who, havujg devoted themselves to

the science of economy, form.ed a kind of sect, esti-

mable, without doubt, as to the object of their

labours, but whose emphatic language, sententious

tone, and frequent chimeras, enveloped in an obscure
and ridiculously figurative style, fm'nished food for

pleasantry. Turgot favoured them, and shoAved
them an esteem, which they themselves exaggerated
by talking of it too loudly. It was therefore not dif-

ficult for his enemies to make him pass for the chief

of the sect, and the ridicule affixed to the name of
Economists rebounded on him.

Moreover, it was very true that, proud of the
rectitude of his intentions, Turgot neither studied

dexterity in the management of public business, nor
suppleness nor attaching manners in his relations

with the court. His reception was mild and polite,

but cold. All were sure of finding him just, but
inflexible, in his principles ; and credit and favour
could not brook the unshaken tranquillity of his

refusals.

Although, in two years, by means of reduction
and economy, he had considerably diminished the

mass of debt with which the treasury was burthened,
it was still thought that he treated as a chronical

disease the exhaustion and ruin of the finances and
of credit. The prudence of his regimen, his means
of amelioration, the encouragement and relief which
he gave to agriculture, the liberty he restored to

commerce and industry, promised only slow success

and tardy resource, while there were urgent demands
for which it was requisite to provide.

His system of liberty for all kinds of commerce
admitted in its extent neither of restriction nor limit

;

and with respect to the object of the first necessity,

though even this absolute liberty should only have
been attended with momentary dangers, the risk

of sufl^'ering the chief resource of life to dry up for a
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whole people, was not a risk to nm without inquie-

tude. The perseverance of Turgot to subject the

commerce of grain to no kind of restriction, too

much resembled obstinacy. It was by this that his

credit in the opinion of the king received a mortal

wound.
In a riot, that was excited on account of the dear-

ness of bread, in 17/5, the king, who still felt for

him that esteem of which JMaurepas was jealous,

gave him his entire confidence, and left him full

power to act. Turgot had not the policy to request

that IMaurepas might be called to this secret council,

in which the king resigned himself to him ; and

besides, he had the imprudence to engage openly to

prove that the riot had been commanded. Le Noir,

the minister of the police, was dismissed, on suspi-

cion of having connived with the authors of the plot.

It is certain that the pillage of the bakers' shops had
been effected quietly and undisturbed. The rioters

had likewise a premeditated march, that seemed to

indicate a plan ; and as to the personage to whom
Turgot attributed it, I would not dare to say that

it was without reason.

The prince de Conti, a needy prodigal, full of the

old spirit of La Fronde, caballing in the parliament

in order to be feared at court, and accustomed in his

demands to timid comphance, necessarily regarded

a respect so firm as that of Turgot, to be offensive.

It was possible therefore that, by a tumult among
the people both in town and country, he might have

wished to publish the scarcity, encom'age alarm, and

rain in the king's opinion the umvelcome minister

from whom he expected notiiing. But, whatever truth

tliere might be in this cause of the riot, Turgot

was not able to produce the proof of it that he had

promised: this false step decided his fall.

Maurepas persuaded the king that this invention

of a chimerical plot was only the bad excuse of a vain

man, who would neither confess nor relinquish his
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error ; and that in a place that required all the pre-

cautions of a calculating mind, and all the suppleness

of discretion, a man of system, stubborn and obsti-

nate in his opinions, was not what he wanted.
Turgot was dismissed (May 1/76), and the ad-

ministration of the finances was confided to Clugny,
who seemed to have succeeded only to spoil and plun-

der with his companions and mistresses, and who
died in the ministry after four or fire months of an
impudent pillage, of which the king only was igno-

rant.

Taboureau took his place, and, like an honest man,
soon confessed himself incapable of filling it. They
had given him for an assistant, under the title of

director of tlie royal treasury, a man whose superi-

ority he himself recognised. His modesty honoured
his retreat. And Necker succeeded him as director-

general of the finances.

This Genevese, who has since been the sport of

opinion, and so diflferently celebrated, was then one
of the most renowned bankers in Europe. In this pro-
fession he enjoyed the public confidence and a most
extensive credit. His talents had been tried; and,
on subjects analagous to the administration of the
finances, his writings had announced a wise and re-

flecting mind ; but he had, with JMaurepas, another
merit, his hatred for Turgot. The cause of his

hatred was as follows :

Turgot, on all that concerned commerce, industry,

and agriculture, could not endure the prohibitory sys-

tem of Colbert ; he considered as a right, inherent in

property, the unreserved liberty of disposing, each
at his pleasure, of his possessions and his talents

;

he wished that personal interest should be left to

consult and guide itself well, and that general good
would result from the reciprocal action of private

interests. Necker, more timid, thought that interest,

in almost all men, had need of some moderator and
guide ; that, till it should have learned the lessons
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of experience, it would be wise to supply them by
prudent regulations ; that it was not to private cupi-

dity that the care of the public good should be con-
fided ; that, if for the tranquillity and security of a
whole nation, civil and moral liberty ought to be
restrained and submitted to laws, it was just likewise

that the liberty of commerce should be restricted,

and even suspended, whenever the public safety

was at stake ; that property, in objects of the first

necessity, was not so absolutely individual as to give

to a part of the nation the right of letting the other
perish ; and that it would be as unjust to sufi:er them
to rise to an excessive value as to keep them at too

low a price : finally, that to permit the rich and
sordid miser to dictate to the poor with too much
sovereignty the hard law of necessity, would be to

place the multitude at the mercy of the few, and
that it belonged to the prudence and duty of admi-
nistration to preserve the balance between them.

"Avarice," said Turgot, "need not be feared

where liberty shall reign ; and the way to insure

abundance, is to leave to the objects of commerce a
full circulation. Corn will be sometimes dear ; but
labour will be dear, and all will be on a level."
" AVhen the price of corn rises progressively,"

said Necker, " it certainly will regulate the price of
industry, as well as of all work, and no one will

suffer from it ; but when com rises suddenly to an
excessive price, the people must suffer for a consi-

derable time before all can be on a due level."

In this system of legal inspection and restricted

liberty, Necker had spoken in praise of Colbert

;

and this praise was approved. It was a double
crime, which Turgot did not pardon. This zealous

advocate for the liberty of commerce and industry

believed himself infallible in his opinion ; and uni-

formly attributhig to it the character of evidence, he
considered him as insincere who did not assent.

p 2
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Till then, however, Necker had not developed his

principles ; but when Turgot proclaimed his law in

favour of the free exportation of grain, not only from
province to province but to foreign countries, and at

all times, Necker took the liberty of telling him that

he saw some danger in it, and that he had some
observations to communicate to him on that branch
of commerce that might perhaps merit his attention.

These words roused Turgot's antipathy to the system

of prohibitory laws. He answered, that on that

subject his opinion was invariable ; but that every

man was free to give his sentiments on it, and to

publish them.
Necker answered, that he had not had that inten-

tion, but that since he gave him the liberty to do so,

he should perhaps make use of it. Some time after-

wards appeared his book on laws relative to the com-
merce of corn ; and, while this book was still in its

novelty, happened the riot of which I have just

spoken. Turgot concluded that one had contributed

to the other,—although he well knew that the mob
who pillage bakers' shops do not ask advice of books.

Turgot's friends, more irritated than he, would
have persuaded him to revenge himself on Necker,
by sending him back to Geneva : he could have
done it, for he had still the entire confidence of the

king. His rectitude and equity saved him from that

disgrace ; but he retained to the grave his hatred
against a man whose only offence had been to have
accepted his challenge, and combated his opinion.

From the moment that Necker assumed the direc-

tion of the finances, his care was to introduce light

and order into the chaos he there found. Clugny
had left an annual deficit of one million sterling, and
at that time this deficit appeared enormous : it was
necessary to provide for it. Necker discovered means
for this provision. These means were, on one side,

to simplify the collection of public revenues, and to
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clear the channels through which they passed ; on
the other, to see what were the pretences for expen-
diture, and to reform their abuses.

The king, in order to be as economical as his

minister, had only to defend himself against a too

easy beneficence. It was therefore to preserve him
from daily seductions that Necker persuaded him to

suspend and defer, till the end of every year, the

decision of the favours he should dispense, in order

that he might see the whole sum before he made a
distribution.

Thus Necker was securing, by simple economy, an
overplus that would have enabled him to relieve the

public treasury,—when the signal of war reminded
him that he would need more abundant resources,

both to form immediately a respectable navy, and to

arm and provide for it. These urgent expenses were
annually to amount to six millions and a quarter
sterling. Credit alone could face them, and credit

was lost • the mismanagement of the government had
ruined it diuring the peace : it was requisite either to

re-estabhsh it, or to faU ; for no tax, however bur-
thensome, could sutHce for the demands of an ex-

pensive war ; and England, our enemy, could then
borrow ten or twelve millions at a moderate interest.

Necker has since been reproached with his loans ;

but this reproach should have been addressed to the

war, which rendered them indispensable, and which
itself was not so. -=^

The art which Necker employed to raise and sup-
port credit was to restore confidence, by showing, in

the balance v/hich economy secured, a sohd basis and
. a certain pledge for the loans he was about to open.
The same plan that he had pursued for the savings
of peace, served to procure him the funds Avhich

the war required. It was well known that he had
perpetually under his eyes complete and precise

statements of the situation of the finances, and, as

it were, the balance in hand in aU his operations, in
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order that liis engagements might never exceed his
resources. It was with this spirit of order that,
having found pubhc credit destroyed after a peace of
fifteen years, he had been able to re-estabhsh it in
the midst of a v.^ar that demanded the greatest efforts,

and that, in spite of the deficit of 1/76, in spite of
the expenses of this war and above seventeen millions
borrowed to support it, he was in a situation to
announce to the king, in 1781, in the account he
presented to him, that the ordinary revenues then
exceeded, by four hundred and twenty-five thousand
pounds, the ordinary and annual expenses of the
state. This was telling England that, without any
new tax, and even without any new economy, France
could procure fmids for two campaigns; for four
hundred thousand pounds of revenue, unemployed,
sufficed to conclude a loan of eight millions,—a re-
sult very capable of hastening a good peace. Necker
was nevertheless taxed with vanity for having pub-
lished this account.

In a skilful minister, this open manner of ex-
posing his operations, and the state of public affairs,

has doubtless its advantages ; and its success is in-
fallible amongst a reflecting and studious people.
But for a light people, who judge of mien and things
on bare assertion and without examination, this
method has its dangers ; and Necker must have well
foreseen them. There is no safety in taking such a
pubhc for your judge, except when the objects you
present to its view are of palpable evidence ; and,
for the multitude, financial statements will never have
that clearness. No man, in society, will perplex
himself with calculations. It is therefore very easy
to disturb opinion on the accm-acy of an account

;

and, from the instant doubt rises, it is a cloud that
mahgnity never fails to swell and blacken. Necker,
in doing an exemplary thing for future ministers,
satisfactory for the king, awful to England, encou-
raging for the nation, and heartening to credit, did
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therefore a very bold and perilous thing with respect
to himself.

I saw him, at that time, fortified with vouchers

;

every aiticle in his account was supported by tliem
;

pubhc esteem seemed to decide that it v/as not re-

quisite to produce them, and the first impulse of
opinion was for him, and entirely to his glory.

But, as soon as there appeared a man confident

enough to attack him, this accuser was welcomed by
envy and malevolence with full favoiu-. In a memo-
rial, he accused Necker of infidelity in his account,
and this memorial was handed about, and the more
sought after because it was in manuscript. An econo-
mical minister never wants enemies : Necker had a
crowd of them, and he had powerful ones. Mau-
repas, without declaring himself, rallied them around
him ; and this is one of the examples of the \\Tetched

interests of self-love on which the destiny of states

so often depends.

IVlaiu-epas was president of the council of finance
;

and in the account where Necker exposed the situa-

tion of the finances, in a manner so honourable to

himself, Maurepas was not named. This, in the eyes

of the old minister, was an injurious omission : he
dissembled, but he never pardoned it.

Another aftront was the dismissal of a minister,

the creature of iMaurepas, or rather of his wife, and
who was discarded at Necker's request. ^laurepas,

who had never had any excuse for suflfering himself
to be governed by women, w^as however wholly sub-
jugated by his wife. That assiduous complaisance,

which is only perpetual adulation, and Avhich, above
all for age and in adversity, has so much sweetness
and empire, had charmed and captivated him as much
a* love would have done. He had encouraged the

habit of loving, or of hating, all who were loved or
hated by the companion of his misfortune ; and Sar-

tines was one of the men to whom the coujitess de
Maurepas y/as most attached.
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Sartines, formerly minister of police, possessed in

circumspection, discretion, and suppleness, all the

trifling talents of mediocrity ; but, from the obscure
detail of the police of Paris to the ministry of the

marine, amid the dangers of a maritime war, the

distance M^as alarming : never had Sartines acquired

the least portion of that knowledge which this im-
portant place required ; and, if there were a man to

oppose to the English admiralty, in the heat of this

war that embraced the two worlds, most certainly

it was not he. The bad success of the operations

corresponded to the profound incapacity of him who
directed them : no plan, no accord, no whole ; enor-

mous expenses, disastrous defeats ; each fleet that

left our ports, a prey for the enemy. Our commerce
and our colonies unprotected, our convoys captured,

our squadrons destroyed, and, without including the

irreparable loss of our sailors and the ruin of our
dock-yards, more than four miUions of extraordinary

expenses thrown every year into the sea, to behold
ourselves shamefully driven from it, in spite of all

the courage and all the devotion of our navy ; such
were the titles of Sartines to the support and pro-

tection of JMaurepas.

Necker, who grieved to see the deplorable use that

was made of so much treasure, and into what hands
the fortune and fame of a great nation were aban-
doned, was not the less active and strenuous in his

efforts to provide for the exigencies of the war, and
to sustain its weight. He had agreed with Sartines

that, over and above the sums he annually received

from the royal treasury, he might, in pressing cases,

make use of the personal credit of the treasurer of

the navy, to the amount of two hundred or two
hundred and fifty thousand pounds ; and he depended
on his exactness in keeping himself within these

bounds, when he learned from the treasurer himself
that, in obedience to his mhiister, he had carried the

sum of his advances, and of his bills negotiated on
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the exchange, to one million, payable in three months.

This was a most violent blow to the director of the

finances; for, having taken no measures to face

engagements which had been concealed from_ him,

he saw the term approaching, without knowing how
to fulfil them. He did fulfil them ; but, whether

there were on the part of Sartines any malevolence,

or only imprudence, Necker no longer felt himself

safe in transacting business with such a man ; he

complained of him to the king, and decidedly de-

manded either his own retreat or that of Sartnies.

Maurepas was at Paris, confined with the gout.

The king, before he determined, wrote to him to

consult him. " When he received the king's letter,"

said the duke de Nivernois to me, while we were

talking on this subject, " his wife and I were by his

bedside. He read it to us. The alternative was long

debated ; but at last, deciding for himself, * Sartines

must be sacrificed,' said he ;
' we cannot do without

Necker.' -"

The king, on dismissing Sartines, consulted Necker

on the choice of the successor he should give him ;

and Necker recommended to him marshal Castries.

It is well known how gloriously the events and con-

duct of the war justified this choice. The old minis-

ter was but' the more jealous of him; and his closet

from that time was like a focus of activity for the

cabals that were plotting against Necker. This cabal

reckoned too on the protection of the king's brothers.

However cu'cumspect Necker was in his conduct

to them, his enemies fancied they perceived that the

princes thought him too severe ; but what is much
more true, this severity displeased the court ; and in

the exchanges, the cessions, the sales ; in short, in

all the business that men in favour had been accus-

tomed to negociate with the king, fearing in this direc-

tor of the finances a clear-sighted and rigid examiner,

they all longed to be rid of him.

No snares could now be laid for the facile kindness
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of the king, no favours surprised, no indulgence

lightly and silently stolen ; above all, no means now
existed of concealing, in the corners of the portfolio

of the ministers, the secret articles of a lease, a bar-

gain, or a pi'ivilege, nor, in all the obscure recesses

of the labyrinth of the finances, the clandestine be-

nefices that so many were eager to enjoy. The man
who struck at the root of so many abuses could not

fail to be hated. The memorial that accused him of

having imposed on the king was therefore strongly

supported.

Far be it from me to impute to the royal brothers

of the king the slightest suspicion of having wished

to favour calumny. But falsehood had contrived to

assume to their eyes the face of truth, as the vilest

interests had assumed the colour of zeal.

Bourboulon, the author of the memorial, treasurer

of the count d'Artois, had won the favour of that

prince. Proud of his protection, he feared notcing

;

and, avowing himself Necker's accuser, he defied him
to answer the accusation. So much assurance had
an air of truth, and thereby imposed on the public.

INIany could scarcely believe that Necker should have
so suddenly and so marvellously changed the situa-

tion of the finances ; and, without imputing to him
as a crime the specious account he had given of

them, they conceived that his account had been com-
posed with art in order to uphold credit, announce
means of supporting the war, and facilitate the return

of peace. Maurepas welcomed this opinion with an
air of intelligence, and seemed to applaud the pene-
tration of those who divined so well.

But Necker did not think it his duty to accept of

such an apology ; and, incapable of making any com-
promise with opinion on the article of his honour, he
requested the king's pennission to lay before him, in

the presence of his ministers, Bourboulon's memorial,
and to answer it article by article. The king con-
sented ; and Maurepas, Miromesnil, and Vergennes,
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tliree of Necker's enemies, were present at this refu-
tation. Tiie memorial was read there, and contra-
dicted from one end to the other by papers that con-
firmed the situation of the finances, and of which the
account presented to the king was only a develop-
ment.
At these incontestable proofs, the three ministers

had not the least shadow of doubt to oppose ; and
when the king asked Maurepas, in confidence, what
he thought of these calculations, and of this state-

ment of the finances ;
'* I think, sire, that it is as full

of truth as of modesty," answered the old courtier.

After this examination, it was necessary that the
falsehood of the accusation should be punished, or
that Necker should be suspected of having defended
himself weakly. He had treated with contempt the
abusive libels that attacked only his own person, but
ought he to be equally indifferent to those which
decried his administration ? The more notorious was
the pure justice of the king, the more impossible

would it seem that Bourboulon should be retained in

the service of the princes, had he been convicted of
falsehood and calumny. Yet, after this conviction,

he remained in his place, and was received every-

where, even at the king's suppers.

In this conjuncture, on which I insist, on account of
the fatal consequences that Necker's resolution was
about to produce, he had three courses to take : one,

to rely more firmly on his outi reputation, and to

dissemble and endure all till the death of JMaurepas,

which was not far distant ; another, simply to defend
himself by printing, on two columns, Bourboulon's
memorial and the authentic vouchers that refuted

the slander it contained ; the other, to demand of

the king, that his accuser, convicted of calumny,
should be punished for it. The first is what the

most prudent would have advised. " Why did he
not wait ?" said the duke de Nivernois to me, after

the death of Maurepas : "six months of patience,

vol.. II Q
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and we should have kept him still." And had peace
been restored, and the finances re-established by a

good economist, under the best of kings, we should
long have enjoyed his reign and virtues. The second
would likewise have been a reasonable course ; for,

the public having the vouchers before their eyes,

truth would have been manifest, and the defamer
confounded. But some of Necker's pretended friends

thought that it would not be worthy of him to enter

the lists with such an assailant. In my opinion, he
should either have treated him with contempt, or

engaged in fair combat. He demanded that he
should be punished. It is true, that he was every
day threatened with libels still more atrocious and
more infamous; and, if no example were made of

Bourboulon, it would be impossible that Necker,
abandoned by the hatred of the old minister to the

insolence and rage of an authorised cabal, should not
lose at least a part of that consideration which Vv^as

the soul of his credit. It was in the name of this

credit, of this powerful opinion, without which he
could effect nothing, he required that his calumniator,

as his whole punishment for this malicious aspersion,

should be removed from the service of the count
d'Artois. JNIaurepas's answer was, that he asked
what was impossible. *^ It belongs then to the king
himself," insisted Necker, '' to give testimony to

truth, by some mark of the confidence with which he
honours me." And what he asked was to be ad-

mitted to the privy council. I should observe that

he considered it as a great evil that, in the council

where those questions were agitated which most
depend on the state of the finances, the director of

those finances should not be admitted by full right

;

and he had reason to think his presence there at

least useful. But JMaurepas saw, or feigned to see,

in so just a demand, only a misplaced vanity. " Who ?

you in the council !" said he, " you who do not go to

mass!"—*' Count," answered Necker, "that reason
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suits neither you nor me. Sully did not go to mass,

and Sully was of the council." JVIaurepas, in this

answer, only caught at the ridicule of comparing him-

self to Sully ; and, instead of admission to the comicil,

he offered to ask his admission to the cabinet. Necker
did not dissemble that he considered this offer as a

derision, and begged to retire from the ministry.

It was this that his enemies stood impatiently ex-

pecting in JMaurepas' drawing-room ; and the mar-
chioness de Flammarens, his niece, has confessed it

to me. But he, feigning not to consent to what he

most desired, refused to present Necker's resignation

to the king, and concluded by telling him that he

must address himself to the queen, if he were finally

resolved to ask his dismission.

The queen, who listened to him favourably, and
expressed her esteem for him, felt the loss which the

king was about to suffer ; and, seeing that Necker

persisted in his resolution, she required that he should

at least take twenty-four hours to reflect.

Necker, in consulting with himself, retraced the

good he had done, thought of the services he could

still have rendered, and anticipated tlie bitterness of

the regret he should feel after having renounced

them ; and unable to persuade himself that an old

man, on the brink of the grave, would be obstinately,

unjust to him, he determined to see him once more.
" Sir," said he, "if the king be pleased to show

me that he is satisfied v/ith my services, he may give

me a mark of that satisfaction, which will only enable

me to serve him better ; it is the direction of the

army and navy contracts."—"What you ask," said

IMaurepas, " would offend the two ministers."—" I

do not think so," replied Necker ;
" but, if that be

the case, so much the worse for the minister who, in

the examination of expenses which it is impossible

that he should appreciate himself, would envy me an

employment which he abandons to his clerks." The
liaal answer of the one was, that this demand was not
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fit to be proposed ; the ultimate resolution of tlie

other was, to go and entreat the queen to obtain the

king's consent to his resignation. The queen took it,

and the king accepted it. Here is the source from
which all our misfortunes have sprung. You will soon

see how they swelled and overflowed in torrents, till

we were plunged in the deep abyss of ruin.

The facility with which the king deprived himself

of a skilful minister, who had served him well, may
appear somewhat improbable. But these services

were discoloured by adroit and perfidious insinua-

tions. Necker was represented to him as a man of

consummate pride, and of a pride that was inexorable.

He was told that they had endeavoured to explain to

him that, supposing there were some errors of calcu-

lation in Bourboulon's memorial, these errors were
not crimes ; that there was no propriety in demand-
ing that a prince, the brother of the king, should dis-

honour a man to whom he was attached, by dismiss-

ing him from his service for having displeased a

minister of finance ; but nothing had been able to

appease him. They had offered to ask, and to obtain

for him from his majesty, a favour with which the

highest of the nobility thought themselves honoured,
admission to the cabinet ; but he had disdained it.

As he conceived himself necessary, he pretended to

make law ; he compared himself to Sully, and re-

quired nothing less than to govern in the council, to

keep watch over the ministers, and, in a word, to

seat himself on the throne beside the king.

The disinterestedness with which Necker had
wished to serve the state contributed too to give him
the reputation of a lofty republican, who wanted to

confer obligation and to owe none ; and in refusing,

as he had done, the salary annexed to his place,

Necker, in my opinion, ought to have expected that

a pride, so humiliating for all those who did not and
could not possess it, would be wrongly interjireted.

Finally, to leave the king no regret at Necker's
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retreat, tliey had contrived to persuade liim that, if it

were an evil, the evil was inevitable.

One of Necker's projects was, as is well known, to

establish provincial assemblies throughout the king-

dom. And, in order to convince the king of the

utility of these assemblies, Necker, in a memorial
that he privately read to him, and which was intended

for him only, had exposed on one side the incon-

veniences of the arbitrary authority confided to the

intendants, and the abuses which their subalterns

made of it ; and on the other side, the advantage

which the king would derive from approaching his

people, and gaining their personal and immediate
confidence, instead of depending on the intervention

of the parliaments. This memorial, fraudulently

obtained, and di^adged at the same time that Bour-
boulon spread his, displeased the magistrates, and
prejudiced them against Necker, as much as vv'as re-

quisite to furnish the old minister with some ground
for declaring to the king, that Necker was ruined in

the opinion of the parliaments ; that he, who had
once offended them, would always find them un-

manageable ; that this misunderstanding would be a

hydra to combat perpetually ; that Necker felt it him-
self ; and that, in retiring for other pretended causes,

he was sensible that the place was no longer tenable

for him.

A remarkable singularity, and which alone would

show the thoughtlessness of JNIaarepas, is, that when
he returned into his drawing-room, delighted at

Necker's retreat, his friends, having asked him what

man hs meant to put in his place, he confessed that

he had not thought of it. It v/as cardinal de Rohan,

said his niece to me one day, who, happening to be

there, recommended Fleury to him ; and Flemy was

appointed.

This old counsellor of state, with a cunning, in-

sinuating, and supple mind, had in his favour his

connections and influence with the magistracy ; this,

q2
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in the opinion of Maurepas, %vas a considerable ad-

vantage ; for, seeing only in the finances a war of

chicanery between the court and the parliament, for

him, the most skilful comptroller-general would be

he who could best contrive means and facilities for

getting the edicts passed. He had himself made a

great point of acquiring the good-will of the parlia-

ments, and he wished that a director of the finances,

guided by his example, should have with them that

suppleness which obtains by gentle means what
authority could scarcely command.

Fleury in this respect well answered his expectation.

He, without any obstacle, procured the assent of the

parliaments to two millions of taxes. Necker had
left him upwards of eight millions in the royal

treasury. This is more than would have been ne-

cessary to insure ease to a skilful and well accredited

minister ; but, with these succours, Fleur}' soon fell

into distress ; he wanted that credit which public

esteem grants only to good faith.

Six months after the death of Maurepas, Fleury
was dismissed ; and the king, to have at least an
honest man at the head of the finances, appointed

d'Ormesson to succeed him.
Unfortunately, this man had only honesty. In-

different in all beside, a stranger to finance, destitute

of means, assailed by necessity, pressed by men in

favour, and reduced to the alternatives either of re-

tiring, or of supporting Mmself by unworthy con-

descensions, he did not hesitate in the choice ; and,

with his integrity, he preferred leaving the ministry

to dishonouring himself.

A post so slippery, where all seemed to fall, might
well have alarmed the ambition of those who aspired

to it
;
yet this ambition was but the more eager

;

and, in all the avenues to favour, there was not an. hi-

triguer who, with some slight tint of a knov/ledge of

business, did not think he might pretend to replace

him who had just fallen.
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In this crowd, a man of understanding and talents

distinguished himself: it was Calonne. He had
chosen a method to succeed, which was the more
singular, because it was simple. Far from dissembling
his ambition, he had announced it ; and instead of
the austerity with which some of his predecessors

had armed themselves, he had adorned himself with
engaging graces, with amenity, and, above all, with
complaisance for women ; he was known to them as

the most obliging of men ; and, in confiding his views
to those who were in favour, there were no means of

which he was not lavish, to conciliate their suffrages.

Thus they incessantly extolled his talents, his skill,

and his genius. He was scarcely less seducing for

men, by an easy and natural politeness, that marked
all distinctions without rendering any offensive, and
by an air of benevolence that seemed to be favourable

to the am.bition of all. At each new change the

voice of every courtier was raised for him. He was
at last appointed, and, on arriving at Fontainbleau,

where the court was, it seemed that he held in his

hand the horn of plenty : he was accompanied in

triumph (3d November 1783).

At first, believing himself at the source of in-

exhaustible riches, without calculating either the

wants or the expenses that awaited them ; intoxicated

with his ovra prosperity, in which he imagined he
soon saw that of the state ; disdaining all foresight,

'

neglecting all economy, as unworthy of a powerful

king
;
persuaded that the first art of a man in place

was the art of pleasing ; resigning to favour the care

of his fortune, and thinking only of rendering him-
self agreeable to those who study to be feared in

order to be bought,—he suddenly saw himself en-

compassed by praise and vain glory. Nothing was
talked of but the graces of his reception, and the

charms of his language. It was to paint his character

that the expression of formes elegantes was borrowed
from the arts ; and the new word ^obUgeance ap-
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peared to be invented for him. It was said that thg

ministry of the finance had never been filled with so

much gracefulness, ease, and dignity. The facility

Avith which he transacted business astonished every

one, and the gaiety with which he treated it, how-
ever important it might be, made him admired as

a man of prodigious talent. Even those, in short,

who dared to doubt whether he were the best of mi-

nisters, were forced to acknowledge that he was
the most fascinating. It was said that the business

he transacted with the king was only a pastime, so

much charm did his address spread over it : nothing

rugged, nothing painful, no embarrassment for the

present, no inquietude for the future. The king was
tranquil, and everybody was contented ; when, at the

expiration of three years and some months of that

brilliant administration, was revealed the fatal secret

of the state's ruin.

It was then that Calonne displayed corn-age and
resources. After having in vain exhausted every

means of renving expiring credit, he saw that his

only hope was in some brilliant stroke, that should

give to the edicts the aspect of the restoration of pub-

lic confidence ; and, to show them invested with an

imposing authority, he demanded of the king an

assembly of ' notables,' to whom he would expose the

situation of the finances, in order to advise with them
on the means of providing for the deficit which, he
said, he had found there, and which the war in the

two Indies had necessarily augmented.
This assembly was opened at Versailles on the 22d

of February 1787- The statement of the project

that Calonne presented there, was vast and bold, and
perhaps merited more favour than it obtained ; for it

touched on the great means of increasing the produce

of the taxes, and at the same time of rendering them
lighter by dividing them. But the * notables' were of

the number of those who would be afifected by the

new taxes ; and to this, very unhappily for themselves
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and the state, they never would consent. Of Calonne'3

projects, some were thought confused and deceitful

;

others, full of difficulties that rendered them imprac-

ticable ; others, in short, bad, even if they could have
been executed. Such was the result of the observa-

tions of the * notables' on that part of his plan which
had undergone their examination, for it was not dis-

cussed even to the end.

Its basis was a land-tax in kind, the advantage of

w^iich w^ould have been to foUow the progressive rise

in the value of property. However, if it v/ere found

too difficult to coUect, he w^ould have changed the

mode, provided it had been equally charged on all

real estate. But they would not make any arrange-

ment with him ; and for the principle, as well as for

the form, the notables pronounced that this tax was
inadmissible ; and at the same time they declared

that they would refuse to deliberate on every species

of tax, unless they were permitted to inspect the de-

tailed statements of the receipt and expenditure, in

M'liich they might see how the deficit had been,

formed ; that if, after examining the accounts, they

should find that new supplies were indispensable, they

would consent that the tax should be equal on aU
property.

I'he king's answer was such as they had foreseen.

It was forbidden them to insist on this examination

;

but the explanation that Calonne refused, he himself

had provoked, by disputing with Necker on the origin

of the deficit. The way in which he had engaged in

that dangerous defile was this :

In 1787, at the opening of the assembly, the deficit,

by Calonne's confession, amounted to four millions

eiglit hundred thousand pounds ; and, as he wished

to believe that a considerable part of this deficit

existed before his time, he did believe it, and advanced

it in the assembly of the ' notables.'

Necker, informed that, in that assembly, Calonne

had accused of infidelity all the accounts presented
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before his ministry, wrote to him to say that, having
given the most scrupulous attention to the account

which he had presented in 1/81, he held it to be
perfectly accurate ;

" and as I have collected," added
he, "the vouchers of every article that was suscep-

tible of them, I fortunately find myself able to give to

truth its full force. I think therefore, sir, that I have

a right to ask of you either not to impair, m any
way, the confidence that is due to the exactness of

that account, or to clear your doubts by communicat-
ing them to me."

Calonne, by a very light promise not to attack

that account, eluded the explanation. Necker in-

sisted, and, in answer to the most pressing letter, he
received a politely ironical note, with a copy of the

speech that Calonne had just delivered in the assem-

bly of the ' notables,' and in which he had advanced
that in 1/81 there was a considerable deficit between
the revenues and the ordinary expenses. Necker
was informed, at the same time, that in the great

committee of the * notables,' which was held at the

king's brother's, Calonne had expressly said that this

sum was two millions three hundred thousand pounds.
Necker then complained to the king that, without

choosing to hear him, the comptroller-general of the

finances had taken the liberty of accusing him. " Sire,"

said he in his letter, *' I should be the man of all

others most worthy of contempt, if such an accusa-

tion had the slightest foundation ; I ought to repel it

at the peril of my peace and happiness, and I come
humbly to entreat yoro* majesty to be pleased to per-

mit me to appear before my public accuser, either at

the assembly of the ' notables,' or at the great com-
mittee of that assembly, and in the presence of your
majesty." To this letter he received no answer : but
he did not think himself obliged to interpret the

king's silence as the minister wished him to interpret

it. ** The king," said he, in the statement that he
published, "has not judged it expedient to grant my
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request; but, appreciating the extent of his bene-

volence and justice, I submit myself with confidence

to the obligation that is imposed on me by honour
and by truth."

In this statement, he agreed that in 1 766, Clugny
had left in the finances a deficit of one million ; he
agreed also that from the death of Clugny, in October

1776, to the month of May 1781, the epoch at which
he himself retired from the finances, the increase of

the charges had amounted to one million eight hun-
dred and seventy-five thousand pounds ; but at the

same time he showed how he had provided for this

increase, as well by economy as by improvements in

the revenues of the state. Tlie ' notables' pretended

that Calonne was bound to discuss and refute these

calculations ; and it must be confessed that he had
himself too inconsiderately engaged so to do.

Necker had rendered his calculations as clear as it

was possible ; his acknowledged veracity moreover
added great weight to them. The book that he had
just published on finance had fortified his personal

reputation ; his morals, talents, and knowledge, had
acquired in the public opinion a firm and consistent

esteem, that it was dangerous to attempt to shake

without strong and powerful means.
Necker was exiled for having dared to defend him-

self. This was another error that Calonne commit-

ted ; he ought either to have heard him before he

attacked, or to have permitted him to repel the attack.

He imputed to him his ill success in the assembly of

the 'notables;' but he ought to have known that in

that assembly a much more real enemy was contriv-

ing his fall.

The king felt great reluctance to part with Calonne :

he liked his manner of transacting business ; he was

persuaded of the excellence of his projects ; but,

foreseeing that they wo\ild be rejected by the parlia-

ment, as they were by the ' notables,' he did violence

to his own feelings, and dismissed him. He knew
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that JMirom^nil, the keeper of the seal, v/as Calonne's
enem}% and that he had opposed Calonne's opera-
tions with his whole power ; he dismissed him at the

same time, as a kind of sacrifice to so favourite a
minister (Calonne the 8th of April, Mirom^nil the
9th,) Fourqueux was called to the direction of the
finances ; the seal was given to the president de
Lamoignon.

It was not possible that Fourqueux should long
keep his place ; but he had been recommended to the
king by those he consulted, till they should have
completely destroyed his prejudice against a man
whom they wished to give him as a confidential

minister, and to whom they looked for the preserva-

tion of the state.

The state of the king's mind at that moment is

expressed to the life in the details I am going to

transcribe.
" When the king charged me with his letter for

M. de Fourqueux," says the count de Montraorin,
in some notes which lie has confided to me, '* I

thought it my duty to represent to him that the

weighty direction of the finances appeared to me to

be too much above the abilities of that good magis-
trate. The king appeared to feel that my anxiety

was well founded."— ' But who should I take

then?' said he.—I answered, ' that it was impossible

for me not to be astonished at that question, while
there existed a man who united in his favour the
suffrages of a whole people ; that, at all times it was
necessary not to oppose public opinion in choosing
a financial minister ; but, that, in the critical circum-
stances in which he then was, it did not suffice not
to oppose it, but that it was indispensably neces-
sary to be guided by it.' I added, ' that so long as

M. Necker should exist, it would be impossible for

him to have any other minister of finance, because
the public would always see, with ill-humour and
chagrin, that place occupied by any other.' The
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king acknowledged M. Necker's talents ; but he
objected to the defects in his character ; and I easily

recognised the impressions that JM. de JMaurepas
had first made against him, and that JMM. de Ver-
gennes, de Calonne, de ]\Iirom6iil, and de Breteuil

had more deeply engraven. I was not personally

acquainted with Necker ; I had only doubts to oppose
to what the king told me of his disposition, of his

loftiness, and of his spirit of dominion. It is proba-
ble that, if I had then known him, I might have
decided his recall. I ought perhaps to have insisted

more strongly, even without knov/ing him; but I

had but just entered the ministry—I had not been
there six weeks ; and besides, some timidity, and
too little energy, prevented me from being so press-

ing as I might have been. What evils should I have
averted from France ! What venations should I have
spared the king !" [What would he have said, if he
had foreseen that, for having missed that moment
of changing the course of om' fatal destinies, he
should himself be massacred by a people vv^ho were
become savage, and that three months after his

death the king should perish on a scaffold ?] " I was
obliged," continues he, " to go and deliver to J\I. de
Fourqueux the letter that was addressed to him, and
even to conquer his resistance ; for this I had positive

orders. At the same time, it is certain that the place

had been offered to M. de la IMilliere : the queen
had sent for him ; the king was with her at the hour
she had appointed to receive him ; and botli strongly

pressed him to accept ; but he had good sense enough
not to yield to their entreaties. M. de Fourqueux
at first made many difficulties ; but at last he deter-

mined. He was scarcely in place when the modest
opinion that he entertained of himself was but too

well confirmed.
*' Public affairs were now in a state of absolute

stagnation," adds I\I. de jMontmorin ;
" credit was

hastening daily to its complete fall ; the factitious
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and expensive means that M. de Calonne had em-
ployed to support it, suddenly failing, produced,

every day, a considerable fall in the funds; the

royal treasury was empty ; the suspension of all

payment was considered as very near at hand ; no
other resource than a loan was imagined, and it was
impossible to try that in a moment of such desperate

distress. Ill-humour pervaded the assembly of the
* notables,' the spirit that prevailed among them was
bad, and they already began, in murmurs to call for

les e'tats ge'neraux. In these circumstances it was
necessary to have a man that could govern opinion.

]\I. de Lamoignon and I communicated our opinions

to each other, and we agreed that the only man on
whom some hope might be founded was JM. Necker.
But I mentioned to him the obstacles that I had
already found in the king's opinion, and foretold that

these obstacles would become still more insurmount-
able by the presence of the baron de Breteuil. We
consulted with the baron, endeavouring to convert
him, but in vain. At last, after a long sitting, we
determined to go up to the king ; and, when we were
all three debating on the change which the ministry
of the finances required, I spoke with energy on the
necessity of recalling him whom the public voice

demanded. The king answered me (indeed with the
air of the deepest affliction) ' Well, you have only
to recall him.' But the baron de Breteuil then
rose, with extreme warmth, against the half-wrested
resolution ; he represented the inconsistency that
there \vould be in recalling a man who was scarcely

arrived at the place fixed for his exile, in order to put
him at the head of the administration ;

' A^'liat weak-
ness such a conduct would betray ; what force it

would give to him, who, thus placed by opinion,
would have no obligation but to that, and to himself.'

He spoke strongly and at length, on the abuse that
Necker would not fail to make of such a position.

He painted his character in colours that were best
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calculated to make an impression on a king naturally-

jealous of his authority, and who had a confused

presentime.it that he had enemies who wanted to tear

it from him, but v/ho believed it still entire in his

hands, and who wished to preserve it. There v/ere

very specious reasons in what the baron de Breteuil

liad just said ; but had they been less so, they would

still have produced the effect which they had on the

king, who had only yielded to my advice with extreme

repugnance, solely perhaps because he supposed that

we were all three of the same opinion. The arch-

bishop of Toulouse was then proposed, and accepted

without resistance. At the same time the^ king

observed, that he had the reputation of being a

restless and ambitious man, and that we should per-

haps repent of having recommended him to his

choice. But he added, that he had reason to think

that the defects of this prelate had been exaggerated

to him ; that the prejudices he had felt against him
had long been weakened; and that he had been

pleased with some memorials on the administration

of the finances which he had sent him."

I have omitted none of these details, both because

they will make known the mind and disposition of

the king, whose character was perhaps a little too

facile, but simple, natm'al, and good ; and, above

all, because they discover how the principal link in

the chain of our misfortunes was formed.

BOOK XIII.

Brienne had distinguished himself in the states

of Languedoc. He had there shewn he possessed

the talent his place required ; and in the little circle

of his administration, he might have been thought
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clever. Like Calonne, he had that lively, quick, and
resolute character which imposes? on the multitude.

He had likewise something of the address of JNIau-

repas ; but he had neither the air of goodnature
and affability of the one, nor the supple and concili-

atory manners of the other. Naturally acute, subtle

and penetrating, he neither could nor wished to con-

ceal the intention of being so. His eye, in observing,

scrutinised you ; even his gaiety had something dis-

quieting ; and in his physiognomy there was an
excess of cunning that engendered distrust ; on the

side of intellect, a sagacity that resembled craft

;

clear and even extensive ideas, yet superficial ; some
knowledge, but indefinite ; unstable perceptions

rather than mature views ; a polished wit, with some
brilliancy ; and in great objects a facility at seizing

the detail, but no capacity for embracing a whole
;

on the side of morals, ecclesiastical egotism in all its

force, and the greediness of avarice combined in the

highest degree with ambition. In circles that lightly

touch on everything and examine nothing, Brienne

had the art of employing a certain political babble,

concise and rapid, interrupted by those mysterious

suppressions that seem to indicate more than we say

;

to insinuate what we could add, if we pleased, and to

give a vague indefinite character to the opinion we
inspire ofourselves. This manner of displaying, by
feigning to conceal himself; this self-sufficiency, mixed
with discretion and reserve ; this alternate use of

broken words and affected silence ; and sometimes
a light and disdainful censure of what was doing
without him, while he expressed his astonishment
that none perceived what was best to be done ; such
was very truly the art and secret of Brienne. He
shewed nothing of himself but patterns, and they
were very often not of his own manufacture. Yet,

in most of the circles which confer reputation, every

one concluded, that he came to the ministry with an
enlightened mind and his portfolio replete with the
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most liiminous projects. He did come, and his port-

folio and his head proved to be equally empty.

In the wreck of Calonne, he seemed to have col-

lected all that could be saved : the edicts of the

stamp duty and of the land-tax, which he presented

to the parliament, were the edicts of Calonne. He
might have made the authority of the * notables'

his support ; and, between the two great rocks of the

states-general and of bankruptcy, he had powerful

means of reducing that assembly to recognise the

necessity of the taxes. He only dissolved it. Nothing
was there decreed, nothing concluded.

The cry of the nation demanded the recall of

Necker, and had Brienne himself sohcited the king

to grant his recall, it would have honoured him ; he
would thereby have confirmed himself in the eminent

place he occupied ; he would have relieved himself

from the burthen of the finances ; he would have

secured his own repose, inspired blessings on his

elevation, covered with a veil of dignity his indecent

fortune, easily have concealed his indolence and in-

capacity ; and, in a word, would have conducted

himself like a skilful and an honest man : but for

this he had not the courage.

Of this he was deprived by the fatal fear of being

eclipsed, of being surpassed. In vain did his friends

intreat him to call to his aid the man whom the

public voice invoked ; he answered :
" The king and

queen will not consent." It depends on you, said

Montmorin, to persuade the queen that Necker is

necessary to you, and I will undertake to convince

the king. Brienne, thus closely pressed, answered,
** I can do without him." Thus empires perish.

Tormented to hear the public so earnestly call for

Necker, he took pleasure in seeing him exposed to

the lash of hungry writers, whom, as it was said, he

paid for their calumnies. At the same time, he per-

ceived himself lost in the chaos of his own ideas.

In less than five months, he tried two comptrollers-

B 2
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general, Villedeuil and Lambert ; but both in vain.

A neAV conncil of finance, a committee of consulta-

tion—anything was better than Necker ; but all was
useless. Till the last extremity, he ineffectually

flattered himself with expedients. Bewildered at

sea without a compass, and not knowing which way
to steer the helm of state ; in his conduct and his

character always at variance with himself; irresolute

in temerity, pusillanimous in audacity, daring every-

thing, yet abandoning everything almost the instant

after he had dared ; lie never ceased to compromise
and to weaken the royal authority, while he rendered
himself at once odious by his despotism, and con-
temptible by his folly and instability.

To gain the public favour, he began by desiring

to establish provincial assemblies ; and, by rendering
them elective, and dependant on the people, he did

that lightly, and inconsiderately, which would have
required the most serious reflection. Despotic as

he was, he wanted to give himself an appearance of

popularity, and to pass for a republican. He sup-

ported this part wretchedly.

After having dismissed the ' notables,' he sent

his two edicts of the stamp-duty and the land-tax

to the parliament, as if they were necessarily to pass

at the first view, without the least difficulty. It was
there however that young and ardent spirits began
to enquire into those respectable limits, those ques-

tions of public right, so critical and so delicate, that

were soon afterwards debated with such warmth and
temerity. This gave him no uneasiness. He even
appeared, during the sittings and debates of parlia-

ment, to have forgotten his favourite talent, address

and insinuation. No negociation, no conference, no
road open to reconcilement : he wanted to surmount
every difficulty, and carry everything by open force.

So much arrogance and obstinacy raised a spirit of

revolt in the magistracy ; and the resolution of

rejecting the new edicts, even before they were
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presented, was at once taken in all the parliaments

of the kingdom. But to this insurrection, which
menaced the royal authority, Brienne only opposed

the disdain of conciliatory measures, and the resigna-

tion of the puhlic cause to the fortune of events.

The parliament of Paris demanded a communica-
tion to he made of the state of the finances ; which
demand was reasonable. In order to regulate the

amount and duration of the subsidies, according to

the exigencies of the state, the parliament ought to

know what those exigencies v/ere : the right of ex-

monstrance implied the right of examining ; and

unless the minister required slavish obedience, he

could not refuse to shew what were its duties. To
this Brienne would not listen. He did not perceive

that it was now more than ever necessary there should

be a form of deliberation in the name of the people,

and of acceptance for taxes ; and that, if the govern-

ment disputed the right of the parliament, as it then

stood, to record and assent to the edicts, the nation

would give itself representatives, who would be less

manageable. It was this that the minister and the

parhament should both have foreseen, and united to

prevent.

To remove the difficulty, Brienne advised the king

to hold a Ut de Justice at Versailles, where, by express

command, the edict of the stamp-duty and that of

the land-tax were registered ; this old child was a

stranger to the age in which he lived. The next

day, the parliament having declared the register of

the two edicts to be null and illegal, the expedient of

Brienne was to exile this parliament, and to disperse

its members.
The keeper of the seals, Lamoignon, a man of a

firm and frank character, but cautious and discreet,

vigorously combated and opposed in the council this

advice of' Brienne : he shewed, that magistrates thiis

dispersed would be inaccessible to all negociation,

and he concluded by telling the king, that, though
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the removal of the sovereign courts might sometimes
be useful, the individual exile of the magistrates
would always be a ministerial act of imprudence.

Brienne, to whom this idea of removal appeared
quite new, adopted it instantly, and persuaded the
king to sign letters patent which transferred the
parUament from Paris to Troies. The keeper of the
seals demanded some delay ; he was not hstened to,

and Brienne, in the king's presence, said to him

:

*' your ideas are excellent ; but your resolutions are
too slow." Scarcely were the parliament arrived at

Troies when Brienne, in conferring with the keeper
of the seals, recollected, as if by accident, that the
presence of that court would be necessary to him for
his loans in the month of November. *' Had I

thought of that sooner," exclaimed he, " I would
not have sent it into exile ; I must recall it instantly ;"

and his emissaries were immediately in action. [I
am indebted to the keeper of the seals for these
details]

Lamoignon, a member of the parhament before
he became keeper of the seals, had made known his
views for the reform of our laws. It was notorious
that he was employed on the means of simplifying
legal proceedings, and of diminishing their duration
and expense ; this, in the eyes of his ancient corps,
was a species of hostility/that awakened both its

fear and its hatred. Brienne, informed of this aver-
sion of the parliament to the keeper of the seals,

conceived the project of promising his dismissal, if

the parliament would be more manageable. " My
credentials are gone/' said he to Lamoignon, after
haying written.—*' What credentials ? " ^asked La-
moignon.—" The letter," answered Brienne, " in
which I have promised your dismissal if they will be
guided by reason ; hut don't be disturbed."
The letter arrives at Troies : it is communicated,

and a sudden revol ution in the minds of all takes
place. All are per&uaded that the act of exile, the
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imperious attacks, the despotism they endure, from
the minister, are dictated hy the man who has long
meditated the ruin of the magistracy :

" Brienne
abandoned to himself, would have been more feeble

and timid ; that character of vigour, which they
saw him assume and quit at every instant, was not
his own ; he borrowed it from Lamoignon ; it was
he whom it was requisite to destroy ; the ruin of the
common enemy could not be too dearly purchased."
It was on this condition that the edict of the twen-
tieths was passed ; for, as to those of the land-tax

and the stamp duty, Brienne was obliged to consent
that they should be withdrawn. But he depended
on a considerable loan, and it was a triumph to him
to have abused and brought back the parliament.

I ought not to omit that, to give himself more
weight and dignity in his negociation, he endeavoured
to engage the king to name him prime-minister

;

and that the issue of this attempt, at first very
ill received, finally was, that he was so declared.

The parliament repaired to Versailles : all appeared
to be reconciled ; and Brienne, on the same day, said

to the keeper of the seals, " you see 1 have rightly

judged ; liad I not promised these people your dis-

missal, you and I should both have run the risk of

not being here long." But, in thinking he had de-

ceived the parliament, Brienne was deceiving himself.

According to the terms of the edict which the par-

liament v/as to pass, he estimated that the two twen-
tieths would be collected accurately on all real pro-

perty, without any exception, and in the proportion

of their effective revenues. The parliament pre-

tended, on the contrary, that this edict ought to make
no change in the ancient mode of collecting ; that it

authorised neither research nor new verification; and
all the parliaments leagued together to declare that,

if the goveiTiment exercised a fiscal inquisition on
property, they vv^ould oppose it openly. They were
supported in this opinion by a considerable party ; the
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clergy, the nobility, all who were in favour made
common cause with the high magistracy. Miserable

avarice that has ruined them all ! It was this that

suddenly united that formidable party of the privi-

leged orders against the m-inistry ; and, to intimidate

the government, their cry of war was, " Les ^tats-

generaux."
As, among the vices of private interest, we some-

times find the virtues of public spirit, it is possil)le

that in the number of ardent minds, among the clergy

and the nobles, there might be some who were induced

by the old abuses of a disorderly authority to wish
sincerely for the convocation of the states-general, as

the only and the necessary remedy ; but Avith respect

to the mass of men, this appeal to the nation could

only be a feigned menace, or a blindly passionate reso-

lution. They must have well known that, tc privileged

orders, and favoured classes, the most formidable of

all tribunals was that of the people ; that, over-

burthened with taxes, it would not be the people who
would grant them the permission of being exempt
from taxation any more than themselves ; and, these

corps having everything to fear from the discussion of

their privileges, it is highly improbable that they
should have fared better by submitting them to the

debates of a popular assembly, than by treating for

them v.'ith a moderate and conciliating minister.

Brienne, instead of convincing the parliament of the

danger of this demand, thought only of eludirjg it,

and proposed to the provinces to compound for the

twentieths. Some consented ; others, encouraged by
the resistance of the parliaments, would not listen to

any composition.

The combat began ; the body of reserve of the

parliaments, the prohibitory decrees, soon appeared,

and threatened to prosecute, as an exactor and extor-

tioner, whoever, in the estimation and collection of

the twentietns, should conform himself to the edicts.

Fire was kindling from one extremity of the kingdom
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to the Other, when suddenly, affecting another spe-
cies of audacity, the minister procured a decree of the
council, by which the king declared that the flourish-

ing state of his finances permitted him to require no
new extension in the imposition of the twentieths.

At the same time he prepared an edict for a loan of
two millions and a half, at ten per cent, annuity, and
it was decided that the king, in person, should go to

the parliament to get this edict registered.

Two days previously to the royal sitting, the
keeper of the seals being come to Paris, received a
visit from a man whose turbulent and daring spirit

had distinguished him as a principal among the young
magistracy, whose orator he had become. It was
Duval d'Epremenil, a judge of the court of inquiry.

He observed to Lamoignon, that a loan of two
millions and a half would remedy nothing ; that the
minister should open one of twenty millions di-

vided into five years ; that he should employ this

time and this treasure to re-establish order in the
finances, and then convoke the states-general.

Brienne, on receiving the letter in which Lamoig-
non communicated to him this advice, received it

joyfully ; and, not doubting but that the message
came to him from the court of inquiry, answered,
*' That he did not hesitate to profit by this proposal.

For the next five years," said he, " I shall thus be
secure from all dispute with the parliament." With-
out delay, he ordered an edict to be prepared for

loans of twenty millions, which should succeed each
other during the space of five years, at the expiration

of which he promised the convocation of the states-

general. At the same time, he announced an eco-

nomy of two millions, as well in the reduction of the
expenditure as in the increase of the revenues, which
would answer the loan. But as if, in the sitting

which he counselled the king to hold, he had wished
to rouse instead of appeasing opposition, he directed

the king and the keeper of the seals to assume the
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most severe tone; he reminded parliament of its

ancient maxims on the absolute power and entire in-

dependence of the crown ; he opposed it by the words
recorded in its decrees, " that to the king alone be-

longed the sovereign power in the kingdom ; that he
was accountable to God alone for the exercise of this

supremacy ; that the legislative power resided in the

person of the sovereign, without dependence and
without partition ;" and, as to the states-general, the

minister kept himself on the defensive, by saying,
*' that to the king alone belonged the right of con-
voking them ; that he only ought to judge, whether
tliat convocation were useful or necessary ; that the

three orders assembled would be for him only a more
extended council, and that he should always be the

sovereign arbiter of their representations and of their

complaints/'" Nothing could be more pernicious

under such circumstances, than the loftiness of this

language. The effervescence of the general mhid
only became more fervid ; the parliament took fire

the sitting was tempestuous. The king, expecting to

receive only counsel and information, had permitted
the members openly to declare their sentiments

;

many speakers abused this liberty even to indecency

;

and a violent and bitter censure, mixing with opinions,

made the king feel too sensibly that, instead of his

edicts, it was his conduct and his reign that they
pretended to have the right of examining. He re-

strahied his feelings during se\en hours, which this

sitting occupied ; and, though affected to the very
soul, by the licence in which the orators indulged, he
did not suffer a single mark of impatience to escape.

Here began the trial of that patience of which he
subsequently had so much need.
At the same time the majority of votes demanded

the convocation of the states-general for the month
of JNlay in the following year ; and d'Epremenil, ad-
dressing the king, said, " I see the wished-for word
ready to escape your lips; pronounce it, sire_. and
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your parliament subscribes to your edicts." If the
king had yielded, the edicts would indubitably have
passed. But Brienne had recommended him to
hearken to no condition, and to keep to the principle,

that, *' wherever the king was present, liis will was
law."

In fine, in spite of the king's silence, and the refu-

sal which that silence expressed, it has been thought
that had he permitted the votes to be collected, the
majority would have been in favom" of the acceptance
of the edicts. But, punctually exact in observing the
rules prescribed to him by his minister, he ordered
the edicts to be subscribed, without collecting the
suffrages of the parliament, and likewise directed a
declaration to be registered, by which he prorogued
all the parliaments in the kingdom. The duke d'Or-
leans, who from that time began to play his part,

protested, in the king's presence, against this act of
authority ; and, as soon as the king had retired, the
assembly, in which the peers still were, adhered by a

decree to the protestation of the prince.

The next day the great deputation of the parlia-

ment was ordered to Versailles. The king cancelled

the decree of the preceding day, forbad any new deli-

beration on the same subject, exiled the duke d'Or-
leans to Villers-Cotterets, and two jiidges of the high
court, Freteau and Sabatier, one to Ham castle, and
the other to Mount Saint-IMichael.

The league of the parliaments against the ministry

then became general ; and Brienne, having no hope
of reducing them to submission, resolved to annihi-

late them. To this daring project, which he pre-

sented to the council, was joined that of a plenary and
permanent court for the registering of laws.

In this council, Lamoignon combated the idea of a

plenary court ; but in vain. He was more successful

in his opposition to the destruction of the high ma-
gistracy ; a measure too violent, said he, and which
lilaupeou had dishonoured. He substituted in its
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stead the project of weakening the influence of the

parliament of Paris, and its power of resistance, by
erecting within its jurisdiction considerable baili-

wicks, the competency of whicli would extinguish

the greater number of law-suits, and render unneces-

sary the tumultuous and noisy court of inquiry, of

which the government wished to be rid. I'his simple

and sure method of reducing the parliament by the

increase of bailiwicks, could not fail to be welcome
to the people ; it would abridge law proceedings,

would preserve the suitors from the expenses of long

journies, from the slowness of appeals, and the plun-

der of chicanery ; and, with respect to a jurisdiction

so vast as that of Paris, this project carried with it

the proof of its excellence. I3rienne wished to in-

clude in it all the parliaments of the khigdom ; and,

without calculating what a mass of resistance he
should have to conquer, he directed the keeper of the

seals to draw up a plan, and prepare the edict. At
the same time he traced the form of a plenary court,

which he thought sufficiently imposing to secure

respect and obedience to the laws. This grand opera-

tion was the secret of the lit rle justice of the 8th of

May 1/88. But the silence observed on what was to

pass there ; the order given to the governors of pro-

vinces to repair to their posts ; the packets sent to the

commandants of cities where the parliaments resided

;

perhaps too some infidelity on the part of the printers,

who might discover the project of attacking the ma-
gistracy; put this corps on its guard; and three days
before the /// de justice (on the 5th of May) the parlia-

ment assembled, and protested against all that should
be done there, under a promise and most solemn
oath to resume its functions only in the same place,

and in its complete integrity, without sufFerin_g any
one of its members either to be excluded or separated

from it.

As soon as the resolution the parliament had
formed, and the engagement it had made were known
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at Versailles, and that d'Eprdm^nil was the mover of

it, Brienne obtained from the king an order to arrest

this dangerous man ; and d'Epr^m^nil, at the mo-
ment the officers of justice came to seize him at his

own house, having fled for refuge into the high court,

which was then sitting, was there taken and conduc-

ted as a prisoner to the islands of Sainte IMarguerite.

The lit de justice, which was held at Versailles on

the 8th of iViay, was held on the same day by the

governors of the provinces in all the parliaments of

the kingdom ; and the laws that were promulgated

there, almost all congenial to the wishes of the na-

tion, met the same general resistance in all the par-

liaments.

A better distribution of justice in the provinces,

the tribunals less distant, the appeals less frequent,

the great causes reserved for the superior courts, the

small causes terminated in less time and at less ex-

pense, the reform of the criminal code promised and

already begun, a month's delay granted to the culprit

after his sentence of death, torture abolished, and la

Selette suppressed, an indemnification granted by the

law to the innocent if prosecuted, the obligation im-

posed on the judges, when inflicting the punishment,

to declare the exact nature of the crime; all this

appeared desirable : the states-general promised to be

convoked before the expiration of five years, the

king's word pledged to render them periodical, all

the money edicts consented to and accepted by the

nation itself, and for the verification of the other

laws an express tribunal, where only causes of tres-

pass should be tried ; here again was nothing that

seemed calculated to excite alarm for the future.

But, on one side, till the states-general should be

convoked, the overthrow of the parliaments appeared

to destroy the only barrier that till then had been

able to oppose itself to the despotism of the ministers

;

on the other, this plenary court, whose name alone

would have been a cause of disfavour, presented the
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idea of an oligarchic tribunal, which would be the

more formidable because it would be invested with
all the i)ublic force and all the majesty of the laws.

This tribunal, composed of the officers of the crown
and the commanders of the armies, the peers and
the nobles of the kingdom, and of some magistrates

chosen at the king's pleasure, appeared inevitably to

be a too powerful counterpoise for the assembly of

the states.

Thus, in the lit de justice, the nation saw only des-

potism disguised under specious advantages. The
suspension of the course of justice throughout the

kingdom excited a universal murmur : and in Paris

that train-band of young lawyers (Ja hazoche) who
were devoted to the parliam^ent, inundated the juri-

dical courts. The citizens were tranquil ; they knev/

that the dispute between the parliament and the

court arose from a refusal to subscribe to the equal

imposition of the twentieths on all property; and
this refusal did not dispose them to league with the

privileged orders. But there is in Paris a mass of

people, who, looking with an evil and envious eye
on the luxury that surrounds them, suffer impatiently

at having only labour and poverty for their lot, and
who, in the vague hope of some happy change for

themselves, are eager to assemble at the first signal

of disorder, and to rally round the first factious leader

who promises them a milder fate. It Avas by this

multitude, in the presence of the parliament,

that the party of its defenders was fortified around
the palace where it sat. The magistracy put itself

under the protection of the populace ; and, under
the eye of the general police, every excess of the
grossest hcence was committed with impunity : a
pernicious example, which has been but too much
imitated ! It is thus that insurrection and revolt

were first provoked by the parliament. The king's

benevolence would never suffer him to adopt rigor-

ous measures. He ordered guards to be posted iu
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the avenues of the palace ; but he commanded them
only to employ their arms in securing the lives and
safety of the citizens. It was thus that the tumult
was appeased and suppressed without violence. At
the same time, either from the inactivity of a timid
and feeble police, or from the impulse of those who,
in exciting disturbance, answered for impunity, the
seditious commotions among the people of Paris per-

petually increased.
' In the provinces, the despotism of the parlia-

ments, each in its jurisdiction, the security which
their members enjoyed in the vexations they exer-

cised on their neighbours, their arrogance and their

pride, were not calculated to render their cause in-

teresting ; but by their relations and their connivance
with the privileged class, they formed together a

numerous and powerful party. Even the people had
suffered themselves to be persuaded that the cause of

the parliaments was their o\\ti. In Britanny they

beUeved that a tax on the Sallahis was in agitation :

they were told beside that they were threatened

with new vexations ; and the magistrates themselves

stooped to spread these falsehoods.

In the midst of this emotion, Brienne learned that

the nobles of Britanny were sending twelve deputies

to denounce to the king the iniquity of his lit de

justice. The minister of the king's household, the

baron de Breteuil, immediately received orders to

march the patroles to Senlis, there to wait the arrival

of these men, and send them back. The order was
ill executed ; the deputies passed ; but they had not

been long arrived before they were committed to the

Bastille. Instantly the nobles of Britanny, instead of

twelve deputies, sent fifty-four. These were ad-

mitted to an audience of the king, and the twelve

others released. The baron de Breteuil, accused by
Brienne of seconding him ill, did not dissemble the

repugnance he felt to do what he did not approve,

and he demanded his dismissal.
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At the same time the province of Dauphiny raised

the standard of hberty, by giving to itself that con-

stitution which, vaunted as a model, has since had so

much influence. Tn the new form that Dauphiny
gave to its states, the third (or that of the people)

had half the votes. Brienne, with his natural le^-ity,

authorized this disposition, never foreseeing anything

beyond the moment. At last, reduced by his own
weakness, and by the general insurrection of the

parliaments, to capitulate with them, he consented

to what he had refused with the greatest obstinacy
;

and, by a decree of the council of the 8th of August,

he pledged the king's promise for the convocation of

the states-general in the month of JMay following

;

a tardy resolution, that did but announce the end of

an expiring minister.

The finances were ruined, the royal treasury was
empty. There was no new tax, no new loan, no
hope of credit, but on all sides the most urgent
wants : the annuities on the city, the pay even of

the troops, all was failing at once. Nothing less

would have sufficed to force Brienne to acknow-
ledge his own incapacity, or at least his actual ina-

bility to extricate the state from this abyss of misery.

He chose to complete his dishonour,- and, by an
order of council of the 16th of August, declared that

the two-fifths of the payments from the royal

treasury should be made in government notes.

Public maledictions poured on liim like a deluge.

At last, he resolved to demand the recall of Necker.
But Necker refused to join him in the ministry. He
answered ;

" That, if he had still some hope of being
useful to the state, that hope was founded on the
confidence with which the nation honoured him, and
that to preserve some credit himself, it was evident

under what conditions only he could return."

—

*' This answer is my sentence," said Brienne to the
keeper of the seals ;

*' I must resign ;" and he gave
in liis resignation (the 23d of August l/BS).
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He left in the royal treasiir)'' only sixteen thousand
guineas either in money or in other effects ; and the
day before his departure he sent there for eight hun-
dred guineas, his month's salary as minister, which
montli was not expired ; an exactness that was the
more remarkable, because, without reckoning the
salary of his place, and a pension of two hundred and
fifty pounds annexed to his blue ribbon, he possessed
in benefices twenty-eight thousand a year ; and, be-
sides, he had very recently cut down timber on one
of his abbeys, to tlie value of forty thousand guineas.

The consideration which Necker had enjoyed, had
increased during his exile ; but the encouragement
inspired by the public esteem was counterbalanced
by the inquietude which the situation of the king-
dom could not but create.

Around the capital, sixty square leagues of coun-
try, and of most fertile country, absolutely laid waste
by the hail on the eve of the harvest ; a bad crop in

all the rest of the kingdom ; the price of corn exag-
gerated still more by the fear of famine, and an
urgent necessity to import some from abroad ; nei-

ther money nor credit: all government paper decried

in the market, and almost without value ; every way
to loans and taxes interdicted ; on one side, the re-

ceipt necessarily impoverished ; on the other, the

expenditure unavoidably increased ; and, instead of

the contributions to which the inhabitants of the

country would have been subjected, succours to be
sent to all the places vdiich the hail had just ruined

;

the courts of justice inactive; hcence everyvviiere

unpunished, and the police intimidated ; discipline

even tottering among the troops, and attacked in

that principle of obedience and fidelity which is its

nerve and spring ; all ancient public right discussed

and questioned ; in short, all classes and orders of

the state, without agreeing with each other or each

Avith itself on what the states-general ouglit to be,

uniting to demand them with the greatest ardour.
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and till then refusing to listen to any supply;—such
was the frightful crisis in which Necker found the
kingdom.

His first care was to re-establish order ; the par-
liaments were restored to their functions

;
justice

resumed its course, and the laws of poHce their force
and action. The treasury, empty on Necker's arri-

val, appeared suddenly to fill; it resumed its pay-
ments ; and, if the despairing decree of the 16th of
August was not at first formally revoked, at least it

was virtually annulled : all pajTuents were made in
specie ; and a few weeks afterwards a new decree of
the council completely effaced the shame of Brienne's
bankruptcy.

In suflfering that discarded minister to fall silently

into contempt, the public hatred had fixed itself on
Lamoignon, who was considered as his accomplice

:

him it became necessary to sacrifice. However, as
I owe more to truth than to opinion, I will be bold
to say that the king lost in Lamoignon a good minis-
ter, and the state a good citizen. Deceived by the
reputation that Brienne had usurped, Lamoignon
had at first seen no better plan to adop than to unite
with him, under the reciprocal promise of acting in
concert. It was not long before he recognised his
levity and incapacity. But, though seeing him per-
petually involve himself in dangerous defiles, he
often admonished, sometimes saved, and never aban-
doned him. The error, or the misfortune, of La-
moignon, was to have joined such an associate. He
was ardently desirous of good, he loved the king
tenderly ; he has himself told me that he neither
knew a better nor a more honest man : and, full of
that old spirit of integrity that marked his ances-
tors, he appeared to have adopted loyalty and cou-
rage as his characteristic virtues. The hatred of the
parliaments was itself his eulogium. The esteem,
and, privately, the confidence of the king, had fol-

lowed him to his retreat at Baville. But either the
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vexation of exile, or some domestic misfortune, in-
duced him to abandon life (the 8th of May 1/89)
and saved him from sights at which he would have
died of grief.

Necker had assumed an ascendancy in the council
that may easily be conceived, by considering the
circumstances which produced his return to the
ministry. A winter as severe as that of 1/09, and > ) 1

of longer duration, made the resources of this mi- _
nister appear still more astonishing. No new tax,
no new loan known ; and, by means of a little slow-
ness which excited no complaint, the annuities, the
pensions, every just dem.and were regularly dis-

charged. Corn flowed into our ports from all the
countries of the world, to save us from famine

;

succour Avas granted to the unfortunate peasantry

;

relief to the sick, to the aged, and to the orphan, in
hospitals ; immense expenses were incurred to secure
and accelerate the arrival of provisions ; such were
the services that Necker rendered the state ; and it

is probable that, if he had been kept in the m^inistry,

without dismissal, and had been suffered to profit by
the benefits of peace, the prosperous situation of the
kingdom would have offered so pleasing a picture

that no one Vv^ould have thought of the states-gene-

ral, at least no one would have mentioned them.
But the king's word being pledged to assemble

them in the month of IMay, it was difficult for

Necker to make him break that engagement, without
alienating the public mind. Besides, he has himself
not dissembled that, at the bottom of his heart,

he wished for the convocation of the states. " I

thought," said he, in speaking of his conduct at this

epoch, " that by maintaining the tranquillity of the

kingdom, by propping the tottering edifice of the

finances, by relieving the scarcity with abundant
provision, and by thus smoothing every way to the
gi'eatest and most desired of events, I should have
executed my task well, and should have done my
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duty as a public man, as a good citizen, and as the

faithful servant of a king who wished well to the

state.'' As to the motives that animated him, he
has explained them to us hkewise, " No man,"
said he, " knew better than I how unstable and
transient was that good which could be done under
a government, where the principles of administra-

tion were changed at the whim of the ministers, and
the ministers at the whim of intrigue. I had ob-
served, that, in the transient course of the adm-i-

nistration of public men, no general idea had time
to establish itself, nor any essential good to acquire

permanency and firmness." He recollected that

cabinet of Maurepas, to which he himself went up
with fear and melancholy, whenever it was requisite

to talk of reform and economy to a minister grown
old in the vain parade and customs of the court. It

was the lively impression he received from the diffi-

culties, the crosses, the obstacles that he himself had
encountered, and the combats he had been compelled
either to engage in or maintain, that induced him to

regard the states-general as a port of safety for the
shattered vessel of the state.

But, if this convocation had its advantages, it had
likewise its dangers ; and above all, the form that

should be given to it might be of weighty im.por-

tance and extreme delicacy.

Necker, at first, did not appear inclined to take on
himself the risk of this first operation. He requested
the king to call to his aid that assembly of notables,

whose zeal he had tried, in order to consult with
them.
The examples of past times, for the composition

of the states-general, were uncertain and A'arious.

But the majority of these examples were favourable

to the privileged orders; and if that of 1614 were
followed, as the parliament demanded and expected,

the order of the nobility and that of the clergy

would be secure of preponderating. Their rights
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and privileges would be conifirmed and gauranteed
to them for the future ; and, in return for the ser-

vice vv'hich the parliament would have rendered them,
it would itself be constituted their perpetual repre-
sentative, in the interval of the assemblies. But, in

the popular class, the public mind had assumed a
character that no longer harmonised with the pre-
tensions of the parliamentary and feodal classes.

The labourer in the village, the mechanic in the town,
the honest citizen occupied by trade and industry,

desired only to be relieved ; if left to themselves,
being peaceful, they would have deputed none but
peaceful men. But, in cities, and above all in Paris,

there is a class of men, who, although distinguished

by education, are connected with the people by birth,

make common cause with them, and, when their

own rights are in question, espouse the people's

interests, lend them their talents, and imbue them
with their own passions. It was in this class that a

contentious and daring spirit of innovation had long
been forming, and which every day acquired more
force and greater influence.

The very recent example of North America, res-

tored to freedom by its own courage, and by the
succour of our arms, was perpetually placed before

us. The neighbourhood of the English, the now
more frequent practice of visiting their country, the

study of their language, the reputation of their

authors, the assiduous reading of their newspapers,
the eager curiosity to know what was said and done
in their parliament, the lively praises that were
bestowed on their orators, the interest that was taken
in their debates, in short, even the affectation of

imitating and adopting their taste, their fashions,

their maimers, all announced a ripening disposition

to resemble them ; and, in truth, that spectacle of

public liberty and personal security, that noble and
worthy use of the right and property in the volun-

tary acceptance and equitable assessment of the
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taxes necessary to answer the exigencies of the state,

might justly excite a spirit of emulation. It was
under the influence of such examples that some well

educated, turhulent, and daring men, everywhere

admonished the people not to forget their own rights,

and the minister to guard them.

The minister desired only to maintain the rights of

the people ; for the league of the parliaments, of the

clergy, and of the nobility, against the royal authority,

had forced him to look on the people as the king's

refuge. But he felt himself too feeble to oppose so

great a mass of resistance and influence, and wanted
some powerful support.

He was not very sure of this support from the as-

sembly of the 'notables.' In that assembly, the

church and the military and civil ofticers would
govern ; the ' notables ' of the cities would not even

have one-third of the votes; therefore, it could

scarcely be favourable to the commons.
But, whatever might be the result of the deli-

berations, the impulse would be given to the public

mind throughout the kingdom, and the great in-

terests of the state, agitated in that assembly, would
be submitted to a still more lively discussion without.

It was from this discussion, especially, that the mi-

nister expected power; and perhaps that parade of

consultation was only intended to awaken the national

opinion by collision, or as a signal to it to declare

itself. The king had invited it to this declaration,

by a decree of tlie council, before the dismissal of

Brienne. It was therefore probable that public

opinion would determine the '^ notables' to join in

the same invitation. They had already shewn them-
selves popular, in their first assembly of 178/, by not

only consenting, but demanding, that, in the pro-

vincial assemblies, which Calonne proposed, the num-
ber of members of the third estate should equal that

of the members of the clergy and nobility united.

The question then seemed decided by themselves;
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and Necker only left them the honour of confinning
their decison. The same disposition in the states of
Dauphiny had been loudly praised, and proclaimed as
a model. Thus, on every side, the ' notables ' were
admonished to be popular ; and it was not probable
that they would wish, or would dare to be otherwise,
after the disposition they had manifested. It was in
this confidence that the assembly of ] 787 was con-
voked anew, on the 5th of October 1788, and met at

Versailles on the 3d of November in the same year.

But, when they came to deliberate on the manner
of composing the three estates into that national
council, that supreme tribunal, before which their

rights, their privileges, and all the great interests of
their rank and fortune would be discussed, each of
the orders seemed only occupied with the dangers it

was about to run.

The objects on which they had to deliberate were
proposed in questions, the principal of which were :

—

AMiat ought to be the respective number of the
deputies of each order ? AVhat had been, and what
should be their form of deliberation? What con-
ditions would be requisite in order to be electors ; and
to be eligible in the order of the clergy, and in that
of the commons, whether in villages or in cities ?

Ought these two qualities to depend on a certain

measure of real property, or only on a certain quota
of contribution ? And what should this quota be ?

The assembly was divided into six boards, each
presided at by a prince ; and the king required that,

on each of the questions proposed, the boards having
formed separately its definitive vote, these votes, with
their motives sufficiently developed, should all be pre-
sented to him, with the account of the suffrages that
each opinion should have had.
At the board at which Monsieur presided, opinions

were divided on the number of deputies that each
order should have ; and, by a majority of thirteen

against twelve, it was decided that each deputation
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should be composed of four deputies, one of the church,
one of the nobility, and two of the third estate.

The five other boards, some unanimously, the
others by a great majority of votes, demanded that

the number of representatives should be equal for

each of the three orders, and that the king should be
intreated not to suffer any violation of this equality

of suffrages, which they considered as the safeguard
of the state, and as the firm support of the con-
stitution, as well as of civil and political liberty.

They all acknowledged that no resolution could be
legally formed, without the concurrence of the three

orders ; that two would have no right to engage the
third, and that the veto of one only would thus suffice

to guarantee its liberty. But this principle itself esta-

blished the right of respective equality. *' Such is in

France," said they, ** the balance of the public forces;

it does not give to the third estate an unjust as-

cendancy over the two other orders ; but it assigns

the measure of its power : it does not authorise it to

give the law, neither does it suffer law to be im-
posed. Now the double deputation, if it should be
granted to the commons, would destroy this relation-

ehip of equality and independence ; it would lead to

the form of individual suffrage ; it would inspire that

idea ; it would excite attempts to establisti it ; and
who could calculate its pernicious consequences ? The
first deliberation of the states would be directed to

that object, and its effect w^ould be to produce in that

assembly the most dangerous fermentation."

Thus the second question, that is. What should be
the form of deliberating ? could admit of no doubt

;

and with the exception of the board of IMonsieur,

which left the choice of it to the states, all demanded
that the votes of each order should be separate.

The reasons of the minority for demanding a
double representation in favour of the commons,
were, that, in supposing the votes to be taken by
order, it was just and natural that in an assembly
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agriculture, and finance, would perpetually be sub-
mitted to discussion, the class, informed by profession
on all these objects, should at least be of equal force
with the class that made no study of them ; for it

must often happen, that the object of the deliberation
would be of such a nature as to require individual
suffrage ; that then, above all, the right which the
commons would have to the power of opposing two
votes to two other combined votes., was as indisput-
able as the right they had not to suffer themselves to
be eternally governed.
No one, it was added, could dispute the right of

the states-general to regulate their own interior
police, and to determine the manner in which the
suffrages should be given and counted. On taxation,
for example, it would be impossible, without manifest
injustice, to decide by the absolute majority of in-
dividual votes, if of three votes the commons had
but one ; for the interests of the nobles and the
clergy being inseparable on that article, their opinions
would be so likewise ; and there would then be only
two parties, one of which would be double to the
other.

With respect to elections, all the boards, seduced
by this principle, that confidence should alone de-
termine tlie choice, rendered the conditions of the
right of electing and of being elected as trivial as
possible : no regard to property ; and, by means of a
moderate contribution, every inhabitant would have,
in his bailiwick, the right of bei?g an elector, and
would be eligible. In the same mapner every clergy-
man, having in preferment or in private property
the income of a village rector, might be an elector,
and could be elected.

These questions were also agitated out of doors

:

the pubHc had laid hold of them, and in conversation,
as well as in books and pamphlets, the cause of the
people was pleaded with warmth and vehemence. .
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At the very opening of the assembly of the * nota-

bles,' in the committee over which JMonsieur presided,

the prince de Conti denonncinfj those publications, with

which France was inmidated, said :
—'* Be pleased,

INTonsieur, to represent to the king how important it

is for the stability of his throne, for the laws, and
for good order, that all new systems should be pro-

scribed for ever, and that the constitution and its

ancient forms should be maintained without innova-

tion." Had Necker been struck with this foresight,

as he ought to have been, he would not have directed

the king to answer, that this object was not one of

those for which he had assembled the ' notables/

All the cities in the kingdom were occupied with

the object of the deputations ; and not only the right

of nine-tenths of the nation, in competition with

the two-twentieths, was everywhere insisted on, in

favoiu- of the third estate, but the right, still more
incontestable, which this industrious class derived

in the state from the importance of its labours.

Brave and docile in war, indefatigable in agriculture,

active in commerce,—security, wealth, plenty, force,

knowledge, enjoyment of every kind, all flowed from
it ; and with this class, the source and guardian of all

good, a few men, for the most part idle, and richly

endowed, were disputing its right of being admitted,

in equal number with their deputies, into the national

council ; and, to hold it in subjection, they would
an-ogate to themselves an eternal ascendancy. It

was thus that the popular societies roused themselves

to defend their rights ; and this nascent liberty,

which it would have been no less necessary than
difficult to repress, seduced every mind.

lire moment at length arrived when it was re-

quisite that the king should form some decision,

either from the votes of the assembly of the notables,

or from the petitions addressed to him by all the

cities and provinces of the kingdom. This was the

object of the council of state of the 27th of Decem-
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ber 1788. Necker there made his report of the votes

of all the hoards, on the most important points,

particularly on the number of deputies for each of

the three orders ; and, after having weighed all the

authorities, the examples, the reflections, the motives

for and against, giving his own opinion, he said, *' I

think that the king can and ought to call, to the

states-general, a number of deputies from the third

estate, equal to the number of deputies from the two
other orders united : not, as might be feared, to

coerce the assembly to deliberate by individual suf-

frage, but to satisfy the general and reasonable wish
of the commons of his kingdom." Necker's advice

was that of the council, and the king resolved that

to this the letters of convocation should conform.

Thus, on the essential article, Necker appeared to

have consulted the notables only to support himself

by their decision, if it were favourable to the people,

or to reject it if it v/ere not so, and to give time to

the provinces openly to declare their sentiments.

Necker does not dissemble that he wished to see

permanently established a just relation between the

revenues and the expenses of the state, a prudent

use of credit, an equal distribution of taxes, a general

plan of beneficence, and an enlightened system of

legislation ; above ah, a continued guarantee for civil

and political hberty ; and he only hoped for all these

advantages from the states-general, in case the com-

mons could there command the respect due to their

just demands. The veto of one of the three orders,

if they voted by chambers, appeared to him an in-

\dncible and perpetual obstacle to the best resolutions.

He wished therefore that they might have recourse

to individual suffrage ; which could only be equitable

in case the commons should be an equal number with

the clergy and the nobility. It was from these two

orders, leagued with the parliaments, that the opposi-

tion to the collection of the twentieths had arisen ;

and it was to break this league that the government
T 2
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had recourse to the commons. Then, too, the lan-

guage of the commons was the expression of senti-

ments most favourable both to the royal authority

and to the person of the king. It was by this lan-

guage that the minister was deceived,

\ ou have just seen that the notables, by reducing

to a moderate contribution the title to the right of

electing, and of being eligible, had rendered it in-

dependent of all real property, at the risk of admit-

ting a great number of men indifferently, to influence

the state. Necker, under the illusion which he had
the misfortune to indulge on the attention the people

would pay to a worthy choice of their deputies, and
on the character of prudence and probity that a holy

respect for their functions would impress on the re-

presentatives of the people, thought it his duty, hke
the notables, to clog as little as possible the freedom
of the elections ; and to fix, as low as he could, that

quota of contribution which should confer the right

of being eligible. This was one of his errors. In

granting to the third estate equality of numbers, he
ought indeed to have foreseen that a part of the clergy

would range itself on the side of the people ; and yet

he gave to this popular clergy all the means of uniting

in considerable force in the first elections : every

rector was admissible, while he granted to the col-

legiates only one representative for each chapter.

The rectors then would, necessarily, be elected in

great numbers, and would augment in the states the

party to which they were connected by ties of blood,

as well as by habit, and yet more by that old hatred

for the high clergy which they had so long entertained.

However, as this advantage was too evident, if the

sense of the assembly v/ere taken by an individual

suffrage, the minister granted to the first orders the

liberty of not voting in that way, but by their own
free consent ; a source of dissension in which the

weakest would n-ecessarily fall.

Here is the critical moment at which the conduct
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of this minister ceases to be irreproachable. Never
was man more opposed than he to that perfidious
infidehty of which the iniquity of the times has accu-
sed him. But as to the security of his confidence, in
a people whose character the ' League' and the
* Fronde' should have taught him to understand, it

is too true that nothing can excuse him.

^
To fulfil the duties of a pubhc man, those of a

citizen, and those of the servant of a young and vir-

tuous king, it was most surely requisite, as he him-
self has said, " to enlighten his justice, direct his
inclinations, and secure to him the enjoyment of the
greatest blessing of the throne, the happiness of his
people, and their touching benedictions." But it

was requisite, too, to enlighten his prudence as
well as his justice ; to warn him, as he went, of the
risks he was about to run ; not to cover with flov/ers

the brink of the precipice, but carefully to avert the
danger, and observe whether, instead of benedic-
tions, he would not be exposed to outrage and cruel
insult. The king resigned himself to the prudence
of his minister; this, to the latter, was a sacred
obligation to be wary, timid, and distrustful. Necker
was not enough so. There were great evils to fear

;

he could only foresee good.
With a mind naturally romantic, solitary, abstract,

and reserved, he was communicative to few men,
and few men were tempted to be communicative to
him ; he knew them only by views that were too
isolated, or too vague ; and thence his illusions on
the character of the people, to whose mercy he com-
mitted the state and the king.

The continual struggle that he had constantly been
compelled to sustain against all the factions of
private interest, had given him a very unfavourable
idea of the court and the nobles ; and he judged of
them sanely. But the opinion he had formed to
himself of the mass of the nation was absurdly fan-
tastic and infinitely too flattering. He had heard
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himself praised, blessed, and exalted by the people ;

he had enjoyed their confidence, love, and regret

;

it was the people who had been his avengers when
basely attacked by cahimny ; it was their voice that

had called him from exile to the ministry, and which
still sustained him there. Bound by gratitude, he
was not less so by the benefits he bestowed ; and
personally obliged to think this people feeling and
just, he persuaded himself that so they would always
remain. Thus his own example induced him to

forget others, which should have warned him of the
inconstancy of those whose cause he was pleading

;

of their levity, of their facility in passing from one
excess to the other, and sutiering themselves to be
corrupted, bewildered, and irritated even to frenzy,

and to the most bnital fiu-y.

In a class above the people, but belonging to the
people, he shut his eyes on the many obsciu*e and
timid passions that only awaited some focus which
should collect them, in order to disclose, take fire,

and burst forth together. Vanity, pride, envy, the
ambition of governhig, or at least of humbling those
whose elevation was looked at with a jealous eye;
interests more vile, and vices still more base, the
speculations of cupidity, the calculations of venal

souls—aU of them eternal germs of faction and dis-

cord—were elements that Necker seemed not to have
discovered. The abstract and seducing idea of a
gentle, lovely, generous nation, preoccupied aU Ills

mind.
In this species of intoxication, he did not imagine

that he was granting too much favour to the popular
party. After having secured to it a constant ma-
jority, he wanted to add the advantage of situation

to that of number. The security, the freedom,
the tranquillity that should attend the deliberations,

essentiaUy demanded a place inaccessible to the
insults of the people ; a place easy to guard from
every species of tumult ; and he, again forgetting
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prudence, thought only of placing the states-general

in Paris, amidst a numerous people, easy to agitate,

prompt to rebel, and most formidable in their rebel-

lion : it was only deference to the opinion of the
council that induced him to content himself mth
fixing them at Versailles,

—

statio malafide carinis.

The hall which was destined for the general assem-
blies, and in which the greatest interests of the state

would be discussed by the three orders, was sur-

rounded by galleries, as if to invite the people to

come and listen to the debate, to support their own
party, to insult, to threaten, to intimidate their

opponents, and to change the tribune into a stage,

where they might encourage and warm their actors

by applause. I mark these details, because they
have been of the weightiest importance. But IM.

Necker would only figure to himself the assembly of
the states as a peaceful, imposing, solemn, august
spectacle, which the people would delight to contem-
plate. His hopes were never unmixed with inquietude

;

but, as he attributed great power to moral feeling,

he flattered himself that the surest way of preventing
the troubles that might arise from the discord of the
three orders, v/as to animate them all with that en-

thusiasm for the public good, which renders facile

and gentle the greatest sacrifice of the interests of a

collective body, and of the interests of the individual.

He made his first trial of it in the publication of his

report to the council of state of the 27th of December
1788 ; and it was by the example of the king himself

that he hoped to inspire, from that moment, this

generous emulation.

In calling to mind the confession which the king
had made to him, " that, for some years past, he
had only had moments of happiness :" " Sire," said

he, " this happiness you will now recover, and
enjoy. You command a nation that knows how to

love. If political novelties, for which it is not calcu-

lated, have diverted it for a moment from its natural
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character, soon fixed by your beneficence, and strength-,

ened in its confidence by the pui'ity of your intentions,

it will think only of enjoying that happy and constant
order which it wiL owe to you. This grateful nation
does not yet know all that you intend to do for its

happiness. You have told it, sire, to your ministers,,

who are honoured with your confidence : you not
only desire to ratify the promise you have made to

impose no new tax without the consent of the
states, but it is your will that none be prolonged,
without that condition. You are determined to

secure the periodical return of the states-general, by
consulting them on the interval of their convocations,
and on the means of giving to these dispositions a
lasting stability. To form a solid bond between the
private administration of each province and the
general legislation, you desire that the deputies from
every part of the kingdom should concert together
on the most eligible plan, and your majesty is dis-

posed to give it your assent. It is likewise your
majesty's wish to prevent, in the most efficacious

manner, the disorder which the misconduct, or the
incapacity of your ministers might introduce into the
finances ; and, in the number of expenses that you
desire to limit, you do not even except those which
belong more particularly to your ownn person. Your
majesty purposes to anticipate the legitimate wish of
your subjects, by inviting the states-general to exa-
mine the great question that has arisen on lettres-de-

cachet. You only wish, sire, for the maintenance of
order, and you are wiUing to abandon to the law all

it can execute. It is on the same principle that your
majesty is impatient for the counsel of the states-
general, on the measure of freedom that should be
granted to the press, and to the pubhoation of works
relative to administration. In short, sire, you prefer,
with reason, the lasting decisions of the states-gene-
ral of your kingdom to the transient counsels of your
ministers^ and, when you shall have proved the
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wisdom and prudence of that august body, you will
not fear to give it a stability that may inspire confi-
dence, and protect it against all changes in the senti-
ments of the kings your successors."

This speech of the minister, printed, pubhshed,
and spread throughout the kingdom, as the solemn
pledge of the king's intentions, gave him a legitimate
title to the confidence of the people ; and if, in pur-
suance of these dispositions, the states had been
pleased to constitute themselves the supreme council
of a king who was only desirous of what was just,

and who desired all that was just ; of a king, who,
in concert with the nation, was resolved to fix on
stable bases the very bounds of his own power, and
the column of hbe'rty and pubhc happiness; the
French monarchy, without changing its nature, would
have become the mildest, the most moderate, and
most sohd government that ever existed. The king,
in this legislative council of the nation, was going to
preside like a father, to consult with his children, to
regulate, to concihate their rights, rather as a friend
than an arbiter, and by their aid to reduce into laws
the means of rendering them happy. It was in this

spirit that the minister thought he was disposing
everything to give to the nation, and at the same
time was preserving to the crown, that character of
grandeur, power, and majesty which this intimate
union should insure, and which separately they could
never fully enjoy. It is thus that the king expressed
it.

But, in a petulant and inconstant people, who are
suddenly eager to be free before they have learned
to be so, it is but too natural that the first enthusias-
tic transport should carry them beyond the bounds
of that freedom ; and, when these bounds are once
overleaped, the rest is the domain of passion, crime,
and error.
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BOOK XIV

Although Paris was the nurse and parent of

that fermentation which was excited throughout tlie

kingdom, the primary assembhes were there marked
by no disturbance, and appeared to be wholly occu-

pied with the choice of good electors, in order to have
good representatives.

I was of the number of electors named by the

section of Ics Feuillans : I was also one of the commis-
sioners charged with the statements of the demands
for the removal of certain grievances ; and I can say,

that in these demands there was nothing but what
was useful and just. Thus the sphit of this section

was reasonable and temperate.

It was not the same with the electoral assembly

:

the majority was at first pm'e and healthy ; but we
were assailed by a cloud of intriguers, who cam.e to

infuse the contagious air they had breathed in the

conferences of Duport, one of the factious members
of the parliament.

Whether Duport was sincere in his dangerous
fanaticism, or whether, having calculated better than
his company the risks it was about to run, he wished
to secure to himself a political existence, it was well

known that, from the preceding winter, at his own
house, he had opened as it were a school of repub-
licanism, to which his friends were careful to invite

the most ardent minds, or those most disposed to

enthusiasm.

I observed this class of turbulent and noisy men,
who were ever eager to debate, impatient to distin-

guish themselves, and aspirhig to the honour of being
inscribed on the list of orators. It was not long
before I saw what would be their influence ; and, in

leading on my fancy from one particular example to

a general induction, I recognised that such, in every
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town, would be the organs of faction ; lawyers versed
in chicanery, and all accustomed to speak in public.

It is an acknowledged truth, that no people governs
itself; that the opinion, the will, of an assembled
multitude is always, or almost always, only an impulse
which it receives from a few men, and sometimes
from one single man, who influences its sentiments,
and by whom it moves and is conducted. The peo-
ple have their passions ; but these passions slumber
tranquilly till some voice agitates and awakens them.
They have been compared to the sails of a vessel,

which hang loosely or languidly floating, till swelled
by some fresh breeze.

It is well knouTi that the eloquence of the tribune
has at all times been exerted to move the passions of
the people ; and among us the only school for this

popular eloquence was the bar. Even those who, in

pleading, liad only acquired its assurance, its action,

and its declamation, had a very great advantage over
the unpractised individual. A cool reasoner, a solid

and reflecting mind, that wanted abundant and
facile elocution, could never find support against the
vehemence of a disciplined declaimer.

The surest way of propagating the revolutionary

doctrine throughout the kingdom, had therefore

been to engage the corps of lawyers in its favour ;

and nothing had been more easy. Repubhcan by
character, proud and jealous of its freedom, prone
to sway, by the habit of holding in its hands the

fortune of its clients, scattered throughout the realm,

enjoying public confidence and public esteem, con-

stantly communicating with all ranks of society,

exercised in the art of moving the passions and sub-

jugating the will, this class of lawyers could not but
have an irresistible ascendancy over the multitude ;

and some by the force of genuine eloquence, others

by that flow and noise of words that make weak
heads giddy, and impose on them by idle sounds,

could not fail to excel in the popular assemblies, and
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there to govern opinion ; especially by announcing

themselves as the avengers of the people's wrongs,

and the defenders of their rights.

You may conceive what interest this body itself

had to see reform change into revolution, and mo-
narchy into a republic : such a change offered to it

the prospect of a perpetual aristocracy, which it

would be requisite to organize. Successively des-

tined to be the leaders of tlie republican faction, no-

thing could be more welcome to ambitious men

;

who, in consideration of their knowledge and talents,

would, in their turn, be everywhere called to public

functions, and would alone, or almost alone, be the

legislators of France ; first its chief magistrates, and
soon its real sovereigns.

This prospect was the same, not only for those

who practised the profession of the law, but all

classes of well-educated citizens, among whom each

presumed that he had talent enough to indulge the

same hope, and tlie same ambition.

I do not deny that this ambition had an honest and
a laudable pretext. In human institutions, it is im-
possible that all should be perfect ; it is infinitely

rare that all is as good, or as little defective, as possi-

ble. A government is always a machine, more or

less subject to frequent changes. It is necessary

then, at least at intervals, either to regulate the

movements, or give new vigour to the spring ; and
whatever be the monarchical or republican state, the

form of which you examine, there is no one so

thoroughly in condition as not to appear alarming

;

because you there see accumulated all the vices,

crimes, and abuses of the times that are passed. It

was thus that the reign of Louis XVI was calumni-
ated. Whatever were the faults and errors which
he himself had not been able to avoid, he only de-

sh'ed to leave no trace of them, and no one wished
more earnestly than he for that salutary reform ; but
revolution was unhappily disguised under the vague
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and deceitful name of reformation ; and this disguise
explains the almost universal success of a plan that,

offering to view, under different aspects, virtue, utility,

and justice, accommodated itself to all characters,
and conciliated every votary.

The most virtuous citizens thought they harmo-
nized in will and intention with the most wicked

;

and, whether animated by the love of public good,
by a desire of glory, the love of power, base envy, or
an infamous ardour for rapine and plunder, all fol-

lowed the same impulse ; and from these diverse

motions the result was the same,—the subversion of

the state. This reflection seems to me to offer some
apology for a great number of men, who have been
thought depraved, and who were only misled.

That some few men, with the propensities of tigers,

might have premeditated the revolution as it has
been executed, is perhaps not inconceivable ; but that

the French nation, that the populace itself, before it

was corrupted, would have consented to this barba-

rous, impious, and sacrilegious plot, is what no one,

I believe, will dare to maintain. It is false, there-

fore, that the crimes of the revolution have been the

crimes of the nation ; and I am far from supposing

that any one of my colleagues in the electoral assem-

bly could even have foreseen them.

It was, I believe, with a blind enthusiasm for the

public good, that this troop of lawyers joined us

;

they were supported by a train of ambitious republi-

cans, who, like them, aspired to render themselves

celebrated in the councils of a free people. Target,

distinguished at the bar, and in good repute among
us, came there to perform a principal part.

The government had sent us the minister of police

as our president. Tliis was a false step, an act that

was indefensible. An assembly essentially free had a

right to a president taken from its own body, and of

its ovm choice. This magistrate sustained his

mission honourably : his firmness and prudence com-
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manded our admiration, but in vain. The cause was
definitively pleaded with him by Target, the lawyer

;

and the latter, for having defended the rights of the
assembly, was proclaimed its president.

A champion, long exercised in the combats of the
bar, armed with assurance and audacity, tormented
by ambition, and encompassed by a circle of noisy
applauders, he began by insinuating himself into the
favour of all, as a conciliating and pacific man. But
when he had gotten full possession of this assembly
of citizens, all yet new in the functions of public men,
he laid aside the mask he had worn, and assumed his

real character. Instead of confining himself, as the

duties of his place directed, to a faithful exposition of
the state of the question submitted to the examina-
tion of the assembly, instead of collecting votes,

summing up evidence, and declaring its opinion, he
dictated.

Our functions were not confined to the election of
deputies, we had likewise to form their instructions

for complaints, petitions, and demands ; and every
grievance gave rise to fresh declamation. The inde-
finite words of equality, liberty, and the sovereignty
of the people, resomided in our ears ; each heard
them, and each interpreted them as his fancy directed.

In the regulations of police, in the money edicts, in

the gradations of authority, on which order and
public tranquillity rest, there was nothing in which
some mark of tjTanny was not evident ; and a ridi-

culous importance was attributed to the minutest
details. Of this I will cite but one example.
The subject was the wall and gates of Paris, which

were denounced as calculated only to confine beasts,

and as most oflTensive to men.
" I have seen," said one of the orators, " yes, citi-

zens, I have seen at the gate St Victor, on one of the
pillars, in sculpture, will you believe it ? I have
seen the enormous head of a lion, open jawed, and
vomiting chains, with which he threatens the passen*
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gers. Is it possible to imagine a more fearful em-
blem of despotism and slavery?" The orator him-
self imitated the lion's roar. The whole audience
was moved; and I, who so often pass by the gate
St Victor, was astonished that this horrible image
should never have struck me. On that day therefore
I paid particular attention to it ; and on the pilaster

I saw, as an ornament, a shield suspended by a small
chain, which the sculptor had fixed to a little Uon's
muzzle, such as we see on the knocker of a door, or
on the cock of a fountain.

Intrigue had also its secret committees, where our
most revered maxims, and most sacred institutions,

were stripped of all respect. There neither morality
nor religion was spared. It was there represented,
according to the doctrine of JMirabeau, that politics

are hicompatible with morality, religion with patriot-

ism, and old prejudices with new virtues. Royalty
and tyranny, obedience and slavery, power and oppres-
sion, were there declared to be inseparable, under the
government of a single man.

_
On the contrary, if the people should regain its

rights of equality and independence, hopes and pro-
mises were madly exaggerated. It seemed that men
of the golden age were to be revived for our go-
vernors. This free, just, and enlightened people,

ever in harmony with itself, ever prudent in the
choice of its councils and ministers, and temperate in

the use of its power, would never be misled, never
deceived, never subjugated or enslaved by the au-
thorities in which it should confide. Its will would
form its laws, and its laws would secure its happiness.
Although I was almost isolated, and that my party

in the electoral assembly was every day becoming
more feeble, I did not cease to teU those who would
listen to me, how gross and easy this art of imposing
by impudent declamation appeared to me. My prin-

ciples were kno^vn, I dissembled none of them ; and
care was taken to whisper in every ear that I was the

u2
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friend of the ministry, and loaded with the favours of

the king. The elections were terminated. I v/as not

elected : the abbe Sieyes was preferred to me ; I

thanked heaven for my exclusion ; for I thought I

foresaw what would pass in the national assembly,

and shortly afterwards I was more fully informed.

We had in the French Academy one of the most
violent partisans of the republican faction : it was
Chamfort, a man of most delicate, subtle, and en-

chanting wit, when he gaily indulged it on the vices

and foUies of society ; but morose and bitterly male-

volent against the superiorities of rank and fortune,

that wounded his jealous pride. Of all the envious

men scattered through society, Chamfort was one who
least pardoned the rich and great for the opulence of

their houses, and the delicacies of their tables, of

which he himself delighted to partake. In their pre-

sence, and in his private intercourse with them, he
humoured, flattered, and studied to please them ; it

seemed even that he loved and esteemed some of

them, whose praises he pompously repeated : yet, if

he had the complaisance to be their guest or their

inmate, it was well understood that it was to obtain

by their interest some literary compensation from
the court ; and the pensions he enjoyed, to the amount
of some hundred pounds, did not acquit them of this

obligation : what he received was too little for him.
*' Those people," said he to Florian, " ought to get

me eight hundred a year ; I do not deserve less." At
this price, there were some of the great whom he
would honour with his preference, and except from
his satires. But, as for the caste in general, he lashed
it without pity ; and when he thought he saw these

fortunes and this grandeur on the point of being
overthrown, and neither of them any longer capable

of serving him, he divorced himself from theia

wholly, and became a partisan of the people.

In our societies, we sometimes amused ourselves

with the sallies of his humour : and, without liking
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him, I treated him with caution and poUteness, be-

cause I did not wish to make him my enemy.
One day, then, when we were alone at the Louvre

after the sitting of the Academy :
" Well," said he,

" so you are not a deputy ?"—" No," ansAvered I,

*' and I console myself as the fox did when he
could not reach the grapes : they are too sour,'*

—

" Indeed," rephed he, " I do not think them ripe

enough for you. Your soul is of a temper too mild and
flexible for the trial to which it would be submitted.

You should be reserved for another legislature. Ex-
cellent to improve, you do not understand how to

destroy."

As I knew that Chamfort was the friend and confi-

dant of Mirabeau, one of the chiefs of the faction, I

imagined myself at the source of the information I

wished to obtain ; and, to induce him to explain him-
self, I feigned not to understand him. " You alarm

me," said I, " by talking of destroying ; I thought the

only wish was to repair."
" Yes," he rephed, " but repairs only produce

ruins : in attacking an old wall, it is impossible to

say that it will not fall under the hammer : and, I

must frankly own the edifice is here so dilapidated,

that I should not be astonished if it should prove

necessary to pull it down to the ground."— '* Down
to the ground !" exclaimed I.—" Why not," re-

joined Chamfort, " and erect it on a less gothic and

more regular plan ? Would it, for instance, be so

great an evil that it should not have so many stories,

and that there should be but one floor ? Would it

grieve you to hear no more of your eminence, your

grace, and your lordship, nor of titles, heraldry, nobi-

lity, feodal tenure, or of the high and low clergy 1"

—I observed, " that equality had always been the

chimera of repubhcs, and the lure that ambition

offered to vanity. But this level is impossible in a

vast monarchy j and that to wish to abolish all, is
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going mucli farther than the nation intended, and

much farther than it asked."
*' As for that," rephed he ;

'' does the nation

know what it wishes ? Its wishes will be directed,

and it will be made to say what it has never imagined;

if it hesitate, it will be answered as Crispin answers

the legatee: it is your lethargy. The nation is a

great flock, that thhiks only of feeding, and that

shepherds with good dogs can lead at their wih. And,

besides, it is its real happiness that all wish to secure

unknoA;^! to itself; for, indeed, my good friend, nei-

ther your old regulations, your religion, your mora-

lity, nor all your antiquated prejudices, deserve any

indulgence. They are each but a wretched disgrace

to an age like ours ; and, to trace a new plan, it is

requisite to clear the ground completely."
" Clear the ground completely 1" insisted I :

*' What ! the throne and the altar ?"

—

" The throne

and the altar," answered he, " will fall together : they

are two buttresses, that support each other; break

but one of them, and the other gives way."
I concealed the impression which this language

made on me, and to draw him on still farther: " You
announce," said I, "an enterprise in which I think

I see more difficulties than means."
" Believe me," replied he, " the difficulties are

foreseen, and the means are calculated." He then

developed himself, and I learnt that the calculations

of the faction were founded on the character of the

// king, which was so distant from violence, that it was
' considered as pusillanimous ; on the actual state of

the clergy, which only consisted, he said, of a few
virtues without talents, and a few talents disgraced and
dishonoured by vices ; and finally, on the condition

of the high nobility, which was said to be degenera-

ted, and in which few great characters supported the

lustre of a great name.
The third estate ought most especially to place
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confidence in itself. This order, long wearied with
an arbitrary authority, the tyranny of which extended
to its minutest ramifications, had over the other two
not only the advantage of number, but that of union,
and that of courage and audacity to brave the worst.
** In short," said Chamfort, " this accumulation of
impatience and indignation, formed like a storm, and
that storm ready to burst, confederation and insur-

rection every^vhere declared, and, at the signal given
by the province of Dauphiny, the whole kingdom
ready to answer, by acclamation, that it demands to

be free, the provinces leagued, their correspondence
established, and from Paris, as from their center, the
republican spirit bearing to the distant cities its warmth
and light : such is the state of our cause. Are these
vain and airy projects ?"

I confessed that in speculation they were truly

awful ; but added, that, beyond the bounds of tem-
perate reform, the best part of the nation would suf-

fer no innovation to be made in the laws of the
country, and in the fundamental principles of the
monarchy.
He agreed that in the quiet circle of their fami-

lies, their shops, their offices, and their manufactories,

great numbers of those peaceful domestic citizens

would probably find all projects too bold, which
might disturb their enjoyments and repose. '^ But if

they should disapprove them," said he, " it will only

be timidly, and without noise, while, to overawe and
^

beguile them, there is that determined class, which
|

sees nothing that it can lose by change, and thinks it

sees everything to be gained.
" To raise this mob, the most powerful springs of

human action will not be neglected ; scarcity, famine,

money, reports of alarm and affright, the madness ot

fear and of rage afford pictures that will be diligently

presented to the view. You have heard only elegant

speakers among the citizens ; but, be assured, that all

our orators of the tribune are nothing in comparison
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with the Demostheneses at half-a-crown a head, who,
m the brandy shops, the pubhc squares, the gardens,
and on the quays, announce devastation and fire, vil-

lages sacked and inundated with blood, and plots to

besiege and starve Paris. These are what I call elo-

quent men. Besides, money and the hope of plunder
are all-powerful among this description of people. We
have just made a trial of it in the faubourg Saint-An-
toine, and you would scarcely believe how little it has
cost the duke d'Orleans to get the manufactory of that

honest Reveillon sacked and pillaged, which, among
this same people, insured the maintenance of a hundred
families. Mirabeau ludicrously maintains, that with
a thousand guineas one may effect a very pretty
sedition."

*' Thus," said I, " your experiments are crimes,
and your trained forces villains."—" \Miich is very
necessary," answered he, coolly. ** What would you
do with the mass of people if muzzled with your
principles of honesty and justice ? Virtuous men are
feeble, personal, and timid ; 'tis knaves only that are
determined. The advantage of the people is to have
no morality. How will you defend yourself against
men to whom all means are welcome ? IMirabeau is

right ; there is not one of our old virtues that can
serve us : the mob has no need of them, or it needs
others of another stamp. All that is necessary to
effect a revolution, all that is useful and appropriate
to that pm'pose, is the grand principle."
" It is perhaps that of the duke d'Orleans,"

replied I ;
" but I see no other leader for this people

in hisurrection, and, I confess, I have no very high
opinion of his courage."—"You are right," said he;
" and JMirabeau, who knows him well, says, that to
reckon on him would be building on sand ; but he
has shewn himself popular, he bears a name that
imposes, he has thousands to scatter, he hates the
king, he hates the queen still more, and, if he should
want courage, there are those who will give it him \
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for even among the people there will be intrepid

chiefs, above all from the moment when they shall

have shewn themselves rebels, and shall think them-
selves criminal ; for there is no retiring, when we
see behind us no retreat but the scaffold. Fear,

without hope of safety, is the true courage of the

people. Our forces will be immense, if the number
of our accomplices be so. But," added he, " I see

that which gives me hope makes you sad ;
you wish

for no liberty that is earned by a waste of blood and
treasure. Do you wajiit to have revolutions made up
for you with rose water ?'*

Here our conversation ended, and we separated
;

he, Vithout doubt, full of contempt for my minute
scruples, and I very little satisfied with his hardy im-

morality. The wretch punished himself for it by

;

self-destruction, as soon as he saw his errors.

I communicated this conversation to the abb^

Maury, on the evening of the same day. " It is but

too true," said he, " that they scarcely deceive them-
selves in their speculations, and that to find few-

obstacles the faction has well chosen its time. I have

obser^^ed the two parties. My resolution is fixed to

perish in the breach ; but T feel the sad conviction

that they will take the place by assault, and that it

will be abandoned to pillage."
*' If that be the case," answered I, "what madness

can induce the clergy and the nobility to suffer the

king to engage in this contest?"—" What would you

have them do ?"—'* >Vhat is done in a fire : I would

have them abandon something to the flames : supply

the deficit by charging themselves with the public

debt ; set afloat the vessel of the state ; extricate the

king from the rocks amid which they have themselves

intricated him, and, at whatever price persuade him to

abrogate the states- general before they shall be as-

sembled. I would wish them to be informed, that they

perish if the states meet, and that there is not amoment
to lose in order to dissipate the storm that is ready to
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burst." Maury made me some objections : I would

hear none. " Well," said he, " since you require it,

I will take the step that you recommend, but I shall

not be listened to."

Unhappily, he addressed himself to the bishop

of * * *, an empty headed man, who treated my
opinions as chimeras. He answered, " that things

were not as they seemed to be ; and that, with

the sword in one hand and the crucifix in the other,

the church would defend its rights."

Released from my deputation at the electoral

assembly, I retired to the country to seek the repose

I wanted ; and also stole away from a new society

that was forming at my house : it was composed of

men that I should have dehghted to assemble toge-

ther in more peaceful times. They were the abb^

de P^rigord, lately become bishop of Autun, the

count de Narbonne, and the marquis de la Fayette.

I had seen them in society, as free as myself from

intrigue and care : the first, of a prudent, mild, and

amiable understanding ; the second, of a lively, bril-

liant, and ingenuous gaiety ; and the last, with a

cordiahty full of charm and grace ; and all three of

the most engaging manners.

But, in their rendezvous at my house, I saw their

tempers clouded by a tinge of politics ; and, from

some expressions that escaped them, I suspected a

change with which my principles did not harmonize.

They perceived, as well as myself, that in their

conferences and political relations, my house was not

a place of rendezvous for them. By my retreat we
were separated.

On those days of the week when I went to the

Academy, I used to sleep at Paris ; and I frequently

passed the evenings at M. Necker's. There, in the

ministerial circle, I spoke to them with openness

of heart of all I had seen and all I had heard. I

found them quite stupified, and not knowing which
way to turn. What was passing at Versailles had
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undeceived M. Necker, and I perceived his conster-

nation. Being invited to dine at his house with the

principal deputies of the commons, I thought I could

there remark, from the coldness with which they

answered his politeness and attentions, that they

were willing enough to have him for their steward, '

but not for their guide.

M. de Montmorin, to whom I spoke to ^ngage

the king to retire into one of his fortified towns, and
at the head of his armies, raised as objections the

want of money, bankruptcy, and civil war.
" Do you think then," asked he, " that the dan-

ger is so imminent as to require so sudden a recourse

to extremes?"—'* I think it so imminent and so

pressing," said I, " that in a month from this time

I would neither answer for the liberty of the king,

for his life, nor for your own."
Alas ! Chamfort had made me a prophet. But I

was not listened to ; or rather I was heard by a

weak minister, though he was not a weak man.
In the meantime, the deputies of the three orders

had repaired to Versailles, nearly in the number pre-

scribed : three hundred of the order of the clergy,

three hundred of the order of the nobility, and six

hundred of the order of the third estate, including

those of the city of Paris, who did not arrive till a

few days afterward.

The opening of the assembly took place on the

fifth of May. Never had the nation been so fully

represented ; never had its representatives been in-

trusted with aflfairs so weighty ; never too had so

much talent and knowledge been united to labour

in concert at the great work of pubhc utility ; never,

in fine, did a better and more virtuous king offer

himself as a coadjutor. \\Tiat happiness has a blind

system of revolution destroyed !

The king, in all the splendour and pomp of ma-

jesty, accompanied by the queen and the two princes

his brothers, by the princes of the blood, the peers
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of the realm, the officers of the crown, the keeper
of the seals, and the minister of finance, repaired to

the hall of the assembled states.

He appeared with simple dignity, without pride,

without timidity, bearhig on his countenance the

character of the native goodness of his soul, and
tenderly moved by the sight and feeling which the

presence of the representatives of a faithful nation

should necessarily inspire in its king.

Nothing could be more true than the air, the tone,

the simple and cordial expression, the accent of the
soul, with which he pronounced the speech that I

am going to transcribe.
*' Gentlemen, this day, for which my heart has

long wished, is at length arrived, and I see myself
surrounded by the representatives of the nation,

which I consider it as my glory to command. A long
interval has elapsed since the last session of the
states-general ; and, although the convocation of

these assemblies has fallen into disuse, I have not
hesitated to re-establish a custom from which the
kingdom may derive new force, and which may open
to the nation a new source of happiness.
" The debt of the state, immense as it was at my

accession to the throne, has still increased under my
reign ; an expensive but honourable war has been its

cause ; an augmentation of the taxes has been the
necessary effect, and has rendered their unequal dis-

tribution more oppressive. A general inquietude, an
immoderate desire of innovation have seized on the

public mind, and would end by totally misleading
opinions, if we did not hasten to fix them by a
reunion of wise and temperate counsels.
" It is in this confidence, gentlemen, that I have

assembled you ; and I see with sensibility that it has
been already justified by the dispositions that the
two first orders have shewn to renounce their pecu-
niary interests. The hope that I have indulged of

seeing all the orders unite in sentiments to concur
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with me to the general good of the state, will not be

deceived.
" I have already ordered considerable retrench-

ments in the expenditure. On this subject you will

present to me the ideas your wisdom may suggest,

and I shall receive them with eagerness. But not-

withstanding the resom-ces which the severest eco-

nomy may offer, I fear, gentlemen, that I shall not be

able to relieve my subjects so speedily as I could wish.
*' I shall direct the exact state of the finances to

be laid before you ; and when you shall have ex-

amined it, I am already confident that you will pro-

pose to me the most efficacious means of establishing

permanent order, and of confirming public credit.

This great and salutar}' work, which will secure the

happiness of the kingdom within, and its considera-

tion without, will occupy you essentially.

" The public mind is agitated ; but an assembly

of the representatives of the nation will, without

doubt, only listen to the counsels of wisdom and of

prudence. You must yourselves have felt, gentle-

men, that these counsels have been swerved from
on many recent occasions. But the reigning spirit

of your deliberations will correspond with the true

sentiments of a generous nation, whose love for its

king has ever been its distinguishing character. I

discard every other recollection.
" I know the authority and the power of a vir-

tuous king, in the midst of a faithful people attached

at all times to the principles of monarchy. From
these principles the glory of France is derived ; as I

ought, I will constantly be their support. All that

can be expected from the deepest interest in the

public welfare, all that can be asked of a sovereign,

the first friend of his people, you may and ought to

hope from my feelings.

" That complete harmony may reign in this assem-

bly, and that this epocli may become ever memorable
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for the happiness and prosperity of the kingdom, is

the wish of my heart ; it is the most ardent of ray
prayers ; it is, in short, the prize that I expect from
the rectitude of my own intentions and my love for

my people."

These words of the king made the most favour-

able impression on the assembly.

The keeper of the seals, according to custom,
developed the intentions of the king ; he observed
that, in ancient times, military service being at the
expense of the nobility, and the subsistence of widows,
orphans, and the indigent, being provided for out of
the property of the church, this kind of contribution

acquitted them towards the state ; but now that the
church had considerable wealth, and that the nobi-
lity obtained honorary and pecuniary reward, the
possessions of these two orders ought to be subject

to the common law of taxation. Among the objects

which ought to fix the attention of the assembly, he
indicated the useful changes that civil legislation and
the proceedings in criminal law might require ; and,
in acknowledging the necessity of rendering the
administration of justice more facile, of correcting

its abuses, of limiting its expenses, of exhausting
the source of those never-ending discussions which
ruined families, and of enabling the accused to obtain
a prompt trial, he tacitly rendered homage to the
principles of Lamoignon.

Lastly, by the express order of the king, the di-

rector-general of the finances rose and exposed their

actual situation; and, without dissembling the evil,

indicated its remedy. Over this picture, so alarming
in shade, he spread a * cheering' light ; and with
the most afflicting avowals mixed the consolations
of a courageous hope. He shewed that the most
pressing and most difficult object, the equality to be
estabhshed between the revenues and the fixed ex-
penditure, did not even require the aid of one new
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tax ; that the actual deficit woiild be supplied by-

simple reductions and light economies. As to the
resources that were left him for the exigencies of the
present year, for the extraordinary expenses of the
two following, for the successive extinction of old
debts, for the diminution of those with which the
revenues of future years were burthened, and, lastly,

for the discharge of those more urgent that were
actually due, he indicated them all in the progressive
extinction of life annuities, in the profits to be
gained by economy, and by new ameliorations in the
increased produce of the taxes, when more equally
imposed and more regularly collected. In fine, siu-e

of obtaining from time to time, and from national
credit, the only legitimate and proper means of re-

lieving the public burthens, he would adopt no others

;

and he rejected, as unworthy of a king and a mag-
nanimous nation, every species of corruption in the
faith of engagements.

" Let greater precaution," said he, " be taken for

the future ; such is the king's desire, the king's will.

But an epoch so solemn, when the nation is sum-
moned to the presence of its sovereign, not for a
moment, but for ever ; at an epoch when this nation
is to associate itself as it were, to the thoughts and
wishes of its king, the thing which it will most
ardently desire to promote, is the principle of honour
and fidelity with which he is animated. This protec-

tion gi-anted to the creditors of the state, this long
and constant fidelity, will one day be a grand monu-
ment to the moral character of his majesty ; for by
renouncing them, the king would have wanted no
sitccours ; and that perhaps is the first counsel that

modem machiavelists would not have failed to give

him."'

To these maxims of justice and probity, Necker
added the great interest of the political power of

which these principles were the basis ; and with the

same eloquence with which he had pleaded the cause

X 2
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of the creditors of the state, he pleaded that of the
pensioners. His loyalty was applauded.
But when in speaking of certain conditional in-

structions, in which the engagements to be formed
with respect to the finances were considered as a
secondary object, which ought to be preceded by all

the concessions and assurances that tlie nation should
require, the minister observed that the exigencies of
the finances were only public exigencies ; that the
expenses of the state did not concern the nation less

than the monarch ; that its safety, its repose, its

defence, all the advantages of its public existence,

were dependent on them ; and that an obligation so

absolute as that of providing for them precluded tlie

freedom of making it conditional ; in fine, when in

supposing that the king even had more interest than
the nation in the re-establishment of order and of cre-

dit, and in the discharge of the public debt, Necker
dared to say to the deputies :

—" No, * gentlemen'

—

(and it is good to impress it on your minds, that your
love for your august monarch may be still greater)

—

no, it is not to the absolute necessity of a pecuniary
supply that you owe the previous advantage of being
assembled by his majesty in states-general." And
when he showed them, article by article, that the
greatest number of the means of providing for the

exigencies of the state, and of supplying the deficit,

would have been in the king's hands without com-
mitting any injustice, and by simple retrenchments
submitted to his authority and to his will, then
those who, in their system of sovereignty, wished to

make tlie king submit to the laAv of necessity, were
offended that his minister should wish to release him
from the yoke. They had been heard to say, that

the nation ought to stone the man who would teach
the king to be contented without new supplies.

Necker, it is true, wished to dissuade the assembly
from the right which it thought it possessed of re-

fusing its assistance ; but, in making the king siip-
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port the dignity of the crown, he left the nation all

means of containing his legitimate authoiity within
the bounds of equity.

And, indeed, by a common accord between the
monarch and the people, the expenditure being fixed,

the taxes consented to, the ministers responsible,
the statements of the receipt and expenditure puh-
lished, laid before the nation, and verified by itself

;

in short, abuses reformed, and the administration of
the finances submitted to rules of the most scrupulous
economy ; what more could be desired ? And, if the
equahty of taxation were agreed to, and the return of
the states-general regulated, the press as free as it

could be, lettres de cachet abolished, or confided to
the wisdom of a tribunal; if liberty, public and
personal safety, property, equality of all citizens before
the law and under the law, were rendered inviola-

ble ; if all these benefits were not only offered but
secured to the nation, what would have been wanting
to complete the surprising success of this first assem-
bly? Nothing but that character of independence
and sovereignty which the fanatic partisans of an
absolute and despotic democracy wished to have in

their decrees.
" In due time," said Neckerto them, " his majesty

will justly appreciate the character of your delibera-

tions ; and, if it be such as he hopes, and such as

he has a right to expect, if it be such, in short, as

the soundest part of the nation asks and desires, the
king will second your intentions and your labours ;

he will glory in crowning them ; and the spirit of the
best of princes mixing, as it were, with that which
the most faithful of all nations will inspire, we shall

see this happy union give birth to the greatest of
blessings, the most solid of empires."

It was this language of an authority that reserved
to itself examination and free consent, it was this

that womided the pride of the democratic league.

Jealous of seeing the sovereign exert his o\vn pure
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will where they pretended to command, they accused

Necker of presenting despotism under the forms of

beneficence. They wanted a king who was no longer

king.

However, in spite of Mirabeau, and the violent

libel that he published, the speech of the king and
that of the minister had, in the assembly, as well

as among the public, the suffrages of all good men.
The most numerous concourse of the inhabitants

of Paris had pressed in a crowd to Versailles," to enjoy

the sight of the opening of the states. And when
the king, at the head of the deputies of the nation,

repaired after the sitting to the church of Saint Louis,

the pomp, the order, the majesty of that august
march, the respectful silence of the crowd of specta-

tors that lined the way ; the king, in the midst of

this national court, fiill of a sweet and credulous

joy, and around him his family, happy in the same
enjoyment ; all this, I say, together, made so lively

and so deep an impression on the hearts of the sur-

rounding multitude, that involuntary tears fell from
every eye. • Hope seemed to precede the march of

the states-general, and prosperity to follow. But,
in the midst of this parade of patriotism and concord,
the dull and hollow murmur that precedes tempestu-
ous dissensions fell indistinctly on the ear.

BOOK XV.

At the first step, a dispute arose between the three
orders, as had been foreseen, on the manner of
forming themselves. The first resolution of the third
estate was, never to deliberate by chambers : and,
of the nobility and clergy, never to deliberate by
individual suffrage : a resolution which would at
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once have dissolved the convocation of the states, if

both parties had stood firm and inflexible.

But the party of the first orders, already too feeble,

weakened itself still more by taking an imprudent
position. The third estate, in order to engage it to
dehberate in common, began by demanding the veri-

fication of the powers of each deputy; and it was
evidently right in requiring that this examination
should be made together and in common : was it not
requisite to recognise each other ? WhaX engagement
would either party have formed by communicating
the titles of its legation ? Would not either have still

been free after this examination? To this the first

orders refused their assent. Instead of waiting for an
opportune moment of taking a strong post, they
thought they could dispute the ground foot to foot

;

and an indiscreet difficulty in the beginning was to
them a false position, in which they could not defend
themselves.

The motive of this conduct was the knowledge
which the two first orders had of their deputation.
Among the nobles, a considerable number of ardent

minds, animated, some by a spirit of liberty and inde-
pendence, others by views and calculations of ambi-
tion, inclined toward the side of the people, where
they hoped to be honoured, distinguished, and raised
to the first employments. Among the clergy a still

greater number, and, as I have said, the whole crowd
of rectors, Avere attached to the party of the commons
by every kind of tie. A rector is the most popular
of men, if he be a good man. But a sentiment less

laudable, although as natural, was, first, their aver-
sion to the bishops, whose severity often laid them
under restraint ; and next, their hatred to that middle
class of abde's, who were the objects of their envy : a
class which they said was wholly useless, and the only
one that was favoured ; indolent, and proud too of its

indolence, despising church ministry, and insulting

the humble mediocritv, and sometimes even the po-
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verty, of the hard condition of a pastor, with all the

arrogance of pompous opulence. It was this, above
all, which alienated the low clergy, and forced them
to range themselves with the order in which nature

had placed them, and which besides did not neglect to

promise them a gentler lot.

Now, so long as these members should be detained

in their respective corps by example, and withheld by
shame, there was reason to think that they would re-

main attached to them ; but, if once in deliberation

and fellowship with the third estate they saw them-
selves enveloped by the popular party, it was to be
feared that they would unite wholly with it ; and this

first approach was what the nobles M'ished to avoid.

But the only way of preventing desertion would have
been to render it shameful and dishonourable in the

public opinion, by displaying a character of frankness

and loyalty that would have left no pretext for the

baseness of deserters. Conciliatory commissioners

were named by the three orders, and their conferen-

ces produced nothing.

A monarch, more occupied with himself than with
the state, and who, jealous of his authority, would
have seen that the states had met at least to restrain

and to subjugate it, would have left the three orders

to fatigue themselves with their debates and discord,

to weary and dissolve this dangerous assembly ; but
the king, who sincerely wished for the public welfare,

hoping to engage the orders to co-operate with him,
feared nothing so much as to see them separate and
dispute ; and, with the same good faith with which
he had called them to his aid, he sought the means of

reconciliation, pressing them, by all his love, to unite

in concord.

The clergy accepted the king's mediation. The
nobility, distrustful of the counsels of the minister,

only consented to it under restrictions that were equi-

valent to a refusal. The third estate excused itself

from replying to the king's offer, because the nobility.
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in modifying by certain reservations the acquiescence
it appeared to give, the assent of that order no longer
bore the character of conciUation. The order of the
clergy felt its weakness ; that of the nobility took its

courage for force ; the third estate was sensible of its

own strength, which it used, and abused.
The resolution which it took almost unanimously

on the 10th of June, was to terminate useless delays,

to wait no longer, and to pass to action ; not, how-
ever, till one last attempt should have been made,
and fresh solicitations exerted, to induce the clergy

and the nobility to come and concur in the verifica-

tion of the respective powers, apprizing them at the
same time that the commons would proceed on this

examination as well in the absence as in the presence
of the privileged classes. It was added, that the
commons would expose to the king the motives of
this great resolution.

The name of * commons,' which the third estate

had assumed, and the name of ' classes,' which it gave
to the two first orders, announced that it would ac-

knowledge no distinction of rank ; thus, for the nobi-

lity and the clergy there was no expedient left, and
no delay to be obtained. It was requisite, either to

join the third estate, as they have since done, or,

after the verification of the respective powers made in

common, to retire, each of the two orders into its

chamber, establish themselves with the integral parts

of the states-general, spontaneously make the most
generous sacrifices to the public welfare, declare

themselves subject to taxation in the exactest equality,

recognise the obligation of maintaining the national

debt, and of providing for the exigencies of the states

to the people, ameliorate the condition of the inferior

clergy, consecrate the principles of equality in the eye

of the law of property, of personal and public safety,

and of toleration with respect to religious worship,

profess too an inviolable attachment to the funda-

mental principles of the French monarchy, carry to
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the foot of the throne and signify to the third estate

these solemn engagements, and most especially to de-

mand the deliberation by chambers, in reserving to

the king the unalienable right of granting or of refus-

ing his sanction to the decrees of the states ; at the

same time to protest against all the acts which should

suppose them absent, declare null all those that should

engage them without the concurrence of their suffra-

ges, pubUsh these resolutions, and, according to those

of the commons, co-operate with them ; or, if the

third estate should refuse this co-operation, retire

with the dignity suitable to men who have ful-

filled their task and done their duty freely. Their
conduct, proclaimed in the provinces, v/ould there

have rendered 'odious the ambition of the third estate;

particularly as the pulpit was still open to courageous

truth, which might tliere have still resounded witli

success. This happy moment was lost. >

The order of the nobility constituted itself, but
kept on the defensive. That of the clergy thought it

might preserve a feigned neutrality. " It waited,"

said Tolendal, " till there should be some conqueror,

in order to choose its ally."

After this resolution of the tenth, the commons
were occupied in verifying their powers. Having
finished that operation, and determined that the work
of national restoration might and ouglit to be begun
without delay by the deputies present, it was resolved

(June the 1 5th) to pursue it without interruption and
^vithout obstacle ; but nevertheless, that, if the absent

deputies presented themselves during the course of

the session that was about to open, the assembly
would receive them with joy, and would be eager,

after the verification of their powers, with them to

share its labours. It was carefully added, that the

national representation should be one and indivisible

;

and that it should belong only to representatives le-

gally verified and legitimately recognised to concur
in the expression of the national will.
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It only remained to be known what name the as-

sembly should give itself. " The National Assembly,"
the most ambitious of all, was that which it preferred

(June the 17th;) and those, who did not consent that

the commons should usurp the title of ' nation,' were
inscribed on a list which was circulated about Paris :

a form of denunciation that has since been mortal to

the freedom of suffrage.

The second act of that omnipotence, which the

commons attributed to themselves, was to declare

null all contributions that had existed till that time,

and to lay do^^^l as a prhiciple that, even for the past,

not only the tacit assent, but the formal consent, of

the nation had been requisite, in order to make the

taxes legal.

From this moment it was the duty of the mhiistry

to keep the king on his guard against the usuqDation

of authority, and to engage iiim to break up a fac-

tious assembly that exceeded the bounds of its func-

tions, and arrogated to itself a power that it did not

But the council, far from being in a state to form a

resolution, had not even a plan of conduct or resist-

ance. I have been told by one of the men who, in

this assembly, have shewn most courage, knowledge,
and talent, I have been told by IMalouet, that, having
himself one day asked Necker, in the presence of the

two other ministers, whether he had any plan of

defence against the attacks with which the throne

was menaced, Necker owned that he had none. If

that be the case, answered IMalouet, all is over.

Necker was now no more the minister that the state

of affairs required. He had engaged the state in a

strait, and among rocks from which he was wholly

unable to extricate it.

At the same time, he could not conceal from the

king that the assembly was arrogating to itself an
exorbitant nower ; and it was to restrain this usurped
authority that, on the twentieth of the month, a royal

VOL. II. Y
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sitting was proclaimed for the twenty-second. Till

then it was ordered that the halls should be shut, and
that the states should not sit. A feeble expedient to

prevent the union of a part of the clergy with the

commons ; for this union was threatened.

The court and council were higlily agitated. The
nobility and high clergy saw their ruin approaching
if the king abandoned them, and demanded his sup-

port. It was therefore resolved in council that the

king should go in person to mark out to the deputies

of the people the limits of their powers ; to engage
them to concord in the name of the state's welfare,

and to manifest his own beneficent intentions to con-
cur to that great end.

It required great pl•l^dence to compose this declara-

tion. There were two rocks, which it was requisite

to avoid, that of yielding to the commons, and that of
exciting them to rebellion. Necker, being charged
to prepare the declaration, endeavoured, accordhig to

his principles, to temper the character of authority

without weakening it ; to make the king wish for

nothing that was not just and desirable, and to conci

.

Hate what belonged to the majesty of the monarch
with what seemed to him to be due to the dignity of
the representatives of the nation. His declaration

was at first adopted ; but, in his absence, and in a
council that was held at Marly, some changes were
made in it, trivial, as it is asserted, but of such a na-
ture, as he himself has told me, that the declaration

could no longer produce the eflfect which he had
intended.

Whatever the change might have been, which I

have not been able to verify, it is certain that the
speech wanted imity, and was ill calculated to attain

its end.

On the twentieth, the order of the nobility had
obtained an audience from the king, in which its pre-
sident, the duke de Luxembourg, addressing his ma-
jesty, had said :

" The deputies of the third estate.
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sire, have presumed that they could singly concenter

in themselves the whole authority of the states-gene-

ral. Without waiting for the concun'ence of the

two other orders and the sanction of your majesty,

they have thought that they could convert their de-

crees into laws. They have ordered them to be
printed, and sent in to the provinces. They have de-

clared null and illegal the taxes that actually exist.

They have consented to them conditionally for the

nation, by limiting their duration ; they liave sup-

posed without doubt that they could attribute to

themselves the joint rights of the king and of the

three orders. It is in the hands of your majesty that

we depose our protests against such usurpations."

The nobihty added the strongest assurances of

zeal, of fidelity, of courage, and of obedience.
" I know," answered the king, "the rights at-

tached to my birth ; I will defend them ; I will

maintain them, for the interest of all my subjects, the

authority that is confided to me, and will never suffer

it to be impaired. I depend on your zeal for the

country, and on yoiu- attachment to my person ; and

I expect, with confidence, from your fidelity, that you
win adopt the projects of conciliation with which I

am occupied for the happiness of my people."

Both the speech and the answer supposed measures

and means of which the government should have

been secure. The maxim, that the authority which

exposes its own weakness does but hasten and com-

plete its fall, was unfortunately forgotten.

Till the royal sitting, the commons having no de-

cent place in which they couJd assemble, took the

first that oflfered. It was a tennis-court, now rendered

famous by the oath which they there took, never to

be separated, and to assemble whenever the circum-

stances should require it, till the constitution of the

kingdom and the re-generation of order should be

established and confii'med on a solid basis. The
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government was far from being prepared to coun-
teract these "\agorous proceedings.

The sitting announced for Monday the 22d, having
been postponed to the following day, the assembly
transferred itself from the tennis-court to the church
of St Louis, in order no doubt that the sanctity of

the place might give a more awful character to what
was going to pass there.

It was scarcely established before the doors of the

sanctuary were opened, and it beheld the archbishops

of Bordeaux and Vienne, and the bishops of Char-
tres and Rhodez, enter and advance at the head of a
hundred and forty-five deputies of the clergy. The
commons received them with the joy of sacrificers to

whom victims are led ; and the people who filled the
church seemed to wish, by their applauses, to render
them insensible to the fate that awaited them. The
body of the commons, increased by this reinforce-

ment, was confirmed in the resolution to sit the next
day.

Necker did not think proper to accompany the
king thither. 1 ought, without approving it, to ex-

plain the motive of so strange a conduct. Ke had
openly maintained, in council, that the union of the
three ciiambers in one only was inevitable ; and that

by deferring it the state would be exjiosed to the
greatest danger; that all must perceive that the

commons were irrevocably decided not to recognise

the deliberation by orders, and that the authority of

the king would be uselessly compromised by an at-

tempt to compel obedience ; that, if the resistance

were the same on the part of the two first orders,

the result of it would either be, that the states would
be helc^ without their concurrence, or that they
M'ould bte dissolved ; that the one would lead to the
ruin of tlie clergy and nobility, and the other to that

of the kingdom ; that all resources were exhausted,

and the fatal moment approaching, when the moat
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urgent payments, those of the royal treasury, those

of the town-hall, even the provision for the troops,

the subsistence of Paris, all were about to stop ; that

famine, bankruptcy, perhaps, civil war, would threaten

the kingdom, if the states were broken up, or were
not very soon united ; and, after having struck the

king and the council v/ith these alaraiing truths, he

had induced them to adopt a declaration in which he
had endeavom-ed to respect both the royal dignity and

the republican pride.

Now, it was this, above all, that had been changed

in the declaration. The principle that would be most
ardently contested was supposed incontestable ; the

king was there made to desire all that the nobles

wished, and to annul or prohibit all that displeased

them. Tliis was supposing in him both the actual

power and the firm resolution of breaking up and

dissolving the assembly, in case it should resist his

authority. But the one was as unstable as the other.

Bankruptcy and civil war were like two spectres that

frightened the king.

Necker then, having learned that his work was
changed, and that the royal authority was opposed to

public liberty, thought it his duty to abstain from ap-

pearing at this sitting, where his presence would have

encouraged the belief that he adhered to what was

done in spite of him. His conduct has induced some
to say that he had wished singly to attract the favour

of the people ; others, that he had given the signal

for rebellion ; and the most moderate that, solely

occupied by his own fame, he had sacrificed every-

thing to his personal interest.

The declaration was read to the assembly in the

king's presence ; and it was not difficult to recognise

in it two incoherent characters. It was divided into

two parts. In the first, as I have said, the most ab-

solute power was displayed. In the other, and in

tlie train of those formules of despotism already

too rigorously employed in the Uts de justice, were as
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affecting exposition of the good intentions of the

king, and of the measures that he wished to take, to

produce and secure the prosperity of the kingdom

;

and, after havhig called the states-general to co-

operate with him in the great works of public utility,

the king was desirous, that all the laws which he
should have sanctioned in the present session of the

states might never he legally changed without the

united consent of the three orders. With respect to

the public force alone, the protectress of order and
safety, whether at home or abroad, he expressly de-

clared that he would preserve, entire and unblemished,

the institution of the army, as well as all authority of

the police, and of discipline over the soldier, such as

the monarchs of France had constantly enjoyed.

Had the states been willing to receive from the

king a limited and mild monarchy, that the king

gave. But they did not think it worthy of them to

be indebted to him for so temperate a change ; and,

whatever the new constitution might be, which they

had not yet meditated, they micant that it should be

their own work, and not a donation from the king.

Thus all the attention of the assembly was directed

to that part of the declaration which recalled arbi-

trary power. The mild and feeling sentiments that

were added, were considered only as a bait to liu"e

obedience, and as a weak and vain palliative for acts

of despotism that the king came to exercise.

The commons were above all wounded at this con-

clusion of the king, when addressing them himself

he said

:

"You have just heard, gentlemen, the result^ of

my dispositions and views. They are consonant \nth

the lively desire that I feel to promote the public

welfare ; and if, by a fatality that is far from my
thoughts, you should abandon me in so glorious an

enterprise, singly I will ensure the happiness of my
people, singly I will consider myself as their true

representative ; and knowing your instnictions, know-
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ing the perfect harmony that exists between the

general will of the nation and my beneficent inten-

tions, I shall feel all the confidence that so rare a

concord ought to inspire, and shall proceed to the

goal I hope to attain with all the courage and firm-

ness that I ought to possess. . . . Till now, it is I who
do all for the welfare of my people, and it is rare

perhaps that the sole ambition of a sovereign is to

obtain the consent of his subjects to accept his benefits.*'

This tone of authority, these words sovereign,

subjects, and benefits, seemed offensive to repub-

lican ears ; and when the king finished, by com-
manding the three orders to retire to their respective

chambers, the tacit resolution of the commons was

not to obey. Thus all the fruit of the king's good-

will was lost, and discord increased in a sitting, the

intent of which was that it should be stifled.

When the sitting was over, the commons with a

respectful but gloomy silence, suffered the order of

the nobility to accompany the king, while tliey them-

selve? remained in the hall, which from that moment
was tneirs. This they were ordered in the name of

the king to quit in vain. There, instantly and on

the spot, it was resolved to persist in their preceding

decisions ; and this resolution was carried with one

general voice. At the same time they decreed, that

the persons of the deputies should be inviolable, that

no one of them, for what he should have said or done

in that assembly, could be prosecuted, arrested, or

detained, by the executive power, neither during nor

after the session : and this decree declared the au-

thors, instigators, or agents of such crimes, to be in-

famous, and traitors to their country. It was added,

that, during the session, the persons of the deputies

sliould be secure from all criminal and civil prosecu-

tion, unless the assembly annulled the exemption.

This motion was made by Mirabeau, a man more in-

terested than any other in placing a barriei' between

the laws and himself.
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A numerous crowd of the people, sent from Paris

to Versailles, had surrounded the hall of the states

during the royal sitting. It still encompassed the
assembly, when it was informed that Necker was
going to resign. This report was well founded.
The king, struck with astonishment at not seeing

in his suite the minister of his finances, and still

more surprized at not finding him in the palace on
his return, had anxiously inquired of JMontmorin
whether Necker had determined to leave him ; and,
JMontmorin having hinted that he believed so, the
king had charged him to go and tell Necker that he
ex]Dected him.

It was at seven o'clock in the evening, at the mo-
ment when Necker was alone with the king, that the
people thronged in crowds into the courts and in-

terior of the palace, crying out that the king was de-
ceived, and that the nation asked him to have Necker
back again.

The conversation of the king with his minister
lasted a whole hour. The people awaited the issue

of it. At length the inhuman crowd saw the king go
off to Trianon without saluting him with that cry of
five le }'oi which he so well deserved ; and the instant

afterwards they saw Necker come down the staircase,

and get into his chair. It was for him that vows and
benedictions then burst forth. He has been accused
of wishing to enjoy his triumph, and, had it been
designed, it would have been tnily insolent; but,

although Necker might have returned modestly home
by the galleries, without shewing himself to t)ie

people, there has, I think, been too much severity in

imputhig to him as a crime the want of this respect-

ful attention to the king.
Necker, assailed by the gratitude and plaudits of

the people, accompanied even to his house, which
the same crowd invested, had no sooner arrived there
than he saw hastening to him, not a deputation from
the assembly, but the assembly entire, that, pressing
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eagerly around him, beaeeched him, in the name cf
the country, in the name of the king himself, in the
name of the state's safety, not to abandon them.
This was only u stage trick, to render the royalist
party odious , for the design of ruining the minister
himself if he were not devoted to the popular party,
was nevertheless formed in the council of the faction.
Necker wished to make them understand that singly

he had no longer the power to effect any good. '* We
will aid you," cried Target, assuming the right of
speaking in the name of all ; "and for that purpose
there are no efforts, no sacrifices, that we are not
disposed to make."—" Sir," said IMirabeau to him,
with the mask of frankness, " I do not like you, but
I bow to virtue."—" Stay, JM. Necker," cried the
crowd; "we conjure you, stay!"—The minister,
deeply affected, " Speak for me, M. Target,^' said
he, " for I cannot speak for myself."—" Well, gentle-
men, 1 stay," cried Target ;

" this is M. Necker's
answer." It has since been known how sensibly the
heart of the king was wounded by this scene, which
was in part the intention of the actors.

There was no hope of breaking the union of the
commons, nor of conquering their resistance. They
every day received from the different cities of the
kingdom bespoken felicitations on their courageous
firmness. In these addresses it was said, that, if

snares should be laid around the national assembly,
it had only to turn its head, and it would perceive
behind it twenty-five mihions of Frenchmen, who,
with their eyes fixed on its decisions, awaited in silence
to learn their own fate, and that of their posterity.
It could not be expected that a party thus declared,
would either recede or bend.

In the other party, resolution was far from being
thus unanimous, or resistance equally firm. You
have seen the division that took place in the order of
the clergy. That of the nobility was scarcely more
sure of itself: sixty deputies of this order had openly
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disavowed in their chamber the refusal that had been
given to the king's meditation. On the part of the

clergy, the day after the royal sitting, one hundred
and sixty rectors had repaired to the common hall.

Two days afterwards, two more bishops, those of

Orange and Autun, had gone thither. On the same
day the humble and mild archbishop of Paris had
there presented his credentials. On the side of the

nobility, forty-seven * gentilshommes,' and in that

number some distinguished men, had joined the com-
mons. The remainder of the two first orders could

not delay to follow this example. And, in the critical

state in which the affairs then were, all delay was
dangerous. The king, in order to induce their com-
pliance, did what he should have done before the

royal sitting. The letter which he addressed to them,

by sparing them the humiliation of yielding to the

commons, afforded them an opportunity of honour-
ing themselves by a sentiment of love for him, and of

respect for his will. It was to him that they yielded

;

and that day (the 27th of June) was marked by the

re-union of the three orders in the common-hall of

the states-general.

This solemn meeting took place at first amid pro-

found silence. But, when it was completed, tins re-

spectful silence was suddenly succeeded by an explo-

sion of joy that quickly spread and communicated
itself without.

The people, still susceptible of honourable and
kind emotions, have just learned that their triumph
is the king's work ; and doubly happy to obtain and
owe it to him, press towards that palace, whither a
few days before they had been borne by their alarms.

They now make it resound with the vow that is

dearest to Frenchmen. They ask to see the good
king, to shew him how he deserves to be loved, and
to make him witness the transports he causes.

The king appears on the balcony of his apartment,
the queen is by his side ; and both hear their names
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resound to the sky. Kindred tears mix with their

embraces, and, by an impulse at which all hearts are
moved, the queen presses in her arms the object of
their gratitude. Then this people, that since have
shewn themselves s^o ci-uel, and that were still essen-

tially good, (T love to repeat it), seized that instant

to recompense the queen for her feelings as a wife,

by gratifying those of a mother. They ask to see

her son. They ask to see the dauphin. That preci-

ous and feeble child, borne in the arms of the queen-,

is presented by maternal love to national tenderness.

Happy that he was not designed to live long enougn
to see what would be the changes of this deceitful

favour.

After the good king, the good minister, cries t?ie

multitude ; and with one common impulse it precipi-

tates itself towards the treasury, which soon resounds
too with vows and benedictions.

During the whole night of this great day, Ver-sail-

les was illuminated, and presented everywhere no-
thing but the picture of public felicity.

Nothing is m^ore grateful than the sight of a nation
strongly animated by generous feelings ; but enthu-
siasm in the people is dangerous, even when it is

most laudable ; for the multitude knows no interval

between extremes, and suffers itself to be borne from
one excess to another, as the passion of the moment
directs. It then felt all the value of liberty ; but that

recent liberty with which it was intoxicated soon de-

graded it, by fermenting in it the elements of every
vice.

Already, under the specious name of public welfare,

a spirit of hcence, faction, and anarchy, was spread
among the crowd. The independence and perpetuity
of a national assembly in which the commons sliould

govern, and in that assembly the sovereignty ot the
people transmitted and concentered in the will of its

representatives with the character of the most fright-

ful despotism
J
a constitution which would convert
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the kingdom into an armed democracy, under a shade
of monarchy, governed in reahty by an aristocratic

corps periodically elective, but always elected to suit

the reigning party ; such was the project formed by
the republican faction. This faction had well calcu-

lated the obstacles it had to encounter ; and in the

attacks which it would have to make or to sustain,

it foresaw that it would want a populace drunk with
hberty, and mad with rage.

It was then that I comprehended what Chamfort
had told me of the system of the factious to deliver

the populace to the furies of discord, and keep it in-

cessantly in convulsive agitation, either of alarm or of

blind audacity.

To the vexation that troubles bring in a time of
scarcity, to the dearness of bread, to the fear of
famine, to that anxiety which the difficulty of pro-
curing provisions might well excite, and which was
carefully exaggerated, they added, in order to irritate

the people, the blackest suppositions of plots in-

vented against their liberties. They frightened the
populace, in order to render it terrible, and it every
day became mxOre jealous and more wild with distrust

and suspicion.

The villains, known by the name of JMarseillais,

called to Paris to become the agents of the republican
faction, wretches deep in rapine and carnage, and as

greedy of blood as of booty, in mixing with the
people inspired their own ferocity.

The presence of the courts of justice still overawed
the populace, and deprived it of audacity; but all

who observed its march expected every moment to

see it overleap that feeble barrier ; and the crowd of
vagabonds, mixing with the factious and ready to

serve them, augmented every day : the wharfs, the
quays, were covered with them ; the town-hall was
invested by them ; they seemed to assemble round
it to insult the inaction of disarmed justice ; twelve
thousand of them were Kept uselessly occupied in
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digging the hill of Montmartre, and paid at the rate

of tenpence a day. They were posted there as a rear-

guard, which the faction could advance at will. In
the night, a wild and threatening multitude assem-

bled in the Palais-Royal. Its porticos were thronged,

and the garden filled ; a hundred groups were formed
there to hear slanderous accusations and turbulent

propositions. The most passionate declaimers were
there the most popular. The crowd was fed with a

thousand calumnies that imposture invented and
spread. It was there that seditious declaimers railed

against the royal authority, and imputed to it as a

crime the dearness of corn, and the poverty of the

people. It was there that to the mutinous, intoxicated

with mad hopes or troubled with dark terrors, they

marked out the victims whom they devoted to death.

There no public men, not even the most honest and

most respectable, were sure of being spared. It was
from that place crowds issued, either terrified them-

selves, or paid to spread afifright and sedition in

Paris.

But that which exceeds probability is, that even

Versailles, where the people held their whole existence

from the court, should shew itself most violently

imbued with republican maxims.
While a part of the clergy still deliberated on the

union of the three orders, this very people had been

seen to insult those who were said to oppose it, and

to attack the good archbishop of Paris, and pursue

him with stones to his carriage, on false accusations.

It had been observed that the French guards, far

from curbing sedition, encouraged it by signs of con-

nivance ; and it was known that these soldiers, wel-

comed and caressed in the Palais-Royal, and treated

in the coffee-houses, called themselves the friends

of the people. The king, without feeling any anxiety

for himself, might therefore wish that, in Paris and

in Versailles, the people should be submitted to the
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usual police, and that, restored to order, they should
peacefully return to their lahours.

The king might think that a faction ever present

and ever threatening did not leave the deliberations

of the national assembly that freedom which ought
to be their essence ; that personal safety was the

foundation of that freedom ; that safety ought to be
equally inviolable for all ; and that the sovereign was
its guarantee. He might think that the hall of the
assembly, which was open like a theatre, ought not
to be a rendezvous of sedition. He therefore found
it at once just and prudent to order that freedom of

opinion and personal safety should be protected by a

respectful guard. At the same time he ordered that

the soldiers of the French guards, who were rambling
about Paris, should be restored to discipline, and
punished if they deviated from it.

But neither the people nor their leaders would
suffer any constraint. The guard that surrounded
the hall was forced ; and the assembly sent a deputa-
tion to the king to declare, that the states, convoked
free, could not act freely, amid the troops that sur-

rounded them. The guard was withdrawn; and it

was requisite to leave the hall open to the crowds
that flocked thither.

The king felt that the disorder would but continue
to increase, if the people were left exempt from, all

fear ; that it was no longer by concessions that the
populace could be appeased ; that at least in using
indulgence towards the factious, it was necessary to

shew them that he could use rigour ; and that, not
being sure of obedience from the French guards, it

was time to order some troops to advance on which
he could depend. He therefore marched some to his

aid ; but, at first, in a very small number, and very
sincerely with the sole intention of protecting public
order apd the tranquillity of the citizens. Of this no
one doubted. But tranquillity and order would have
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given a death blow to that revokition which the fac-

tion meditated.

The king had answered the nobility, that he knew
his rights and that he would maintain them. He
had told the states-general, that not one of their

projects, that none of their resolutions, could have
the force of law, without his special approbation, and
that all the orders of the state migiit rely on his

equitable impartiahty. Now, in this system of autho-

rity and protecting power, and in opposition to a po-

pular faction, which considered itself as the sole,

absolute, and supreme legislative body, and as the

depositary of the national will, tlie king in order to

hold this language, should not be disarmed ; and, in

case he should be forced to act as he had spoken, like

a good king, yet truly a monarch, it was necessary

that he should have the power so to do. This was
precisely what the mutinous and revolutionary party

would not suffer. Its forces consisted hi that mass
of the people which blindly follows those who declare

in its favour : and if Versailles were guarded, if Paris

were calm or repressed by troops of the hne, the

faction would remain without means and without

hope.

It was not yet to crime that this party excited the

people. It was still av/are that anc-axhy had its dan-

gers. But, in order to intimidate the king and honest

men, were it at first to cost some ruin, even a little

innocent blood, republican freedom was of such

value, that some light sacrifices might well be m.ade

to it : such were the politics, and such the morality

of the greater number ; and they were the most mode-

rate : the others thought everything allowable that

v/as useful to them ; and at their head iMiral:)eau

openly professed as modern vhtues the contempt of

the hohest duties, and m.ost pious rights.

It was requisite, they said, to noui'ish the fire of

patriotism ; and, hi order to support it by the free-

dom granted to tlie press, slanderous libels were every
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day spread, in which whoever dared to dispute the

power of the people to oppress was devoted to puhhc
hatred and to pubhc vengeance. The noble, who
with some warmth defended the cause of the nobles

—

any member of the clergy, who with some eloquence

pleaded the cause of the clergy—were nothing less

in these accusations than traitors to the country.

Even in the third estate temperate opinion passed for

cowardice, and rendered him who professed it suspi-

cious. Thus, on the side of the commons, constraint

and violence encompassed the two first orders, while

the commons were those who seemed to repulse vio-

lence and constraint. All that could animate, imtate,
and rouse the populace, was permitted and provoked

;

all that could curb and repress its passions, excited

the states themselves to make the warmest remon-
strances. They called liberty the right of extinguish-

ing all liberty. The sense of these remonstrances
was not equivocal

—

'' We desire to effect everything
by means of the people, and that nothing may be
effected but with ns, and by us.'*

But, in convoking the states-general, did the king
intend to form a democracy, and give to the com-
mons that threatening despotism which they pre-

tended to exercise ?
*' Where, sire," said the op-

pressed orders to him, *^ where is now that security

which you have guaranteed to us ? Wliere is that

equality which the commons have demanded ? Can
a shade of it exist for two orders who would hear
themselves denounced, devoted to the fury of the
people, if they did not tacitly consent to whatever
the third estate should desire? Without doubt,
around the hall of this legislative assembly there

should have needed no military guard. But neither

was it necessary to collect troops of villains watching
a pretence to stone and insult us." That peaceful

guard, which was said to be offensive to the assembly
of the states, was there only to secure the calm of
debate, and the freedom of suffrage. Did the re-
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pviblican faction wish that it should Le subject to no
constraint? The troops then should have been
withdrawn, and at the same time that multitude
dispersed that came even into the assembly, to encou-

rage its partisans, select and mark out its victims,

and render frightful to the weak the formidable trial

of the appel nominal.

The orators of the people made perpetual eulogies

on its goodness, and on its natural equity ; and these

eulogies were without doubt due to that class of

citizens which is composed of the better order of the

people. But, below that class, who did not see those

villains who in Paris had lately sacked the house
of a peaceful and good citizen ? And those who in

the gardens of the Palais-Royal sowed calumny
and breathed revolt? And those who at Versailles

would stone a pious and charitable archbishop ? And
those who, having rescued a parricide from death,

had borne him away from punishment ? And those

who since, in Paris at the doors of the town-hall,

and at Versailles even in the palace of the king, have
committed so many atrocities ? And those who
have applauded after having provoked them, and
have rejoiced to see the heads of those so inlmmanly
massacred carried about on pikes ?

It was therefore, said the two orders tliat claimed

common safety, a most cruel derision, thus to con-

foimd the part of the people whom it was requisite

to curb with that portion which ought to be pro-

tected. By a gross abuse of words, the populace

was called the people, and this people the nation,

which was declared sovereign.

The police of Paris demanded a guard of citizens.

But, till tliis guard was organized, what anxiety could

the small number of troops excite which the king

had n^arched there ? All was tranquil there since

tliey arrived. But this military police did not suit

the taste of the commons. Their emissaries did not

cease to agitate ttie Palais-Royal, xhat infamous resort

z 2
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of crime : thither they allured the soldiers of the

guards, and detained them all night. This is what

the duke du Chatelet, their colonel, could not endure:

he ordered two of these vagabond soldiers to be

arrested there at an undue hour ; and they were led

to the prison of the Abbaye. This was the signal

for insurrection. The most common act of military

authority was treated as a foul attack on liberty, and

in less than an hour the prison of the two soldiers

(who were called the friends of the people) was

besieged by twenty thousand men. The jailors

having resisted, axes and levers were quickly pro-

cured, the doors were forced open, and all the

prisoners, even the criminals, escaped dm-ing the

night.

The next day, at the opening of the national as-

sembly, the deputies of this mutinous crowd arrived

at Versailles. In their address, which was delivered

to the president, it was said that those two unhappy

victims of despotism had been torn from their irons ;

that amid loud acclamations they had been brought

back to the Palais-Royal, where they were under the

guard of the people, nho had become responsible

for them. *' We await," added they, *' your answer,

to restore peace to our fellow-citizens, and freedom to

our brothers."

The president's answer was that, by invoking the

king's clemency, the assemibly would give an example

of that respect which was due to the royal authority,

and that it conjured the inhabitants of Paris to revert

instantly to peace and order. This feeble answer

was at least sincere and conformable to the will of-

the commons; for the assembly did not know that

the populace was urged to rebel by the most distin-

guished and most infamous villains, and that the

madness which they infused was employed by these

leaders to inspire the court with a dread of insurrec-

tion. The assembly itself was put in action by

springs that were unknown to itselft In its name.
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and by its authority, the revolutionary faction agi-

tated the people, and by them this same faction

governed the assembly. Such has been the mecha-
nism of the revolution.

The king was intreated, in the name of the assem-

bly, to be pleased to employ for the re-establishment

of order those infallible means of clemency and
goodness which were natural to his heart ; and he
willingly consented. But, before he yielded to an

impulse of kindness, he wished that order should be

re-established. This was by no means done. The
people, without recommitting the two soldiers to

their prison, without renouncing its turbulent noc-

turnal meetings, and in redoubling, on the country,

both its wildness and its violence, demanded the

king's promise in a tone that would suffer no delay

;

and discipline and royal authority were obliged to

bend to its will.

It was then that the decisions of the council ap-

peared to assume some energy ; but weakness never

wholly quits its character; it totters when it attempts

to rise, and falls back again more timid after a useless

effort.

The adventure of the tvv^o soldiers of the guards,

the spirit of insubordination with which the people

inspired them, the audacity of this people, the tone

it had assumed, this way of commanding by suppli-

cation, this ardent impatience to obtain what it asked,

and the praises that were bestowed on it for allaying

its passion after it had been obeyed—in fine, that cha-

racter of imperious and threatening liberty which

it announced on every occasion—had been forcibly

seized in the council, as means to persuade the king

that the greatest of evils, both for the state and for

himself, would be to suffer the authority which he

held in his hands to be despised, and that it would

infallibly be despised if it were seen disarmed ; that

the people had aheady dared to attack it because it

had shewn itself weak, and that some formidable
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force could alone insure it respect, and comiYiand
obedience ; that the multitude must tremble, or it

would make all tremble ; that it was not only by-

laws that states were governed, particularly states

so vast; that justice wanted the sword and the
buckler : that prudence and equity consisted in

knowing how to use force without ever abusing it

;

that it was this prudence which distinguished good
from feeble kings and tp'ants ; that it would have
been desirable, without doubt, that the session of
the states should have passed in complete security,

without having around them any display of military

force ; that it was so in countries where the people
repose with confidence on the wisdom and fidelity of

their representatives ; that it would be the same in

France as soon as order and tranquillity should be
re-established ; but that so long as the people, and
the most violent and seditious class of the people,

should come to enforce the deliberation of the states-

general by insult and menace, public force had a
right to arm itself that they might be repressed.

" There are those, sire," added they who demanded
the exercise of a restraining power, " who think that

they can appease as easily as they can irritate the
populace ; after they shall have made it serve their

pui-pose to subvert the whole kingdom, they will

^yant to bring the tiger back to Ins cage, and to make
him forget how terrible he is hi his rage ; it will be
too late : the ferocious beast will have felt his o^vn
force, and the weakness of his chains. Above all,

what will he be, if he has tasted blood ? He will long
make those tremble who shall have dared to unchain
him. Teach this people, then, that in your hands it

still has justice to dread.
•' From the beginning of your reign, sire, you have

been persuaded to reduce and to weaken your mili-

tary establishment : and you, who flattered yourself
that you would have only to reign over a faithful and
good people, have consented, in the rectitude of your
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heart, to this fatal reduction ; but discipHne and
obedience are not extinguished in your armies ; and
you have still force enough left to repress the auda-

city of these conspirators. It would be despotism to

use these forces against the law,- but, employed in

the maintenance of order and law, they are the worthy
retinue of legitimate authority, the safeguard of the

state, and the support of royalty.
*' If the members of the national assembly had all

your loyalty, sire, they would all unite to demand
around the sanctuary of legislation some impenetrable

barrier, inaccessible to the troops on one side, and
to the people on the other ; and then all would be
equal. But no : it is in order to leave to this popu-

lace full licence and complete impunity, that they wish

the troops to be withdrawn. They fear lest it should

be cooled and intimidated ; they wish that it should

dare everything, and fear nothing ; it is by the peo-

ple that they seek to reign. Have we not seen that,

from the centre to the extremities of the kingdom,
the word liberty, a word which to the populace

means only licentiousness, has been resounded as the

general signal of insurrection and anarchy ? Police

among the people, discipline in the armies and

throughout the country, the laws of order, had been

denounced as the remains of slavery. Independence

and contempt for every species of authority—this is

what the face of the kingdom presents ; and it is on

the ruins of the monarchy and from its wrecks that

the revolutionary faction boasts it will create a demo-
cratic empire. An assemblage of vagabonds, without

morals, without employment, and without a home,
is called the sovereign people. But the nation desires

and demands that the constitution of the kingdom
may be regulated and fixed on a fundamental basis,

and it should at once be rendered more regular and

more stable. It is to this end, sire, that the states

are charged to co-operate with you. . By the ancient

and venerable constitution of the monarchy, you are
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king: the supreme authority, the executive force,

has been dehvered into youi' hands : your ancestors,

to whom the nation confided it, have transmitted it

to you as your inheritance. The nation neither

wishes nor means to despoil, to depose, or disinherit

its king. And what would a monarch be, if he were
not the protector of the rights and liberties of us all ?

*' Protect, sire, those of every order, and suffer

none to be oppressed. Protect those of the states

themselves ; and protect, especially in the cities,

towns, and villages, those of the honest citizens

and peaceful labourers who, threatened in their calm
retreat by an idle and wandering populace, tremble
lest it should soon be too late to check it with the
curb of the laws. No, sire : it is no longer in the

name of the clergy or of the nobility, it is in the name
of a good people, of which you are the father, that

we conjure you not to abandon it to the most cruel

of tyrannies, to that of the populace and of its per-
fidious leaders."

It is thus that the king was persuaded that, in

displaying to the people a military power, he should
only repress and subject force by force, and should
leave public liberty protected and uninjured.

BOOK XVI.

The king then ordered some troops to advance
;

but, while forming a vigorous resolution, the minis-

ters should have foreseen its consequences, calculated

step by step the forces and resistances, the didiculties

and the dangers, and determined beforehand their

march and their positions as events might direct.

They calculated nothing, they provided for nothing,

they did not even thuik of securing the troops from
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the corruption of tlic populace of Paris. They took
no precaution to sheUer the king and his family from
insult, in case of revolt ; and in the fauxbourgs of
Paris, the only commanding post, the Bastille, was
furnished neither with a sufficient gamson nor with
provisions to supply the few soldiers who were there.

In short, the very maintenance of the troops that

were assembled was neglected to such a degree, that

their bread was made with damaged corn, while the
Momen of the populace came to offer them some that

was excellent, with wine and meat in abundance, not
to mention their other means of corruption.

To this species of stupor, into v/hich the court and
the council had fallen, the adverse party opposed a

measured, progressive, and constant march, proceed-
ing from post to post towards dominion, without
ever losing a moment or retreating a step. Resolved
then to suffer no collection of troops either round
Paris or Versailles, this party determined on an
address to the king (tlie 8th of July 1/89.) It

was the work of INiirabeau, the principal orator of

the commons, a man endowed by nature with all the

talents of a tribune ; violent and ardent in his dispo-

sition, but as supple in his conduct as he was wild in

his passions ; most ingenious in anticipating the

reigning opinion, and diligent hi preceding it, in

order that he might appear to lead it ; a coward at

heart, but strong in intellect and bold in impudence
;

corrupted to excess, and glorying in corruption

;

dishonoured from his early youth by the most shame-
ful vices, but attaching no value to honour; well

calculating that a dangerous man could not be

despised even by rendering himself despicable, and
resolved to be indifferent to the esteem which mo-
rality commands, provided he obtained that whicli

great talents, when they are become formidable,

will attract and usurp.

The following is the address to the king which he

proposed; a master-piece of ci'afty and perfidious
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eloquence, and which, applauded as it well merited,

was adopted by acclamation (July the 9th.)
** Sire, you have invited the national assembly to

manifest its confidence in you ; this was to anticipate

its most ardent desire. We come to depose in the

bosom of your majesty the liveliest alarms. Were
we their object, had we the weakness to fear for

ourselves, your benevolence would deign again to

cheer us ; and though you might blame us for having
doubted your intentions, you would listen to our
anxious complaint, dissipate its cause, and leave no
uncertainty on the position of the national assembly.
" But, sire, we do not implore your protection

;

that would be offending your justice. We have con-
ceived some fears, and we dare assert that they are

intimately allied to the purest patriotism, to the in-

terest of our constituents, to public tranquillity, and
to the happiness of the beloved monarch, wiio, in

smoothing for us the road to happiness, well deserves
to pace it himself unimpeded and undisturbed.

(Detestable hypocrite !)

" In the emotions of your own heart, sire, lies the

true safety of the French nation. While troops are

advancing from every side, while camps are forming
around us, and the capital is invested, we ask each
other with astonishment. Does the king suspect the

fidelity of his people ? Could he have doubted it,

would he not have frankly declared to us his paternal

solicitude ? What mean these threatening prepa-
rations ?

" Where are the enemies of the state and of the
king, whom it is requisite to subjugate? Where are

the conspirators, whom it is requisite to reduce ?

One unanimous voice answers in the capital, and
through the Avhole extent of the kingdom : We ciie»

rish our king ; we praise heaven for the gift with
which it has blessed us in its bounty.

" Sire, the religion of your majesty could only
be surprised under the pretext of public good. If
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tliey who have given this counsel to our king had
confidence enough in their principles to expose
them to us, that moment would hring with it the
glorious triumph of truth.

" The state has nothing to fear but from bad
princi})les, that dare besiege the throne itself, and
do not respect the crown of the purest and most
vhtuous of princes. And by what means, sire, do
your counsellors induce you to doubt of the attach-

ment and love of your subjects ?

" Have you lavished their blood? are you crueJ^

implacable ? have you abused justice ? does the nation

impute its misfortunes to you? does it name you in

its calamities ? can they have told you that the nation

is impatient under yoiu- yoke ? No, no, they have not
done so. Calumny is at least not absurd : it seeks

for some little probability in order to colour its

atrocities.
*' You have recently seen, sire, all your power over

yom* people. Subordination has settled in the agitated

capital ; the prisoners, set at liberty by the people,

have of themselves resumed their chains ; and public

order, which perhaps would have cost torrents of

blood if force had been employed, has been re-

established by a word from your mouth ; but that

word was a word of peace ; it was the expression of

your heart, and your subjects glory in never resisting

i't. How noble is it to exercise this empire ! It is

that of Louis IX, of Louis XII, of Henry IV; it is

the only one that is worthy of you. AVe should de-

ceive you, sire, did we not add, compelled by circum-

stances, this empire is the only one that it is now-

possible to exercise in France. France will not suffer

the best of kings to be abused and perverted by
sinister means from the noble plan which he himself

has traced. You assemble us to fix the constitution

in concert with you, in order to work the regeneration

of the kingdom. The national assembly has just

solemnly declared to you that your intentions shall
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be fulfilled, that your promises shall not be in vain,

that neither snares, difficulties, nor terrors shall ever

retard its march, or intimidate its courage.
" Our enemies will affect to say, where then is the

danger of the troops ? and what mean their com-
plaint, since they are inaccessible to discouragement ?

Tiie danger, sire, is urgent and universal ; it is be-

yond all the calculations of human prudence.
" The danger is for the people of the provinces

;

once alarmed for our liberty, we know no power that

can curb them. Distance alone magnifies and ex-

aggerates everything ; it doubles, sours, and en-

venoms inquietude. The danger is for the capital.

With what eye will the people, in the bosom of in-

digence, and tormented by the most cruel anguish,

see its scanty pittance disputed by a crowd of threat-

ening soldiers. The presence of the troops Vv-ili

excite, nay will produce, a universal fermentation

;

and the first act of violence, committed under the

pretext of police, may begin a long and dreadful train

of evils.

*' The danger is for the troops. French soldiers,

brought near the centre of political discussions,

sharing the passions as well as the interests of the

people, will perhaps forget that an engagement has
made them soldiers, in order to remember that nature

made them men.
" The danger, sire, threatens the labours that are

our first duty, and which will only completely succeed,

and acquire true consistence and permanency, in as

much as the people shall consider them as wholly
free. There is besides a contagion in the violence of

passion. We are but men : distrust of ourselves, the

fear of appearing weak, may hurry us beyond the
boundary of prudence. Besides, we shall be beset

with violent and unm.easured councils : and calm,

reason and tranquil wisdom utter no oracles amid
tumult, disorder, and faction. The danger, sire, is

yet more terrible ; and judge of its extent by the
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alarms that bring us to you. Great revolutions have
had causes much less signal. IMore than one en-
terprise fatal to nations has announced itself in a less

sinister and formidable manner.
" Do not believe those who talk lightly to you of

the nation, and who can only represent it to you as

their views may guide them : now insolent, rebellious,

seditious ; now submissive, docile to the yoke, and
prompt to bow its head to receive it. These two
pictures are equally faithless. Always ready to obey
you, sire, because you command in the name of the
laws ; our fidelity is alike without bounds or blemish.
Ready to resist all the arbitrary commands of those
v/lio abuse your name, because they are enemies of
the laws, our fidelity itself prescribes this resistance,

and we will always glory in deserving the censure
which our firmmess may excite.

*' Sire, we conjure you, in the name of the coun-
try, in the name of your own happiness and glory,

send back your soldiers to the posts from which your
counsellors have drawn them ; send back this artillery,

the proper use of which is to defend your frontiers ;

send back, more especially, those foreign troops, the
allies of the nation, that we pay to defend, and not to

disturb our tranquillity,—your majesty has no need of

them. And why should a king, adored by twenty
miUions of Frenchmen, seek at great cost to collect

around his throne a few thousand foreigners ? In
the midst of your children, sire, be guarded by their

love. The deputies of the nation are assembled to

aid you, to establish the high rights of royalty on the

immutable basis of public freedom. But, while they
are fulfilling their duty, while they are yielding to

reason and feeling, would you expose them to the

suspicion of having yielded only to fear ? Ah ! the

authority which ail hearts freely give you is alone

pure and immutable ; it is the just return of your
benefits, and the immortal appendage of the princes

o.f wliom you are the model."
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This speech, so insolently flattering, this eloquent

menace of a general insurrection, if the king, for the

safety of the good and the terror of the wicked, kept

a part of his armies near him, if he did not abandon
his capital to all the excesses of licence and robbery,

and the national assembly to the insults and threats

of an insurgent populace ; this affectation of including

mutinous and revolted vagabonds in the praises of a

good people ; this arrogant caution that the king's

welfare depended on his submission and compliance,

and the formal declaration that this was the only em-
pire he would henceforth be able to exercise, did not
produce that effect on the mind of the king which the

party expected. Through these respectful threats and
hypocritical alarms, he saw too well that the real

question was, whether he should abandon or maintain
his legitimate authority ; and that he was only ex-

horted to suffer himself to be disarmed and bound :

he saw above all that in touching lightly on his good
intentions, those facts were carefully omitted which
rendered just and necessary the precautions he had
taken. It was therefore requisite that he should ex-

plain himself ; and to this language, full of artifice,

he answered by reasons equally forcible and candid.
** No one," said he to the deputies, " is ignorant

of the tumultuous and scandalous scenes that have
passed and been renewed at Paris and V'ersailles, under
my own eye and in the presence of the states-general.

It is necessary I should make use of the means that
are in my power, in order to restore and maintain
order in the capital and the neighbourhood. To
watch over the public safety is one of my principal

duties. These are the motives which have engaged
me to collect some troops around Paris. You may
assure the states-general that they are only destined
to repress, or rather to prevent a repetition of these
tumults, to maintain the exercise of the laws, to secure
and protect the liberty that should reign in your deli-

berations. Every species of restraint should be ba-
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nished from them, and all apprehension of disorder or

violence removed. None but evil-minded men could

mislead my people on the true motives of the precau-

tions I am taking. I have constantly studied to do
all that could contribute to my people's happiness,

and I have always had reason to feel secm-e of their

fidelity and love.
" If, however, the necessary presence of the troops

in the neighbourhood of Paris still cause some um-
brage, I shall be willing, on the demand of the

assembly, to transfer the states-general to Noyon, or

to Soissons, and I would then repair to Compiegne."
This is what he was very sure that they would not

ask. Nothing was more contrary to the plan they

had formed than to separate themselves from the peo-

ple of Paris. It was thei'efore more than useless to

manifest his consent to it ; and if, by fresh distur-

bances, the king were forced to this removal, why
did he not command it ? Why did he not repair to

Compiegne with his household and a respectable

guard, declaring null, and contrary to the right of

safety and to the freedom of suffrage every resolution

formed amid the troubled and agitated Versailles and
Paris ?

The popular party was careful not to quit its post.

It needed the support of the populace ; it w^as by
agitating the mob that it rendered itself potent and

formidable. It answered therefore, by its organ,

Mirabeau, that " it belonged to the troops to remove
from the assembly, and not to the assembly to remove
from the troops'. We have petitioned," said he,
" for the removal of the army, and not of our-

selves."

From that moment at least it was very evident

that it was by the people that the commons intended

to act ; and in this struggle for sway, now about to

begin, they wanted to have all their owti forces and

to leave the king none.
A A 2
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It was just however that the king should preserve

at least a power of resistance. In the most tempe-
rate monarchies, the king has the right of the veto

;

and the necessity of the royal sanction, in order to

give to the decrees of the deputies of the people the

form and the force of laws, has never heen doubted.

Indeed, as the depositary of the executive power,
the king had a right to examine the laws for whose
execution he was to provide ; and, in his quality of

first representative of the nation, he was constituted

the inspector of the rest. In the tumult and shock
of the diverse passions and opposite interests that

might divide a political assembly, it was often to be
feared that the most prudent and most useful deci-

sions would not result from intemperate discussion.

One single voice above numerical equality might con-

vert an unjust and violent decree into law. When-
ever passionate eloquence and sound reason should
be at variance, there was very little safety for the

best and most equitable party. The king, in legisla-

tion, was therefore a moderator, a necessary regu-
lator ; it was therefore neither in the will of the
king, alone, nor in that of the deputies of the people

that the plenitude of legislative power ought to

reside, but in the accord of these two wills ; and the

consent of the one, to the resolutions of the other,

formed this royal sanction.

Now, if this right of examining and sanctioning

the laws, of giving his consent to them or of inter-

posing his veto were unacknowledged, contested, re-

fused ; if the monarch saw his legitimate authority

half torn from him ; if he beheld his throne shaken,
his crouii despised, the sceptre of his fathers ready
to break in his hands, ought he not to arm to defend
them ? would it not be just, even in the eyes of the
nation, that he should teach the commons to confine

themselves within the bounds marked out for them in

the instructions they received from their constituents I
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These questions were agitated in the council, and
alarmed the ministers.

" Every act of rigour," said they, " \vould be a

step equally fatal ; whether it should be requisite to

support or to abandon it, it would be an hostility

contrary to the feelings of the king, which might
light up between his people and him the fires of civil

war, and render odious the very power that it should

have made formidable, or which would be disgraced

if it suffered itself to be braved."
Placed between two rocks, in a strait where either

the royal authority or what was called public liberty,

was hastening to its end, having neither sufficient

credit, nor sufficient influence to save both, they em-
ployed with the king all the means of dissuasion which
his esteem and their zeal afforded them : they shewed
him only imprudence and peril in their assembling

discontented and corruptible troops, of which he
thought himself secure. But, were they more firm

in the will to obey, who could assert that their ap-

proach would suffice to re-establish order and calm ?

and, if this attempt to intimidate the people should

fail in its aim, if the people, instead of being with-

held, should be still more irritated by it, what expe-

dient would then be found to command obedience,

or appease rebellion ? They saw, at the head of the

popular party, men of an obstinate temper; they

saw there also some crafty knaves, deep in the art

of dissembling ; but they still thought well of the

national character ; they reckoned on a great number
of honest men in the commons ; and the example

of the king, his moderation, loyalty, and generous

indulgence, might cause sentiments to prevail there

analogous to his own. Their hope was the same as

that of Lally Tolendal ; when addressing the noble-

men of his bailiwick, he said to them: " They de-

ceive you, noble citizens, who tell you that the third

estate has implored justice only to be unjust, and
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that it has only wanted to cease to be oppressed

in order to become the oppressor." This excellent

young man soon recognized the illusion he had in-

dulged ; but what he hoped sincerely, Necker, Mont-
morin, la Luzerne, St Priest, all hoped like him.

Thus, equally faithful to the state and to the king,

the road of conciliation seemed to them to be alone

practicable : for that of corruption was ever unwel-
come to them, and the king would not have taken

it.

You may conceive what must have been the per-

plexity of this prince. But everything warned him
that it was time to adopt a system of firm conduct,

and this new system required new ministers.

The dismissal of the present ones was resolved on
upon the 11th of July.

On the morning of the 12th, the news had reached
Paris ; but it was not made public till t;ie evening, at

the theatres. A sullen indignation then seized on
the public mind. It was concluded that the resolu-

tion of acting with open force had been formed at

court without the knowledge of the king, and that

the enemies of the people, by removing sage and
moderate men from his counsels, were determined in

spite of his resistance to draw him to their purpose
The dismissal of Necker, above all, in the critical state

in which the kingdom was, appeared to be a proof
that they wanted to ruin and to starve Paris. At
every theatre the representation was instantly inter-

rupted. Men wild with alarm came and cried out to

the actors :
*' Leave off! withdraw ! the kingdom -is in

mourning ! Paris is threatened, our enemies prevail.

Necker is no longer in place, he is dismissed, he is

gone, and with him are dismissed ail the ministeis
who were the friends of the people 1"

A sudden affright is spread throughout tlie theatres,
the actors disappear, the spectators retire trembling
and dismayed ; and the resolution is already formed
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through the whole city to demand that Necker, and
all the good ministers who are of the same senti-

ments, may be restored to the state.

In every place where parties of the people usually
assemble on festivals, the fermentation was extreme.
The Palais Royal was filled with a tumultuous crowd,
agitated like the waves of the sea in a violent storm.

At first a mournful and continued mui'mur dwelt on
the ear, and soon a threatening rumour more fear-

fully spread. The people took the green cockade ;

leaves of trees were substituted for it ; and, as a sig-

nal for insurrection, the populace having entered the
shop of a maker of wax models, took the busts of
Necker and the duke d'Orleans, and carried them
about Paris.

Another crowd assembled in the square of Louis
XV, and the tumult continued to increase. To dissi-

pate it, some troops were ordered to advance. Their
commander, the baron de Bezenval, had repaired

thither with a company of grenadiers of the Swiss
guards. The prince de Lambesc came and joined

him at the head of fifty dragoons of the royal German
corps. The presence of the troops completed the

irritation of the people. All began to insult them.
The troops were careless of these clamours ; but,

assailed with stones, by Avhich some of them were
v/ounded, the dragoons were losing all patience,

when Bezenval gave orders to the prince de Lambesc
to advance in order to force the people to fall back
into the Tuileries. This order was executed with so

much caution, that not a man of the people was
either beaten down or bruised. It was not till the

dragoons were retiring that a madman, who obsti-

nately persisted in shutting the Pont Tournant against

the prince, was slightly wounded by him.

Throughout Paris the report was instantly spread

of a massacre of the citizens in the garden of the

Tuileries, vv'here, it was said, the dragoons of Lam-
besc were riding in among the crowd with drawn
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svv'orus, and the colonel at their head, murdering
old men, crushing children, beating down pregnant

M'omen, or making them miscarry with affright.

At the same time, on the false report that their

regiment was insulted, the grenadiers of the French
guards forced the duke du Chatelet, their colonel, to

let them escape from the garden of the hotel de

Richelieu, where he kept them confined. From that

time the regiment of guards was entirely devoted

to the people ; and that was what the factious most
ardently desired.

Thus Paris, without courts of justice, without

police, without a guard, at the mercy of one hundred
thousand men wandering wildly in the middle of the

night, and for the most part wanting bread, believed

itself on the point of being besieged from without,

and pillaged from within. Twenty^five thousand
soldiers were posted around its walls, at St Denis, at

Courbevoye, at Charenton, at Seves, at La Muette,

in the Champ-de-Mars ; and while they should block •

ade it, and cut off all supplies of provisions, it would
be a prey to a starving people. Such was tlie terri-

ble picture which, in the night between the 12th and
loth of July, was present to every fancy.

But the insurgents themselves, seized with the

common terror, committed no pillage. The armour-
ers' shops were the only ones they forced, and they

there took only arms. As soon as it was day, the

city was filled with a tum.ultuous populace, that,

knocking at every door, asked with loud cries for

arm^s and bread, and that, believing there was a

magazine of muskets and swords under the town-hall,

flocked thither in order to force it. I stop to explain

by whom the town-hall v/as at that moment occupied,

and by what species of tribunal the police was there

exercised.

On the 10th of IMay, the elections of the city

being completed. Target, the president of the assem-
bly of the electors, persuaded them to sit permanently
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during the session of the states-general. A re olutioa

was taken to that eflfect with the consent and approha-
tion of the popular faction. Thus, when at the end of
June, after the royal sitting, the electors found their

hall shut at the archbishop's palace, they procured
admittance into the town-hall, and established them-
selves there the agents of the national assembly to

the people of Paris.

I ought to render them this testimony, that, in

circumstances of difficulty and danger, charged with
the care of the public safety, they acquitted them-
selves in their functions like good and brave citizens.

It was to this assembly then, that, on the 13th of
July, the assembled crowds addressed themselves to

ask for arms, of which, they said, there were abun-
dance in the vaults of the hall. But as this magazine
did not exist, the people forced the doors in vain, the
muskets of the guard were all that were found there,

and they were carried off.

In the meantime, the alarm bell was rung in every
church, and the districts assembled to decide on the
means of providing for the safety of the city both
within and without ; for it was not less urgent to

defend it against the villains with which it swarmed
than against the troops that encircled it. From this

moment the citizens formed bands of volunteers, who
came and drew up by common consent in the squares

and public gardens. But arms were still wanted, and
still incessantly demanded at the town-hall. The
mayor, the unfortunate Flesselles, is sent for ; he
arrives tliere through the crowd, calls himself the
father of the peo])le, and is applauded on that very

j

spot where tomorrow his bleeding body will be /

dragged and torn.

Tile electors appoint a permanent committee at the

town-hall, to be there accessible night and day to this

people so tortured with affright. Flesselles, at the
head of the committee, imprudently announces that

he expects ten thousand muskets from Charleville,
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and thirty thousand soon afterwards. He had even,

as it is said, the fatal levity to trifle with the most
impatient, by sending them here and there to places

where he made them believe they would find arms.

They hastened to the search, saw they were deceived,

and returned to denounce him to the people as an
impostor who, in betraying, insulted them.
The committee of the electors, in order to hearten

the people, resolved that a Parisian army should be
immediately formed, to the number of forty-eight

thousand men. All the districts came to offer them-
selves to compose it on the same day. The green
cockade was laid aside, and the red and blue took its

place ; (green was the colour of a prince, who was not

a republican).

In the meantime the people had gone to the garde-

meuble, and had carried away the precious arms that

were preserved there as curiosities, either for the

beauty of the workmanship, with which they were
enriched, or for their antiquity, and out of respect for

the heroes whose glory they recalled. The sword of

Henry IV was the booty of a vagabond.
But for so many thousand men this small number

of arms was a feeble resource. They returned furious

to the town-hall, still demanding arms, saying that

there were some, and accusing the electors of conni-

i'ing with the enemies of the people, in order to leave

Paris without defence. .Pressed by these reproaches,

which were accompanied by threats, the committee
conceived the idea of authorising all the districts to

get pikes and other arms of that kind made, and the
people were satisfied.

But a better expedient, which the districts them-
selves conceived and adopted, was to send in the
evening to les Invalides, and summon the governor
Sombreuil to deliver to them the arms which they
knew were deposited in the hotel. The commander-
general of the troops, who had a camp very near
there, and to whom Sombreuil addressed them, de-
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manded time to send to Versailles for the king's

orders ; and that time was granted him.
The terror of the following night, more deep and

more pensive, took a mom^nful character ; the gates

of the city were shut and guarded ;
patroles, already

formed, kept the vagabonds in awe. Fires kindled
in the streets inspired fear, intimidated crime, and
shewed ever^'where knots of the people wandering
like spectres. This stem and dismal silence was only

broken by the stifled and terrible voice of those who,
from door to door, cried out— * Arms and bread 1'

In the faubourg Saint-Laurent, the house of the

monks of Saint-Lazare was set on fire and sacked.

The incendiaries expected to find there a magazine of

corn.

In the meantime, the Palais-Royal was full of those

mercenary conspirators, who were employed to stir

the fire of sedition ; and the night passed there in ac-

cusations, and atrocious motions, not only against

Flesselles, but against the committee of the electors,

who were denounced as traitors to the country.

On the day before, five thousand weight of powder,
which was leaving Paris, had been seized at the gates,

and deposited at the town-hall, under the chamber of

the electors. In the middle of the night, the few
persons who remain on watch in this chamber are

informed that, from the side of the faubourg

Saint-Antoine, fifteen thousand men, the confidential

band of the leaders of the Palais-Royal, are coming to

force the town-hall. Among the number on watch
was a citizen, le Grand de Saint R^n^, a man of a

feeble and sickly constitution, but of a firm and strong

courage. " Let them come and attack us," said he,
" we'll be blown up together." He immediately or-

dered the guards of the hall to bring six barrels of

powder into the adjoining room. His resolution was
known. The first barrel that was brought made the

most intrepid tm*n pale, and the people withdrew.

Tims, by one single man the town- hall was preserved.

VOL. II. B B
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The. kingdom, too, would have been saved m the

same manner, if the kmg had had such men at the

head of his councils and his camps. But he himself

^recommended them to spare the people, and never

could consent to any act of vigour and severity against

his subjects ; a virtuous weakness, that has brought

his head under the axe of the executioner.

During this frightful night, the citizens kept them-

selves locked in their houses, each trembling at home
for himself and for tliose that were dearest to him.

But on the 14th, in the morning, these personal fears

yielding to public alarm, the whole city was but one

and the same people : Paris had an army ; this army,
spontaneously assembled in haste, was yet ill ac-

quainted with the rules of discipline ; but public spirit

supplied them. Single, it commanded everything

like an invisible power. What gave this great cha-

racter to public spirit, was the address that had been

employed to fascinate opinion. The best citizens,

seeing in the troops that came to protect Paris only

enemies, who would carry fire and sword within its

walls, all imagined that they had to combat for their

homes, their wives, and children. The necessity, the

peril, the care of the common safety and defence, the

resolution of perishing, or of saving what they had
most dear on earth, alone occupied every mind ; and

formed of all tempers and all wills that surprising

accord, which, of an immense and violently agitated

city, made an army obedient to the intention of all,

without receiving an order from any one ; so that

every one could at once obey, where no one com-
manded.

Fire-arms and powder were still wanting to this

army ; and the committee of the city having pro-

tested anew that none had been found even at the

arsenal, the people returned to les Invalides. The
order that Sombreuil expected from Versailles did

not arrive. The people prepared to employ force

;

and such was the irresolution of the court, or rather
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such was the repugnance of the king to e^ ery species

of violence, that in the Champ-de-Mars, at a few
paces from the hotel which they came to force open,

the troops received no orders to defend it. Without
choosing to yield anything, the government aban-
doned everything ; a sure way of losing all with
disgrace.

It was then under the eye of six Swiss battalions,

and of eight hundred horse, as well dragoons as hus-
sars, all motionless in their camp, that the Hotel des

Invalides was opened to the people ; a very positive

proof, as Bezenval has since affirmed it to be, that the

troops were forbidden to fire on the citizens ; and
there was the great advantage of the people, that the

king would only suffer them to be curbed, without
ever consenting that they should either be treated as

enemies or as rebels. This same order was observed
throughout Paris, at the barriers, on the ramparts,

and in the square of Louis XV. This, too, was what,
in every post around, rendered the troops accessible

to corruption, by the facility with which they were
allowed to mix with the people.

This people, men and women, accosted the soldier,

and with the glass in their hand presented to him
the lures of joyous licentiousness. "What!" said

they, '* do you come to make war upon us ? Do you
come to spill our blood ? Would you have the courage
to draw your sword against your brothers, to fire

ujion your friends ? Are you not Frenchmen and
citizens like ourselves ? Are you not, like us, the

children of the people that ask only to be free, and
to be no longer oppressed ? You serve the king, you
love him ; and we too love our good king and are

ready to serve him. He is not the enemy of his peo-
ple ; but he is deceived, and you are commanded in

his name to do what he does not approve. You
serve not him, but that unjust nobility, that nobility

that dishonours you by treating you like slaves.

Come, brave soldiers, come and revenge yourselves
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for a servitude that disgraces you. The king and
liberty ! do\^Ti with the aristocrats, our oppressors

and your tyrants !"

The soldier, naturally the friend of the people, was
not deaf to this language. He saw but one step to

take from poverty to abundance, from constraint to

liberty. A great number deserted ; and, being so

near Paris, it was impossible that they should not be
corrupted.

The people then, in the presence of the troops of

the Champ-de-Mars, ransacked with full licence the

Hotel deslnvalides. Twenty-eight thousand muskets
were found there in the vaults of the dome ; and with
this booty, and the cannon of the esplanade drawn
through Paris in triumph, the conquerors returned

to the town-hall. There they learned thai the gover-

nor of the Bastille, the marquis de Launay, summoned
in his turn to furnish arms and ammunition, had
answered that he had none. A general cry was in-

stantly heard from every comer of the square, ' Let's

go and attack the Bastille.*

BOOK XVII.

This resolution appeared to be sudden and unex-
pected among the people ; but it was premeditated
in the council of the chiefs of the revolution. The
Bastille, as a state prison, had always been odious on
account of the iniquitous use to which the despotism
of ministers had applied it, under preceding reigns

;

and, as a fortress, it was formidable, particularly to

those populous and mutinous faiibourgs which its

walls commanded, and which, in their riots, saw
themselves under the fire of the cannon of its towers.

To agitate these multitudes at its wDl, and make them
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act boldly, the republican faction then ardently desired
that they might be rid of this overawing object.

Honest men, even the most peaceful and most en-
lightened, wished too that the Bastille might be de-
stroyed, because they hated the despotism of which it

was the bulwark ; and in this wish they consulted
their personal security more than their real safety

;

for the despotism of licence is a thousand times more
dreadful than that of authority, and the unbridled
populace is the most cruel of tyrants. The Bastille

then should not have been destroyed, but its keys
should have been deposited in the sanctuary of the
laws.

The court thought it impregnable ; it v/ould have
been so, or its attack and siege would have cost
rivers of blood, if it had been defended ; but the man
to whom the guard of it was confided, the marquis de
Launay, would not, or dared not, or could not, use
the means he had of rendering its resistance mm-der-
ous ; and the populace, that so vilely assassinated
him, owed him thanks and praises.

De Launay had expected to intimidate the crowd

;

but it is evident that he wished to spare them. He had
fifteen pieces of cannon on the towers ; and, whatever
calumny may have said to palliate the crime of his
assassination, not one single cannon shot was fired

from those towers. There were besides, in the inte-

rior of the castle, three cannon loaded with cannister
shot, pointed in front of the draw-bridge. These
would have made great slaughter at the moment
M'hen the people came pouring in crowds into the
first court ; he fired but one, and that but once. He
was provided with fire-arms of every kind, with six

hundred musketoons, twelve rampart muskets carry-
ing balls of a pound and a half, and four hundred
* biscaiens.' He had procured from the arsenal abun-
dance of ammunition, bullets, fifteen thousand cart-

ridges, and twenty thousand pounds of powder. In
fine, he had collected on the two tOAvers of the di'aw-
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bridge a mass of stones and broken iron, in order to

crush the besiegers if they should advance to the foot

of the walls. But, in all these preparations to sustain

a siege, he had forgotten provisions ; and, shut up in

his castle with eighty inv^alids, thirty-two Swiss

soldiers, and his staff, all the store he had on the

day of the attack consisted of two sacks of flour and
a little rice ; a proof that all the rest was only to

inspire terror.

The small number of the Swiss soldiers that had
been sent to him were sure men, and well disposed

to defend themselves ; the invalids were not so, and
he must have known that ; but at least he ought not

to have exposed them to the fear of dying for hunger.

Unequal to his situation, and in that stupor with

which the presence of danger strikes a weak mind,
he looked on it with a steadfast but troubled eye ;

and rather motionless with astonishment than reso-

lution. Unhappily, not a man in the council supplied

the foresight he wanted.

To intoxicate the people with this first success, the

attack and capture of the Bastille have been extrava-

gantly extolled as an exploit. The following is the

account of this conquest, which I have learned from
the very mouth of him who was proclaimed and home
in triumph as the conductor of the enterprise, and as

its hero.
*' The Bastille," said the brave Elie to me, '* was

not forcibly taken. It surrendered even before it

was attacked. It surrendered on the promise I gave,

upon the honour of a French officer, and on the part

of the people, that not a man should be hurt if the
fortress surrendered." This is the simple fact, such
as Elie attests it to me. The following details of it

are written, as he dictates.

The fore-courts of the Bastille had been abandoned.
Some determined men having dared to break the
draw-bridge, which barred the entrance into the first

court, the people rushed in there in crowds -, and.
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deaf to the voice of the soldiers, who from the tops
of the towers forbore to fire on them, and called out
to them to retire, they persisted in advancing towards
the walls of the castle. It was then that they were fired

upon by the soldiers ; and, being put to flight, they
saved themselves under the covert of the fore-courts.

One killed, and a few wounded, spread terror even
to the town-hall ; multitudes came to demand urgently
in the name of the people that deputations might be
resorted to, in order to stop the carnage. Two of
these deputations arrived, one by the arsenal, and
the other by the side of the faubourg St Antoine.
*' Advance," cried the invalids to them from the top
of the towers, *' we will not fire on you ; advance
with your flag. The governor is going down, the
castle bridge will be let down in order to introduce
you, and we will give hostages." The white flag

was already hoisted on the towers, and the soldiers

held their arms inverted in sign of peace. But
neither of the deputations dared to advance so far as

the last fore-court. At the same time the crowd was
pressing towards the draw-bridge, and firing from
all sides. The besieged then had reason to think
that these appearances of deputation were but a trick

to surprise them ; and, after having cried in vain to

the people not to advance, they found themselves
obliged to fire in their turn.

The people, repulsed a second time, and furious at

seeing some of their own body fall under the fire of

the fortress, took that revenge in which it usually

indulges. The barracks and shops of the fore-court

were pillaged ; the house of the governor was deli-

vered to the flames. The firing of one cannon,
loaded with case shot, and a discharge of musketry,
had driven back this crowd of robbers and incen-

diaries ; when, at the head of a dozen brave citizens,

Elie, advancing to the very edge of the ditch, cried

out to the besieged to surrender, promising that not

a man should be hurt. He then perceived a hand
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extended through an opening in a part of the drav/-

tridge and presenting to him a note. This note was
received by means of a plank that was held over the
ditch ; it was written in these words :

—" We have
twenty thousand pounds of powder. We will blow
up the castle if you do not accept our capitulation

Signed de Launay."
Elie, after having read the note, cried out that he

accepted it ; and on the part of the fort, all hostilities

ceased. However, de Launay, before he gave him-
self up to the people, washed that the capitulation

should be ratified and signed at the town-hall, and
that to secure his own safety and that of his soldiers,

an imposing guard should receive and protect them.
But the unfortunate invalids, thinking to hasten
their deliverance, did violence to the governor, by
crying out from the court, ' The Bastille surrenders.-

It was then that de Launay, seizing the inatch of a
cannon, threatened to go and set fire to the powder
magazine ; and lie was perhaps firmly resolved to do
so. The centinels, who guarded that magazine, pre-

sented their bayonets ; and, in spite of himself, with-
out further precaution or delay, he saw himself forced
to surrender.

The little draw- bridge of the fort being first opened,
Elie entered with his companions, all brave and
honourable men, and fully determined to keep his

word. On seeing him, the governor went to him,
embraced him, and presented him liis sword, with the
keys of the Bastille.

" I refused his sword," said Elie to me, " and tock
only the keys." His companions received the staff

and the officers of the garrison wath the same cor-

diality, swearing to serve them as a guard and de-
fence ; but they swore in vain.

As soon as the great bridge was let down (and it is

not known by what hand that was done) the people
rushed into the court of the castle, and, full of lury,

eeizcd on the troop of invalids. The Swiss who were
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dressed only in linen frocks, escaped among the crowd,

all the rest were arrested. Elie, and the honest men
who had entered first with him, exerted all their

efforts to tear from the hands of the people the vic-

tims which they themselves had delivered up. But
ferocity was obstinately attached to its prey. Se^^eral

of these soldiers, whose lives had been promised
them, were assassinated; others were dragged like

slaves through the streets of Paris. Twenty-two
were brought to the Greve, and, after humiliations

and inhuman treatment, they had the affliction of

seeing two of their comrades hanged. AVhen they

were presented at the town.hall, a furious madman
said to them: "You have fired on your fellow

citizens
;
you deserve to be hanged ; and you shall be

so presently." Fortunately, the French guards in-

terceded for their pardon ; the people suffered itself

to be persuaded. But it was without pity for the

officers of the garrison. De Launay, torn from the

arms of those who wished to save him, had his head
cut off under the walls of the town-hall. In the

midst of his assassins, he defended his life with

the bravery of despair ; but he fell under their num-
ber. Delorme Salbray, his major, was murdered in

the same manner. The adjutant lAIirai, had been so,

near the Bastille. Pernon, an old lieutenant of the

Invalids, was assassinated on the wharf St Paul, as he
was going to the hall. Another lieutenant, Caron,

was CO veered with wounds. The head of the marquis

de Launay was carried about Paris by this same
populace that he might have crushed had he not

been moved to pity.

Sucli were the exploits of those who have since

been called the heroes and conquerors of the Bastille

On the 14th of July 1789, about eleven o'clock in

the morning, the people had assembled before it

;

at forty minutes after four it had surrendered. At
half an hour after six the head of the governor was
carried in triumph to the Palais-Royal. Among
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tlie number of conquerors, which has been said to

amount to eight, hundred, many people have been
mentioned who had not even approached the castle.

The people, after this conquest, intoxicated by-

power newly acquired, perpetually fed with sus-

picion and anxiety, and rendered more savage because

it still shuddered at the dangers it had run, now
shewed only the character of a jealous and cruel

tyrant. Government ought to have known, that for

the people there was no barrier between licence and
crime, but the fear of punishment, and in a time
of trouble and sedition the defence of the Bastille

was an object of the highest importance to public

tranquillity. You have just seen to what excess it

had been neglected. Neither Broglie, a minister

and general, nor the king's council, nor the party of

the nobles, no one had thought of inquiring whether
its garrison was secure and sufficient^ whether it was
supplied with provisions, or whether the commander
was a man of a sufficiently cool and determined cou-
rage. They had either supposed it useless or un-
attaekable, or rather they seemed to have forgotten it.

It is nevertheless true, that if de Launay had made
use of his artillery, he would have struck Paris with
awe. He recollected, without doubt, that he served
a good king; and among the people every man
knew it as well as he.

Paris, at the moment of the attack, had hastened
towards the Bastille. Sexes and ages, all were con-
founded around these ramparts that were loaded
with cannon. What v\^as it then inspired them ? The
king consents that his people should be threatened,
but he will not consent that his people should be
crushed. What a fatal lesson has been given to
kings by the example of this !

In the evening, the assembled crowds thirsting for
more blood, demand the head of Flesselles, who,
in tlie morning, they said, had refused them aim?,
and who, in connivance with the court, had betrayed.
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deceived, and trifled with them most insolently ; and
the Greve and the town-hall resounded with these
clamom-s. But the hot-bed of fermentation and
popular rage was not the Greve, it was the district
of St Roch, the quarter of the Palais-Royal ; it was
there that Flesselles had been proscribed.
During the attack of the Bastille, this unfortunate

man had attended at the committee of the town-hall,
assailed by a troop of wretches, who loaded him with
insult and announced his death. After two hours of
silence and torture, he had resolved to go from the
chamber of the committee into the great chamber, to
demand of the people that he might be heard and
tried by the general assembly of the electors, tired of
hfe, and wishing rather to die than suffer so cruel an
agony. And, indeed, by thus throwing himself into
a pitiless crowd, he delivered himself to certain death.
He went there, and took his seat in the circle of the
electors. He saw himself aimed at from every side.

But other incidents having diverted the fury of which
he Avas the object, he profited by that interval, and
leaning towards an ecclesiastic who was near him (it

was the abb^ Fauchet) he took him by the hand,
conjuring him in a low voice to hasten instantly to
the district St Roch. " It is there that my head is

demanded," added he ;
" there spring all the accusa-

tions tliat are brought against me. Go and tell them
that I only ask time to justify myself." Fauchet,
moved by a sentiment of compassion for him, went
to implore this grace, but implored it in vain. The
object was to overawe those who, like Flesselles,

might think themselves by duty attached to the king's
party ; and, in order to conquer probity by terror,

more victims were requisite. The people was not
yet sufficiently habituated to crime, and in order to

tram it to miu-der, its leaders wanted to exercise it.

The district that conducted the insurrection was
therefore inexorable, and Flesselles never again saw
the man from whom he expected his deliverance.
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Here 1 ouglit to observe to you what those were
who were sent to the town-hall to demand the head
of Flesselles. " They were," says a faithful witness,
•' men armed liked savag-es. And what men ?—crea-

tures such as no man ever remembered to have met
in open day. Where did they come from? Who
had drawn them from their dark retreats?"

*' At the head of the committee of the electors,'*

says the same witness, " Flesselles still shewed some
boldness ; till the fatal moment, he was listening with
an air of interest and aftability so natural that he
would have saved himself by it, if the resolution of

destroying him had not been irrevocably taken. He
witnessed the ferocious joy that was loudly manifested

at the sight of that lance which bore the head of the

governor of the Bastille. He witnessed the efforts made,
in those cruel moments, by a few good citizens to tear

from the people some of its victims. He heard the

cries of those who demanded that he himself should

be delivered up to them. Yet, amid so many horrors,

hazarding all in order to escape, and thinking himself

for a moment forgotten, he dared to quit his place

and slide in among the crowd. He had indeed pene-
trated it ; but those who had pursued him into that

chamber, and who, without doubt, had promised his

death, pursued him still, crying out to him, * To the

Palais-Royal ! to the Palais-Royal !' ' With all my
heart,' said he to them as he went out. And the

moment afterwards, on the staircase of the town-
hall, one of these villains fractured his head with a

pistol shot. This head too was carried about Paris in

triumph, and this triumph was applauded. It was the

same with the murder of the invalid soldiers, who
were torn to pieces in the streets : so com.pletely had
the delirium of rage stifled every feeling of humanity."

" I have remarked," adds my witness, using an
expression of Tacitus, " that if among the people
few men then dared crime, many wished and all suf-

fered it. Those wretches were not of the nation ;
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those ^'illains that filled the towTi-hall ; some were
almost naked, and others strangely dressed in clothes

of different colours, mad, and for the most part not
knowing what they wanted, or demanding the death
of those who were proscribed and marked out to

them, and demanding it in a tone which it more
than once appeared impossible to resist.'^

If the national assembly could have had any pre-

sentiment of the evils with which the kingdom Avas

threatened by this dreadful anarchy; if it had fore-

seen how impotent its own efforts would be to force

back within the bounds of legitimate authority this

ferocious beast which it was eager to unchain ; if

those who flattered it had thought that they them-
selves might perhaps one day become its prey, they
would have shuddered with a salutary fear. But, to

give to themselves a reigning authority, they only
thought of disarming that which alone could have
saved the whole.

The citizens of Paris, blinded as they were respect-

ing their true interests, abandoned themselves to the

transports of an extravagant joy, when it was decided

that the Bastille should be destroyed. The people,

under the reign of Louis XI, would not have expressed

more joy to see the iron cages broken. History,

however, will render this testimony to the memory of
|

Louis XVI, that of seven prisoners who were found y

in the Bastille, not one had been sent there under his \

reign. -

While the city of Paris loudly declared itself in

insurrection against the royal authority, the insti-

gators of the rebelhon triumphed at Versailles, in

appearing to lament misfortunes and crimes which
they had commanded ; and, in order to alarm the

king, they afflicted him with them every day. "You
rend my heart more and more," answered he at

last, " by the account you give me of the misfortunes

of Paris. It is not possible to believe, that the

orders which I have given to the troops are the
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cause of these evils." No they were not so, for they

were confined to the maintenance of order and
peace.

At the same time, the assembly most urgently soli-

cited the king to remove the troops, to dismiss the

new ministers, and to recall those who preceded them.

He began by ordering the retreat of those troops that

were stationed in the Champ -de-Mars. But no orders

were given for the departure of the other camps ; and
in Paris, which still believed itself threatened with

an assault, the night between the 14th and 15th of

July was again terrible. The people, become more
savage, shuddered with fear and rage ; the motions
made at the Palais-Royal were lists of proscription.

The next day, through a crowd of jarring opinions

that agitated the national assembly, the voice of the

baron de IMarguerit was favourably heard. "It is

not," said he, " in circumstances so afflicting that

we ought to debate. Every superfluous word is a

crime against humanity. I persist in the motion,

which I proposed yesterday, to send new deputies

instantly to the king, who shall say to him :

Sire, blood flows, and it is that of your subjects.

Each day, each instant adds to the frightful dis-

orders that reign in the capital, and in the whole
kingdom. Sire, the evil is at its height. It is

by removing the troops from Paris and Versailles ; it

is by charging the deputies of the nation to carry

words of peace in your name, that calm shall be
restored. Yes, sire, there is one way worthy of

you, and above all of your personal virtues ; it is

founded on the unalterable love of Frenchmen for

their king ; it is to place on this day all your confi-

dence in the representatives of your faithful nation.

We conjure you, sire, to join the national assembly
without delay, in order to listen to truth, and advise
with the natural council of your majesty on the
measures best adapted to re-establish calm and
union, and to secure the safety of the state."
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This motion was carried by acclamation, and a

new deputation was going to wait on the king, when
the duke de Laincourt announced that the king him-
self was coming, and that he was briiiging with him
every favourable disposition.

This news caused the most lively joy in the assem-
bly, and all honest men were expressing it when
]\iirabeau hastened to repress it. " The blood of

our brothers is flowing in Paris," said JMirabeau
;

" that good city is in the horrors of convulsions in

order to defend its own liberty and ours ; and can we
abandon ourselves to joy before we know that calm,

peace, and happiness are to be re-established there ?

Though all the ills of the people were to cease, should

we be insensible to those they have already suffered ?

Let a mournful respect be the first reception given to

the monarch by the representatives of an unhappy
people. The silence of the people is the lesson of

kings."

As if the blood that was shed, as if the crimes of
*"' the people, the crimes commanded by himselfjand by
] fija^. accomplices;, could have beefiT impule'd" to the

king ! 'Yet,'Tri" spite of the evidence of so black a

calumny, the vehemence of this speech had replunged

the assembly into a melancholy silence, when the

king appeared, and standing in the middle of the

deputies who stood likewise to hear him, spoke as

follows :-

" Gentlemen, 1 have assembled you in order to

consult you on the most important affairs of the state.

There is no one more urgent, or that affects my
heart more sensibly, than the frighful disorders that

reign in the capital. The chief of the nation comes
with confidence into the midst of its representatives

to express to them his affliction, and invite them to

discover means of restoring order and calm. I know
that UDJust prejudices have been encouraged ; I know
that some men have dared to publish that your per-

sons were not in safety. Can it be necessary to qaiet
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you on such culpable rumours, at once contradicted

by my kno\\Ti character ? Well, then, 'tis I who in-

corporate myself with my people, 'tis I who resign

myself to you. Aid me on this occasion to secure

the safety of the state. I expect it from the national

assembly. The zeal of the representatives of my
people, met for the common safety, is to me a sure

guarantee : and, depending on the fidelity and love
of my subjects, I have given orders to the troops to

remove from Paris and Versailles. I authorise, I

request you to make known my intentions in the
capital."

After the answer of the president, who finished by
soliciting his majesty, for the assembly, a constant,

free, and immediate communication with his person,
the king withdrew, when the whole assembly hastened
to put itself in his suite, and formed his train from
the hall to the palace.

This national train accompanying the king through
a vast multitude that rent the air with acclamations
and vows, while, from the balcony in front of the
palace, the queen, embracing the dauphin, presented
him to the people, and seemed to recommend him to

the deputies of the nation, was without doubt a
majestic sight. But the triumph was really that of
the conspirators, to whom the king had just aban-
doned himself. The confidants of the revolution
were still in small numbers. The rest were all sin-

cere. But the crafty knaves, insulting at the bottom
of their hearts the noble sincerity of the king, and
the credulous simplicity of the multitude, applauded
themselves for the rapid progress they were making
towards dominion, and suffered these sentiments of
joy and mutual love to exhale, because they knew
they could suppress them when their purpose should
be ripe.

The numerous deputation that was sent to Paris,

was received there, from the barrier to the town-hall,
by an army of one hundred thousand men, differently
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armed with instruments of carnage ; a scene that
was evidently prepared, as it were, to display the
means they had of enforcing obedience if the king
had not yielded ; and with this terrible parade was
mixed the joy of conquerors, and of that unbridled
liberty which had produced only crimes, and with
which even the best citizens suffered themselves to

be intoxicated. A blockade, a siege, a famine, a

massacre, were the black phantoms which had been
employed to frighten them ; and in seeing the troops

retire that were supposed to be charged with the
commission of these crimes, Paris thought it had
nothing more to fear.

On their arrival at the town-hall, the deputies were
applauded and croAvned as the saviours and deliverers

of a besieged city : a calumny which the marquis de

la Fayette, in the speech he pronounced, did not

think proper to contradict, not daring to render

homage to the intentions of the king, for fear of

ofiending the people.

It would have been natm-al, it would have been
just to call to mind at that moment what the king

had so often said, that he had only assembled the

troops in order to maintain in Paris order, safety,

and calm, and serve as a safeguard for the tranquillity

of good citizens. It was this that la Fayette passed

over in silence.
" C?ntlemen," said he, " the moment is at length

arri^-ed which the national assembly most ardently

desired : the king was deceived, he is no longer so.

He has been to-day in the midst of us without arms,

without troops, without that parade which good

kings despise. He has told us that he had given

orders to the troops to withdraw : let us forget our

misfortunes, or rather let us only rem.ember them to

avoid for ever their repetition."

In his turn, the sincere and com-ageous Lally

Tolendal addressed the people ; and, in order to give

c c 2
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my narrative all the truth that it can possess, I shall

transcribe his speech.
" In the hall in which we were received there

were," says he, " citizens of all classes. An immense
crowd was in the square, and I proved that it would
have been very easy, had all wishes harmonised to

effect it, to turn all their enthusiasm to the side of

order and justice. They leaped for joy on hearing

me speak of the honour of the French name. When
I told them that they should be free, that the king
had promised it, that he had come to throw himself

into our arms, that he trusted in them, and that he
sent back his troops, they interrupted me by cries of
* vive le roil' When 1 said, we come to bring you
peace, on the part of the king and of the national as-

sembly ; we must now carry back peace, on your part,

to the king and to the national assembly, it was who
should first repeat the cry of ' peace ! peace !' When
I added : you love yoru" wives, your children, your
king, your country ; all answered a thousand times,
* yes.' When at last, pressing them still closer, I

ventured to say : I'm sure you would not wish to

torture all you love by bloody discord, would you ?

—there shall be no more proscriptions, shall there ?

—the law alone ought to pronounce them : there will

be no more bad citizens : your example will reclaim

them, and make them good :—they again repeated
* peace,' and * no more proscriptions.' "

Thus, from that time, nothing was more easy than
to re-establish order, and maintain the happiest un-
derstanding between the monarch and his people.

The king desired nothing so much as to be loved

;

and at that price nothing was painful to him. The
city of Paris had just appointed Bailly as its mayor,
and la Fayette as commander of its militia. The
king, who alone ought to have named to these two
places, readily sanctioned the choices which the city

had made. It had solicited Necker's recall ; Necker
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was recalled, as well as Montmorin, la Luzerne, and
St Priest who had shared his disgrace ; and the new
ministers prevented their dismissal by resigning. In
fine, Paris, disordered anew by its perfidious agita-

tors, desired that the king might come himself to the
town-hall to dissipate its false alarms, and the king
repaired thither (on the l/th of July \7^^) without
any other guard than a few armed citizens of Paris

and Versailles, in the midst of two hundred thousand
men armed with scythes, pick-axes, guns, and lances,

dragging cannon with them.
On the arrival of the king, and on his passage, all

acclamation in his favour was forbidden ; and if to

the cries of * vive la nation !' some added, ' vive le

roil' there were confederate villians who imposed
silence on them. The king perceived it, and brooked
this insult. After having heard at the barrier the

speech of the mayor Bailly, in which he told him,
that, if Henry IV had conquered his city, that city in

its turn had just conquered its king, he received at

the town-hall the republican cockade ; he took it

without repugnance ; and, as his reconciliation with
his people was sincere, he shewed so much candour
and goodness that all hearts were moved. The feli-

citations of the orators raised emotion to enthusiasm;

and, when Lally Tolendal spoke, all was bursts of

sensibility and transports of love.

*'Well, citizens," said he, " are you now satisfied ?

There is your king, whom you demanded so loudly,

and whose name alone excited your transports when
two days ago we pronounced it among you. Enjoy
his presence and his benefits. There is the khig who
has restored your national assemblies, and who desires

to perpetuate them : who wishes to establish liberty

and property on an eternal basis : who has offered

you, as it were, to enter into partnership with him in

his authority, only reserving to himself that which
was necessary to him for your happiness, that which
ought always to belong to him, and \>'hicli you ought
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to conjure him never to forsake. Ah ! let him at

length enjoy consolation ; let liis noble and pui'e heait

carry from you that peace of which it is so worthy

;

and since, surpassing the virtues of his predecessors,

he has desired to place his power and grandeur in

your love, to he obeyed only by love, to be guarded
only by love, let us not be less feeling nor less gene-

rous than our king ; and let us prove to him, tliat

even his power and grandeur have gained a thousand
times more than they have sacrificed.

" And you, sire, permit a subject, who is neither

more faithful nor more devoted to you than aU those

who surround you, but who is as much so as any one
of those who obey you, permit him to raise his voice

to you, and say : Behold this people that adores you,

this people that your presence intoxicates, and whose
sentiments for your sacred person can never be the

object of a doubt. Look, sire, comfort, console your-

self by looking on all the citizens of your capital

;

look at their eyes, listen to their voices, penetrate into

their hearts that bound to meet yours. There is not
a man here who is not ready to shed the last drop of

his blood for you, and for your legitimate authority.

No, sire, this French generation is not so unfortu-

nate as to have been reserved to belie fourteen ages of

fidelity. We will all perish, if need be, to defend a

throne that is as sacred to us as to you, and to the

august family that we placed there eight hundred
years ago. Believe us, sire, be assured we have never
inflicted a painful wound in your heart that has not
rent our own ; that, amid public calamities, it is one
to afflict you, even by a complaint that adm.onishes

and implores, but that never accuses you. At length
aU sori'ows will now disappear, and all troubles be
appeased. \One single word from your mouth has re-

stored tranquillity. Our virtuous king has recalled

his virtuous coimcils
;

perish those public enemies
who would agyin sow division between the nation

and its chief. King, subjects, citizens, let us mingle
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onr hearts, our hopes, our efforts, and display to

the eyes of the universe the magnificent spectacle of
one of its finest nations, free, happy, triumphant
under a just, dear, and revered king, who, no longer
owing anything to force, will owe all to his own vir-

tues and our love.'*

Tolendal was twenty times interrupted by cries of
' vive le roi !' The people were charmed to be restored

to their natural feelings ; the king shared in them

;

and his emotion expressed them more vividly than elo-

quence could have done ; but, if these feelings had
been lasting between his people and him, he would
have been too powerful in the opinion of the conspi-

rators, who wanted to reduce him to the mere phan-
tom of a king

BOOK XVITI.

The national assembly, on the part of the com-
mons, as well as of the people, was marked by two
opposing spirits, and two adverse characters : one
moderate, weak, timid; that of the majority: the

other passionate, extravagant, impetuous, and daring ;

that of the conspirators. We had seen the latter

announcing only rational and pacific views, in order

to guide the former at its will. We had heard one
of its organs conjure the clergy, * in the name of

the god of peace,' to unite with that order which
meditated the ruin of the church. We have just

seen JVIirabeau, in his address to the king, affect a

h}'pocritical respect and zeal ; but when, after having
assured itself of the determination and ardent at-

tachment of the populace, and of the effeminacy,

indifference, and timidity of the rich and peaceful
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class, tills party seeing itself able to govern opinion

with absolute sway, ceased to dissemble.

The very day after the king had gone to resign

himself with such sincerity to the national assembly,

the republican faction undertook to lay down, as a

principle, that the assembly had a right to interfere

in the formation of the miiiistry ; and the two
orators, who on this point openly attacked the royal

authority, were iMirabeau and Barnave, both endowed
with popular eloquence ; Mirabeau, with greater

phrenzy and bursts of passion, often too with wile

and artifice ; Barnave with greater frankness, nerve,

and vigour. Both of them had supported the opi-

nion, that the king should be deprived of the free

choice of his ministers ; a right which Tolendal and
INIounier had strongly defended, by maintaimng, that

without this freedom in the choice of the objects of

his confidence, the king would be nothing. The
decree resulting from this discussion had left it un-
determined ; but the question, once agitated, was
nevertheless the signal for combat between the two
powers.

For this combat, the commons wanted a force ever

active and threatening ; and thence all the obstacles

that Tolendal encountered in his motion of the 20th
of July. It is he again whom you must hear :

—

*' From the pohit where we then were, it wa's

evident," says he, " that nothing more was to be
feared for liberty, but the projects of faction and the

dangers of anarchy. The national assembly had
only to put itself on its guard against the excess of

its own power. There was not a moment to lose

to re-establish public order. News had been ah'eady

received that the commotions which had shaken the
capital had been felt, not only in the neighbouring
cities but in the distant pro"\nnces. They were an-
nouncing themselves in Britanny ; they existed in

Normandy and Burgundy ; they threatened to spread
throughout the kingdom. Emissaries, evidently drs-
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patched from a central point, travelled every road,
traversing cities and villages without sojourning in

any, getting the alarm-bell rung, and announcing the
approach of foreign troops, or of hordes of plun-
derers, crying out everywhere ' to arras 1

' and fre-

quently distributing money."
(Indeed I myself saw some of them travelhng on

horseback the hamlet where I then was, and crying

out to us, that hussars were ravaging the country
around us, and setting fire to the ripe com ; that

such a village was on fire, and another inundated
with blood. There was no truth in it ; but fear ex-

cited fury ; and that was what the faction desired.)

With his hands full of letters that attested the

excesses everj^vhere committed with impunity,

Tolendal repaired to the national assembly, and
there proposed the heads of a proclamation, which,
after having presented to all Frenchmen the picture

of their situation, their duties, and their hopes,

invited them all to peace, secured their lives and
properties, threatened the wicked, protected the

good, and maintained the laws in vigour and the

courts of justice in full force. " This project," says

he, " was heard with loud applause : a second read-

ing was demanded, and the acclamations redoubled.

But what was my astonishment when I saw a party

rise to oppose it ! According to one, my
sensibility had seduced my reason. These fires,

these imprisonments, these assassinations, were
afflictions which we must learn to support, for we
ought to have expected them. According to another,

my imagination had created dangers that did not

exist. There was no danger but in my motion ....

Danger for liberty, because it would take from the

people a salutary fear, which should rather be en-

couraged than suppressed ; danger for the assembly,

that would see Paris declare against it, if it adopted

the motion ; danger for the legislative power, which.
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after having broken the frightful springs of empire,

would thus regenerate them with new strength."

The murder of Berthier, the intendant of Paris,

and that of Foulon, his father-in-law, both massacred
at the Greve, their heads carried about the city, and
the body of Foulon dragged and torn in the Palais-

Royal, shewed that the populace, drunk with blood,

still thirsted for it, and seemed to call loudly on the

assembly to hasten and adopt the motion of Tolendal.

Hear what he says himself of the slight impression
which this horrible incident made.

*' The next day (the 2 1st of July) I was awakened
by cries of grief, I saw enter my chamber a young
man, pale, disfigured, who hastened eagerly to throw
his arms around me, and who exclaimed as he sobbed,

sir, you have passed fifteen years of your life in de-

fending the memory of your father, save the life of

mine, let him be heard by his judges. Present me
to the national assembly, and let me there demand
that my father may be tried.' It was the son of the

unfortunate Berthier. I conducted him instantly to

the president of tlie assembly. Misfortune would
have it that there was no sitting in the morning. In

the evening it was too late. I'he father-in-law and
the son-in-lav^ had been torn in pieces.

** You may imagine," continues Tolendal, " that

at the very first sitting I hastened to fix the general

attention on this horrible event. I spoke in the

name of a son, whose father had just been massa-
cred ; and a son, who was in mourning for his own
father (Barnave), dared to reproach me for feeling

when I ought only to reason. He added, what I

tremble to repeat ;
' Is then the blood which has been

shed so very precious ?
' and every time he raised his

arms, while uttering his sanguinary declamations,

he shewed to every eye the mournful marks of his

recent misfortune (weepers) and the incontestable

witnesses of his barbarous insensibility."
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But such, among the factious, ^yas the general
depravity of soul, that with them a cool cruelty-

passed for virtue, and humanity for weakness.
Thirty-six country seats, demolished or hurned in

one single province ; in Languedoc, a M. de Barras
cut to pieces before his wife who was with child, and
just ready to lie in ; in Normandy, a paralytic old
man thro^\^l upon a burning pile ; and various

other notorious excesses were either passed over in

silence in the assembly, or treated as episodes, if

any one denounced them there.

It was the pohcy of the conspirators to leave the
people no time for reflection. Cooled but for a

moment, it might have felt that it was misled and
deceived, that its ambitious leaders only made it their

accomplice in order to make it their slave, and that,

from crime to crime, they wanted to plunge it so

deeply in guilt that it should see no safety for itself

but in executing all those whom they might com-
mand. So that the proclamation proposed by Tolen-
dal did not pass till all that could quiet the people

had been blotted out of it. Besides, for fear of

giving too much authenticity to this pacific procla-

mation, all weakened as it was, its opponents would
not allow that it should be sent by the king into the
provinces of the kingdom, and read in the churches ;

but only that the deputies should be entrusted with
the care of sending it, each of them to their con-

stituents.

The 31st of July was a day remarkable for Nec-
ker's return, and for the kind of triumph with which
he was honoured at the town-hall.

In returning from Basle, where he had received

the two letters for his recall, one from the king, the

other from the national assembly, Necker had seen

on his road the excesses in which the populace every-

where indulged ; he had endeavoured to calm them,
to spread on his passage milder feelings, and to in-

spire, wherever he went, a horror of injustice and
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violence He found the roads covered with French-

men, who, hearing what had passed at Paris, and the

assassinations near the town-hall, had been chilled

with horror and affright, and who were hastening

away in search of another country. Informed of

these bloody scenes, from that moment his most

ardent wish had been to convert the people of Paris

from its blind barbarities, to restore it to the feelings

of humanity and to make it efface the guilt which

its criminal violence had imprinted on the national

character. I speak here after what he himself has

said ; and whatever errors, whatever faults, whatever

wrongs, may be attributed to him, no one at least

will here doubt its sincerity. In this confidence, I

will give you his own recital, which, without being

less true, will excite more interest.

" Great and happy day for me (the 28th of July

1 789)" says he in his recital ;
" welcome and memo-

ra])le epoch of my life, when, after having received

the most touching marks of affection on the part of

an immense people, I obtained from its numerous
deputies, assembled in the town-hall, and from itself

afterwards, with cries of joy, not only the entire

liberty of the prisoner whom I had defended (the

baron de Bezenval) but a general amnesty, a com-
plete oblivion of all the motives of complaint and dis-

trust, a generous renunciation of the sentiments of

hatred and vengeance, which had reigned so potently ;

in fine, a kind of peace and reconciliation witli those

numerous citizens, some of whom had already fled

from their country, and others wlio were preparing

to fly. This honourable resolution was purchased by
my tears. I had demanded it in the name of the interest

which I at that moment inspired, as a reward for my
last sacrifice, and as the only and single recompense
to wliich I would ever pretend. I knelt, I humified

myself in every way in order to succeed. I exerted,

in short, all the powers of my soul, and seconded by
the eloquence of a generous and feeling citizen (Cler-
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mvont-Tonnerre) I obtained the object of my hopes

;

and this first favour was granted me with one voice,

and witli all the transport of enthusiasm and kind-

ness that could render it most dear."

The following was the resolution of the general

assemblv of the electors at the town-hall, on the same
day, 31st of July.
" On the true, sublime, and affecting speech of

M . Necker, the assembly of the electors, penetrated

with the sentiments of justice and humanity which he

breathes, has decreed that the day on which this dear

and necessary minister has been restored to France

ought to be a day of rejoicing. It therefore declares,

in the name of the inhabitants of this capital, certain

of not being disavowed, that it pardons all its enemies,

that it proscribes all acts of violence contrary to the

present decree, and that it henceforth regards those

as the only enemies of the nation who shall disturb

the public tranquillity by any excess.
" It decrees farther that the present decree shall be

read in the parish churches, published by the sound of

tiTimpet in all the streets and squares, and sent to all

the municipalities of the kingdom, and the applauses

it shall obtain shall distinguish good Frenchmen."
In this, lay the safety of the state, but the ruin

of projects that could only succeed by disorder and

terror.
" By the evening of this same memorable day,"

continues Necker, " all was changed. The chiefs of

democracy had other intentions. They would con-

.ent neither to kindness, oblivion, nor amnesty : they

had need of all the passions of the people ; they had

need above all of its distrust ; and they did not choose,

at any price, that a great and important event should

be attributed to my prayers and my influence. They
therefore assembled the districts, and contrived to

animate them against a declaration which their repre-

sentatives, the ancient electors named by them, and

a general assembly at the town-hall, had ado])ted with
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one voice, and which the first vow of the people had
ratified. The national assembly was my hope in this

imfortunate opposition, but it favoured the opinion of

the districts ; and I saw my edifice of happiness pulled

do\\'n to the ground. And what was the object of

this happiness ? To retain among us those who, by
their -wealth and expenditure, supported labour and
encouraged industry; to see a sentiment of confi-

dence and magnanimity substituted for jealous perse-

cution ; to prevent that exasperation, which is the

inevitable consequence of fears and alarms when we
disdain to calm them ; to preserve the French nation

from those dreadful tribunals of inquisition knouTi
under the name of committees of enquiry ; to render,

in short, liberty more amiable by giving it an air less

savage, and by she^\dng how it could ally itself with
feelings of kind and indulgent gentleness, the most
beautiful ornament of human nature, and its first

Vv'ant. Ah ! how many evils would have been pre-

vented, if the resolution taken at the town-hall had
not been destroyed, if the first wish of the people,

that pious impulse, had not been despised 1"

When Necker spoke thus, he was far from foresee-

ing what enormities, what atrocious cruelties, Avould
crown the crimes that were past.

But, from that moment, he ought to have felt how
misplaced and miserably useless he would be, among
men disdaining every principle of morality, and all

feelings of justice and humanity.
It was by exercising the most violent despotism

that the leaders of sedition had annulled the decree
of the town-hall ; and what Necker had passed over
in silence, another witness, Tolendal, whom no one
has dared to contradict, has told aloud.

" At the fall of night, the seditious had assembled
in that Palais-Royal, famous from this time for all

kinds of crimes, after having been so for every species
of depravity; in that Palais-Royal, where histoiy
will be obliged to say that morals were corrupted.
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troops debauched, the carcases of the dead dragged
in triumph, and the heads of the hving proscribed.
There they had sworn to obtain the revocation of the
decree of the town-hall, and had begun their march.
One affrighted district had communicated its fear to
several others ; the alarm-bell had rung ; the troop
had swelled ; the tov.Ti-hall had feared to see itself

besieged ; in fine, on the reclamation of a few dis-

tricts only, the assembly of the electors had been
forced to submit, and, by a new decree, had retracted

that of the morning, saying that it explained it."

On the 1st of August, when, at the election of a

president, Thouret was appointed by ballot, the mur-
murs and threats of the seditious were instantly

heard in the assembly. The election was denounced
at the Palais-Royal as a treason ; Thouret was pro-

scribed there ; if he accepted the presidency, the

wretches threatened to go and assassinate him in his

own house ; he resigned, and this was a mortal blow
to the liberty of the assembly ; the greater number
consisting of those v/eak men on whom fear imposes

silence, or commands opinion.

The courts of justice themselves were awed ; the

laws were without force, and the people despised

them. All had heard the ancient edicts declai*ed

null ; they now refused to pay the taxes, previously

established ; no one dared to compel them to it, and
the faction made them l)elieve that it had freed them
from taxation.

In the mean time, the treasury was quite empty,

and its springs all nearly exhausted. Necker came to

expose this penury to the assembly, and to request

that it would authorise a loan of one million and a

quarter at five per cent. This moderate interest was
maliciously cavilled at ; it was reduced to four ; and

the public now seeing in Necker only a minister op-

nosed and disliked by the commons, the signal for

his fall was the blow to his credit.

A patriotic contribution was the momentary re-

D u 2
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source resorted to by the assembly ; and then, leav-

ing the minister to torment himself with inquietude

in order to provide for the exigencies of the state, it

entered upon the work of a constitution which it

authorised itself to create, not only without the powers

and consent of the nation, but in contempt of the ex-

press command which the nation itself had inserted

in the instructions to its constituents, not to touch

the ancient bases and fundamental principles of the

existing monarchy.
Till then, the feeble party had uniformly hoped to

put an end to the usurpations of the commons, and

all means of reconciliation had been employed. On
the 4th of August, the evening sitting had been

marked by resolutions and sacrifices that ought to

have pacified all men. The clergy and the nobility

had, by acclamation, renounced their privileges.

These renunciations, offered with a kind of enthu-

siasm, had been accepted with transport ; and the

very great majority of the assembly considered thera

as the seal of an entire and lasting reconciliation. The
good archbishop of Paris had proposed that a Te

Deum should be sung, as a thanksgiving, on this

great event ; Tolendal, who never lost sight of the

state's welfare, had moved that Louis XVI should be

proclaimxcd ' the restorer of French liberty ;' these

propositions were unanimously carried. In fine,

the king himself had consented without reserve to

all the renunciations made and decreed in the sit-

.

ting of the 14th of August. But he refused his

assent plainly and simply to the ambiguous declara-

tion of the rights of man, and to the nineteen articles

of the constitution that had been presented to him.

There were other articles to which all foresaw that

he would refuse his sanction ; and, although the veto

which he reserved to himself was only suspensive, it

was enough to arrest the march of the revolution.

It became necessary to overcome this obstacle ; and,

if force were resorted to in order to conquer his
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opposition, the king might well form a resolution to

which he had so long refused his concurrence.

This was indeed the true reason why the project

of having the king at Paris was formed, and why
thirty thousand seditious rebels were sent to Ver-
sailles (the 5th of October 1/89) with artillery at their

head, and a crowd of those impure women who in all

riots are made to march in front. Ilie pretext of

their mission was to go and complain of the dearness

of bread.

I will not describe the brutality of that populace
thus led to Versailles to carry off the king and his

family. The trial of du Chatelet has revealed that

horrible mystery, that crime from which the assembly
in vain endeavoured to clear the duke d'Orleans and
Mirabeau. The facts that relate to it are consigned

to the memoirs of the time, which my children will

read. I'liey will there see, and shudder while they

see, the faithful body-guards, wlio were forbidden by
the king to fue on the people, massacred even to the

threshold of the queen's chamber, and their heads

carried on pikes under the windows of the palace

;

they will see that affrighted queen trembling for the

king and for her children, fly from her bed, which a

moment afterwards was pierced with a hundred bay-

onets, and hasten to throw herself into the arms of

the king, where she expected death ; they will see

this august pair, in the midst of a savage people,

oppose to its rage the most magnanimous mildness,

shew it their children in order to move it to com-
passion, and ask what can be done to appease it.

" Let the king come with us to Paris." This was the

answer of the people, and the avowal of the plot

which it was sent to execute.

What cannot be forgotten, is, that in the night

when this sanguinary horde filled the com'ts of the

palace, some individuals having raised their voices in

the hall of the deputies, to propose that the assembly

should go in a body to range itself around the king,,
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and to repress the commotion of the people, Mirabeau
insolently opposed this motion, saying that it did not
become the dignity of the assembly to move from
its place. He did not choose to oppose the execution

of his own orders.

The king might still have fled from these impious

scenes ; everything was prepared for his departure
;

his carriages and his guards were waiting for him and
his family at the gates of the Orangery ; some faith-

ful friends pressed him to seize the time when the

people, dispersed in Versailles, was resigning itself to

sleep. But a greater number, trembling and in tears,

conjured him on their knees not to abandon them.
Deceived by the security of la Fayette, who answerd
for the speedy restoration of tranquillity, the king,

from fatality or from character, abandoned himself to

his destiny, and lost that moment which was never to

return.

As soon as he had arrived at the Thuileries with

his family, the assembly declared that it could not
remain separate from the person of the king ; it came
and established itself in Paris, on the 19th of October

1/89, and in these changes the good people fancied

it beheld its safety.

The first act of the king at Paris, was his accept-

ance of the first articles of the constitution, and the

sanction of the rights of man.
These memoirs are not a history of the revolution.

You will read it elsewhere, my children, and will see,

after this epoch of the 19th of October, a long train

of memorable events all easy to divine after the first

victories of the successful party. The property of the

clergy was declared national, on the 2d of November
j

the creation of assignats on the 2 1st of December
j

the quantity, form, and fabrication of this money,
determined on the 17th of April 1790 ; nobility and
all titles abolished on the 19th of June following;

the king's flight on the 21st of June 1791 ; his return

to Paris on the 25th ; finally, the acceptance of the
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\\'hole constitution by the king on tlie 3d of Septem-
ber, and the promulgation of this act on the 28th of
the same month.
There terminated the session of the constituent

assembly ; and it was then that I was separated from
that friend, who in the labours and perils of the tri-

bune had so honourably fulfilled his own duties and
my hopes, and who had just been called to Rome,
there to be loaded with honours, the abbe JMaury,
that man of talents so rare, and of courage that equalled
his uncommon talents.

In speaking to you of him, I have only given you,
my dear children, the idea of a good friend and an
amiable man ; I ought to make him known to you as
a public character, such as his enemies themselves
could not help considering him; invariable in the
principles of justice and humanity; the intrepid
defender of the throne and the altar; at variance
eA'ery day with the JMirabeaus and Barnaves ; the
constant object of the threats of popular declaimers

;

exposed to the insults and the poniards of the people
without, and certain that the principles for which he
pleaded would fall under superior numbers ; every
moment repulsed, every moment returning to the
combat, without ever having been shaken or wearied
by the certainty of being conquered, by the danger of
being torn in pieces, or by the clamours and outrages
of an unbridled populace. He smiled at the threats
of the people ; he answered with humour or with
energy to the invectives of the tribunes, and returned
to his adversaries with a coolness that was not to be
troubled. The order of his speeches, almost all

spoken e.v tempore, and for hours together, the
concatenation of his ideas, the clearness of his argu-
ments, the choice and abundance of his expressions,
so just, so correct, so harmonious, and always ani-

mated, without any hesitation, rendered it almost
impossible for his hearers to persuade themselves
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that his eloquence was not studied and premeditated
;

and yet the readiness with which he rushed to the

tribune, and seized occasions to speak, forced them
to beheve that he spoke from abundant knowledge.

I have myself been present more than once when
he has dictated from memory v/hat he had spoken on
the preceding day, complaining that in his recollec-

tions his vigour was weakened, and liis warmth
extinguished. " There is only the fire and ardour of

the tribune," he used to say, " that can render us
eloquent." Tliis phenomenon, of which there are

few examples, can only be explained by the prodi-

gious capacity of a memory which nothing has
escaped, and by immense studies : it is true that, to

that magazine of knowledge and ideas which Cicero

has considered as the arsenal of the orator, Maury
added the habit and familiar exercise of oratorical

language ; an inestimable advantage which the pulpit

had given him.

As to the firmness of his courage, it had for its

principle the contempt of death, and that resignation

of life, Mdthout which, he used to say, a nation could

no more have good representatives than good sol-

diers.

Such had the man shown himself who has con-
stantly been my friend, who is so still, and ever will

be so : the revolution of his fortune aj*d of mine can
effect no change in this mutual and solid friendship.

The moment when, embracing perhaps for the

last time, we bade each other a last farewell, had
something of a religious and melancholy gloom.
" My dear friend," said he, " in defending the good
cause, I have done what I could ; I have exhausted
my powers ; not that I might succeed in an assembly
where I was listened to in vain, but that I might
dissem.inate profound ideas of justice and truth into

the spirit of the nation, and of all Europe. I have
even had the ambition of being heard by posterity.
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It is not without heart-rending grief that I quit my
country and my friends, but I carry with me the firm

hope that the revolutionary power will be destroyed.'*

I admired this indefatigable perseverance of my
friend ; but, after having seen him contend in vain
against that force which either bore along, or dashed
in pieces all that opposed its rapid course, I had but
little hope of living long enough to see the end of our
misfortunes.

The legislative assembly, installed on the 1st of

October 17^1, followed and even exaggerated the
spii'it of the constituent assembly. 1 here again
recall dates, in order to arrive at what is personal

to me.
On the 29th of November, a decree was passed

inviting the king to request the princes of the empire
not to suffer the armaments of the fugitive princes.

On the 14th of December the king pronounces,
on his declaration to these princes, a speech that is

applauded.

On the 1st of January 179-j the decree of accusa-

tion is made against the brothers of Louis XVI.
On the 1 St of March happened the death of the

emperor Leopold.

On the 29th of iMay, the assassination of Gustavus
III, king of Sweden.
On the 20th of April, declaration of war by France

against the new king of Hungary and Bohemia.
In the month of June, the king refuses his sanction

to two decrees ; and this refusal becomes the pretext

of the insurrection of the faubourgs, that are sent in

a vast tumultuous mass to the Tuileries.

The king, who hears them threaten with savage

cries and horrible imprecations to break open the

doors of his apartment, orders that they may be
opened. He presents himself with a calm air to hear

their petition. They demand that he should sanction

the decrees to which he has refused his assent. *' My
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sanction is free," answered the king ;
*' and this is

not the moment either to sohcit or to obtain it."

Two days afterwards, in his proclamation against

this act of violence, he declared that it would never
be necessary to M'rest from him his assent to whatever
he should think just, and productive of public good

;

but that he would expose, if it were needful, his

peace and even his safety in order to do his duty.

This resistance should have been a curb to popular
despotism. The free acceptation of the laws, and
the right which the king had reserved to himself of

suspending those which he did not approve, was the

fmidamental article of a temperate monarchy, and of

the oath that had been freely taken throughout the

kingdom, *' to the nation, the law, and the king :"

but that alone would have arrested the tumultuous
march of the revolution, and the faction would not
consent that its power should be limited.

The 31st of July was marked by the arrival of the

Marseillais at Paris ; a kind of satellites that the

revolutionists kept at their orders for great exertions.

On the 3d of August, in the name of the sections

of Paris, Potion presents to the assembly a petition

for the deposition of the king.

On the 6th, a report is studiously spread at the
Tuileries that the king has resolved to fly.

It was then that, by a too just presentiment of what
was going to happen, my wife urged me to quit that

country-house to which she had been so much at-

tached, and to seek some retreat at a distance from
Paris, where, in obscurity, we might breathe in peace.

We knew not whither to direct our steps. The
tutor of our children decided our irresolution. It

was he who assured us that in Normandy, Mdiere he
was born, we should readily find a safe and peaceful
asylum ; but some time was requisite in order to pro-
cure it ; and, on arriving at E\Teux, we did not yet

know where to lay our heads. The master of the
inn where we alighted had, at a few paces from the
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town in the hamlet of St Germain, a pretty little

house, seated on the borders of the Iton, and at the
gate of the gardens of Navarre. He offered it to

us. Having taken this place, we resolved to stay

there till Charpentier's family should have found
us a suitable dwelling nearer to Gaillon, his native
place.

If, in the painful state in which our minds then
were, any retreat could have been charming, that

of this little hamlet would have been so ; but we had
scarcely arrived at E\Teux when we learned the hor-
rible event of the 10th of August.
At Paris, at the dawn of day, of that day which

was to precede days yet more fatal, the squares and
streets near the Tuileries were full of armed men
with a train of artillery. It was the people of the
faubourgs, supported by the band of Marseillais, who
came to besiege the king in his palace.

That unfortunate prince had only a few Swiss-
guards for his defence ; and, though it has been
said that there was in the garden of the Tuileries

a crowd of brave and honest men who would have
raUied round his person if he had chosen to shew
himself, he doubtless thought resistance either cri-

minal or impossible ; he was advised to repair with
his family to the bosom of the national assembly

;

thither he fled.

In the meanwhile his brave Swiss soldiers, who,
faithful to their orders, defended in the courts the
approach to the palace, found themselves obliged to

fire on the people. The people were repulsed, and
the guards stood firm at their post, when they learned
that the king had retired. Their courage then for-

sook them ; and, having dispersed, they were almost
all massacred in Paris.

The king was transferred to the prison of the
tower of the Temple, with his wife, his children, and
his sister, on the 13th of August.

VOL. II. E E
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On the 31st of August, the mayor and the city

attorney (Potion and Manuel) presented themselves
to the assembly, at the head of a deputation, hi the

name of which Tallien, its orator, announced " that

a number of turbulent priests had been arrested and
imprisoned, and that, in a few days, the soil of

liberty would be purged of their presence."

On the 2nd of September, at the convent of the

Carmelites of the Luxembourg, at the seminary of

St Firmin in la Rue St Victor, at the abbey St

Germain des-Pr^s, several prelates and a great num-
ber of priests were massacred. The carnage lasted

till the 6th at the Hotel de la Force.

On the 8th, the prisoners from Orleans, sent to

Versailles, were massacred there-

It was in these days of terror and trembling that

a man came to lodge near us, in the hamlet of St

Germain, who, as I supposed, was unknown to me.
In his disguise, I had so much difficulty in recollect-

ing where I could have seen him that he was obliged

to tell me his name. It was Lorry, the bishop of

Augers. Our recollection of each other was made
tender by the misfortune of his situation, which he
did not cease to support with considerable courage
and firmness.

We soon became social friends ; at his desire our

table was in common ; and in better times this acci-

dental connection would have been reciprocally

agreeable. Lodged together on the borders of a

pretty river, in the most beautiful season of the year,

having enchanting gardens, and a superb forest for

our walks, perfectly agreeing in our opinions, in our
tastes, and in our principles, the remembrance of a

world in which we had lived furnished us with sub-
jects for conversation that were inexhaustible ; but
all these sweets were imbittered, by the sorrows
with which we v/ere perpetually assailed.

The convention succeeded the legislative assembly
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on the 21st of September. Its first decree was the

abohtion of royalty.

At the same time, at the name of republican liberty,

columns of volunteers ran to the armies ; we found
ourselves on their march, and they disturbed our
repose. Besides, the approach of winter rendered
the place where we were, damp and unhealthy : we
were obliged to quit it, and it was not without regret

that we there left the good bishop. We retired, my
wife and I, to Couvicourt.

On the 1 1th of December, the king appeared at the

bar of the convention, and was interrogated. He
asked for two lawyers, Tronchet and Target, for his

counsel.

Target refused to perform this sacred duty ; the

virtuous Malesherbes eagerly offered to take his

place ; this was consented to.

Tronchet and Malesherbes asked to have the

honest and feeling de Seze to assist them, and that

too was granted.

On the 26th, the king appeared for the second time,

with his three defenders.—De Seze addressed the

assembly, but the king had not allowed him, in his

defence, any oratorical parade. In obeying him,

de Seze was but the more impassioned.

On the 17th of January 1793, the sentence of death

was pronounced by a majority of 366 votes against

355.

The king lodged an appeal to the nation. The
appeal was rejected.

On the 19th, it was decided by a majority of 380

votes against 310, that there should be no delay in

the execution of the sentence, and on the 21st, Louis

XVI had his head cut oflf on the ' Place Louis XV.'

His confessor, at the foot of the scaffold, pro-

nounced these ever memorable words :
—" Son of

St Louis, ascend to heaven 1"

The king on the scaffold wished to address the

people; Santerre, commanding the execution, and
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one of the leaders of the faubourg St Antoine,
ordered the drums to beat, in order to stifle his

voice.

This execution was succeeded at a little interval

of time by that of the three other prisoners of the
Temple. On the 21st of January, the king had
perished on the scaffold. On the 16th of October,
the queen his wife shared the same fate. On the
21st of Floreal in the following year, Elizabeth the
king's sister terminated her innocent life under the
same instrument of death ; and on the 20th Prairial

of the same year, the dauphin died in the Temple.

BOOK XIX.

The French revolution might have pleaded an
honourable example in ancient Rome. Louis XVI
had not one of the vices of the Tarquins, nor could
he be accused either of pride or violence ; without
any other reason than that of being weary of its

kings, France had the power to expel them and their

whole race

But the 21st of January 1793 began, and could
only begin, the reign of terror.

The revolutionists appeared to have conceived the
vast infernal project of depraving a whole people,
of associating vices and crimes, of propagating bad
morals by bad laws, and of realising by general
corruption all that is attributed to the dark genius
of human nature.

Religious opinions, the belief in a God, the idea
of futurity, could curb the inclination to crime ; the
authority of the father could restrain the cliild;

morality, by its principles of humanity, equity, and
modesty, could regenerate a corrupt race. The pro-
ject of depravation was directed against all these ties.
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We heard incredulity and blasphemy proclaimed ; v/e

saw libertinism affect to despise tlie idea of a God,
sacrilege insult the altars, and crime pride itself on
the hope of annihilation ; we saw broken, all the ties

of subordination that nature forms ; children, made
by the laws independent of their fathers, had only to
wish for their death in order to be secure, without
their consent and in spite of their will, of sharing
their spoil. The conjugal knot was still the means
of perpetuating domestic virtues, and of keeping in

intimate union the husband, wife, and child—this tie

was rendered fragile at will; marriage became no
more than a legal prostitution, a trransient connec-
tion, which licentiousness, caprice, and inconstancy,

might form and dissolve as fancy varied. In fine,

honour, public faith, decorum, the respect for self and
for public opinion, and the veneration which the sa-

cred image of virtue inspired, had offered a rallying

point for souls susceptible of repentant feelings, and
awake to the impressions of example. All this was
destroyed. The impudence of vice, the audacity of

shame, the emulation of licence even to the most un-
bridled dissoluteness, were professed and erected into

maxims of republican morality ; and the system of

IVIirabeau, and of the duke d'Orleans, that system,

the aim of which was the dark corruption of a whole
generation, seemed to reign throughout France. Thus
was formed that revolutionary despotism, that colos-

sus of mire, kneaded and cemented with blood.

Retired as we were in our cottage of Ablonville,

to which we had gone on quitting Couvicourt, we
did not cease to dread the influence of so corrupted an
age on our children ; and we were employhig every

care to fortify them by a salutary and virtuous edu-

cation, when the almost sudden death of their faith-

ful tutor added a domestic affliction, that completed
the measure of our sufferings. A putrid fever of

extreme malignity robbed us of that excellent young
man. Our children must remember the grief which

E E 2
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this loss caused us, and the fear we had lest they
should suffer from the contagious air of a pestilential

malady.
Their mother and I knew not what course to take,

and our last resom'ce \vas to go and seek refuge in

some inn at Vernon, when the idea was suggested to

us of asking asylum of a venerable old man, who, in

the village of Aubevoie, at a little distance from ours,

occupied a house large enough to lodge us all, with-

out any inconvenience to himself. This circumstance

of my life has something romantic in it.

The old man, who, affected by our situation, Avas

eager to receive us, was one of the monks who had
been driven from the neighbouring monastery of

Carthusians. His name was dom Honorat. He
was older than I. His manners called to mind those

of the anchorets of the Thehaid. This excellent man
seemed to be sent by heaven to edify and to console

us. He breathed piety, but a piety all gentleness,

indulgence, affection, and charity ; a piety that was
truly evangelic. He rarely allowed himself to dine

with us ; but, for an hour in the afternoon, and some-
what longer in the evening, he used to come and dis-

course to us of the great objects on which he inces-

santly meditated, of divine providence, of the im-
mortality of the soul, of the life to come, of the

morality of the gospel ; and all this flowed naturally,

simply, and from the bottom of his heart, with a

lively faith and true feeling, tt would have been
cruel to express a doubt on subjects that gave conso-

lation to his age and solitude. The soul of this good
old man was perpetually in heaven ; and it was so

grateful to us to raise ourselves to Jieaven with him,
that it would have been inhuman to have wished to

make him descend. He revived us under the dejec-

tion into which we had been thrown by the death of
the king ; and in calling to recollection the words of

the confessor, ' son of St. Louis, ascend to heaven,'
" Yes," said he with confidence, " he is now before
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God, and certain I am that he is imploring pardon for
his enemies." He thought the same of the virtuous
martyrs of the 2nd of September.

^
The alleviation which a pious hermit might feel in

his situation by associating with us, was offensive to
the mayor of Aubevoie. At the expiration of eigh-
teen days, he came to tell me that it was time for us
to retire. Fortunately, the air of our house was puri-
fied ; and, after having suitably testified our gratitude
to him who had so well received us, we returned to

our home.
This modest and humble dwelling was my ovm, I

had bought it ; but what a fatal change did it an-
nounce in our past fortune. I had just quitted, near
Paris, a country-house that formed our delight, a
garden plentifully stored ; and that smihng re-
treat was changed, as by the wand of an enchanter,
into a species of cottage very small and very decayed.
It was here that we were obliged to endeavour to
accommodate ourselves to our situation, and, if pos-
sible, to live as honourably in poverty as we had lived

in days of ease. The trial was pahiful ; my literary

places were suppressed; the French Academy was
soon to be destroyed ; my pension as a man of letters,

the fruit of my labours, was no longer of any value.

The only solid property T still had was that little farm
at Paray, which the prudent foresight of my wife had
engaged me to purchase. I was obliged to lay down
my carriage, and to turn away even the servant that
my old age would have needed. But, in this narrow
dwelling, v*^here we had scarcely the indispensable

necessaries, my wife had the good understanding and
the art to limit our expenses, by simplifying our
wants ; and I can say that our own sad condition af-

fected us but little in comparison with the public
calamity. The care 1 gave to the instruction of my
children, the tender part that their mother took in

their moral education, and if I may be allowed to say

it, the excellence of their dispositions, were an inex-
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pre?sible resource to us in our solitude. They con-

soled us for a misfortune, which was not the misfor-

tune of their age. At least we forbore to afflict them
with it. The storm passes over their heads, used we
to say, smiling on them ; and for them we have the

hope of more calm and serene weather.

But the storm still increased ; we saw it extend it-

self over the whole nation ; it was nob a civil war, for

one of the two parties was passive and disarmed ; but

on one side it was a jealous hatred, and on the other

a melancholy terror.

jMillions of men to keep in pay in the armies, and
many other excessive expenses, absorbed infinitely

more wealth than the contributions of the state and
the sale of the property of the clergy and the emigrants

could furnish. The paper-money, multiplied to in-

finity, destroyed itself ; its accelerated fall drew along

with it that of credit. Commerce was ruined. The
war did not afford sufficient resources in the conquered
countries. It was decreed (on the 10th of 5Jarch

1/93) that the properties of the condemned should

devolve to the republic ; and this was what was called

coining money with the guillotine on that ' Place de
la Revolution,' which overflowed with blood.

Hence it was that wealth became a cause of pro-

scription, and that not only men, commendable for

their merit, the JMalesherbes, the IVicolai, the Gilbert-

de-Voisin, but men remarkable for their fortune, a

JNIagon, a Leborde, a Duruey, a Serilly, and a crowd
of financiers were hurried to death. Thus, when old

Magon v,'as brcnght before the revolutionary tribu-

nal, and asked his name ;
" I am rich," answered he,

and disdained to say more.
In order to give more latitude to the tables of pro-

scription, those who were denounced were denoted
under the vague names of enemies of the people,

enemies of liberty, enemies of the revolution, in fine,

under the name of ' suspected ;' and all those were
considered as ' suspected' who, either by their con-
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duct, their connections, or their language, had she^vn
themselves the partisans of tyranny (that is to say, of
royalty) or the enemies of the republic, and in general
those to whom certificates of civism had been refused.
Now, in refusing these certificates, the government
was excused from all explanation of the motive and
cause of such refusal, by the decree of the 30th of
January 1793; accusation and judgment were like-
wise exempt from proof. In a decree sentencing the
enemies of the people to the pain of death, passed the
22nd Prairial, year two, it was said, those are reputed
such who seek to destroy liberty, either by force or
by artifice ; to degrade the national convention and
the revolutionary government of which it is the cen-
tre ; to mislead opinion, and prevent the instruction
of the people ; to deprave morals, and coiTupt the
public conscience ; in fine, to blemish the purity of
revolutionary principles. The proof necessary to
condemn them, added this decree, shall be every kind
of material or moral document, that can naturally
obtain the assent of a just and rational understanding.—The rule for passing judgment is the conscience of
the juries, enlightened by patriotism. Their end is

the country's triumph, the n.iin of its enemies. If
there exist documents of the nature above described,
no witnesses shall be heard.

It is with this equivocal and perfidious language
that fair-spoken hypocrisy instituted the jurispru-
dence and arbitrary proceedings of our criminal tri-

bunals. No proofs, no witnesses, the consciences of
the juries ! and of what juries ? of the creatures and
supporters of Robespierre, Lebon, Barrier, Francas-
tel, and of so many other tigers, drunk, yet insatiable,

with human blood.

One of the itinerant executioners of the faction
had a guillotine engraven on his seal, as an emblem
Another, at his dinner, had one of those instiiunents
on his table, with which he amused himself by cut-

ting off the head of a chicken that had been served
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up to liira ; and while these made a mockery of the

mstrument of their barbarity, others boasted to the

convention of their economy and diligence m the exe-

cution of its decrees. " Shooting is too tedious,"

one of them MTOte to the convention, " and powder
and ball are thereby expended. We have adopted
the plan of putting them (the prisoners) in large boats

in the middle of the river ; and at half a league from
the to^^^l we sink the boat. Samt-Florent and tbe

other places," added he, '* are full of prisoners.

Tliey too shall have the patriotic baptism." I need
not say what shudderings of horror we felt at the

railleries of these monsters. The atrocities that

made humanity tremble, the droi\-nings of Carrier in

the Loire, the cannonades with case-shot of Collot-

d'Herbois at Lyon, obtained honom'able mention in

the journals of the convention. The infernal acts

of Lebon in the Pas-de- Calais were only ' forms
somewhat severe,' which ought to be pardoned, and
they were pardoned !

A formidable party was suddenly formed in the

bosom of the convention against Robespierre ; Tallien

denounced him. He was instantly outlawed (the

9th of Thermidor) , surprised, torn from the town-hall,

whither he had floA^^l, and dragged to the scaiFold

(on the 10th) where he had every day immolated so

many innocent victims.

After the death of Robespierre, the committees
and the revolutionary tribunal were renewed, and the

convention disavowed their past cruelties ; but it

declared (on the 22nd of Frimaire, year 3) " that it

would receive no appeal in the reversal of judgments
passed by the criminal tribunals, authorising the
confiscation of property to the use of the republic,

and executed during the revolution."

At the same time, the fermentation of the public

mind M'as not extinguished. The society of the

Jacobins did not forget that it had been all powerful

;

it sa-\v itself dispersed, and it could not suffer that
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ihis ariarchical power, which w^as its sanguinary con-

quest, should be usurped by an opposing party. ItG

enemies were in vain cautious of giving it offence

;

it felt the curb, and champed in silence. The con-

vention wanted to weaken by purifying it ; and the

committees were charged to unite and prepare the
plan of this purification on the 13th of Vendemiaire.

All correspondence and intercourse between the

popular societies were forbidden on the 25th. But
fire lay lurking under the embers, and to prevent it

from spreading was still a vain effort.

The convention put itself on its defence against

denunciation, by a decree of gaurantee, which regu-

lated the manner in which the trial of a member of

the national representation should thenceforth be
conducted, passed on the 8th of Brumaire ; but this

guarantee, in the case of insurrection, w^as no secu-

rity ; and the tumult began to be threatening around
the hall of the Jacobins on the 19th. The conven-

tion decreed that this hall should be shut : and this

decree was sent to the armies and popular societies

on the 20th. The commotions of the people in the

centre of Paris, and in the faubourg St Antoine were

but the more furious.

On the 1 8th of Frimaire, in order to strengthen

the party Avhicli opposed the league of the jacobins,

the sixty-six deputies, put under arrest on the 3rd

of October 1 793, were brought back to the conven-

tion, and three of the ancient terrorists, convicted

of excesses which they had committed at Nantes,

were condemned to death. The act of accusation

was pronounced against Fouquier Tinville, public

accuser, and he was condemned with fifteen of his

accomplices. At the same time, Collot d'Herbois,

Barrfere, and Billaud Varemie were put on their

trial.

Finally, the whole convention took an oath to

pursue, even to death, the successors of Robes-

pierre.
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The jacobins seemed at their last gasp. Some
young men, assembled in the garden of the Palais-
Royal, had there bm-nt a manikin in the costume
of jacobinism, and carried its ashes to the common

, sewer of JMontmartre, with this inscription on the
funeral uni :

—

'' Pantheon of the jacobins of the 9th
of Thermidor."

Yet such was the inquietude of the assembly, that
among all these acts of vigour, it still gave a signal of
alarm and distress. For so I call the decree wherein,
foreseeing its own dissolution, it ordained, " that, in
case of such dissolution, all the representatives who
should have escaped the parricidal sword should
repair as quickly as possible to Ghtllons-sur-Marne."
The event proved that it had been well foreseen.
On the 1st of Prairial, some women of the popu-

lace having forced open the doors of the hall of the
assembly, with cries and insults that interrupted the
deliberations, a crowd of men instantly rushed in
with them, and the head of one of the deputies was
laid on the table. The conquest would have been
secure, if the people had profited by the momentary
terror it had spread. But the insurgents amusing
themselves with seizing the seats that were aban-
doned to them, one of them, whose name was
Romme, had the imprudent vanity to seat himself
in the chair of the president, and to lose time by
pronouncing decrees there. By these decrees he
ordained the arrestation of the members of the com-
mittees of the government, the enlargement of all

those detained since the 9th of Thermidor, and
the recall of Barr^re, of CoUot d'Herbois, and of
BiUaud-de-Varenne This mad boast of authority
luUed the fury of the people ; and, while he was
giving laws, one of the deputies entered the hall at the
head of the armed force, chased away and dispersed
the multitude, and restored courage 'and liberty to
the assembly.

The blood of the terrorists then began to flow
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again in a full stream ; and the leaders of the popular
sedition were executed in the presence of the people.

Thus, between despotism and anarchy, the armed
force was the only arbiter, and the chiefs of the con-
quered party were led to the scaffold.

This was but as a spectacle for the sane part of the
nation, that had an equal abhorrence of anarchy and
of despotism.

The convention at length felt the necessity of rege-
nerating the republic by changing, not the principle,

but the form of a government which was republican
by name but despotic in reality, and by feigning to
divide powers in order to balance them. Such was
the object and artifice of the new constitution. In
this shadow of fundamental laws, which a commis-
sion was charged to frame, and which it presented
on the 5th of iMessidor, in the year 3, two legislative

councils and an executive directory composed the
corps to which the national power was to be con-
fided.

The two councils, one of five hundred, and the
other of two hundred and fifty deputies, chosen every
year by the majority of votes in the electoral as-

semblies, were invested with the power, one of pro-
posing, the other of accepting or refusing new laws,

the latter being the regulator and moderator of the

former. Thus far the public interest, supposing the

persons elected to be free and enlightened, might be
in good hands.

But to these two councils were added an executive

directory, armed with the public force, in order to

maintain order and the laws ; and it was there that

the most absolute and most tyrannical despotism of

which history affords any example, established arid

entrenched itself.

The five members who should compose the direc-

tory were to be chosen out of fifty candidates pro-

posed by the council of five hundred ; and it was to
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the council of tAvo hundred and fifty (called the coun-

cil of ancients) that it belonged to choose them.

These Pentarchs were to be successively remov-
able ; at first one was to be excluded every year by
lot, and replaced ; and afterwards each was to retire

only at the expiration of his five years' reign, and in

the order of succession.

Thence it came that the best and wisest men were
not solicitous to be of the number of the elected,

whom chance might exclude at the end of one or two
years, and who besides were to run the risks of a first

trial.

But all had a right to aspire to these eminent digni-

ties of the state, and to be elected to them more than
once. Thus their first care had been to compose the

commission, created for framing the constitutional

act, of the most ardent, most adroit, and most ambi-
tious republicans ; and these had endeavoured to give

to this light oligarchy all the authority, force, and
consistence, possible.

The conduct of the greatest affairs of the state-

politics, finances, relations with foreign countries,

commerce, alliances, war and peace, the armies, their

formation, their direction, the choice of the generals

and their removal, the nomination to military em-
ployment—all belonged exclusively to this- council of

live. In the interior, the police, the use of the armed
force and the right of calling it into action, the right

of inspection over the treasury and over the receivers

of the taxes, the management of the public revenues,
their distribution and application to the exigencies of

the state, without ever being accountable for them,
the choice and office of the ministers employed under
their orders and dismissible at their will, the super-
intendance of the courts of justice, the immediate
control of the constituted authorities, and of the
agents employed by them in every part of the admi-
nistration ; finally, the right of having, in the depart-
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ments, even in the smallest towns, commissaries

posted as legal spies, and the right of annulling the

elections which the people should have made of its

magistrates and its judges ;—such were the preroga-

tives lavished on the directory by the constitutional

act, without including what it afterwards added.

Thus all the means of governing imperiously, of

intimidating, and of corrupting ; the use of the armed
force ; the disposal of the treasures of the state ; the

interest that mercenary men in the armies, the

finances, and all the employments of the state, would
have to gain the favour of these all-powerful Pen-

tarchs ; the submission of the chiefs to the authors

of their fortune, the example they would give of it to

the soldiers and to the subalterns ; among the magis-

trates of the people, the fear of being dismissed from

their employment, the desire of continuing in it ; in

the national assembly, the ambition of having for

friends the promoters to distinguished places, and

those who held in their hands rewards and punish-

ments, and distributed them as they were well or ill

served : all this, I say, made the directory a colossal

power, before which the councils sunk into nothing.

But it was first necessary that the constitution

should be accepted ; the people too might perceive

that all that was proposed to them was but a tyranny

cleverly masked and learnedly organised ; it was ne-

cessary, besides, to take care that the spirit of it was

not changed in the assembly which the approaching

elections v/ere about to form ; and this was all ma-
naged in the most impudent manner.

BOOK XX.

The events which I have just recalled to memory
have so occupied my fancy, that amid so many public
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calamities I have almost forgotten myself. The im-
pression which this mass of misery made on me was
indeed eo lively, and so deep, it was very natural that

what concerned only myself should have very often

been forgotten. Not hut that I endeavoured, by
diversions of labour and study, to defend myself from
these wearisome reflections whose continued action

might have terminated in a dark melancholy, or in a

fixity of ideas still more dangerous to the weak and
frail organs of man.
When my imagination could be diverted by amus-

ing reveries, I made new tales, less gay than those

which I had written in the sunshine of my life, and
the smiling leisure of prosperity ; but a little more
philosophical, and in a tone that suited l)etter with

my age and the circumstances of the times.

When these dreams failed me, I exerted my reason,

and tried to employ the time of my retreat and
solitude better, by composing, for the instruction of

my children, an elementary course of study, in little

* Treatises of Grammar, Logic, Metaphysics, and
Morality,' in which I collected with care what I liad

learned in my reading of different kinds, in order to

transmit the fruits of it to them.
Sometimes, to amuse or instruct tliem by example,

I employed our winter evenings in recounting to

them by the fire-side some little adventures of ray

youth ; and my wife, perceiving that these recitals

interested them, pressed me to write for them the

events of my life.

It was thus that I became engaged to write these

volumes of my Memoirs. I will freely confess, with
madame de Stael, that I have only painted myself in

profile ; but I wrote for my children.

These recollections were a real comfort and allevi-

ation to me, inasmuch as they effaced, at least for

moments, the sad images of the present, by the gen-
tle dreams of the past.

I now, however, come to an epocli when the in-
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terest of public affa,irs seized on me more strongly

and more closely than ever. By my duty as a citizen,

I was called to that primary assembly of the canton of

Gaillon where the new constitution was going to be
proposed. This was the moment to observe the state

and shades of national sentiment, and that observation

was interesting ; for the problem was to be submitted

to discussion, and simultaneously solved by the ma-
jority of votes in all the primary assemblies through-

cut the republic.

In that where I was present, it was evident to me
that two parties balanced each other.

V v2



SEQUEL.

Hkre the manuscript of the IMemoirs of Marmontel
breaks off; but the particulars of the brief remainder
of his hfe acre soon narrated. He continued to occup}''

himself with his literary labours in his little cottage

at Ablonville, until the month of April 1/97, the

epoch at which the electoral assemblies were held for

the renewal of a third part of the national assembly,

in virtue of the articles of the tliird constitution.

He then repaired to Evreux, and collected the suffrages

of his department, by which he was expressly charged

to defend, in the national council, the cause of the

Catholic religion. This engagement he faithfully

endeavoured to fulfil, and pronounced before the

legislative assembly a discourse on the Free Exercise

of Public Worship, the religion in question being

then necessitated to solicit a right which in its own
times of ascendancy it had been generally strongly

disposed to deny. Being named a member of the

council of ancients, IMarmontel returned to Paris, and
lived there wholly occupied by his functions, till the

decision which rendered void the election of his

department of the Eure, with those of many others.

He then retired again to his cottage, escaping, possi-

bly in consequence of his advanced age, the trans-

portation endured by most of his friends. In the

latter end of 1799, he was seized with a fit of apo-

plexy, and medical aid proving fruitless, he expired
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on the 31st of December in the same year, in the

seventy-seventh year of his age, and was bm'ied with
cathohc rites in his own garden.

Since the death of JMarmontel, besides the auto-

biography forming the subject of these vohimes, there

have appeared Memoirs of the Regency of the duke
of Orleans, printed from his original manuscript in

two volumes 12mo
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